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1

Chapter 1

Introduction

At the center of the debate on quantum mechanics since its foundations [1–3], entanglement is arguably not
one but rather the distinguishing signature of the quantum world, “the one that enforces its entire departure
from classical lines of thought” [1]. Einstein used to refer to it as “spooky action at a distance” [4], being
at the origin of his criticisms to quantum theory. Due to entanglement, indeed, a local action on a quantum
system can affect the state of all the rest of the system and this happens instantaneously, in sharp contrast
with the classical paradigm according to which the propagation of correlations is strictly bounded by a
maximum velocity [5].

If on one side the very nature of entanglement remains elusive, on the other a lot has been understood and
today entanglement is one of the most studied topics in physics, at the center of many research lines. The in-
terest in this quantum phenomenon comes in fact from different and apparently disconnected communities,
ranging from the high-energy community (for instance, the quantum-gravity one) to the quantum informa-
tion and the condensed matter community. The reason is that entanglement turns out to play a central role
in many different problems in physics. To mention some, in quantum information theory entanglement is
seen as a resource allowing to perform tasks which would be impossible in a classical world or at least very
inefficient (it is the case of quantum cryptography [6], teleportation [7], quantum error correction codes [8],
and quantum computation protocols [9]). Moreover, it is believed to be a crucial phenomenon in the black
hole physics [10–12]: black holes, indeed, are known to carry an entropy, the so-called Bekenstein-Hawking
entropy [13,14], and this is expected to be related and (at least partially) explained by means of the entangle-
ment between the interior and the exterior degrees of freedom of the black hole itself. Entanglement plays
an important role in statistical physics, particularly in the physics of phase transitions where it is often used
as a tool to probe criticality: the entanglement behavior enables to distinguish if the system is in a gapped or
gapless phase and is known to display universal features in critical systems [15–18]. Entanglement is also an
important quantity to look at disordered systems where randomness gives rise to interesting phenomena as
localization [19–21]: in these situations entanglement is a good indicator of such properties [22, 23]. More-
over, entanglement is also useful to detect and characterize topological order [24, 25], spin liquids [26, 27],
and in general new phases of matter for which a conventional order parameter does not exist and therefore
do not admit a description in terms of the Ginzburg-Landau theory. Finally, it had a main role in the under-
standing and development of numerical algorithms, like the ones based on Matrix Product States (MPS) and
Tensor Networks [28–32]: the efficiency of these algorithms is in fact quantified by the entanglement [33].

Remarkably, entanglement is not a quantity of merely theoretical interest. Recent important advances
have made it possible to prepare, manipulate and measure atoms without loss of coherence, thus allowing
to set up experiments in the context of many-body quantum systems, where the first entanglement measure-
ments have already been performed [34–37].

At this point, it should be evident the need to quantify and characterize entanglement. This is a highly
non-trivial problem to which a large literature is devoted. The main difficulty lies in the fact that there does
not exist a ‘tape’ of entanglement so that there is not a priori a clear and unique way to quantify the amount
of entanglement in a system. Therefore we need to define quantities that fulfill the right requirements to
be in some sense (to be better specified in the following) ‘good entanglement measures’. Starting with the
quantum information community, a lot of work has been done in this direction and plenty of definitions of
entanglement measures and, more generally speaking, entanglement related quantities are available today:
we are going to discuss some of them in details.
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If the problem of entanglement quantification and computation is hard already when dealing with sim-
ple few-body quantum systems, one can imagine how it gets more and more cumbersome when considering
many-body quantum systems. From our point of view, these are the most interesting: many intriguing
phenomena, indeed, such as phase transitions or symmetry breaking, take place when considering the ther-
modynamic limit (TDL), meaning the limit of infinitely many degrees of freedom (DOF). This thesis fits into
this context, being devoted to the characterization of entanglement and correlations in several many-body
systems. The focus is on low-dimensional systems, where powerful methods allowing for exact calcula-
tions are available. Particular emphasis is given to critical one-dimensional (1d) systems, whose universal
features are described by two-dimensional (2d) conformal field theory (CFT). We will largely employ CFT
methods, that, as we are going to see, can be extended to describe inhomogeneous and out of equilibrium
systems as well. Nonetheless, also discrete lattice models are considered, with special reference to free
models, allowing for very efficient numerical calculations and some fully analytical results. Finally, also the
effect of disorder is considered in lattice models, where many entanglement properties can be derived via
suitable renormalization group (RG) techniques.

In the remainder of the Introduction, we first introduce the main concepts and definitions, to gain some
intuition about entanglement, what really is and in particular how to measure it. We then examine en-
tanglement in greater detail in the context of many-body quantum systems, highlighting its properties and
emphasizing the main results in the literature. The last two sections are devoted to reviewing theoretical and
experimental tools available to characterize and detect entanglement.

1.1 The meaning of entanglement: an operational point of view

The usual setting is the one where two parties, usually denoted as Alice and Bob, share a bipartite quantum
system, and can only access one of the two parts, denoted as A and B, that for the time being, we will assume
to be complementary (B = Ā). Such a situation is mathematically described as follows. The bipartition
of the system induces a bipartition of the common Hilbert space as H = HA ⊗HB. Vectors |ψ〉 ∈ H
represent states of the total system and the most general of such vectors can be written as

|ψ〉 = ∑
i

λi|ψ(i)
A 〉 ⊗ |ψ

(i)
B 〉, (1.1.1)

with |ψ(i)
A/B〉 ∈ HA/B. This is known as Schmidt’s decomposition [38] (note that there is just a single sum

in (1.1.1), even if HA and HB might have different dimensions) and the entanglement properties are fully
encoded in the Schmidt’s coefficients, {λi}. A special class of states are the factorized ones, meaning vectors
of the form

|ψ〉 = |ψA〉 ⊗ |ψB〉. (1.1.2)

For vectors it is easy, in principle at least, to determine whether a state is entangled or not: as soon as the
state is in a superposition as in (1.1.1) (with more than one λi 6= 0), the state is entangled. However not
every state is expressed in this way: the elements |ψ〉 ofH are just a subset of all possible states, called pure
states. The most general ones, instead, are expressed in operatorial form through a density matrix ρ as

ρ = ∑
j

cj|ψ(j)〉〈ψ(j)|, (1.1.3)

with |ψ(j)〉 ∈ H. These include mixed states where the Schmidt decomposition does not apply. Of course,
pure states represent special cases of (1.1.3) (where all the coefficients {cj} but one are zero). In the language
of density matrices, a product state ρ = ρA ⊗ ρB is similarly unentangled. However, a larger class of states,
called separable states in the form

ρ = ∑
i

piρ
(i)
A ⊗ ρ

(i)
B , (1.1.4)
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with pi ≥ 0 being classical probabilities, are only classically correlated and therefore do not contain any
amount of entanglement. Hence, the fact that superposition implies entanglement in pure states does not
simply generalize to mixed states. Instead, we define the most general entangled state as a non-separable
state. Note that separability (and therefore entanglement) is not a property of the state alone, but the chosen
bipartition as well.

1.1.1 LOCC, separable and PPT operations

By definition, a state is entangled if it is non-separable. However what ‘entangled’ really means is far
from being intuitive and is actually better understood from an operational point of view: in particular, it is
convenient to first identify a class of physical operations acting on the two subsystems that are expected not
to create or increase the entanglement between them.

Among the possible operations, a special role is played by the so-called LOCC – local operations and
classical communication [39, 40]. The very mathematical definition is hard and we will not enter in such
details. To get some intuition, instead, we go back to Alice and Bob: using only LOCC, Alice is allowed,
for example, to perform quantum operations on her part of the system, A, and then communicate classically
the result to Bob, who in turn can decide to act on his share, conditioned on the information received. LOCC
are crucially related to entanglement: separable states, indeed, are closed under LOCC operations whereas,
all non-separable states cannot be reached by LOCC only starting from a given separable state. Classical
correlations, then, are the ones that can be generated through LOCC, whereas the ones built-in the quantum
state and not achievable in this way are the true quantum correlations.

It would seem natural at this point for all LOCC operations to be simply the ‘separable’ ones, meaning
the ones that act separately on A and B (mathematically expressed as a tensor product into the two subsys-
tems [41]). However, it has been proved [42] that this is not the case and LOCC are instead just a subset of
the class of separable operations.

One can further consider more general classes of operations. An important definition is that of PPT –
positive partial transpose preserving – operations [43, 44] based on the observation, also known as Peres
criterion [45], that a necessary condition for a state to be separable is the positivity of its partial transpose
(see Eq. (1.2.3) for a definition): in fact, while the density matrix itself is always positive definite, this is
not in general ensured after partial transposition. Unfortunately, however, this is not a sufficient condition
as well.

The main statement of the previous paragraphs is summarized in the following inclusions: LOCC ⊂
separable ⊂ PPT (both being strict bounds). Now, even if LOCC are the ones really connected to the
concept of separability, separable and, in particular, PPT operations are much easier to define and deal with
mathematically. Therefore, as we are going to discuss, they represent practically speaking very useful tools.

1.2 Quantifying entanglement: the axiomatic approach

Next, one would like to order the set of density matrices in terms of entanglement content. The question
is whether it is possible to say uniquely that a given density matrix has more, equal or less entanglement
compared to another one: in other words, we want to quantify entanglement.

Let us start with some observations. Since starting from a separable state, LOCC only allow to move into
other separable states, entanglement cannot increase under LOCC manipulations [8,46–48]. Moreover, there
exist maximal entangled states, namely states from which any other state can be obtained through LOCC
only. Therefore one could think that LOCC is the right criterion giving such ordering. Unfortunately,
this is not the case since LOCC provide instead only a partial ordering: it can be proved that there exist
incomparable states [40]. That is why this operational approach to entanglement has been substituted by
a axiomatic approach [47], according to which a given quantity is required to satisfy some given criteria
or postulates to be an entanglement quantifier. On the other hand, we should emphasize that a common
consensus about the postulates themselves does not exist yet. Below, instead, we limit ourselves to list
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some of the most common requirements for a given map E(ρ) from the space of density matrices ρ to real
numbers to be a ‘good entanglement measure’ [49–51]:

• Monotonicity under LOCC, meaning that if Θ ∈ LOCC, then E(Θ(ρ)) ≤ E(ρ): quantum local
operations and classical communication can only decrease entanglement. It implies that E(ρ) is
constant on separable states and we can set such constant to zero. A function satisfying such property
is said to be an ‘entanglement monotone’.

• Convexity, i.e., E(∑i piρi) ≤ ∑i piE(ρi). This means that entanglement cannot be created by clas-
sically mixing quantum states.

• Additivity under tensor product, i.e., E(⊗iρi) = ∑i E(ρi). Entanglement indeed should not in-
crease by just ‘joining’ quantum systems.

Monotonicity is considered the minimal requirement, but also convexity and additivity are usually de-
manded. Other properties can be required depending on the context and the problem at hand.

1.2.1 Entanglement measures for pure and mixed states

A key object entering the definition of most entanglement measures is the so-called reduced density matrix
(RDM) of the subsystem A defined as ρA ≡ TrBρ, with ρ defining the state of the whole system. Of course
equivalently one can consider the RDM associated with B, ρB.

As far as pure states are concerned (i.e., ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ|, with |ψ〉 in (1.1.1)), the most popular measure
of entanglement is the entropy of information within either subsystem, in the form of the von Neumann
entropy or entanglement entropy (EE)

S(ρA) = −Tr (ρA log ρA) (1.2.1)

It satisfies all the requirements to be considered a good measure (see above). Moreover, it satisfies two
important inequalities [52, 53]

• Subadditivity, i.e., S(ρA∪B) ≤ S(ρA) + S(ρB),

• Strong subadditivity, i.e., S(ρA∪B) + S(ρA∩B) ≤ S(ρA) + S(ρB),

where here A and B are not assumed to be complementary. Therefore, S basically solves the issue of the
unicity of the measure already mentioned, at least for bipartite systems in a pure state, to the point that,
usually, when using a different entanglement measure, one requires it to coincide with the entanglement
entropy at least in some limit.

Other measures of entanglement are the so-called Rényi entanglement entropies (REEs) depending on
the real parameter n > 0

Sn(ρA) =
1

1− n
log Trρn

A (1.2.2)

from which the entanglement entropy is obtained in the limit n → 1. The main drawback is that Rényi
entropies do not satisfy subadditivity. Still, they remain very important quantities, in particular because of
their relations with the moments Trρn

A of the RDM, that uniquely fix the spectrum of ρA, also known as
entanglement spectrum [54].

Notice that S(ρA) = S(ρB) and Sn(ρA) = Sn(ρB), as immediately follows by employing the Schmidt’s
decomposition, Eq. (1.1.1).

Unfortunately, entanglement can be measured via entropies only if two conditions are satisfied. First of
all the system (as a whole) has to be in a pure state. Moreover, entropies are good measures of entanglement
only for bipartite systems. Since entanglement only measures genuine quantum correlations between two
subsystems, any ‘thermal’ noise has to be factored out. But, as soon as the system becomes mixed, both
quantum and classical effects contribute to the von Neumann and Rényi entropies and the actual amount
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of quantum entanglement cannot be isolated. Also, one can easily realize that, among the properties seen
before, convexity is not satisfied on general mixed states.

Even if many other measures are available in the literature, most of them are defined in terms of a vari-
ational calculus (typically involving a max or min over the Hilbert space in their definition) and therefore
are not easily evaluated. Arguably, the only computable measure of entanglement for generic (mixed) states
is the so-called negativity, defined in terms of the partial transposed (PT) density matrix. In the case of
a bipartition of a mixed state, the PT is defined as the transposition with respect to one of the subsystems
only. However, it is often useful to look at the total density matrix as arising from a larger system: when
interested in the entanglement between two non-complementary subsystems A1 and A2 within a tripartite
system (A1 ∪ A2 ∪ B), one can look at the PT of the RDM associated to the two subsystems of interest
(e.g., A1, A2), after tracing out the rest (B). In practice, given the RDM ρA = ∑i ρijkl |e(i)A1

, e(j)
A2
〉 〈e(k)A1

, e(l)A2
|

associated to A = A1 ∪ A2, written in a local orthonormal basis {|e(k)A1
〉 , |e(j)

A2
〉} of the two subsystems, the

PT is obtained by exchanging the indices of subsystem A2 (or A1) as in

ρT2
A = ∑

i
ρijkl |e(k)A1

, e(j)
A2
〉 〈e(i)A1

, e(l)A2
| . (1.2.3)

The negativity is then defined as

N (ρA) =

∥∥∥ρT2
A

∥∥∥− 1

2
, (1.2.4)

where ‖A‖ = Tr
√

AA† is the trace distance (see below). When A is Hermitian, the trace distance is
simplified into the sum of the absolute value of the eigenvalues of A. Hence, the above quantities measure
the negativity of the eigenvalues of ρTA and can be seen as the quantitative version of Peres’ criterion for
separability. It can be shown that it is an entanglement monotone [55], it is convex but it is not additive.
However one can consider its logarithmic version

E(ρA) = ln
∥∥∥ρT2

A

∥∥∥ , (1.2.5)

which is additive by construction. Despite being not convex, its monotonicity under LOCC and actually
under PPT operations as well was proven in [56]. Being based on the class of PPT operations, the vanishing
of the logarithmic negativity is only a necessary but not a sufficient condition for a state to be separable.
The other drawback is that it does not reduce to the entanglement entropy on pure states, but to Rényi with
n = 1/2 instead.

A related interesting quantity is the spectrum of the PT density matrix, dubbed negativity spectrum [57],
introduced as the analogue of the entanglement spectrum for generic mixed states. It can be obtained from

the moments of the PT, Tr
(

ρT2
A

)n
and equally provides a useful entanglement-related tool (see Chapters 2

and 3).
Many other entanglement measures have been introduced and are largely used in different communities:

entanglement of formation [7], entanglement distillation [43, 50], entanglement cost [8, 58], just to mention
some. However here we chose to emphasize entropies and negativity because, as we are going to discuss
further, these are the only measures we are able to deal with in extended quantum systems.

We conclude this brief discussion on entanglement measures with a final remark: one has to be aware
that different measures can give different orderings between density matrices, and this can be regarded as
evidence that a unique ordering according to entanglement does not exist.

1.2.2 More quantum information tools

Apart from the interest in entanglement in its own as a quantum phenomenon, in different communities
entanglement measures have been borrowed from quantum information theory as powerful tools to char-
acterize the state of the system and, more importantly, of subsystems. In fact, we have seen that, given
an entanglement measure, it is possible to give an ordering in the space of RDMs associated with a given
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subsystem. Further characterization of RDMs can be obtained by comparing them in several different ways.
In particular, exploring other quantum information concepts may provide new insights when considering
two different quantum states. In this direction, the problem of measuring the ‘distance’ between density
matrices has also been intensively considered and several related quantities have been introduced to this aim
and analyzed [9, 59].

In this respect, an interesting quantity to look at is the so-called relative entropy (ReE) [60–62] that for
two given RDMs ρA and σA is defined as

S(ρA‖σA) = Tr (ρA log ρA)− Tr (ρA log σA) . (1.2.6)

It can be interpreted as a measure of distinguishability of quantum states, but it is not a proper distance
between ρA and σA in a mathematical sense. A measure of the difference between two RDMs should indeed
be non-negative, symmetric in its inputs, equal to zero if and only if its two inputs are the same, and should
obey the triangular inequality: in other words, it should be a metric. And this is not the case for the relative
entropy, which is not symmetric and does not satisfy the triangular inequality either. Still, it is definitely a
useful tool: besides being closely related to several entanglement measures [63, 64], it is also accessible in
extended quantum systems, as we are going to discuss in Chapter 4.

An important family of proper metrics is instead given by

Dn(ρA, σA) =
1

21/n ‖ρA − σA‖n, (1.2.7)

which depends on the real parameter n ≥ 1. These distances are known as (Schatten) n-distances, and
are defined in terms of the (Schatten) n-norm [59] of a general matrix Λ, ‖Λ‖n =

(
∑i λn

i
)1/n, with λi

being the absolute values of the non-vanishing eigenvalues of Λ (when Λ is hermitian). The limit n → 1
of Eq. (1.2.7) gives the so-called trace distance, which, as we are going to see in Chapter 5, is on a special
footing compared to the others.

1.3 Entanglement in quantum many body systems

In this Section, we give an overview of key properties and results of entanglement in many-body quantum
systems, with particular focus on what is known in 1d. However also a few important results valid in higher
dimensions d will be mentioned along the way. Of course, we do not claim any completeness, considering
the enormous amount of literature available. Instead, we choose from the beginning to restrict ourselves to
stress a few important facts. For excellent reviews on the subject, suitable for different tastes and taking
different points of view, depending on the authors’ community of origin, we refer the reader to [65–68].

One of the most important results regarding the behavior of the EE in many-body systems goes under
the name of area law. While typical states in the Hilbert space have an entropy that grows extensively with
the system size (it is the case, for example, of maximally entangled states, excited eigenstates and ground
states of hamiltonians with non-local interactions), the (subsystem) EE in the ground state of gapped local
hamiltonians, is known to scale with the area of its boundary rather than with its volume [65–68]. In
dimension d the scaling is of the form

S(ρA) ∼ (`/ε)d−1 (1.3.1)

with ` denoting the typical length of the subsystem A and ε an ultraviolet cut-off. A similar behavior is found
for the Rényi entropies. Note that in continuous models ε→ 0, making the EE divergent. [We mention that
one can consider suitable combinations of EE where such divergence gets canceled, as the so-called mutual
information [9], which for two given subsystems A and B is defined as IA:B ≡ SA + SB − SA∪B (where
SX ≡ S(ρX)). Unfortunately, it is well known that it provides only an upper bound to the entanglement
between A and B.] For gapped many-body systems, there is a unanimous consensus that the area law is valid
in arbitrary dimension [67], although a rigorous proof is only available for 1d systems [69]. This suggests
that the ground state of local hamiltonians contains much less quantum correlation than what one might have
expected, with enormous consequences for the simulability of quantum states using classical computers: for
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instance, it underlies the extraordinary success of MPS methods, such as the Density Matrix Renormal-
ization Group [30, 70–72] (DMRG), to effectively describe ground states of one-dimensional systems. As
already mentioned, the efficiency of such algorithms strongly depends on the entanglement content: more
specifically, the number of relevant parameters to have an approximate but faithful description of a quantum
state grows with the amount of entanglement present within the state itself [33].

Nevertheless, there exist well known violations to the area law. It is in fact well known that the ground
states of gapless free-fermionic hamiltonians exhibit logarithmic corrections to the area law [73–75], i.e.,
S(ρA) = O(`d−1 ln `), in contrast with gapless bosonic systems [56], for which no corrections are present
for d ≥ 2. However, the most prominent examples of logarithmic area-law violations are critical one-
dimensional models [15–18], and spin chains with a permutation symmetric ground state [76–79]. For
critical systems, such corrections are particularly important: in this case, the low energy properties are
captured by CFT and, besides signaling criticality, the logarithmic term turns out to be universal. Indeed
it is proportional to the corresponding central charge, which does not depend on the microscopic details
of the model but only on the universality class associated with a given fixed point of the renormalization
group (RG) [80, 81]. Importantly, not only ground states but also the low-energy part of the spectrum of
systems described by CFT shows sub-volume (logarithmic) scaling of the entanglement entropy. We also
mention that such systems possess another universal (constant) source of entanglement, dubbed boundary
entropy [82], related to the ‘ground-state degeneracy’, which depends on the universality class of the bound-
ary conditions, and is in general non-integer. More details about the scaling of entanglement and more
generally speaking CFT methods [83,84] are given below in the Section 1.4.2. Also disorder and impurities
can conspire with quantum fluctuations to induce non-trivial effects: as a remarkable example, relying on
strong disorder renormalization group (SDRG) techniques [85] (see Section 1.4.4), a logarithmic violation
of the area law has indeed been found for entanglement entropy in Ref. [86] in disordered spin chains. Fur-
thermore, recently, more exotic examples of ground states violating the area law started to be discovered as
well: for example, one can design specific spin chains whose ground state entanglement follows a volume
law [87] or a square root growth with the subsystem size [88–91] (see Chapter 11 for an explicit example).

If the area law is to be physically interpreted as most of the quantum correlations being concentrated
around the boundaries of the system, one would expect to observe it also when looking at different en-
tanglement measures. And in fact, it was recently observed also for the logarithmic negativity in gapped
one-dimensional systems [92, 93]. Analogously to the EE, logarithmic violations are present for the LN in
critical [94] and disordered [95] spin chains (more details in Chapter 10).

We also mention that in higher dimensions further logarithmic contributions (subleading in this case)
appear whenever the boundary is not smooth but contains corners instead: surprisingly such contributions
also show some degrees of universality [68, 93].

In 2d, another peculiar result concerning entanglement entropy is found for systems displaying topolog-
ical order. In this case the area law reads S(ρA) = α`/ε− γ. While the coefficient in front of the area term
is now cut-off dependent, the constant γ, dubbed topological entropy [24,25], is a universal contribution. A
similar topological term is present for the entanglement negativity as well [96,97]. Hence, by computing the
entanglement entropy (or negativity) and isolating the constant term in the size of the subsystem, we have
a tool to detect topological order. Prototypical examples of this situation are the Kitaev model [98] and the
two-dimensional electron gases in large magnetic fields in the fractional quantum Hall regime [99].

Deep insights on entanglement and its nature are provided by the celebrated Ryu-Takayanagi (RT) for-
mula [100, 101]. Inspired to the Bekenstein-Hawking formula for the entropy of a black hole, today it is
considered one of the most important results coming from the AdS/CFT correspondence, or gauge/gravity
duality, proposed by Maldacena in [102] as a concrete realization of the holographic principle [103, 104].
The correspondence is between a gravity theory in the bulk of a (d + 1) space-time and a conformal field
theory (without gravity) which lives on the boundary of that spacetime (i.e in d dimension). The RT for-
mula, then, states that the entanglement of a region can be computed in the classical regime from the area of
certain minimal surfaces, anchored to the entangling surface in the boundary and extending inside the bulk.

Quite recently, a connection between entanglement and the irreversibility of the RG between critical
points has also been unveiled. Using Lorentz invariance and the strong subadditivity property of the entan-
glement entropy, an alternative proof of the well known c-theorem by Zamolodchikov [105] was found in
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(1 + 1)d [106,107]. Soon after, entanglement (with special reference to entanglement and relative entropy)
became a valuable tool in the attempt of extending the c-theorem to higher dimensions, historically consid-
ered a very hard problem (a conjecture for even dimensions is the one by Cardy [108], only recently proved
in 4d in the form of the so-called a-theorem [109,110]): holographic studies [111,112] suggested that the c-
function could be identified as the universal coefficient appearing in the entanglement entropy (importantly,
also for odd dimensions, where Cardy’s conjecture does not hold) and this turns out to be crucial to prove
the F-theorem in (2 + 1)d [113–115]. The so-called g-theorem, stating the decreasing under RG of the
boundary entropy g, has been related to entanglement as well [116].

Another interesting aspect in the study of quantum correlations is their out-of-equilibrium dynamics,
which is deeply intertwined with problems at the very foundation of statistical physics, like equilibration
and thermalization [117–119]. In particular, the evolution of the entanglement entropy following a quantum
quench [120] has been the focus of intense research: according to such protocol, the system is prepared in a
given state which is not an eigenstate of the hamiltonian governing the dynamics and then let evolve. For a
wide variety of global quenches, together with the powerful methods of CFT, which remarkably can be ex-
tended to deal with out of equilibrium situations [120–122], the so-called quasiparticle picture of Ref. [123]
provides an understanding of the main qualitative features of the entanglement dynamics. The linear growth
and saturation in time to an extensive value in the subsystem size, which can be observed numerically, is thus
easily recovered. Recently, the quasiparticle picture complemented with the knowledge of the steady-state
and its excitations was shown to lead to a complete prediction for the entanglement dynamics in integrable
models (the ones possessing an extensive number of conserved charges) [124–126]. And this also allowed
to understand the relation between entanglement evolution and how thermodynamics emerges in isolated
systems. The quasiparticle picture may be extended to describe the entanglement spreading in mixed states
as well: in particular, an exact prediction for the time evolution of the logarithmic negativity after a quench
was given in [127]. As far as generic systems are concerned, then, entanglement is also expected to grow lin-
early (this expectation is mainly supported by numerical evidence [128–134]), but the quasiparticle picture
does not apply and much less is known, especially from an analytical point of view. However, we mention a
recent conjecture for the growth of entanglement entropy in generic (non-integrable) systems that has been
put forward in Ref. [135], the so-called minimal-cut picture. The conjecture is derived under random unitary
dynamics and is reminiscent of the RT formula, but the extent of its applicability is not clear yet. An inter-
esting exception to the linear growth of entanglement is instead provided by many body localized (MBL)
systems, where both interactions and disorder are usually present [20, 21, 136–138]. In the MBL phase, in-
deed, both entanglement growth [22,23] and operator spreading [139–141] are associated with length scales
that grow only logarithmically in time, due to localization. An even more severe exception is the bounded
growth of entanglement seen in disordered non-interacting systems, a phenomenon known since a long time
as Anderson localization [19].

We close by mentioning the essential role of the whole spectrum of the RDM, the entanglement spectrum
[142], in the study of universal features of many-body systems in their different phases, and its analogue
for mixed states, the negativity spectrum [57]. We will come back to this topic in Chapters 2 and 3 for an
extensive discussion.

1.4 Theoretical approach to entanglement

All the results of the previous Section and many more have been achieved thanks to analytical and numerical
techniques developed specifically to deal with entanglement measures and other quantum information tools
in the context of many-body quantum systems. Below we review in some detail some of the most powerful
techniques, focusing on the main ones used throughout the thesis.

1.4.1 Replica approach

One of the most successful strategies, widely used in many different contexts (from QFTs to disordered
models and so on), is known as replica approach and was first introduced in this context by Holzhey et
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al. [15] but then put on a more systematic basis by Calabrese and Cardy in [17].
To introduce the so-called replica tricks, we start from the EE. Sometimes we are not able to compute

it from its very definition (1.2.1). It can happen that it is instead easier to compute the moments of the
RDM, meaning the trace of its integer powers Trρn

A. In this case, if we are able to analytically continue this
function of the variable n from integer to complex values, then the EE is obtained through the limit

S(ρA) = − lim
n→1

∂

∂n
Trρn

A. (1.4.1)

This is also known as replica limit and has been successfully applied to several systems.
A generalization of this replica trick (1.4.1) for the entanglement entropy has been then introduced in

Refs. [143, 144] for the relative entropy, cf. Eq. (1.2.6). It relies on the generalized moments Tr (ρn
Aσm

A ),
with ρA, σA being two RDMs and n, m ∈N, and reads

S(ρA‖σA) = − lim
n→1

∂

∂n

Tr
(

ρAσn−1
A

)
Trρn

A
. (1.4.2)

The replica trick associated with the negativity is instead a bit more involved. As a matter of fact, in
this case, we need to realize that even and odd powers of the PT ρT2

A , give rise to two different analytic
continuations, as clear by writing them explicitly

Tr
(

ρT2
A

)ne
= ∑

λi>0
|λi|ne + ∑

λi<0
|λi|ne , Tr

(
ρT2

A

)no
= ∑

λi>0
|λi|no − ∑

λi<0
|λi|no (1.4.3)

with ne = 2m and no = 2m + 1 (m ∈ N). The right one, in order to reproduce the absolute value in the
definition of logarithmic negativity (1.2.5), is associated with the even powers. Therefore we first need to
consider their associated analytic continuation and at that point the negativity is given by the limit

E(ρA) = lim
ne→1

ln Tr
(

ρT2
A

)ne
(1.4.4)

This is the result of Calabrese, Cardy and Tonni in [94, 145].
Moreover, we recently introduced [146, 147] a replica trick similar in spirit to the one for the LN,

allowing for the computation of the trace distance, as defined by the limit n → 1 of (1.2.7). With ne
denoting again the sequence of the even powers, this is given by

D(ρA, σA) =
1
2

lim
ne→1

Tr(ρA − σA)
ne . (1.4.5)

Many more details together with explicit calculations are given in the following chapters.
Despite the huge success of this technique, it is however fair to stress that all the results based on some

above-mentioned replica tricks ultimately require to perform an analytic continuation in the parameter n (or
ne) and this is a very technical step which remains a formidable task to be solved. We are going to discuss
a viable way to (approximately) tackle this problem in the case of CFTs in Chapter 6.

1.4.2 QFT: Path integral approach, twist fields and the special case of (1 + 1)d CFT

In the framework of QFT, computing the objects involved in the replica tricks turns out to be easy in the path
integral formalism. For simplicity, we focus on one-dimensional systems, even if most of what follows can
be generalized to arbitrary dimension. In path integral, a 1d quantum system can be formulated as a (1+ 1)d
classical system. The additional dimension corresponds to the imaginary time direction, τ. We parametrize
the 2d geometry by a complex coordinate w = x + iτ, where the domain of the spatial coordinate x can be
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FIGURE 1.1: (a) Path integral representation of Trρn
A(∞) (up to normalization, Zn

1 ), giving a n-sheeted

Riemann surface Rn. (b) Path integral representation of Tr
(

ρT2
A (∞)

)n
: the geometry is different as

compared withRn. As an example, n = 3 and A = [u1, v1]∪ [u2, v2] is shown. Reprinted from [94].

finite, semi-infinite or infinite. The ground-state density matrix then takes the form [17, 18]

〈φ|ρ(∞)|φ′〉 = 1
Z

∫ ϕ(i∞)=φ′

ϕ(−i∞)=φ
Dϕe−S(ϕ), (1.4.6)

with the value of the field fixed at w = ±i∞ and {|φ〉} denoting the basis diagonalizing the field ϕ. S(ϕ)
is the euclidean action and Z the normalization to have Trρ(∞) = 1. This is nothing but the β → ∞ limit
of the thermal density matrix, ρ(β). Once identified a bipartition of the whole system, the RDM ρA(∞)
associated to a generic subsystem A is obtained by closing ρA(∞) along Ā and leaving an open cut along A.
Then Trρn

A(∞) is given by n copies of ρA(∞) sewn cyclically along A. Following this procedure, we end
up in a world-sheet which is a n-sheeted Riemann surface Rn (for a graphical representation see Fig. 1.1
(a)), and the moments of ρn

A(∞) are

Trρn
A(∞) =

Zn

Zn
1

(1.4.7)

where Zn is the path integral over the Riemann surfaceRn and Z1 ≡ Z.
In 1d, the problem of computing the partition function on Rn can be further simplified by introduced a

special class of fields called twist fields [17, 18, 148]. The idea is to translate the problem of computing a
partition function on a complicated worldsheet (the Riemann surface Rn) of a theory with a simple target
space (a single field ϕ) in the problem of computing a different partition function on a simpler worldsheet but
in a theory with a more complicated target space {ϕ1, · · · , ϕn} (note that n is exactly the number of sheets of
Rn).This is done through the insertion of some local fields in correspondence of the cut which ‘implement’
the initial geometry in terms of constraints among the ϕi’s. In the end, we translate the initial problem in
the computation of correlation functions of twist fields, but now on the complex plane. Specifically, for
a subsystem A consisting of m disjoint intervals, Trρn

A(∞) can be expressed (for integer n) as a 2m-point
correlation function of twist and antitwist fields, T and T̄ . And this point of view easily generalizes to a state
different from the ground state, whose moments Trρn

A are related to the same correlator but now evaluated
in the state ρn = ⊗n

j=1ρj of the corresponding n-fold theory, denoted as CFTn, as shown in Figure 1.2 (left)
for the special case m = 1. In formulas, for a subsystem A = ∪m

i=1[ui, vi],

Trρn
A = 〈

m

∏
i=1
T (ui, ui)T̄ (vi, vi)〉ρn . (1.4.8)

Twist fields can be defined as local operators in any 2d QFT and, indeed, have been successfully applied
to massive [149–151], integrable [148, 152–154] field theories and much more. However, they turn out to
be particularly useful when dealing with a CFT, where they are primary operators of CFTn, with conformal
weights [17, 148]

hn = h̄n =
c(n2 − 1)

24n
, (1.4.9)

c being the central charge of the single copy CFT. For the ground state (vacuum) of the CFT, the moments
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CFT in ρ

CFT in ρ

CFT in ρ

CFTn in ρ⊗ρ⊗ρ

˜



CFT in ρ0

CFT in ρ1

CFT in ρ2

CFTn in ρ0⊗ρ1⊗ρ2

FIGURE 1.2: The replica trick to calculate Trρn
A, Eq. (1.4.8), (left) and Tr(ρ0ρ1 · · · ρn−1), Eq. (1.4.15),

(right). Top: path integral in terms of Riemann surfaces. Bottom: equivalent representation in terms of
the twist operators in CFTn. We show the case n = 3 as an example.

of the RDM, for A being a single interval in an infinite system, are fixed by global conformal invariance to
be

Trρn
A(∞) = 〈T (`, `)T̄ (0, 0)〉ρn = cn

(
`

ε

)−2(hn+h̄n)

, (1.4.10)

where cn (with c1 = 1) is the normalisation of the twist operators (related to the boundary conditions
induced by the twist operators at the entangling surface [155–157]) and ε is the ultraviolet cutoff. And this
lead to the celebrated result for the ground state EE

S(ρA(∞)) =
c
3

log `, (1.4.11)

and REEs

Sn(ρA(∞)) =
c
6
(n + 1)

n
log ` (1.4.12)

(and similarly for finite systems, systems at finite temperature, and other situations: it is sufficient to replace
` with the relevant length in the considered regime, see e.g. [18]). Note that in Eqs. (1.4.11) and (1.4.12)
above we omitted the explicit dependence on ε, that anyhow is there.

For disjoint intervals instead global invariance is not enough to fix the behavior of twist fields’ correlation
functions, but it may be exploited to rewrite Eq. (1.4.8) for generic m as

Trρn
A(∞) = cm

n

∣∣∣∣∣∏
m
i<j(uj − ui)(vj − vi)

∏m
i,j(vj − ui)

∣∣∣∣∣
2∆n

Fn,m (x1, · · · , x2m−3) (1.4.13)

where ∆n = hn + h̄n, and Fn,m is a model dependent universal (i.e., cutoff independent) function of the
cross-ratios {xk} [83], encoding the full operator content of the model.

Coming back to generic states, also Tr (ρn
Aσm

A ) can be expressed in terms of correlation functions of
twist fields, this time evaluated in the state ⊗n

j=1ρj ⊗m
k=1 σk in CFTn. More details are given in Chapter 4.

Moreover, as an anticipation to Chapter 5, we note that the quantity Tr(ρA− σA)
n, entering the replica trick

(1.4.5) of the trace distance, may be expanded as

Tr(ρA − σA)
n = ∑

S
(−)|S|Tr

(
ρ0S · · · ρ(n−1)S

)
, (1.4.14)

where the summation S is over all the subsets of S0 = {0, · · · , n − 1}, |S| is the cardinality of S and
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ρjS = σA if j ∈ S and ρA otherwise. Crucially, each term in the sum appearing in the r.h.s. of Eq. (1.4.14),
may still be seen as a two-point function of twist fields (cfr., e.g., [158])

Tr(ρ0S · · · ρ(n−1)S ) = 〈T (`, `)T̄ (0, 0)〉⊗jρjS
. (1.4.15)

These are indeed nothing but generalisations of (1.4.8) to the case where the replicas of the CFT are in
different states. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.2 (right).

Finally, focusing on two more generic (not necessarily complementary) subsystems A1 and A2, also

the problem of computing the moments of the PT, Tr
(

ρT2
A

)n
, and therefore the LN, can be formulated in

terms of correlation functions of twist fields: it is again a matter of geometry to realize that the partial
transposition corresponds to the exchange of the position of twist and anti-twist fields in the correlation
function. In formulas,

Tr
(

ρT2
A

)n
= 〈

m1

∏
i=1
T (ui, ui)T̄ (vi, vi)

m2

∏
j=1
T̄ (uj, uj)T (vj, vj)〉ρn (1.4.16)

when A1 and A2 are made by m1 and m2 intervals, respectively, in the state ρn. For the simplest case
m1 = m2 = 1, the corresponding geometry in the ground state is depicted in Figure 1.1 (b). Already in this
simple case however, now we have to deal with a four-point correlation function, which, as mentioned, is
fixed by conformal invariance only up to a model-dependent function of the cross-ratio. The only situation
where an explicit result is known is that of adjacent intervals (i.e., v1 → u2): in this case the calculation
reduces to a three-point correlation function, which is instead completely determined in CFT and we recover
the well known result [94, 145]

E(ρA(∞)) =
c
4

log
(

`1`2

`1 + `2

)
(1.4.17)

for two intervals of length `1 and `2 embedded in an infinite system in the ground state. Also here the
explicit dependence on the cutoff ε is hidden.

Note that the definition of twist fields is independent of the CFT being defined on flat space. Indeed
many of the above results can be extended to CFTs in curved spacetime, which recently become a tool to
deal with inhomogeneous systems [159]. Note that for such systems, which are the main subject of Part II
of this thesis (Chapters 8 and 9), other viable analytical methods to compute entanglement (and quantum
correlations in general) do not exist.

1.4.3 Free models: entanglement from correlation and overlap matrix

Sometimes just the structure of the density matrix is sufficient to compute the entanglement entropies, with-
out knowing the full spectrum and, even worse, every matrix element. For the eigenstates of quadratic lattice
Hamiltonians, this is, indeed, possible using Wick’s theorem, as shown by Chung and Peschel [160–162].
Here we review the main steps of this result focusing on fermionic systems. However similar techniques are
available for bosonic systems as well [163, 164].

The hamiltonian of a free fermion chain can be written in the form

H = −∑
i,j

tijc†
i cj. (1.4.18)

with c†
i (ci) denoting the creation (annihilation) fermionic operators. Let us denote by |K〉 a generic

eigenstate in which K ≡ {k} stands for the set of occupied single-particle levels. By Wick theorem,
it is easy to show that, for a given eigenstate, the RDM of a block of ` contiguous sites can be written
as [16, 161, 162, 165]

ρA = K e−HA , (1.4.19)
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where K is a normalization constant and HA the modular (or entanglement) Hamiltonian that for Gaussian
states takes the quadratic form

HA = ∑
ij

hijc†
i cj . (1.4.20)

This modular Hamiltonian is related to the correlation matrix C restricted to the block A, with elements
[CA]nm = 〈c†

mcn〉K (n, m ∈ A and 〈· · · 〉K denotes the expectation value on the state |K〉), as [162]

HA = ln(C−1
A − 1). (1.4.21)

Denoting by (1 + νm)/2 the ` eigenvalues of CA, the REEs can be expressed as

Sn(ρA) =
`

∑
l=1

en(νl) , (1.4.22)

where

en(x) =
1

1− n
ln
[(

1 + x
2

)n

+

(
1− x

2

)n]
(1.4.23)

and in the limit n→ 1

e1(x) =
(

1 + x
2

)
ln
(

1 + x
2

)
+

(
1− x

2

)
ln
(

1− x
2

)
. (1.4.24)

The representation (1.4.22) is particularly convenient for numerical computations: the eigenvalues of CA
are determined by standard linear algebra methods and Sn(ρA) is then computed using Eq. (1.4.22). This
procedure reduces the problem of computing the RDM from an exponential to a linear problem in the system
size.

We stress that the above construction refers to the block entanglement in the fermionic degrees of free-
dom. However, in the case of a single block, it can be extended to block entanglement in spin chains: in
this case, the non-locality of the Jordan-Wigner transformation [166] does not change the eigenvalues of the
RDM because it mixes only spins within the block. This ceases to be the case when two or more disjoint
intervals are considered [167, 168] and other techniques need to be employed [169].

More generally speaking, when looking to the trace of products of RDMs in different eigenstates (it is
the case for the quantities in the replica tricks of relative entropy (1.4.2) and trace distance (1.4.5)), they
usually do not commute and so they cannot be simultaneously diagonalized in a common base. It is instead
possible to use the composition properties of Gaussian density matrices, i.e. of the form (1.4.19). In order to
make contact with Ref. [169], where the algebra of Gaussian RDMs was carefully analyzed, we work with
the 2` spatial Majorana modes defined as{

a2m−1 = c†
m + cm,

a2m = i(c†
m − cm).

(1.4.25)

The Majorana correlation matrix ΓK
mn is defined as

ΓK
mn = 〈aman〉K − δmn, (1.4.26)

and is trivially related to CA defined above.
In Ref. [169], a product rule to express the product of Majorana RDMs (ρΓ’s) in terms of operations

on the respective correlation matrices (Γ’s) has been derived. If we implicitly define the matrix operation
Γ× Γ′ by

ρΓρΓ′ = Tr [ρΓρΓ′ ] ρΓ×Γ′ , (1.4.27)

the following identity holds

Γ× Γ′ = 1− (1− Γ′)
1

1 + ΓΓ′
(1− Γ), (1.4.28)
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relating the correlation matrices of two RDMs to the one associated to their product. Then the trace of two
fermionic operators can be computed as (singular cases and ambiguities are discussed in [169])

{Γ, Γ′} ≡ Tr (ρΓρΓ′) = ∏
µ∈Spectrum[ΓΓ′]/2

1 + µ

2
. (1.4.29)

Finally, by associativity, one can extend (1.4.27) to more than two RDMs

n

∏
i=1

ρΓi = {Γ1, · · · , Γn}ρΓ1×···×Γn , (1.4.30)

where

{Γ1, · · · , Γn} ≡ Tr (ρΓ1 · · · ρΓn) = {Γ1, Γ2}{Γ1 × Γ2, · · · }. (1.4.31)

Eq. (1.4.31) can be used to iteratively evaluate traces of products of fermionic RDMs.
Most of the results introduced above for lattice models can be easily generalized to models in the con-

tinuum through the overlap matrix approach. This technique has already been used for several applications
in the context of the entanglement [75, 170–184].

For that, we consider a gas of N non-interacting spinless fermions. The many-body ground state is
obtained by filling the N levels with lowest energies (and similarly for the excited states by filling the levels
in a different way). The two-point correlation function then reads

C(x, y) ≡ 〈c†(x)c(y)〉 =
N

∑
k=1

φ∗k (x)φk(y), (1.4.32)

where c(x) (c†(x)) is the fermionic annihilation (creation) operator and {φk(x)} are (normalised) eigen-
functions of the one-particle problem.

The reduced density matrix restricted to A = [x1, x2] has still the Gaussian form

ρA ∝ exp−
∫ x2

x1

dy1dy2c†(y1)H(y1, y2)c(y2), (1.4.33)

where the entanglement Hamitonian H in terms of the reduced correlation matrix CA(x, y) = PACPA (PA
is the projector on the interval A) is again as in (1.4.21): this is nothing but the continuum limit of what
discussed for the fermionic lattice model.

The elements of the so-called overlap matrix A are defined as

Anm ≡
∫ x2

x1

dz φ∗n(z)φm(z). (1.4.34)

According to this approach, the eigenvalues of the reduced correlation matrix (and hence REEs through
(1.4.22)) are obtained from this N × N matrix, which has been shown to share its non-zero eigenvalues
with CA(x, y) [170, 173, 185].

1.4.4 Entanglement in disordered models via SDRG

For disordered models, the SDRG –strong disorder renormalization group [85,186] –, a tool not specifically
devised for entanglement, turned out to be crucial instead to derive the scaling of different entanglement
measures in the TDL.

We consider the random antiferromagnetic spin- 1
2 XXZ chain, defined by the Hamiltonian

H = ∑
i=1

Ji(Sx
i Sx

i+1 + Sy
i Sy

i+1 + ∆Sz
i Sz

i+1), (1.4.35)
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where Sx,y,z
i are the spin components acting on site i, L is the length of the chain, ∆ the anisotropy parameter,

and {Ji} are uncorrelated positive random variables, drawn from a distribution P(J).
To elucidate the method, we focus the XXX chain (∆ = 1). The main idea is to obtain a low-energy

effective description of (1.4.35) by successively integrating out the strongest couplings, and renormalizing
the remaining ones. Given an arbitrary coupling configuration {Ji}, one starts by identifying the strongest
bond JM ≡ maxi{Ji}. The interaction between the two spins coupled by JM (that we denote as ~Sl and ~Sr)
is given by the HamiltonianH0 as

H0 = JM~Sl · ~Sr. (1.4.36)

The ground state ofH0 is the singlet state |s〉

|s〉 ≡ |↑l↓r〉 − |↓l↑r〉√
2

. (1.4.37)

The interaction between ~Sl and ~Sr, and their neighboring spins (here denoted as S′l and S′r, respectively) is
described by the HamiltonianH′ as

H′ = Jl ~S′l · ~Sl + Jr ~Sr · ~S′r. (1.4.38)

Since by definition Jl , Jr < JM, one can treatH′ as a perturbation. Within second-order perturbation theory,
this leads to the effective HamiltonianHe f f for ~S′l ,~S

′
r as

He f f = 〈s|H0 +H′|s〉+ ∑
t

|〈s|H′|t〉|2
Es − Et

≡ E0 + J′ ~S′l · ~S′r. (1.4.39)

Here the sum is over the triplet states of two spins |t〉 = |↑↑〉 , (|↑↓〉+ |↓↑〉)/
√

2, |↓↓〉. The corresponding
energies are Et ≡ 〈t|H0|t〉 = 1/4JM, whereas one has Es ≡ 〈s|H0|s〉 = −3/4JM. In the last step
in (1.4.39) we defined E0 = −3(4JM + 3J2

l + 3J2
r )/16. The effective coupling J′ between ~S′l and ~S′r reads

J′ =
Jl Jr

2JM
. (1.4.40)

Note that (1.4.39) does not depend on ~Sl ,~Sr anymore. Moreover, He f f is still of the Heisenberg form
(1.4.35) with the renormalized coupling J′. For a chain of length L, this process of decimating the spins
connected by the strongest bond, renormalizing the remaining interactions, can be represented as(

· · · , Jl , JM, Jr, · · ·
)

L
→

(
· · · ,

Jl Jr

2JM
, · · ·

)
L−2

, (1.4.41)

and it defines the so-called Dasgupta-Ma rule [187]. Crucially, since Jl , Jr < JM, the repeated application
of (1.4.41) reduces the energy scale of the model.

The low-energy properties of the model are asymptotically (i.e., after many iterations of (1.4.41)) de-
scribed by the so-called random-singlet phase (RSP), illustrated in Fig. 1.3 (b). In the RSP, all the spins are
paired (as stressed by the links in the Figure) in a random fashion. Paired spins form singlet. From (1.4.41)
it is clear that longer-range singlets are generated at later steps of the SDRG.

The RSP can be quantitatively characterized through the asymptotic distribution of the couplings {Ji}.
The iteration of the Dasgupta-Ma rule (1.4.41) leads to a flow for P(J). It is convenient to introduce at the
given SDRG step m the variables β

(m)
i and Γ(m) as

β
(m)
i ≡ ln

J(m)
M

J(m)
i

, Γ(m) ≡ ln
J(0)M

J(m)
M

. (1.4.42)

Here, J(m)
M is the maximum coupling at the step m. The physical interpretation is that Γ(m) quantifies the
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difference in energy scales between the initial step and step m, while the β
(m)
i measures the broadness of the

energy scales at a fixed step m. The equation describing the SDRG flow of P(J) is given as [186]

dP
dΓ

=
∂P(β)

∂β
P(0)×

∫ ∞

0
dβ1

∫ ∞

0
dβ2δ(β− β1 − β2)P(β1)P(β2). (1.4.43)

It can be shown that (1.4.43) has a unique solution P∗(β) given by

P∗(β) =
1
Γ

exp
(
−β

Γ

)
. (1.4.44)

Here, P∗(β) represents the fixed point of the SDRG flow. This fixed point is known as infinite randomness
fixed point (IRFP) [186], to emphasize that the broadness of the distribution increases during the flow. This
is reflected in P∗(β) being flat, which corresponds to P∗(J) being peaked at J = 0 [cf. (1.4.42)]. Note that
this justifies the perturbative treatment [188] ofH′ in (1.4.39). Remarkably, (1.4.44) does not depend on the
initial distribution which is a manifestation of its universality.

For different values of ∆ a similar treatment holds. In particular we mention that for the XX chain
[∆ = 0 in (1.4.35)] the Dasgupta-Ma rule (1.4.41) gets modified as(

· · · , Jl , JM, Jr, · · ·
)

L
→

(
· · · ,

Jl Jr

JM
, · · ·

)
L−2

. (1.4.45)

Consequently, the flow equation (1.4.43), and the fixed point distribution (1.4.44) remain the same as in the
XXX case.

Now, crucially, for a given realization of the disorder, assuming that the chain is in a RSP, the entangle-
ment in the ground state between two subsystems of the chain can be calculated analytically. Denoting by
nX:Y the number of links between two given subsystems, X and Y, the EE between a subsystem A and its
complement Ā reads

S(ρA) = nA:Ā ln 2 (1.4.46)

In a similar way, the LN between two generic (non complementary) subsystems A1 and A2 is

EA1 :A2 ≡ E(ρA) = nA1 :A2 ln 2. (1.4.47)

Such results do not come unexpected: the amount of entanglement in the RSP is clearly related in a simple
fashion to the links connecting the subsystems of interest.

A1 A2B1B2 B2

(a)

(b)

`1 `2r

FIGURE 1.3: (a): Partition of an infinite spin chain corresponding to two disjoint intervals. The region
of interest is A1 ∪ A2. Two adjacent intervals correspond to r = 0. (b): Cartoon of the random
singlet phase. The lines connect pairs of spins forming SU(2) singlets. The amount of entanglement is
proportional to the number of singlets nA1 :A2 shared between A1 and A2 (here nA1 :A2 = 1).
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Then, the average of this quantity over many realizations can then be computed using the SDRG and
leads to the above mentioned logarithmic violation of the area law for the EE [86]

S(ρA) =
ln 2

3
ln ` (1.4.48)

and for the LN of adjacent and disjoint intervals [95]

EA1 :A2 =
ln 2

6
ln
( `1`2

`1 + `2

)
, EA1 :A2 = −

ln 2
6

ln(1− x). (1.4.49)

where the cross-ratio x = `1`2
(`1+r)(`2+r) is defined in terms of the length `1 and `2 of the two subsystems

and their distance r, similar to the ones appearing in CFT. More details in the case of the LN are given
in Chapter 10. The interplay of disorder and inhomogeneity, where SDRG plays a crucial role as well, is
instead the subject of Chapter 11.

We close this Section by reminding that many other equally important tools are available and widely used
in literature. Among them, we definitely need to mention AdS/CFT methods [189–191]. Other specific
methods to deal with free theories (particularly QFTs) are reviewed in [192] (and will be partially recalled in
Chapter 3). For free lattice models the so-called (generalized) Fisher-Hartwig conjecture [193,194] has been
exploited as well [195–201] (see Chapter 7). Most of these techniques rely on the replica tricks reviewed
above. Numerically, a lot has been understood thanks to classical [167, 202–206], quantum [27, 207–212]
and variational [26] Monte Carlo techniques, also based on the replica approach. Finally, MPS and Tensor
Network based algorithms (in higher dimensions as well) [30–32, 72, 213–215] allowed to numerically
access the entanglement scaling in systems for which analytical tools do not exist yet.

1.5 Entanglement in experiments

Despite the fact that entanglement has emerged as an indispensable theoretical and numerical tool, it seemed
impossible for a long time to device experiments able to detect and measure entanglement for many-body
systems. The main difficulties were ascribed to its intrinsic non-locality and independence on any specific
observable, which is also what makes entanglement an interesting feature to look at.

The very first proposals were limited to non-interacting systems [216–219], where special relations be-
tween the reduced density matrix of a subsystem and quantum noise (in terms of the full counting statistics)
exist. Such relations, however, were shown to break down in the presence of interactions [220].

On the other hand, a very direct way to detect entanglement in a generic system is given by quantum state
tomography [9], meaning the measurement of all density matrix elements, a method that allows accessing
to multipartite entanglement as well. This method has been successfully applied to trapped ions [221, 222]
and superconducting qubits [223] (noticeably up to 10 qubits [224]). Unfortunately, however, scaling this
approach to systems with possibly hundreds or thousands of degrees of freedoms is clearly unfeasible: the
number of measurements needed, indeed, increases exponentially with the number of qubits.

Generally speaking, it appears easier to look at the integer moments of the RDM, meaning the REEs
(especially the Rényi n = 2), rather than the EE itself. This possibility relies again on the idea of replica
trick: experimentally, one prepares n identical copies of a system and then let them interact in a specific
way. Ultimately, one extracts the expectation value of the so-called shift operator, Vn, whose action is to
cyclically permute the copies, Vn|ψ1〉 · · · |ψn〉 = |ψn〉|ψ1〉 · · · |ψn−1〉. Such operator was first introduced
in [225] and is directly related to the moments of a given density matrix ρ as

Trρn = Tr
(
Vnρ⊗n) . (1.5.1)

In this way, the measurement of REEs is reduced to determining the expectation value of Vn in the n-copy
state: this seems of great advantage compared to full quantum tomography. In particular, two different
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approaches to implementing such measurement have been proposed in cold atom systems, which repre-
sent promising candidates to implement scalable entanglement measurements. The proposal by Cardy of
Ref. [226], soon after followed by the one by Abanin and Demler in Ref. [227], is based on a quantum
quench protocol, whereas the method presented in Refs. [228–230] relies on the quantum many-body equiv-
alent of the Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM) interference of two photons [231], often referred to as beam-split.
In Ref. [228], in particular, it was first shown that a beam-splitter operation on two copies is sufficient to
measure V2. This was then generalized to Vn in [229] for bosonic and in [230] for fermionic systems.
Remarkably, this second proposal has been later implemented in Greiner’s group at Harvard [34] for the
Bose-Hubbard model. The experiment observed the Mott insulator to superfluid transition from a direct
measure of quantum purity, Rényi entanglement entropy, and mutual information in two identical copies of
a 4-sites system of interacting delocalized particles (which cannot be detected by means of tomography).
A subsequent experiment [35] was then able to show how thermalization occurs via entanglement by mea-
suring the same quantities in 6-sites systems. Furthermore, a very similar experimental setup has been later
proposed in [232] to probe the conformal Calabrese-Cardy scaling, which should be indeed possible with
current experiments by taking into account (known) subleading corrections.

More recently protocols for measuring REEs which are not based on replicas (and do not rely on tomog-
raphy either) have been put forward. It is the case of [233], mainly inspired by Ref. [234], where a scheme
adaptable to generic atomic Hubbard and spin models has been presented for partitions in arbitrary spatial
dimensions. The approach requires the preparation of only a single copy of the quantum system and is based
on random measurements realized as random unitary operators applied to ρA. The idea of probing EE via
randomized measurements has been further explored by Zoller and his group in Innsbruck in Ref. [36]. The
experiment is carried out with a trapped-ion quantum simulator (both in the absence and presence of disor-
der) and is applicable to arbitrary quantum states of up to several tens of qubits (up to 10-qubit partitions of
a 20-qubit string are reported).

We also mention the recent experiment by Lukin et al. [37]: they realized an MBL system in a disor-
dered 8-sites Bose-Hubbard chain and characterize its entanglement properties through particle fluctuations
and correlations. This experiment also showed the importance of understanding the “internal symmetry
structure” of the entanglement, which is the topic analyzed (from a theoretical point of view) in Chapter 7
in terms of the so-called symmetry-resolved entanglement measures.

To conclude, even if many experiments have been already set up and the first entanglement measures
are available, still, a significant gap remains between our ability to produce massively entangled states in
controlled settings (up to a few thousands [235–241]), and our ability to characterize that entanglement quan-
titatively. In this respect, the main goal is definitely to achieve entanglement measures in larger systems.
Finally, the experimental measure of entanglement in mixed states remains unexplored and represents an-
other important challenge: in this direction, few proposals to access the LN can be found in Refs. [242–245].

1.6 Organization of the thesis & sketch of the results

This thesis encloses most of the work I have been doing during my Ph.D., in collaboration with colleagues
at SISSA and many other researchers. It consists of three Parts and is organized as outlined below. Every
Chapter contains a small abstract, a specific introduction, and its own final remarks together with possible
developments so that here we give only a very brief overview and we also chose not to include an overall
conclusion at the end.

Part I

The first part is about replicas, mostly within the context of QFT and more specifically (1 + 1)d CFT.
Nonetheless, some exact results for free lattice models are also considered.

• Chapter 2 deals with the negativity spectrum, as introduced above, whose distribution can be derived
analytically for generic CFTs.
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• In Chapter 3 considers the spectrum of two similar operators naturally associated with a generalized
fermionic PT, where antiperiodic boundary conditions are taken into account. This time the analysis
is restricted to free fermions where specific techniques can be employed.

• In Chapter 4 the replica trick for the relative entropy is considered and several numerical checks,
together with new analytical results, for the free massless boson are provided.

• Chapter 5 introduces the replica trick for the trace distance in a generic QFT, with more explicit results
in 2d, especially for CFTs.

• In Chapter 6 the technical problem of the analytic continuation in the context of replica tricks is
analyzed: in particular, a viable approach to approximate four-point correlation functions of twist
fields in CFT is carefully described.

• Chapter 7 exploits the (generalized) Fisher-Hartwig conjecture to exactly evaluate the recently intro-
duced symmetry-resolved EE and REEs in the 1d tight-binding model.

Part II

The second part deals with inhomogeneous and out-of-equilibrium systems: the CFT powerful methods are
extended to deal with both those situations relying on CFT in curved spacetime.

• In Chapter 8 we computed entanglement and relative entropies for low-lying excited states in the
inhomogeneous 1d Fermi gas whose homogeneous version is described by standard CFT.

• Chapter 9 for the first time we develop an extension of the method to out-of-equilibrium situations:
the special case of the breathing Tonks-Girardeau gas is considered.

Part III

The last part is finally devoted to the interplay between entanglement and disorder.

• In Chapter 10 the scaling of the LN is derived for random spin models whose ground state is well
approximated by a RSP, and several numerical checks are provided.

• In Chapter 11 a model displaying both disorder and inhomogeneities is considered as an example of
unusual area-law violation. The phase diagram in the two associated parameters is analyzed.
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Chapter 2

Negativity spectrum

The partial transpose ρT2
A of the RDM ρA is the key object to quantify the entanglement in mixed states,

in particular through the presence of negative eigenvalues in its spectrum. Here we derive analytically the
distribution of the eigenvalues of ρT2

A , that we dub negativity spectrum, in the ground state of gapless one-
dimensional systems described by a CFT, focusing on the case of two adjacent intervals. This is made
possible through the replica approach, here used to represent the integer moments of ρT2

A : they are in fact
known to uniquely fix the distribution itself. This Chapter is based on Ref. [57].

2.1 Introduction

If a system is in a mixed state the entanglement entropy, Eq. (1.2.1), is not a good entanglement measure, as
it is sensitive to both quantum and classical correlations. This happens for finite-temperature systems and
if one is interested in the mutual entanglement between two non-complementary regions of a larger pure
system. Given the tripartition of a system as A1 ∪ A2 ∪ B (illustrated in Figure 2.1 (b)), with A ≡ A1 ∪ A2
the region of interest, a computable measure of the entanglement between A1 and A2 is the logarithmic
negativity, introduced in (1.2.5). Its scaling has been characterized analytically for the ground states of
quantum critical models whose low energy physics is captured by a 2d CFT [94, 145, 246]. In particular,
for disconnected intervals the logarithmic negativity encodes information about the full operator content
of the CFT [94, 145], similar to the entanglement entropy [167, 169, 247–250]. Remarkably, for disjoint
intervals the LN is scale invariant at generic quantum critical points [94,145,251–253]. Its scaling behavior
is also known for finite temperature systems [254], in CFTs with large central charge [255], disordered
spin chains [95], out of equilibrium models [256–259], some holographic [260, 261] and massive quantum
field theories [150], topologically ordered phases [96, 97, 262], Kondo-like systems [263–265], and Chern-
Simons theories [266, 267]. Some analytical results are available for free models [268], also in d > 1
dimensions [92, 93]. On the numerical side the negativity can be obtained in DMRG simulations [95, 246,
251].

Despite this intense theoretical effort, the properties of the eigenvalues of ρT2
A started to be studied

only recently in Ref. [57] (however, Ref. [244] was in this direction already). In contrast, the study of
the eigenvalues of the RDM (the so-called entanglement spectrum) proved to be an extremely powerful
theoretical tool to analyze topological phases [54, 269–280], symmetry-broken phases [281–284], many-
body localized phases [285–287], and to extract CFT data in models at quantum critical points or in gapless
phases [142, 288]. For instance, in Ref. [142] it has been shown that for conformally invariant systems the
entanglement spectrum distribution is described by a universal scaling function that depends only on the
central charge of the underlying CFT. This distribution turned out to be a crucial quantity to understand the
scaling (with the auxiliary tensor dimension) of matrix product states [33, 289, 290].

Here we report on the spectrum of ρT2
A , dubbed negativity spectrum, for gapless one-dimensional models

described by a CFT, based on the results of Ref. [57]. Specifically, we investigate, in the ground state of
CFTs, the distribution P(λ) of the negativity spectrum, which is defined as

P(λ) ≡∑
i

δ(λ− λi), (2.1.1)
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FIGURE 2.1: Partitions of the 1D pure systems considered in this Chapter. Periodic boundary condi-
tions are always implied. (a) The bipartition into two intervals A1 and A2 = Ā1. (b) The tripartition
of the chain into two adjacent intervals A1 and A2 with A ≡ A1 ∪ A2 plus the remainder B = Ā. In
both (a) and (b) the partial transposition is performed with respect to the degrees of freedom in A2.

with λi being the eigenvalues of ρT2
A . Using the same techniques developed in Ref. [142] for the entangle-

ment spectrum, we derive analytically P(λ) for the case of two adjacent intervals as in Figures 2.1 (a) and
(b). We show that the negativity spectrum is sensitive to whether the two intervals are in a pure (Figure 2.1
(a)) or in a mixed state (Figure 2.1 (b)). Moreover, the negativity spectrum distribution is universal and de-
pends only on the central charge of the CFT via its largest eigenvalue. Its functional form (cf. Eqs. (2.2.20)
and (2.2.36)) is reminiscent of that of the entanglement spectrum distribution. However, differently as com-
pare to the entanglement spectrum, P(λ) depends on the sign of λ and such dependence only disappears
for the asymptotically small (in magnitude) eigenvalues, in both the pure and mixed case. Our results imply
that the ratio between the total number of positive and negative eigenvalues goes to one in the limit of large
intervals. We also investigate the scaling properties of the support of the negativity spectrum, a subject that
has attracted some interest in the quantum information community where it has been shown [291, 292] that
the eigenvalues of ρT2

A are in [−1/2, 1]. Here we focus on the smallest (negative) and the largest (positive)
eigenvalues of ρT2

A (spectrum edges) and we show that for both the pure and mixed case, both the edges
exhibit the same scaling behavior as a function of the intervals’ length, which we characterize using CFT
results. We show that in the limit of large subsystem the support of the negativity spectrum becomes sym-
metric, i.e. the smallest (negative) eigenvalue is minus the largest (positive) one. Interestingly, the negative
edge exhibits strong scaling corrections. Finally, we provide accurate checks of our results in microscopic
models using DMRG simulations, finding always excellent agreement.

This Chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2 we derive analytically P(λ) using CFT results, for
two adjacent intervals in a pure state in subsection 2.2.2, and in subsection 2.2.3 for the two intervals in a
mixed state. These are compared with DMRG simulations for the critical transverse field Ising chain and
the spin-1/2 isotropic Heisenberg chain (XXX chain) in Section 2.3, where also the scaling behavior of
the support of the negativity spectrum is discussed. We also present exact numerical data for the harmonic
chain. We conclude in Section 2.4.

2.2 Negativity spectrum: CFT results

In this Section we derive analytically the distribution of the eigenvalues of the PT RDM (negativity spec-
trum).

2.2.1 The moment problem

The negativity spectrum distribution P(λ) defined in (2.1.1) can be reconstructed from the knowledge of its
moments

RT2
n = Tr(ρT2

A )n, (2.2.1)
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as already done for the entanglement spectrum [142]. In terms of P(λ), RT2
n are given by

RT2
n ≡∑

i
λn

i =
∫

dλλnP(λ), (2.2.2)

with λi being the eigenvalues of ρT2
A . Introducing the Stieltjes transform of λP(λ)

f (z) ≡ 1
π

∞

∑
n=1

RT2
n z−n =

1
π

∫
dλ

λP(λ)
z− λ

, (2.2.3)

one has [293, 294]
λP(λ) = lim

ε→0
Im f (λ− iε). (2.2.4)

The distribution P(λ) can be effectively reconstructed once the moments RT2
n are analytically known, which

is the case for models whose scaling limit is described by a CFT. The knowledge of the moments is indeed
the starting point to obtain the logarithmic negativity via the replica trick [94, 145]

E = lim
ne→1

RT2
ne

, with ne even. (2.2.5)

It is worth mentioning that, unlike the negativity, the moments RT2
n can be worked out analytically in free-

fermion models [183, 295–299] and numerically using classical [206] and quantum [207] Monte Carlo
techniques. It is also possible in some cases to use numerical extrapolations to obtain the negativity from
the replica limit of the moments [300].

We recall that this method based on the Stieltjes transform has been used in Ref. [142] to derive the
distribution PS(λ) of the entanglement spectrum. The result reads [142]

PS(λ) = δ(λM − λ) +
bθ(λM − λ)

λ
√

b ln(λM/λ)
I1(2

√
b ln(λM/λ)). (2.2.6)

where λM is the largest eigenvalue of ρA, b ≡ − ln λM, and Ik(z) denotes the modified Bessel functions
of the first kind. From (2.2.6) the mean number of eigenvalues nS(λ) larger than λ, i.e., the tail distribution
function, is obtained as [142]

nS(λ) =
∫ λM

λ
dλPS(λ) = I0(2

√
b ln(λM/λ)). (2.2.7)

The effectiveness of this distribution function to describe the entanglement spectrum of gapless 1D models
has been tested in a few numerical examples [68, 78, 142, 301, 302], showing that apart from sizeable finite
size corrections, Eq. (2.2.7) describes accurately the numerical data for the spectrum.

2.2.2 Two intervals in a pure state

We start considering the negativity spectrum for two intervals A ≡ A1 ∪ A2 in a pure state as in Figure 2.1
(a). In this case, the moments of the PT, RT2

n , can be written in terms of the moments Rn = Trρn
A1

of the
RDM of A1 as [94, 145]

RT2
n =

{
Trρno

A1
, no odd,

(Trρne/2
A1

)2, ne even.
(2.2.8)

Importantly, the result depends on the parity of n. This relation between Rn and RT2
n signals that in the

case of a bipartite pure state the negativity spectrum is not independent from the entanglement spectrum.
Indeed, by using the Schmidt decomposition of an arbitrary bipartite pure state it is possible to relate all the
eigenvalues of the PT λi,j to the non-zero eigenvalues of the RDM ρA1 (or equivalently ρA2). It is a simple
linear algebra exercise to show the relation [94, 145, 292, 295]
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λi,j =


√

µiµj i < j,
µi i = j,

−√µiµj i > j.
(2.2.9)

The validity of the above relation between λij and µj can be also inferred from the fact that the relations
(2.2.8) force an infinite set of constraints on the eigenvalues: since (2.2.9) satisfy all of these constraints, it
must be the only solution of the set of equations (2.2.8). Notice that the largest (positive) eigenvalue of ρT2

A
coincides with the largest eigenvalue µ1 of ρA1 , while the smallest (negative) eigenvalue of ρT2

A is given by
−√µ1µ2, where µ1,2 are the two largest eigenvalues of ρA1 .

Clearly the relations (2.2.9) are valid for an arbitrary pure state, but in the case of the ground state of
a CFT, we can use them to derive the probability distribution P(λ) of the λi,j from that of µi, which, for a
CFT, is given by PS(µ) in (2.2.6). From (2.2.9), P(λ) can be written as

P(λ) = ∑
i,j

δ(λ− λi,j) =
sgn(λ)

2
PS(|λ|) +

1
2

∫ ∞

0
dx
∫ ∞

0
dy δ(|λ| − √xy)PS(x)PS(y). (2.2.10)

The sgn(λ) function in the first row in (2.2.10) is necessary in order to correctly take into account the i = j
term in (2.2.9). Plugging (2.2.6) into (2.2.10), the double integral can be explicitly performed (but it is
a tedious calculation) and P(λ) can be casted in a form which we will explicitly obtain from the moment
problem (cf. (2.2.20) in the following).

Negativity spectrum from the moment problem

Although (2.2.10) provides already the final answer for the negativity spectrum for the bipartition of the
ground state of a CFT, it is very instructive to recover the same result from the moment problem, especially
to set up the calculation for the more important and difficult case of two adjacent intervals in a mixed state.
The key ingredients are the moments of the partial transpose given in (2.2.8) in terms of the moments of
ρA1 . These, for the ground states of models described by a CFT, in the case of one interval A1 of length `1
embedded in an infinite system, are given by [17, 18]

Trρn
A1

= cn`
− c

6 (n− 1
n )

1 . (2.2.11)

Here c is the central charge of the CFT and cn is a non-universal constant. Plugging (2.2.11) in (2.2.8), we
rewrite RT2

n as

RT2
n =

{
c′no

e−b(no− 1
no ), no odd,

c′ne
e−b(ne− 4

ne ), ne even,
(2.2.12)

where the constants c′n depend on the parity of n (from (2.2.8) and (2.2.11) one has c′ne
= c2

ne/2 and c′no
=

cno , for ne even and no odd, respectively). We have also defined

b ≡ − ln λM =
c
6

ln `1 + const. (2.2.13)

Here λM is the largest eigenvalue of ρT2
A , isolated by taking the limit n→ ∞ in (2.2.12). This limit does not

depend on the parity of n, making λM well defined. This is true not only for the leading logarithmic term in
ln `1, but also for the additive constant, given that

lim
no→∞

ln c′no

no
= lim

n→∞

ln cn

n
= lim

n→∞

ln c2
n/2

n
= lim

ne→∞

ln c′ne

ne
. (2.2.14)

For a bipartition of the ground state of a CFT, the largest eigenvalue of ρT2
A coincides with the largest

eigenvalue of ρA1 , in agreement with the general result (2.2.9).
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At this point, we have all the ingredients to compute the Stieltjes transform just by plugging (2.2.12)
into the definition of f (z) in (2.2.3) and performing the sums over even and odd n separately, obtaining

f (z) =
1
π

∞

∑
k=0

(4b)k

k!

∞

∑
n=1

(e−b/z)2n

(2n)k +
1
π

∞

∑
k=0

bk

k!

∞

∑
n=1

(e−b/z)2n−1

(2n− 1)k . (2.2.15)

Here we ignored the presence of the non-universal constants c′n. This relies on the assumptions that the c′n do
not change significantly upon varying n (more specifically, limn→∞

1
n ln c′n < ∞), as indicated by results in

exactly solvable models [195] and numerical works [303]. The same assumption has been used in deriving
the entanglement spectrum distribution in Ref. [142] (and the accuracy of the tail distribution function
showed in numerical works [78, 301, 302] is a further confirmation of the plausibility of this assumption).

Remarkably, the two sums in (2.2.15) can be performed analytically, yielding

f (z) =
1
π

∞

∑
k=0

(2b)k

k!
Lik((e−b/z)2) +

1
π

e−b

z

∞

∑
k=0

(b/2)k

k!
Φ((e−b/z)2), k, 1/2), (2.2.16)

where Lik(y) is the polylogarithm function and Φ(y, k, a) one of its generalization known as Lerch tran-
scendent function. Using the relation

y
2k ImΦ(y2, k, 1/2) =

sgn(y)
2

Im [Lik(|y|)], (2.2.17)

the imaginary part of (2.2.16) reads

Im f (z) =
1
π

∞

∑
k=0

(2b)k

k!
Im Lik((e−b/z)2) +

1
π

sgn(e−b/z)
2

∞

∑
k=0

bk

k!
Im Lik(|e−b/z|), (2.2.18)

where sgn(y) ≡ y/|y| is the sign function. Lik(y) is analytic in the complex plane, and it has a branch cut
on the real axis for y ≥ 1. Specifically, for y > 1 and k ≥ 1 the discontinuity on the cut is limε→0 Lik(y±
iε) = ±π(ln y)k−1/Γ(k), with Γ(k) the Euler gamma function. This implies that

lim
ε→0

Im f (λ− iε) = λMδ(λM − λ) +
1

2 ln(λM/|λ|) ×
∞

∑
k=1

[b ln(λM/|λ|)]k
k!Γ(k)

[1 + 4ksgn(λ)], (2.2.19)

Note that the delta peak δ(λM − λ) originates from the k = 0 terms in (2.2.18). The sum over k in (2.2.19)
can be performed explicitly and from (2.2.4), one obtains P(λ) as

P(λ) = δ(λM − λ) +
bθ(λM − |λ|)
|λ|ξ

[ sgn(λ)
2

I1(2ξ) + I1(4ξ)
]
, (2.2.20)

where, again, Ik(z) denotes the modified Bessel function of the first kind, and we defined the scaling variable
ξ as

ξ ≡
√

b ln(λM/|λ|). (2.2.21)

The distribution (2.2.20) is our final result for the negativity spectrum distribution of a bipartition of the
ground state of a CFT. It is a tedious but elementary exercise to verify that (2.2.20) coincides with (2.2.10),
as it should.

Some consistency checks

Before discussing the main properties and physical consequences of the negativity spectrum distribution
(2.2.20), it is worth to provide some consistency checks of its correctness. A first check of (2.2.20) is the
normalization condition

∫
dλλP(λ) = 1. Since the term I1(4ξ) in (2.2.20) is odd in the normalisation
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integral, it gives a vanishing contribution, and so we have∫
dλλP(λ) = λM +

∫ λM

−λM

dλ
b

2ξ
I1(2ξ) = 1. (2.2.22)

A less trivial check of (2.2.20) is obtained by considering the scaling of the LN E = ln
∫

dλ|λ|P(λ). First
of all, let us notice that the negativity can be rewritten as

E = ln lim
ne→1

Tr
(
ρT2

A

)ne ' c
2

ln `1 = −3 ln λM. (2.2.23)

By parity of the integral, the term I1(2ξ) in (2.2.20) does not contribute to E . Using that
∫ λM
−λM

dλI1(4ξ)b/ξ =

λ−3
M − λM, one finds that (2.2.20) satisfies (2.2.23).

Properties of the negativity spectrum distribution

The negativity spectrum distribution (2.2.20) is reminiscent of the entanglement spectrum (2.2.6), but it
is definitively different. First of all its support is [−λM, λM]. This could have been inferred also in two
alternative and easier ways that did not require the knowledge of the full negativity spectrum distribution.
First from the moments RT2

n , the smallest negative eigenvalue λm can be always obtained from the analytic
continuations of the even and odd sequences. Indeed, one simply has

lim
n→∞

1
n

ln Tr
[
(ρT2

A )ne=n − (ρT2
A )no=n

]
= lim

n→∞

1
n

ln
(

∑ |λi|n −∑ λn
i

)
=

lim
n→∞

1
n

ln
(

2 ∑
λi<0
|λi|n

)
= ln |λm| , (2.2.24)

where we denoted with λi the eigenvalues of ρT2
A . Plugging (2.2.12) in (2.2.24), one gets

ln |λm| = −b = ln λM. (2.2.25)

The second method (which has even a more general validity) simply exploits the relations (2.2.9). From
these we have, as already stated, that the smallest negative eigenvalue is given by λm = −√µ1µ2 where
µ1,2 are the two largest eigenvalues of the RDM. We have already seen that generically µ1 = λM. It is also
known that for a CFT, the entanglement gap µ1 − µ2 closes (i.e. µ1 − µ2 → 0) in the limit `1 → ∞ [142]
(this result is based on earlier CFT results for the corner transfer matrix spectrum [304]). From this one
concludes λm = −λM. However, this second derivation, also shows that the relation λm = −λM should
be handled with a lot of care when comparing with numerics. Indeed, it has been shown [142, 304] that
the entanglement gap closes logarithmically upon increasing the interval length `1, i.e. µ1 − µ2 ∝ 1/ ln `1.
Consequently, one has for any finite `1 that |λm| < λM and λM − |λm| ∝ 1/ ln `1 for `1 → ∞. The
fact that the gap closes only logarithmically with `1 means that in practice one would need extremely large
intervals in order to see the equality between the largest and the smallest eigenvalues: this is practically
impossible to observe in a numerical simulation.

A very important property of the negativity spectrum (2.2.20) is the presence of a delta peak in λM, in
complete analogy with the standard entanglement spectrum (2.2.6). This means that there exists a single
eigenvalue λM which provides a finite contribution to the negativity and to the other quantities obtainable
from P(λ) (as, e.g., the moments etc.). Notice that although the largest and the smallest eigenvalues are
equal in the limit of very large interval, their contribution to the probability distribution function is very
different, since at λ = λM there is a delta function, which instead is absent at λ = −λM. This asymmetry
has deep consequences on the various observables such as the number distribution function discussed in the
following.

Apart from the delta peak, the negativity spectrum (2.2.20) has two other terms, one symmetric for
λ→ −λ and the other antisymmetric. Notice that ξ → 0 corresponds to λ→ λM, while ξ → ∞ to λ→ 0.
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FIGURE 2.2: Negativity spectrum of two adjacent intervals: Survey of the CFT results for the
number distribution function n(λ) plotted versus the scaling variable ξ ≡ [b ln(λM/|λ|)]1/2, with
b ≡ − ln λM and λM the largest (positive) eigenvalue of ρT2

A . The continuous line shows for compar-
ison the CFT result for the entanglement spectrum. The dash-dotted and dotted lines denote n(λ) for
λ > 0 and λ < 0, respectively. The different colors correspond to the case with the two intervals in a
pure state and a mixed state.

Interestingly, in (2.2.20) the only dependence on the sign of λ is due to the term I1(2ξ). However, since
I1(2ξ)/I1(4ξ) → 0 for ξ → ∞, the distribution of the small eigenvalues does not depend on their sign.
This can be understood also from the general relation (2.2.9) in which the eigenvalues given by±√µiµj are
invariant under sign exchange and they are many more than the µi’s, in the limit of large Hilbert spaces.

The number distribution function

A crucial observable that is easily obtainable from the negativity spectrum is the so-called tail distribution
function introduced in (2.2.7) for the case of the entanglement spectrum, which in the following we refer to
as number distribution function. We will consider a slightly different definition with respect to the (2.2.7),
which consider separately the mean number of positive and negative eigenvalues, i.e.,

n(λ) ≡
{ ∫ λM

λ dλP(λ) λ > 0∫ λ
λm

dλP(λ) λ < 0
(2.2.26)

Performing the integral, the number distribution function can be written for every value of λ as

n(λ) =
1
2
[
sgn(λ)I0(2ξ) + I0(4ξ)

]
. (2.2.27)

The interest in this function comes from the fact that it is a super-universal smooth function, as already
known [142] for the entanglement spectrum (2.2.7). Equation (2.2.27) shows that, also for the negativity
spectrum, n(λ) is a function of the scaling variable ξ only, i.e., there are no free parameters, similarly
to the entanglement spectrum (2.2.7). In this sense it is super-universal, meaning that it is the same for
any CFT. Remarkably, the only CFT data appearing in (2.2.20) is the central charge, which enters via λM.
However, when comparing with numerical data, λM can be fixed from numerics, and consequently there is
no free/fitting parameter.

There are several interesting properties of the number distribution function worth to be mentioned. First
of all, the limit for |λ| → λM (i.e. ξ → 0) is very different whether one consider positive or negative λ.
While for λ > 0, n(λ) → 1 as λ → λM, for λ < 0, n(λ) → 0 as λ → −λM. This is a straightforward
consequence of the presence of the delta peak in P(λ) (2.2.20) for λ = λM, but not for λ = −λM. In the
opposite limit of small absolute value of the eigenvalues, n(λ) ∝ e4ξ/(2

√
2πξ) for ξ → ∞, independently

of the sign of λ, signaling that the number of small eigenvalues does not depend on their sign. Finally, n(λ)
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diverges for ξ → ∞ reflecting that in the thermodynamic limit the number of eigenvalues of ρT2
A is infinite.

Figure 2.2 reports a plot of the number distribution function versus ξ for both positive and negative λ. All
the previously listed features should be apparent.

2.2.3 Two intervals in a mixed state

We now turn to discuss the case of two adjacent intervals in a mixed state as in Figure 2.1 (b). For two
generic intervals A1 and A2, of length `1 and `2, respectively, the scaling of the moments RT2

n is [94, 145]

RT2
n = c′′n

{
(`1`2)

− c
6 (

ne
2 − 2

ne )(`1 + `2)
− c

6 (
ne
2 + 1

ne ) ,

(`1`2(`1 + `2))
− c

12 (no− 1
no ),

(2.2.28)

where c is again the central charge and the non-universal constants c′′n are analogous to c′n in (2.2.12); they
also depend on the parity of n, but, as before, are expected to depend on n in a very weak manner [94, 145]
and so will be neglected in the following treatment. It is convenient to rewrite these moments as

RT2
n '

`
− c

4 (ne− 2
ne )

1 ω−
c
6 (

ne
2 − 2

ne )(1 + ω)−
c
6 (

ne
2 + 1

ne ),

`
− c

4 (no− 1
no )

1 [ω(1 + ω)]−
c

12 (no− 1
no ),

(2.2.29)

where ω ≡ `2/`1 is the aspect ratio of the two intervals. Indeed, from (2.2.29) is clear that the largest
eigenvalue of ρT2

A can be extracted by taking the limit n → ∞ which yields the same results from both the
even and odd sequences. This limit leads to

b ≡ − ln λM =
c

12
ln[`1`2(`1 + `2)] + cnst =

c
4

ln `1 +
c

12
ln ω(1 + ω) + cnst. (2.2.30)

We stress that the largest eigenvalue has a different dependence on the central charge compared to the pure
case, since the prefactor of the logarithm is c/4 instead of c/6 in (2.2.13). Notice also that in this case the
negativity is not simply a multiple of the logarithm of the largest eigenvalue as in the pure case (cf. (2.2.23)),
but we have (ignoring additive constants)

E = ln lim
ne→1

Tr
(
ρT2

A

)ne ' c
4

ln
`1`2

`1 + `2
= b +

c
6

ln
ω

(ω + 1)2 . (2.2.31)

At the leading order in `1, i.e. ignoring the geometry dependent factor ω, one has E ' − ln λM.
The derivation of P(λ) from the moments (2.2.29) proceeds as for the pure case (see 2.2.2) by calcu-

lating the Stieltjes transform as sum over the moments (2.2.3), and taking the limit of its imaginary part as
in (2.2.4). The sums entering in the Stieltjes transform are exactly the same as in the pure case, just with
different factors. For this reason, we do not report the details of the entire calculation, since after the same
algebra as in 2.2.2, we arrive to

P(λ) = δ(λM − λ) +
1
2

θ(λM − |λ|)
|λ|

[ b
ξ

I1(2ξ)sgn(λ) +
b̃
ξ̃

I1(2ξ̃)
]
. (2.2.32)

Here we have introduced the scaling variable ξ ≡
√

b ln(λM/|λ|) (which is the same as in (2.2.21), but
λM is different) and also the auxiliary variable ξ̃ as

ξ̃ ≡
√

b̃ ln(λM/|λ|), b̃ ≡ 2b +
c
6

ln
ω

(1 + ω)2 . (2.2.33)

From (2.2.32) we obtain the number distribution function

n(λ) =
1
2

[
I0(2ξ)sgn(λ) + I0(2ξ̃)

]
. (2.2.34)
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Interestingly, n(λ) depends on both ξ and ξ̃. This also implies that it is not super-universal as for the pure
case and for the entanglement spectrum. However, we will see soon that some major simplifications take
place in the limit of large `1.

Some consistency checks

Before discussing the limit of large `1 and the main properties of the negativity spectrum distribution
(2.2.32), it is worth to provide some consistency checks. As before, a first check of (2.2.32) is the normal-
ization condition

∫
dλλP(λ) = 1. Since the term I1(2ξ̃) in (2.2.20) is odd in the normalisation integral, it

gives a vanishing contribution. The remaining integral is identical to (2.2.22) and provides
∫

dλλP(λ) = 1.
The second check is given by the scaling of the negativity E = ln

∫
dλ|λ|P(λ). In this case, it is the

term I1(2ξ) to give a vanishing contribution by parity. The remaining integral is straightforward and yields

E = ln
∫

dλ|λ|P(λ) = b̃− b = b +
c
6

ln
ω

(1 + ω)2 , (2.2.35)

which is the expected result in (2.2.31).
The support of the negativity spectrum is [−λM, λM] exactly like in the pure case. The smallest negative

eigenvalue λm can be also obtained by using (2.2.24) on the moments (2.2.29). This leads to λm = −λM
providing another consistency check for (2.2.32).

The limit of large `1 and the properties of the negativity spectrum

We have seen that in general both the probability distribution function P(λ) and the resulting number dis-
tribution n(λ) do not depend only on the scaling variable ξ, but also on ξ̃. However, in the limit `1 → ∞
many simplifications occur leading to super-universal results. First of all, for the largest eigenvalue we have
b = − ln λM → c/4 ln `1 and also E → b, as clear from (2.2.30) and (2.2.31). Remarkably, this implies
that the negativity spectrum distribution does not depend on the geometry of the tripartition at the leading
order for large lengths of the intervals since from (2.2.33) one has ξ̃ →

√
2ξ. In this limit, the distribution

P(λ) simplifies to

P(λ) = δ(λM − λ) +
bθ(λM − |λ|)

2|λ|ξ
[
sgn(λ)I1(2ξ) +

√
2I1(2

√
2ξ)
]
, (2.2.36)

whereas n(λ) is

n(λ) =
1
2
[
sgn(λ)I0(2ξ) + I0(2

√
2ξ)
]
. (2.2.37)

In contrast with (2.2.34), in the limit `1 � 1, n(λ) is a function of the scaling variable ξ only and so
it is super universal. Note that P(λ) for the pure (cf. (2.2.20)) and mixed case (cf. (2.2.36)) have a
similar structure, but are quantitatively different (the argument of the second Bessel function has a different
multiplicative factor). Because of this similarity, the most important properties of the negativity spectrum
resemble those of the pure case, that anyhow we repeat here for completeness.

As already said, the support of the negativity spectrum is [−λM, λM]. However, in analogy with the
pure case, the largest and the smallest eigenvalue have a very asymmetrical role, because of the the presence
of a delta peak in λM, but not at λm = −λM. This means that there exists a single eigenvalue λM which
provides a finite contribution to the negativity and to the other quantities obtainable from P(λ) (as e.g. the
moments etc.). Oppositely, this is not the case for the smallest eigenvalue.

Moving to the number distribution function (2.2.37), the most striking feature is the consequence of the
delta peak at λM in P(λ). This is indeed the cause of the asymmetry that for λ < 0 one has n(λ) →
0 in the limit |λ| → λM, whereas one has n(λ) → 1, for λ > 0. Instead the bulk of the negativity
spectrum is symmetric. Indeed, for ξ → ∞ (i.e. for small eigenvalues), one has n(λ) ∝ e2

√
2ξ/(25/4√πξ),

independently from the sign of λ. This is a slower divergence as compared with the pure case (see 2.2.2).
Comparing (2.2.27) and (2.2.37), one has that in the bulk of the negativity spectrum, i.e., for small |λ|, the
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scaling relation

npure
( ξ√

2

)
= nmixed(ξ), (2.2.38)

holds.
Figure 2.2 summarizes all our results for n(λ) for both pure and mixed states. It reports n(λ) versus the

scaling variable ξ ≡
√

b ln(λM/|λ|). The dash-dotted and dotted lines correspond to λ > 0 and λ < 0,
respectively. Different colors are used for the case of two intervals in a pure state (cf. (2.2.27)) and in a mixed
state (cf. (2.2.37)). The full line shows n(λ) for the eigenvalues of the RDM (entanglement spectrum). One
has that for any λ, n(λ) is always larger in the pure case. Moreover, for |λ| → 0 (i.e. ξ → ∞), n(λ)
exhibits the same behavior for negative and positive eigenvalues. Finally, since the asymptotic behavior of
n(λ) as ξ → ∞ is independent of the sign of λ, the ratio between the total number of positive and negative
eigenvalues of ρT2

A tends asymptotically to one in both cases.

2.2.4 Finite size negativity spectrum

All the results obtained so far in this Section are for finite intervals embedded in infinite one dimensional
systems. However, one has often to deal with finite systems, especially in numerical simulations. Fortu-
nately, all the previous CFT results are straightforwardly generalized to finite systems. Indeed, in a CFT,
a finite system is obtained by conformally mapping the complex plane to a cylinder. The net effect of this
mapping (for correlations of primary operators and hence for the moments on the RDM and of its partial
transpose) is to replace all the lengths with the chord lengths ` → L/π sin(π`/L). For the two cases
of interest here, this amounts to trivial and unimportant modifications because the probability distribution
function P(λ) and the number distribution function n(λ) depend on the lengths only through the maxi-
mum eigenvalue. Hence, once we replace the maximum eigenvalue of ρT2

A with its finite volume counterpart
equations such as (2.2.20), (2.2.27), (2.2.36), (2.2.37) still hold.

In order to be more specific, for the case of a finite periodic system of length L bipartite in two intervals
of lengths `1 and L− `1, the maximum eigenvalue of both ρA1 and ρT2

A is

− ln λM = (c/6) ln[L/π sin(π`1/L)] + const. (2.2.39)

For the case of two adjacent intervals of length `1 and `2 such that `1 + `2 6= L, the largest eigenvalue of
the ρT2

A is given by the CFT formula

− ln λM =
c

12
ln
[( L

π

)3
sin
(π`1

L
)

sin
(π`2

L
)

sin
(π(`1 + `2)

L
)]

+ const. (2.2.40)

However, in the following, when checking our results for the negativity spectrum with the super-universal
CFT forms, we will simply fix λM from the numerical simulations and perform a parameter free comparison
with (2.2.27) and (2.2.37).

2.3 Numerical results

In this Section we provide numerical evidence for the results obtained in Section 2.2. We focus on the
ground state of the critical transverse field Ising chain, and on the spin-1/2 isotropic Heisenberg chain
(XXX chain). We also consider the harmonic chain, for which the negativity spectrum can be calculated
analytically. The Ising chain is defined by the Hamiltonian

H ≡ − J
2

L

∑
i=1

Sx
i Sx

i+1 − h
L

∑
i=1

Sz
i . (2.3.1)

Here Sx,y,z
i ≡ σ

x,y,z
i , with σα

i the Pauli matrices, are spin-1/2 operators acting on site i, and L is the chain
length. We use periodic boundary conditions, identifying sites 1 and L + 1 of the chain. We consider the
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FIGURE 2.3: Negativity spectrum of two intervals in a pure state. DMRG results for the critical Ising
chain (of sizes L) are compared with the CFT prediction for the tail distribution n(λ) plotted as a
function of ξ ≡ [b ln(λM/|λ|)]1/2 (cf. Eq. (2.2.21)). The subsystem size is always ` = L/2. Panel
(a) and (b) report n(λ) for λ > 0 and λ < 0, respectively. In both panels the continuous line is the
parameter-free CFT prediction.

critical point at h = J, where the low-energy behavior of the model is described by a free Majorana fermion,
which is a c = 1/2 conformal field theory. The Heisenberg spin chain is instead defined by

H ≡ J
L

∑
i=1

(Sx
i Sx

i+1 + Sy
i Sy

i+1 + Sz
i Sz

i+1). (2.3.2)

The XXX chain is critical, and its low-energy properties are described by the compactified free boson
(Luttinger liquid), which is a c = 1 CFT. Again, we consider only periodic boundary conditions.

The Hamiltonian of the periodic harmonic chain is

H ≡ 1
2

L

∑
j=1

[
p2

j + Ωq2
j + (qj+1 − qj)

2
]
. (2.3.3)

Here pj, qj obey the standard bosonic commutation relations [qj, qk] = [pj, pk] = 0, [qj, pk] = iδj,k, and
Ω ∈ R is a mass parameter. For Ω = 0 the harmonic chain is critical, and in the scaling limit is described
by a c = 1 free boson. Moreover, on the lattice, since (2.3.3) is quadratic, it can be solved exactly. The PT
RDM has been calculated analytically in Ref. [268] (the technique introduced in Section 1.4.3 is always the
starting point). Note that for Ω = 0, (2.3.3) has a zero mode that leads to divergent expressions. For this
reason, here we always consider the situation with ΩL� 1, choosing ΩL = 10−6.

For Ising and Heisenberg spin chains, ρT2
A and the negativity spectrum are obtained using DMRG. Here

we employ the method described in Ref. [95]. The method relies on the matrix product state (MPS) rep-
resentation of the ground state of (2.3.1) and (2.3.2). The calculation of the negativity spectrum involves
the diagonalization of a χ2 × χ2 matrix, with χ the bond dimension of the MPS. The computational cost is
therefore χ6. In our simulations we use χ . 80, which allows us to simulate system sizes up to L ∼ 200
for the Ising chain, and up to L ∼ 100 for the XXX chain.

Two intervals in a pure state

As we have discussed in Sec. 2.2.2 the negativity spectrum for a system in a pure state can be written as a
function of the entanglement spectrum of one of the two subsystems. Consequently, testing the negativity
spectrum of two complementary intervals A1 and A2 (Figure 2.1 (a)) in the ground state of a CFT is just a
further confirmation of the range of validity of the CFT prediction for the entanglement spectrum (2.2.7). It
is however instructive to have a look at it, exactly to control the range of validity and to test those effects that
are not encoded in the CFT predictions such as corrections to the scaling and discreteness of the spectrum.
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FIGURE 2.4: Largest and smallest negativity eigenvalues for two adjacent equal intervals of length `
in a mixed state for a critical Ising chain of length L as function of z ≡ `/L. Panel (a): The largest
positive eigenvalue λM of ρT2

A . The continuous line is the CFT prediction. Panel (b): The smallest
(negative) eigenvalue λm of ρT2

A .

Here we only provide results for the critical Ising chain considering systems of lengths L = 64, 128, 256
and a bipartition into two equal intervals of length `1 = `2 = L/2. We consider the tail distribution n(λ)
which is plotted in Figure 2.3 versus the scaling variable ξ ≡

√
b ln(λM/|λ|). As we already stressed,

n(λ) depends (via ξ) only on λM. Since we used for λM the value obtained from the DMRG simulation, the
CFT prediction for n(λ) has no free parameters. Panels (a) and (b) in Figure 2.3 are for λ > 0 and λ < 0,
respectively. The different symbols are the DMRG results for various system sizes, whereas the continuous
line is the CFT prediction (2.2.27). The agreement between the CFT prediction and the numerical DMRG
data is rather impressive taking into account that there are no fitting parameters. There are some small
deviations for very small ξ (i.e. for the largest, in absolute value, eigenvalues) which are clearly due to
the discreteness of the negativity spectrum. Then there is a quite large region with 1 . ξ . 2 where the
agreement is perfect for both positive and negative eigenvalues. For larger ξ (i.e. for very small eigenvalues)
sizeable deviations appear. These do not come unexpected since they are a consequence of the finiteness of
the Hilbert space for a block of spin of finite length. Consequently n(λ) cannot grow indefinitely as in CFT.
The same effect is well known and studied already for the entanglement spectrum [142,301,302]. However,
upon increasing L the data exhibit a clear trend toward the CFT prediction, confiming that the observed
discrepancy is due to scaling corrections and that it should disappear in the limit `→ ∞.

Two intervals in a mixed state: Support of the negativity spectrum

We now turn to discuss the negativity of two adjacent intervals A1 and A2 in a mixed state as in Figure 2.1
(b). Before discussing the full negativity spectrum, it is instructive to consider the scaling properties of
its support. In particular, we focus on the scaling behavior of the largest (positive) eigenvalue λM and the
smallest (negative) one λm. This allows us to control the range of validity of our result and to test those
effects that are not encoded in the CFT prediction, such as scaling corrections. For simplicity, we restrict
ourselves to the situation of two equal-length intervals.

Let us start by discussing the largest eigenvalue. An important consequence of (2.2.40) (with `1 = `2 =
`) is that the combination − ln λM − c/4 ln L is a function of z = `/L only. For the critical Ising chain
this is numerically demonstrated in Figure 2.4 (a) which reports − ln λM − 1/8 ln L (c = 1/2 for the Ising
chain) versus 0 ≤ z ≤ 1/2. The different symbols are DMRG data for L ≤ 200. The perfect data collapse
for all system sizes provides a strong confirmation of (2.2.40). Moreover, the full line in the Figure is a fit
to (2.2.40), with the additive constant as the only fitting parameter. The agreement with the data is excellent,
providing conclusive evidence of the CFT scaling for the largest eigenvalue of ρT2

A .
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FIGURE 2.5: Largest and smallest negativity eigenvalues for two adjacent intervals in a mixed state:
Same as in Figure 2.4 for the XXX chain. Note both in (a) and (b) the presence of oscillating scaling
corrections.

As we have seen, the smallest negative eigenvalue of ρT2
A should scale like the largest positive one λM.

For this reason, to illustrate the scaling behavior of λm, in Figure 2.4 (b) (for the Ising chain and the same
tripartition as above) we report ln |λm| − 1/8 ln L versus z = `/L. The data do not collapse on a single
curve as seen for the largest eigenvalue in panel (a) and a quite weak dependence on z is observed. This
in strikingly different for λM. Furthermore, it is clear that the data are not yet asymptotic, suggesting that
strong corrections to the scaling are present for these values of L. This does not come unexpected, since we
already discussed that strong logarithmic corrections to the scaling were expected for λm.

Similar results as in Figure 2.4 are observed for the XXX chain. The CFT scaling (2.2.40) with c = 1 is
expected to hold for λM. Panel (a) in Figure 2.5 reports − ln λM − 1/4 ln L versus z. In contrast with the
Ising case (Figure 2.4), strong oscillations with the parity of the intervals length ` are present and should be
attributed to the finite-size of the chain. Indeed, similar scaling corrections are well known in the literature
for the Rényi entropies [303,305–307], and are due to the antiferromagnetic nature of the XXX interaction.
Moreover, for − ln λM of ρA these corrections are known to decay logarithmically [196,303,308] with ` as
1/ ln `. Since a similar behavior is expected for the largest eigenvalue of ρT2

A , this explains the very weak
dependence on L of the oscillations observed in Figure 2.5 (a). Still, the CFT result (2.2.40), which is shown
as full line in Figure 2.5 (a), captures well the gross behavior of the DMRG data. Finally, in Figure 2.5 (b)
we focus on λm, reporting − ln |λm| − 1/4 ln L as a function of z, for the same chain sizes as in panel (a).
Interestingly, the same oscillating corrections observed for λM are present. These oscillations prevent to
understand the scaling with L of λm and so the data are even less conclusive than those for the Ising chain
in Figure 2.4.

At this point, we do not have yet conclusive data to support the CFT scaling λm = −λM for the negative
edge of the negativity spectrum. We have strong evidence that the data in panels (b) of Figures 2.4 and 2.5
are affected by logarithmic corrections to the scaling. Consequently, in order to reveal the true asymptotic
behavior, we would need to explore system sizes that are orders of magnitude larger than those already
considered. This is clearly impossible with DMRG. For this reason we study the support of the negativity
spectrum for the harmonic chain for which standard techniques for the diagonalization of bosonic quadratic
Hamiltonians allowed us to investigate chains with 16000 sites with a minor numerical effort. The edges
of the negativity spectrum for a tripartite harmonic chain (with `1 = `2 = `) are reported in Figure 2.6.
Panel (a) focuses on the largest eigenvalue λM, reporting ln λM − 1/4 ln L versus z = `/L for chain up
to L = 16000. The agreement between the CFT prediction (2.2.40) and the data is perfect (again the only
fitting parameter is the additive constant). Notice, however, the vertical scale of Figure 2.6: we have a very
large value, reflecting the fact that for the periodic harmonic chain the zero mode produces a large additive
constant to the leading logarithmic behavior. On the other hand, in panel (b) we plot ln |λm| − 1/4 ln L
versus z. Strong scaling corrections are still visible at L = 16000. Specifically, while for L ∼ 100 the data
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FIGURE 2.6: Largest and smallest negativity eigenvalues for two adjacent intervals in a mixed state:
Same as in Figure 2.4 for the harmonic chain. Note in panel (b) the very large scaling corrections for
λm. The dashed line is the same curve for − ln λM as in (a).

exhibit a “flat” behavior as a function of z which is reminiscent of what observed in Figure 2.4 (b) for the
Ising chain, for larger chains the data become compatible with the CFT scaling (2.2.40): it is in fact clear
that the curve for L = 16000 is just shifted compared to the asymptotic prediction |λm| = λM (dashed line
in the figure). However, from Figure 2.6 (b) it is clear that this can be true only for very large chain sizes
(comparing the data with the dashed line). Once again this fact is fully compatible with the presence of the
expected logarithmic corrections to the scaling.
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FIGURE 2.7: Negativity spectrum of two adjacent equal-length intervals in a mixed state: The number
distribution function n(λ) plotted as a function of ξ ≡ [b ln(λM/|λ|)]1/2, with b ≡ − ln λM, and λM

the largest positive eigenvalue of ρT2
A . The symbols are DMRG results for the critical Ising chain for

several chain sizes L. The subsystem size is always ` = L/4. Panel (a) and (b) plot n(λ) for positive
and negative values of λ, respectively. In both panels the continuous line is the CFT prediction.

The negativity spectrum

We finally discuss the negativity spectrum of two adjacent intervals in a mixed state as in Figure 2.1 (b). The
results for the critical Ising chain are reported in Figure 2.7. Panels (a) and (b) show the number distribution
function n(λ) plotted against ξ ≡

√
b ln(λM/|λ|) for both λ > 0 and λ < 0. The symbols are DMRG

data for L = 32− 200. We consider two intervals of equal length ` = L/4. Similarly to the pure case, in
constructing the scaling variable ξ we used for λM the value from the DMRG simulation, so that the CFT
prediction for large ` (2.2.36) is super-universal and does not have any free parameter. In the two panels the
full lines are these super-universal CFT predictions (2.2.36). The agreement between the DMRG data and
the CFT is fairly good. As usual in these plots (compare e.g. with Figure 2.3), some deviations are observed
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for large ξ (small |λ|). As already explained these deviations are due to the finiteness of the Hilbert space of
the interval and they are expected to disappear in the limit of large `. Indeed, the observed trend of the data
upon increasing L (and hence ` = L/4) suggests that in the thermodynamic limit the CFT behavior should
be recovered.

The analogous results for the XXX spin chain for the number distribution function are reported in
Figure 2.8. The symbols are DMRG results now for L = 32− 96. The theoretical CFT result is the same
as for the Ising chain (2.2.36). For both positive and negative values of λ the DMRG data are in excellent
agreement with the CFT prediction (full lines in the Figure). It is interesting to observe that at small ξ,
the negativity spectrum exhibits some intriguing degeneracy structure, which is not captured by the CFT
result. This is analogous to what observed also for the entanglement spectrum in systems with continuous
symmetries [142, 301].

Concluding, the results in Figures 2.7 and 2.8 provide a quite strong evidence for the correctness of the
CFT negativity spectrum prediction also for the case of two adjacent non-complementary intervals embed-
ded in the ground state of model whose low energy features are captured by CFT. It is unfortunate that more
stringent tests of the CFT prediction cannot be obtained from the study of the harmonic chain. Indeed, while
for the harmonic chains methods allowing us to study systems of size 104 are available, as we have shown
in Figure 2.6, the resulting value of λM is very large because of the presence of the zero mode. This implies
that to get a stringent check of the CFT negativity spectrum, one would require to consider a really huge
number of eigenvalues of ρT2

A which goes beyond our numerical possibilities.
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FIGURE 2.8: Negativity spectrum of two adjacent intervals in a mixed state: Same as in Figure 2.7, for
the XXX chain. Note the degeneracy patterns at large |λ|.

2.4 Concluding remarks

In this Chapter we investigated the negativity spectrum in the ground state of 1d gapless systems described
by a CFT. The main results have been already summarized at the beginning. Below we discuss some future
research directions.

Clearly, it would be interesting to extend our analysis to the case of two disjoint intervals in a mixed state.
It has been demonstrated in Ref. [94,145] that the negativity of two disjoint intervals decays exponentially as
a function of their distance. It would be interesting to clarify how this behavior is reflected in the negativity
spectrum. Unfortunately, from the CFT side, this interesting problem is technically prohibitive because the
moments Tr(ρT2

A )n have a very complicated analytic structure [94, 145]. However, we are going to see that
such analysis is possible at least for free fermions, as sketched in Chapter 3.

Here we focused only on the distribution of the negativity spectrum. It would be enlightening to investi-
gate the fine structure of the spectrum, for instance, its degeneracy patterns and the eigenvalue spacing. This
could potentially reveal deeper structures of the underlying CFT, similar to what happens for the entangle-
ment spectrum [142, 288].
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On the experimental side, there are recent proposals on how to measure the entanglement spectrum in
cold-atom experiments [309] (see also Ref. [243]). It should be possible to extend these ideas to measure
the negativity spectrum. Finally, our results could be useful to device simpler measures of the entanglement
in mixed states. One interesting direction would be to focus only on a small portion of the spectrum, for
instance exploring the region around the smallest negative eigenvalue.
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Chapter 3

Twisted and untwisted negativity spectrum of free
fermions

Despite the great success of LN in characterizing bosonic many-body systems, generalizing the operation
of PT to fermionic systems remained a technical challenge until recently when a more natural definition
of PT for fermions that accounts for the Fermi statistics has been put forward. Here, we study the many-
body spectrum of the RDM of two adjacent intervals for 1d free fermions after applying the fermionic PT.
We show that in general there is a freedom in the definition of such operation which leads to two different
definitions of PT: the resulting density matrix is Hermitian in one case, while it becomes pseudo-Hermitian
in the other case. Using the path-integral formalism, we analytically compute the leading order term of
the moments in both cases and derive the distribution of the corresponding eigenvalues over the complex
plane. We further verify our analytical findings by checking them against numerical lattice calculations.
This Chapter is based on Ref. [310].

3.1 Introduction

It is well known that the whole set of eigenvalues of density matrices, i.e. the entanglement spectrum,
contains more information than merely the entanglement entropies and this is why it has been studied exten-
sively (see the introduction of Chapter 2 for references). Unlike the entanglement spectrum, however, less is
known about the spectrum of PT density matrices in many-body systems, for which, as seen in the previous
Chapter, a systematic study only started with Ref. [57].

In this Chapter, we reconsider the negativity spectrum, but now specialized to fermionic systems. The
PT of fermionic density matrices, indeed, involves some subtleties due to the Fermi statistics (i.e., anti-
commutation relation of fermion operators). Initially, a procedure for the PT of fermions based on the
fermion-boson mapping (Jordan-Wigner transformation) was proposed [295] and was also used in the sub-
sequent studies [92, 183, 296–299, 311]. However, this definition turned out to cause certain inconsistencies
within fermionic theories such as violating the additivity property and missing some entanglement in topo-
logical superconductors, and gives rise to incorrect classification of time-reversal symmetric topological
insulators and superconductors. Additionally, according to this definition, it is computationally hard to find
the PT (and calculate the entanglement negativity) even for free fermions, since the PT of a fermionic Gaus-
sian state is not Gaussian. This motivates us to use another way of implementing a fermionic PT which
was proposed recently in the context of time-reversal symmetric SPT phases of fermions [312–314]. This
definition does not suffer from the above issues and at the same time the associated entanglement quantity
is an entanglement monotone [315]. From a practical standpoint, the latter definition has the merit that the
PT Gaussian state remains Gaussian and hence can be computed efficiently for free fermions. A detailed
survey of differences between the two definitions of PT from both perspectives of quantum information and
condensed matter theory (specifically, topological phases of fermions) is discussed in Refs. [314, 315].

Before we get into details of the fermionic PT in the coming sections, let us finish this part with a
summary of our main findings. To study the entanglement, we consider the usual setup, with a partition of
a given system into three parts, with two of them being the subsystems of interest. To lighten the notation
(in this Chapter only) we will refer to them as A and B (instead of A1 and A2) and, whenever clear, we will
avoid the subscript of the subsystem to which the RDM is associated.
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We consider the distribution of the many-body eigenvalues λi of the PT RDM, as defined in the previous
Chapter, Eq. (2.1.1), for 1d free fermions. As a lattice realization, we consider the hopping Hamiltonian on
a chain

Ĥ = −∑
j
[t( f †

j+1 f j + H.c.) + µ f †
j f j], (3.1.1)

where the fermion operators f j and f †
j obey the anti-commutation relation { fi, f j

†} = fi f j
† + f j

† fi = δij

and { fi, f j} = { fi
†, f j

†} = 0.
Recall that using the regular (matrix) PT – we will refer to it as the bosonic PT –, which applies to

generic systems where local operators commute, the obtained PT density matrix is a Hermitian operator
and its eigenvalues are either negative or positive. However, it turned out that for fermions a consistent
definition of PT involves a phase factor as we exchange indices in (1.2.3) and in general one can define two
types of PT operation. As we will explain in detail, these two types correspond to the freedom of spacetime
boundary conditions for fermions associated with the fermion-number parity symmetry. We reserve ρTA and
ρT̃A to denote the fermionic PT which leads to anti-periodic (untwisted) and periodic (twisted) boundary
conditions along fundamental cycles of the spacetime manifold, respectively. We should note that ρTA is
pseudo-Hermitian1 and may contain complex eigenvalues, while ρT̃A is Hermitian and its eigenvalues are
real. We use the spacetime path integral formulation to analytically calculate the negativity spectrum. In the
case of ρT̃A , we obtain results very similar to those of the previous CFT work [57], where the distribution of
positive and negative eigenvalues are described by two universal functions. In the case of ρTA , we observe
that the eigenvalues are complex but they have a pattern and fall on six branches in the complex plane
with a quantized complex phase of ∠λ = 2πn/6. We show that the spectrum is reflection symmetric
with respect to the real axis and the eigenvalue distributions are described by four universal functions along
∠λ = 0,±2π/6,±4π/6, π branches. We further verify our findings by checking them against numerical
lattice simulations.

The rest of this Chapter is organized as follows: in Section 3.2 we provide a brief review of partial
transpose for fermions, in Section 3.3 we discuss the spacetime path-integral formulation of the moments
of PT density matrices. The spectrum of the twisted and untwisted partial transpose is analytically derived
in Section 3.4 for different geometries, where numerical checks with free fermions on the lattice are also
provided. The case of disjoint intervals is briefly discussed in Section 3.5. We close our discussion by some
concluding remarks in Section 3.6.

3.2 Preliminary remarks

In this Section, we review some basic materials which we use in the next sections: the definition of PT for
fermions, the moment problem introduced in Section 2.2.1 (here generalized to the moments of a generic
observable), and some properties of PT Gaussian states.

3.2.1 Twisted and untwisted partial transpose for fermions

We consider a fermionic Fock space H generated by N local fermionic modes f j, j = 1, · · · , N. The
Hilbert space is spanned by |n1, n2, · · · , nN〉 which is a string of occupation numbers nj = 0, 1. We define
the Majorana (real) fermion operators in terms of canonical operators as

c2j−1 = f †
j + f j, c2j = i( f j − f †

j ), j = 1, . . . , N. (3.2.1)

1A pseudo-Hermitian operator H is defined by ηH†η−1 = H with η2 = 1 where η is a unitary Hermitian operator satisfying
η†η = ηη† = 1 and η = η†. Essentially, pseudo-Hermiticity is a generalization of Hermiticity, in that it implies Hermiticity when
η = 1.
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These operators satisfy the commutation relation {cj, ck} = 2δjk and generate a Clifford algebra. Any
operator X acting onH can be expressed in terms of a polynomial of cj’s,

X =
2N

∑
k=1

∑
p1<p2···<pk

Xp1···pk cp1 · · · cpk , (3.2.2)

where Xp1 ...pk are complex numbers and fully antisymmetric under permutations of {1, . . . , k}. A density
matrix has an extra constraint, i.e., it commutes with the total fermion-number parity operator, [ρ, (−1)F] =
0 where F = ∑j f †

j f j. This constraint entails that the Majorana operator expansion of ρ only contains even
number of Majorana operators, i.e., k in the above expression is even.

The Hilbert space associated with the region of interest admits a bipartition as HA ⊗HB spanned by
f j with j = 1, · · · , NA in subsystem A and j = NA + 1, · · · , NA + NB in subsystem B. Then, a generic
density matrix onHA1 ⊗HA2 can be expanded in Majorana operators as

ρ =
k1+k2=even

∑
k1,k2

ρp1···pk1
,q1···qk2

ap1 · · · apk1
bq1 · · · bqk2

, (3.2.3)

where {aj} and {bj} are Majorana operators acting on HA and HB, respectively, and the even fermion-
number parity condition is indicated by the condition k1 + k2 = even. Our definition of the PT for fermions
is given by [313, 314]

ρTA ≡
k1+k2=even

∑
k1,k2

ρp1···pk1
,q1···qk2

ik1 ap1 · · · apk1
bq1 · · · bqk2

, (3.2.4)

and similarly for ρTB . It is easy to see that the subsequent application of the PT with respect to the two
subsystems leads to the full transpose (ρTA)TB = ρT, i.e. reversing the order of Majorana fermion operators.
In addition, the definition (3.2.4) implies that

(ρTA)† = (−1)FA ρTA(−1)FA , (3.2.5)

(ρTA)TA = (−1)FA ρ(−1)FA , (3.2.6)

where (−1)FA is the fermion-number parity operator on HA, i.e. FA = ∑j∈A f †
j f j. The first identity, namely

the pseudo-Hermiticity, can be understood as a consequence of the fact that (ρTA)† is defined the same as
(3.2.4) by replacing ik1 with (−i)k1 . The second identity reflects the fact that the fermionic PT is related
to the action of time-reversal operator of spinless fermions in the Euclidean spacetime [313]. We should
note that the matrix resulting from the PT is not necessarily Hermitian and may have complex eigenvalues,
although TrρTA = 1. The existence of complex eigenvalues is a crucial property which was used in the
context of SPT invariants to show that the complex phase of Tr(ρρTA), which represents a partition function
on a non-orientable spacetime manifold, is a topological invariant. For instance, Tr(ρρTA) = ei2πν/8 for
time-reversal symmetric topological superconductors (class BDI) which implies the Z8 classification. (Here
ν ∈ Z8 is the topological invariant). Nevertheless, we may still use Eq. (1.2.5) to define an analog of
entanglement negativity for fermions and calculate the trace norm in terms of square root of the eigenvalues
of the composite operator ρ× = [(ρTA)†ρTA ], which is a Hermitian operator with real positive eigenvalues.
On the other hand, from Eq. (3.2.5) we realize that ρ× = (ρT̃A)2 where we introduce the twisted PT by

ρT̃A ≡ ρTA(−1)FA . (3.2.7)

It is easy to see from Eq. (3.2.5) that this operator is Hermitian and then similar to the bosonic PT always
contains real eigenvalues. It is worth noting that

(ρT̃A)T̃A = ρ, (3.2.8)
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in contrast with the untwisted PT (3.2.6). As we will see shortly, this difference between ρTA and ρT̃A in the
operator formalism will show up as anti-periodic and periodic boundary conditions across the fundamental
cycles of spacetime manifold in the path-integral formalism.

3.2.2 The moment problem

In the replica approach to LN (1.2.5) and negativity spectrum, one first has to calculate the moments of PT,
aka Rényi negativities (RNs),

N (ns)
n (ρ) = ln Tr[(ρTA)n], N (r)

n (ρ) = ln Tr[(ρT̃A)n], (3.2.9)

which are the (logarithmic) fermionic counterparts of the bosonic definition in Eq. (2.2.1). The superscripts
(ns) and (r) stand for Neveu-Schwarz and Ramond respectively (the reason for this will be clear from
the path integral representation of such quantities, see Section 3.3 below). Thus, the analog of analytic
continuation (1.4.4) to obtain the LN is

E(ρ) = lim
n→1/2

N (r)
2n (ρ). (3.2.10)

The general framework to analytically obtain the distribution of eigenvalues of a density matrix (or its
transpose) from the moments is reviewed in Section 2.2.1 of Chapter 2. For any given operator O, the
associated moments are of the form

Rn ≡ Tr[On]. (3.2.11)

In terms of the eigenvalues ofO, {λj}, we have Rn = ∑j λn
j =

∫
P(λ)λndλ, where P(λ) is the associated

distribution function (see Eq. (2.1.1)). The essential idea is to compute the Stieltjes transform, Eq. (2.2.3).
Then, assuming that the eigenvalues are real, the distribution function can be easily read off, Eq. (2.2.4),
together with the complementary cumulative distribution function or simply the tail distribution, n(λ) =∫ λmax

λ dλP(λ).
For specific types of operators such as the density matrices and their PT in (1+1)d CFTs, the moments

can be cast in the form,

Rn = rn exp
(
−bn +

a
n

)
, ∀n, (3.2.12)

where a, b ∈ R, b > 0 and rn are non-universal constant. In such cases, the distribution function is found to
be [95]

P(λ; a, b) =


a θ(e−b−λ)

λ
√

a ln(e−b/λ)
I1(2

√
a ln(e−b/λ)) + δ(e−b − λ), a > 0,

−|a| θ(e−b−λ)

λ
√
|a| ln(e−b/λ)

J1(2
√
|a| ln(e−b/λ)) + δ(e−b − λ), a < 0,

(3.2.13)

and the corresponding tail distribution is given by

n(λ; a, b) =

{
I0(2

√
a ln(e−b/λ)), a > 0,

J0(2
√
|a| ln(e−b/λ)), a < 0,

(3.2.14)

where Jα(x) and Iα(x) are the regular Bessel functions and modified Bessel functions of the first kind,
respectively. Note again that (3.2.13) and (3.2.14) are derived by ignoring the presence of the constants rn
in (3.2.12).
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3.2.3 Partial transpose of Gaussian states

Here, we discuss how to compute the spectrum of the PT of a Gaussian state from the corresponding covari-
ance matrix. The idea is similar to that of the entanglement spectrum (based on the techniques of Section
1.4.3), while there are some differences as the covariance matrix associated with the PT density matrix
may contain complex eigenvalues. Before we continue, let us summarize the structure of the many-body
spectrum of ρTA and ρT̃A for free fermions,

Spec[ρTA ] :


(λi, λ∗i ) Im[λi] 6= 0,
(λi, λi) Im[λi] = 0, λi < 0,
λi Im[λi] = 0, λi > 0,

(3.2.15)

Spec[ρT̃A ] :

{
(λi, λi) λi < 0,
λi λi > 0,

(3.2.16)

where repeating values mean two fold degeneracy. We should note that the pseudo-Hermiticity of ρTA (3.2.5)
ensures that the complex-valued subset of many-body eigenvalues of ρTA appear in complex conjugate
pairs. This property is general and applicable to any density matrix beyond free fermions. An immediate
consequence of this property is that any moment of ρTA is guaranteed to be real-valued.

A Gaussian density matrix in the Majorana fermion basis (3.2.1) is defined by

ρΩ =
1
Z(Ω)

exp

(
1
4

2N

∑
j,k=1

Ωjkcjck

)
, (3.2.17)

where Ω is a pure imaginary antisymmetric matrix and Z(Ω) = ±
√

det
(
2 cosh Ω

2

)
is the normalization

constant. We should note that the spectrum of Ω is in the form of ±ωj, j = 1, . . . , N and the ± sign
ambiguity in Z(Ω) is related to the square root of determinant where we need to choose one eigenvalue for
every pair ±ωj. The sign is fixed by the Pfaffian. This density matrix can be uniquely characterized by its
covariance matrix,

Γjk =
1
2

Tr(ρΩ[cj, ck]), (3.2.18)

which is a 2N × 2N matrix. These two matrices are related by

Γ = tanh
(

Ω
2

)
, eΩ =

I + Γ
I− Γ

. (3.2.19)

Furthermore, one can consider a generic Gaussian operator which is also defined through Eq. (3.2.17), but
without requiring that the spectrum is pure imaginary. An equivalent description in terms of the covariance
matrix is also applicable for such operators. The only difference is that the eigenvalues do not need to
be real. Let us recall how Rényi entropies (1.2.2) are computed for Gaussian states. The density matrix
(3.2.17) can be brought into a diagonal form ρΩ = Z−1 exp

( i
2 ∑n ωnd2nd2n−1

)
, where ωn is obtained

from an orthogonal transformation of Ω. In terms of the eigenvalues of Γ, denoted by ±νj, we have ρΩ =

∏n(1 + iνnd2nd2n−1)/2, leading to

Sn(ρΩ) =
1

1− n

N

∑
j=1

ln
[(

1− νj

2

)n

+

(
1 + νj

2

)n]
. (3.2.20)
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We consider a density matrix on a bipartite Hilbert space (3.2.3) where the covariance matrix takes a
block matrix form as

Γ =

(
ΓAA ΓAB

ΓBA ΓBB

)
. (3.2.21)

Here, ΓAA and ΓBB denote the reduced covariance matrices of subsystems A and B, respectively; while
ΓAB = Γ†

BA describes the correlations between them. We define the covariance matrix associated with a PT
Gaussian state by

Γ± =

(
−ΓAA ±iΓAB

±iΓBA ΓBB

)
, (3.2.22)

where [Γ+]ij = 1
2 Tr(ρTA [ci, cj]) and [Γ−]ij = 1

2 Tr(ρTA
†
[ci, cj]). We should note that Γ+ and Γ− have

identical eigenvalues while they do not necessarily commute [Γ+, Γ−] 6= 0. In general, the eigenvalues of
Γ+ appear in quartets (±νk,±ν∗k ) when Re[νk] 6= 0 and Im[νk] 6= 0 or doublet ±νk when Re[νk] = 0 (i.e.,
pure imaginary) or Im[νk] = 0 (i.e., real) . ± is because of skew symmetry ΓT

± = −Γ±. In addition, the
pseudo-Hermiticity of ρTA (3.2.5) implies that

Γ†
± = U1Γ±U1, (3.2.23)

where U1 = (−IA ⊕ IB) is the matrix associated with the operator (−1)FA . This means that for every
eigenvalue νk its complex conjugate ν∗k is also an eigenvalue. As a result, the moments of PT can be written
as

N (ns)
n =

N

∑
j=1

ln
∣∣∣∣(1− νj

2

)n

+

(
1 + νj

2

)n∣∣∣∣ . (3.2.24)

Note that the sum is now over half of the eigenvalues (say in the upper half complex plane), due to the
structure discussed above.

For ρT̃A we use the multiplication rule for the Gaussian operators where the resulting Gaussian matrix
is given by

eΩ̃± =
I + Γ±
I− Γ±

U1, (3.2.25)

which is manifestly Hermitian due to the identity (3.2.23). Using Eq. (3.2.17), the normalization factor is
found to be ZT̃A

= Tr(ρT̃A) = Tr[ρ(−1)FA ] =
√

det ΓAA. From (3.2.19) we construct the covariance

matrix Γ̃± = tanh(Ω̃/2) and compute the moments of ρT̃A by

N (r)
n =

N

∑
j=1

ln
∣∣∣∣(1− ν̃j

2

)n

+

(
1 + ν̃j

2

)n∣∣∣∣+ n lnZT̃A
, (3.2.26)

where ±ν̃j are eigenvalues of Γ̃± which are guaranteed to be real. Consequently, the LN (3.2.10) is given
by

E =
N

∑
j=1

ln
[∣∣∣∣1− ν̃j

2

∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣1 + ν̃j

2

∣∣∣∣]+ lnZT̃A
, (3.2.27)

For particle-number conserving systems such as the lattice model in (3.1.1), the covariance matrix is
simplified into the form Γ = σ2 ⊗ γ where γ = (I− 2C) and Cij = Tr(ρ f †

i f j) is the correlation matrix
and σ2 is the second Pauli matrix acting on the even/odd indices of Majorana operators (c2j, c2j−1). In this
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case, the transformed correlation matrix for ρTA is given by

γ± =

(
−γAA ±iγAB

±iγBA γBB

)
. (3.2.28)

The eigenvalues can be divided to two categories: complex eigenvalues νk, Im[νk] 6= 0 and real eigenvalues
uk, Im[uk] = 0. The pseudo-Hermiticity property leads to the identity γ†

± = U1γ±U1 which implies that
complex eigenvalues appear in pairs (νk, ν∗k ). Therefore, the many-body eigenvalues follow the form,

λσ,σ′ = ∏
σl

1 + σlul

2 ∏
σk=σ′k

1 + |νk|2 + 2σkRe[νk]

4 ∏
σk=−σ′k

1− |νk|2 + 2σkiIm[νk]

4
, (3.2.29)

where σ = {σk = ±} is a string of signs. Clearly, the many-body eigenvalues appear in two categories as
well: complex conjugate pairs (λj, λ∗j ) and real eigenvalues which are not necessarily degenerate.

We can also derive a simple expression for the correlation matrix C̃ = (I− γ̃)/2 associated with ρT̃A ,

γ̃ =

(
−γ−1

AA(IA + γABγBA) iγ−1
AAγABγBB

iγBA γBB

)
. (3.2.30)

3.3 Spacetime picture for the moments of partial transpose

In the following two sections, we compute the moments of the PT density matrix and ultimately the LN.
First, we develop a general method using the replica approach [94, 145, 299] and provide an equivalent
spacetime picture of the Rényi negativity.

Before we proceed, let us briefly review the replica approach to find the entanglement entropy. Next, we
make connections to our construction of PT. A generic density matrix can be represented in the fermionic
coherent state as

ρ =
∫

dαdᾱ dβdβ̄ ρ(ᾱ, β) |α〉 〈β̄| e−ᾱα−β̄β, (3.3.1)

where α, ᾱ, β and β̄ are independent Grassmann variables and we omit the real-space (and possibly other)
indices for simplicity. The trace formula then reads

ZSn ≡ Tr[ρn] =
∫ n

∏
i=1

dψidψ̄i

n

∏
i=1

[ρ(ψ̄i, ψi)] e∑i,j ψ̄iTijψj , (3.3.2)

where the subscripts in ψi and ψ̄i denote the replica indices and T is called the twist matrix,

T =


0 −1 0 . . .
0 0 −1 0
...

...
. . . −1

1 0 · · · 0

 . (3.3.3)

The above expression can be viewed as a partition function on a n-sheet spacetime manifold where the n
flavors (replicas) ψi are glued in order along the cuts. Alternatively, one can consider a multi-component
field Ψ = (ψ1, · · · , ψn)T on a single-sheet spacetime. This way when we traverse a close path through
the interval the field gets transformed as Ψ 7→ TΨ. Hence, each interval can be represented by two branch
points Tn and T −1

n (an equivalent way to denote T̄n) –the so-called twist fields– and the REE of one interval
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A+

A−

A+

A−

A+

A−

Fig. 2.6 The Euclidean geometry for computing the matrix elements of powers of the reduced
density matrix !A and trace thereof, pictorially depicting (2.3.4). We have illustrated the situation
in which we glue three copies of the replicated path integrals to construct !A3 matrix elements with
the identifications between boundary conditions on the replica copies indicated by the arrows. The
final trace to compute the third Rényi entropy is indicated by the dotted line

correspond to the left and right Schwinger-Keldysh fields, respectively. So instead
of (2.3.4), we end up with a more complicated expression, cf., Fig. 2.7.
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While the expressions looks quite complicated written out this way, it is much
simpler to visualize the path integral construction pictorially. We should view each
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<latexit sha1_base64="sn5gkuhEdzQoe5+i9cw4IARzY3c=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHoxWMF+wFpLJPtpF262Q27G6GE/gwvHhTx6q/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSjnTxvO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqa5kpii0quVTdCDRyJrBlmOHYTRVCEnHsROPbmd95QqWZFA9mkmKYwFCwmFEwVgrwMWc94OkIpv1qzat7c7irxC9IjRRo9qtfvYGkWYLCUA5aB76XmjAHZRjlOK30Mo0p0DEMMbBUQII6zOcnT90zqwzcWCpbwrhz9fdEDonWkySynQmYkV72ZuJ/XpCZ+DrMmUgzg4IuFsUZd410Z/+7A6aQGj6xBKhi9laXjkABNTalig3BX355lbQv6r5X9+8va42bIo4yOSGn5Jz45Io0yB1pkhahRJJn8kreHOO8OO/Ox6K15BQzx+QPnM8fk2CRbg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sn5gkuhEdzQoe5+i9cw4IARzY3c=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHoxWMF+wFpLJPtpF262Q27G6GE/gwvHhTx6q/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSjnTxvO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqa5kpii0quVTdCDRyJrBlmOHYTRVCEnHsROPbmd95QqWZFA9mkmKYwFCwmFEwVgrwMWc94OkIpv1qzat7c7irxC9IjRRo9qtfvYGkWYLCUA5aB76XmjAHZRjlOK30Mo0p0DEMMbBUQII6zOcnT90zqwzcWCpbwrhz9fdEDonWkySynQmYkV72ZuJ/XpCZ+DrMmUgzg4IuFsUZd410Z/+7A6aQGj6xBKhi9laXjkABNTalig3BX355lbQv6r5X9+8va42bIo4yOSGn5Jz45Io0yB1pkhahRJJn8kreHOO8OO/Ox6K15BQzx+QPnM8fk2CRbg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sn5gkuhEdzQoe5+i9cw4IARzY3c=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHoxWMF+wFpLJPtpF262Q27G6GE/gwvHhTx6q/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSjnTxvO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqa5kpii0quVTdCDRyJrBlmOHYTRVCEnHsROPbmd95QqWZFA9mkmKYwFCwmFEwVgrwMWc94OkIpv1qzat7c7irxC9IjRRo9qtfvYGkWYLCUA5aB76XmjAHZRjlOK30Mo0p0DEMMbBUQII6zOcnT90zqwzcWCpbwrhz9fdEDonWkySynQmYkV72ZuJ/XpCZ+DrMmUgzg4IuFsUZd410Z/+7A6aQGj6xBKhi9laXjkABNTalig3BX355lbQv6r5X9+8va42bIo4yOSGn5Jz45Io0yB1pkhahRJJn8kreHOO8OO/Ox6K15BQzx+QPnM8fk2CRbg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sn5gkuhEdzQoe5+i9cw4IARzY3c=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHoxWMF+wFpLJPtpF262Q27G6GE/gwvHhTx6q/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSjnTxvO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqa5kpii0quVTdCDRyJrBlmOHYTRVCEnHsROPbmd95QqWZFA9mkmKYwFCwmFEwVgrwMWc94OkIpv1qzat7c7irxC9IjRRo9qtfvYGkWYLCUA5aB76XmjAHZRjlOK30Mo0p0DEMMbBUQII6zOcnT90zqwzcWCpbwrhz9fdEDonWkySynQmYkV72ZuJ/XpCZ+DrMmUgzg4IuFsUZd410Z/+7A6aQGj6xBKhi9laXjkABNTalig3BX355lbQv6r5X9+8va42bIo4yOSGn5Jz45Io0yB1pkhahRJJn8kreHOO8OO/Ox6K15BQzx+QPnM8fk2CRbg==</latexit>

uB
<latexit sha1_base64="T+PyWp/M8v47fPGkzM27HbFpXMY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMdSLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbud+54lrI2L1iNOE+xEdKREKRtFKD+mgMShX3Kq7AFknXk4qkKM5KH/1hzFLI66QSWpMz3MT9DOqUTDJZ6V+anhC2YSOeM9SRSNu/Gxx6oxcWGVIwljbUkgW6u+JjEbGTKPAdkYUx2bVm4v/eb0Uwxs/EypJkSu2XBSmkmBM5n+TodCcoZxaQpkW9lbCxlRThjadkg3BW315nbSvqp5b9e6vK/VGHkcRzuAcLsGDGtThDprQAgYjeIZXeHOk8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifPyDija4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T+PyWp/M8v47fPGkzM27HbFpXMY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMdSLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbud+54lrI2L1iNOE+xEdKREKRtFKD+mgMShX3Kq7AFknXk4qkKM5KH/1hzFLI66QSWpMz3MT9DOqUTDJZ6V+anhC2YSOeM9SRSNu/Gxx6oxcWGVIwljbUkgW6u+JjEbGTKPAdkYUx2bVm4v/eb0Uwxs/EypJkSu2XBSmkmBM5n+TodCcoZxaQpkW9lbCxlRThjadkg3BW315nbSvqp5b9e6vK/VGHkcRzuAcLsGDGtThDprQAgYjeIZXeHOk8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifPyDija4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T+PyWp/M8v47fPGkzM27HbFpXMY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMdSLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbud+54lrI2L1iNOE+xEdKREKRtFKD+mgMShX3Kq7AFknXk4qkKM5KH/1hzFLI66QSWpMz3MT9DOqUTDJZ6V+anhC2YSOeM9SRSNu/Gxx6oxcWGVIwljbUkgW6u+JjEbGTKPAdkYUx2bVm4v/eb0Uwxs/EypJkSu2XBSmkmBM5n+TodCcoZxaQpkW9lbCxlRThjadkg3BW315nbSvqp5b9e6vK/VGHkcRzuAcLsGDGtThDprQAgYjeIZXeHOk8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifPyDija4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T+PyWp/M8v47fPGkzM27HbFpXMY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMdSLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbud+54lrI2L1iNOE+xEdKREKRtFKD+mgMShX3Kq7AFknXk4qkKM5KH/1hzFLI66QSWpMz3MT9DOqUTDJZ6V+anhC2YSOeM9SRSNu/Gxx6oxcWGVIwljbUkgW6u+JjEbGTKPAdkYUx2bVm4v/eb0Uwxs/EypJkSu2XBSmkmBM5n+TodCcoZxaQpkW9lbCxlRThjadkg3BW315nbSvqp5b9e6vK/VGHkcRzuAcLsGDGtThDprQAgYjeIZXeHOk8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifPyDija4=</latexit>

vB
<latexit sha1_base64="EwEdNH5LFxXy4Dm7A6X9aUYe6bI=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GOpF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J4US+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2M7+Z+e8K1EbF6wmnC/YgOlQgFo2ilx0m/3i9X3Kq7AFknXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJZ6VeanhC2ZgOeddSRSNu/Gxx6oxcWGVAwljbUkgW6u+JjEbGTKPAdkYUR2bVm4v/ed0Uw1s/EypJkSu2XBSmkmBM5n+TgdCcoZxaQpkW9lbCRlRThjadkg3BW315nbSuqp5b9R6uK7V6HkcRzuAcLsGDG6jBPTSgCQyG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwAiaI2v</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EwEdNH5LFxXy4Dm7A6X9aUYe6bI=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GOpF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J4US+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2M7+Z+e8K1EbF6wmnC/YgOlQgFo2ilx0m/3i9X3Kq7AFknXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJZ6VeanhC2ZgOeddSRSNu/Gxx6oxcWGVAwljbUkgW6u+JjEbGTKPAdkYUR2bVm4v/ed0Uw1s/EypJkSu2XBSmkmBM5n+TgdCcoZxaQpkW9lbCRlRThjadkg3BW315nbSuqp5b9R6uK7V6HkcRzuAcLsGDG6jBPTSgCQyG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwAiaI2v</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EwEdNH5LFxXy4Dm7A6X9aUYe6bI=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GOpF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J4US+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2M7+Z+e8K1EbF6wmnC/YgOlQgFo2ilx0m/3i9X3Kq7AFknXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJZ6VeanhC2ZgOeddSRSNu/Gxx6oxcWGVAwljbUkgW6u+JjEbGTKPAdkYUR2bVm4v/ed0Uw1s/EypJkSu2XBSmkmBM5n+TgdCcoZxaQpkW9lbCRlRThjadkg3BW315nbSuqp5b9R6uK7V6HkcRzuAcLsGDG6jBPTSgCQyG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwAiaI2v</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EwEdNH5LFxXy4Dm7A6X9aUYe6bI=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GOpF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J4US+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2M7+Z+e8K1EbF6wmnC/YgOlQgFo2ilx0m/3i9X3Kq7AFknXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJZ6VeanhC2ZgOeddSRSNu/Gxx6oxcWGVAwljbUkgW6u+JjEbGTKPAdkYUR2bVm4v/ed0Uw1s/EypJkSu2XBSmkmBM5n+TgdCcoZxaQpkW9lbCRlRThjadkg3BW315nbSuqp5b9R6uK7V6HkcRzuAcLsGDG6jBPTSgCQyG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwAiaI2v</latexit>

uA
<latexit sha1_base64="PIie5KecyuQzun15tVMDPF3SYME=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeqF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GtzO//cS1EbF6xEnC/YgOlQgFo2ilh7R/3S9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJp6VeanhC2ZgOeddSRSNu/Gx+6pScWWVAwljbUkjm6u+JjEbGTKLAdkYUR2bZm4n/ed0Uwys/EypJkSu2WBSmkmBMZn+TgdCcoZxYQpkW9lbCRlRThjadkg3BW355lbQuqp5b9e4vK/WbPI4inMApnIMHNajDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwAfXo2t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PIie5KecyuQzun15tVMDPF3SYME=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeqF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GtzO//cS1EbF6xEnC/YgOlQgFo2ilh7R/3S9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJp6VeanhC2ZgOeddSRSNu/Gx+6pScWWVAwljbUkjm6u+JjEbGTKLAdkYUR2bZm4n/ed0Uwys/EypJkSu2WBSmkmBMZn+TgdCcoZxYQpkW9lbCRlRThjadkg3BW355lbQuqp5b9e4vK/WbPI4inMApnIMHNajDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwAfXo2t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PIie5KecyuQzun15tVMDPF3SYME=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeqF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GtzO//cS1EbF6xEnC/YgOlQgFo2ilh7R/3S9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJp6VeanhC2ZgOeddSRSNu/Gx+6pScWWVAwljbUkjm6u+JjEbGTKLAdkYUR2bZm4n/ed0Uwys/EypJkSu2WBSmkmBMZn+TgdCcoZxYQpkW9lbCRlRThjadkg3BW355lbQuqp5b9e4vK/WbPI4inMApnIMHNajDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwAfXo2t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PIie5KecyuQzun15tVMDPF3SYME=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeqF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GtzO//cS1EbF6xEnC/YgOlQgFo2ilh7R/3S9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJp6VeanhC2ZgOeddSRSNu/Gx+6pScWWVAwljbUkjm6u+JjEbGTKLAdkYUR2bZm4n/ed0Uwys/EypJkSu2WBSmkmBMZn+TgdCcoZxYQpkW9lbCRlRThjadkg3BW355lbQuqp5b9e4vK/WbPI4inMApnIMHNajDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwAfXo2t</latexit>

vA
<latexit sha1_base64="n/1ooYTlzre7SwKvvqUQbVOgNNY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPVi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7k0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmjjVjDdYLGPdDqjhUijeQIGStxPNaRRI3gpGdzO/NebaiFg94SThfkQHSoSCUbTS47h30ytX3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPeK391+zFLI66QSWpMx3MT9DOqUTDJp6VuanhC2YgOeMdSRSNu/Gx+6pScWaVPwljbUkjm6u+JjEbGTKLAdkYUh2bZm4n/eZ0Uw2s/EypJkSu2WBSmkmBMZn+TvtCcoZxYQpkW9lbChlRThjadkg3BW355lTQvqp5b9R4uK7XbPI4inMApnIMHV1CDe6hDAxgM4Ble4c2Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gAg5I2u</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="n/1ooYTlzre7SwKvvqUQbVOgNNY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPVi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7k0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmjjVjDdYLGPdDqjhUijeQIGStxPNaRRI3gpGdzO/NebaiFg94SThfkQHSoSCUbTS47h30ytX3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPeK391+zFLI66QSWpMx3MT9DOqUTDJp6VuanhC2YgOeMdSRSNu/Gx+6pScWaVPwljbUkjm6u+JjEbGTKLAdkYUh2bZm4n/eZ0Uw2s/EypJkSu2WBSmkmBMZn+TvtCcoZxYQpkW9lbChlRThjadkg3BW355lTQvqp5b9R4uK7XbPI4inMApnIMHV1CDe6hDAxgM4Ble4c2Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gAg5I2u</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="n/1ooYTlzre7SwKvvqUQbVOgNNY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPVi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7k0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmjjVjDdYLGPdDqjhUijeQIGStxPNaRRI3gpGdzO/NebaiFg94SThfkQHSoSCUbTS47h30ytX3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPeK391+zFLI66QSWpMx3MT9DOqUTDJp6VuanhC2YgOeMdSRSNu/Gx+6pScWaVPwljbUkjm6u+JjEbGTKLAdkYUh2bZm4n/eZ0Uw2s/EypJkSu2WBSmkmBMZn+TvtCcoZxYQpkW9lbChlRThjadkg3BW355lTQvqp5b9R4uK7XbPI4inMApnIMHV1CDe6hDAxgM4Ble4c2Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gAg5I2u</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="n/1ooYTlzre7SwKvvqUQbVOgNNY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPVi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7k0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmjjVjDdYLGPdDqjhUijeQIGStxPNaRRI3gpGdzO/NebaiFg94SThfkQHSoSCUbTS47h30ytX3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPeK391+zFLI66QSWpMx3MT9DOqUTDJp6VuanhC2YgOeMdSRSNu/Gx+6pScWaVPwljbUkjm6u+JjEbGTKLAdkYUh2bZm4n/eZ0Uw2s/EypJkSu2WBSmkmBMZn+TvtCcoZxYQpkW9lbChlRThjadkg3BW355lTQvqp5b9R4uK7XbPI4inMApnIMHV1CDe6hDAxgM4Ble4c2Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gAg5I2u</latexit>

 
B

<latexit sha1_base64="YxBA/+k9BKDFEiY5G0zGYO4sWl4=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dBIvgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFNLJPppB06mQkzE6XEfoobF4q49Uvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7uHdOmDCqtOt+W6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b//Arh52lEglJm0smJC9ECnCKCdtTTUjvUQSFIeMdMPJde53H4hUVPA7PU1IEKMRpxHFSBtpYFd9Yew8nfmJorP75sCuuXV3DmeVeAWpQYHWwP7yhwKnMeEaM6RU33MTHWRIaooZmVX8VJEE4Qkakb6hHMVEBdn89JlzapShEwlpHtfOXP2dyFCs1DQOzWSM9Fgte7n4n9dPdXQVZJQnqSYcLxZFKXO0cPIenCGVBGs2NQRhSc2tDh4jibA2bVVMCd7yl1dJ57zuuXXv9qLWaBZ1lOEYTuAMPLiEBtxAC9qA4RGe4RXerCfrxXq3PhajJavIHMEfWJ8/zUWUVQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YxBA/+k9BKDFEiY5G0zGYO4sWl4=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dBIvgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFNLJPppB06mQkzE6XEfoobF4q49Uvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7uHdOmDCqtOt+W6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b//Arh52lEglJm0smJC9ECnCKCdtTTUjvUQSFIeMdMPJde53H4hUVPA7PU1IEKMRpxHFSBtpYFd9Yew8nfmJorP75sCuuXV3DmeVeAWpQYHWwP7yhwKnMeEaM6RU33MTHWRIaooZmVX8VJEE4Qkakb6hHMVEBdn89JlzapShEwlpHtfOXP2dyFCs1DQOzWSM9Fgte7n4n9dPdXQVZJQnqSYcLxZFKXO0cPIenCGVBGs2NQRhSc2tDh4jibA2bVVMCd7yl1dJ57zuuXXv9qLWaBZ1lOEYTuAMPLiEBtxAC9qA4RGe4RXerCfrxXq3PhajJavIHMEfWJ8/zUWUVQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YxBA/+k9BKDFEiY5G0zGYO4sWl4=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dBIvgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFNLJPppB06mQkzE6XEfoobF4q49Uvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7uHdOmDCqtOt+W6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b//Arh52lEglJm0smJC9ECnCKCdtTTUjvUQSFIeMdMPJde53H4hUVPA7PU1IEKMRpxHFSBtpYFd9Yew8nfmJorP75sCuuXV3DmeVeAWpQYHWwP7yhwKnMeEaM6RU33MTHWRIaooZmVX8VJEE4Qkakb6hHMVEBdn89JlzapShEwlpHtfOXP2dyFCs1DQOzWSM9Fgte7n4n9dPdXQVZJQnqSYcLxZFKXO0cPIenCGVBGs2NQRhSc2tDh4jibA2bVVMCd7yl1dJ57zuuXXv9qLWaBZ1lOEYTuAMPLiEBtxAC9qA4RGe4RXerCfrxXq3PhajJavIHMEfWJ8/zUWUVQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YxBA/+k9BKDFEiY5G0zGYO4sWl4=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dBIvgqiQi6LLUjcsK9gFNLJPppB06mQkzE6XEfoobF4q49Uvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7uHdOmDCqtOt+W6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b//Arh52lEglJm0smJC9ECnCKCdtTTUjvUQSFIeMdMPJde53H4hUVPA7PU1IEKMRpxHFSBtpYFd9Yew8nfmJorP75sCuuXV3DmeVeAWpQYHWwP7yhwKnMeEaM6RU33MTHWRIaooZmVX8VJEE4Qkakb6hHMVEBdn89JlzapShEwlpHtfOXP2dyFCs1DQOzWSM9Fgte7n4n9dPdXQVZJQnqSYcLxZFKXO0cPIenCGVBGs2NQRhSc2tDh4jibA2bVVMCd7yl1dJ57zuuXXv9qLWaBZ1lOEYTuAMPLiEBtxAC9qA4RGe4RXerCfrxXq3PhajJavIHMEfWJ8/zUWUVQ==</latexit>

 
A

<latexit sha1_base64="HXkDD6ZQlSa7tmAq0X8Z3jdAw5M=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dBIvgqiQi6LLqxmUF+4Amlsl00g6dzISZiVJiP8WNC0Xc+iXu/BsnbRbaemDgcM493DsnTBhV2nW/rdLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tnV/fbSqQSkxYWTMhuiBRhlJOWppqRbiIJikNGOuH4Ovc7D0QqKvidniQkiNGQ04hipI3Ut6u+MHaezvxE0en9Zd+uuXV3BmeZeAWpQYFm3/7yBwKnMeEaM6RUz3MTHWRIaooZmVb8VJEE4TEakp6hHMVEBdns9KlzbJSBEwlpHtfOTP2dyFCs1CQOzWSM9Egtern4n9dLdXQRZJQnqSYczxdFKXO0cPIenAGVBGs2MQRhSc2tDh4hibA2bVVMCd7il5dJ+7TuuXXv9qzWuCrqKMMhHMEJeHAODbiBJrQAwyM8wyu8WU/Wi/VufcxHS1aROYA/sD5/AMvBlFQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HXkDD6ZQlSa7tmAq0X8Z3jdAw5M=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dBIvgqiQi6LLqxmUF+4Amlsl00g6dzISZiVJiP8WNC0Xc+iXu/BsnbRbaemDgcM493DsnTBhV2nW/rdLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tnV/fbSqQSkxYWTMhuiBRhlJOWppqRbiIJikNGOuH4Ovc7D0QqKvidniQkiNGQ04hipI3Ut6u+MHaezvxE0en9Zd+uuXV3BmeZeAWpQYFm3/7yBwKnMeEaM6RUz3MTHWRIaooZmVb8VJEE4TEakp6hHMVEBdns9KlzbJSBEwlpHtfOTP2dyFCs1CQOzWSM9Egtern4n9dLdXQRZJQnqSYczxdFKXO0cPIenAGVBGs2MQRhSc2tDh4hibA2bVVMCd7il5dJ+7TuuXXv9qzWuCrqKMMhHMEJeHAODbiBJrQAwyM8wyu8WU/Wi/VufcxHS1aROYA/sD5/AMvBlFQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HXkDD6ZQlSa7tmAq0X8Z3jdAw5M=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dBIvgqiQi6LLqxmUF+4Amlsl00g6dzISZiVJiP8WNC0Xc+iXu/BsnbRbaemDgcM493DsnTBhV2nW/rdLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tnV/fbSqQSkxYWTMhuiBRhlJOWppqRbiIJikNGOuH4Ovc7D0QqKvidniQkiNGQ04hipI3Ut6u+MHaezvxE0en9Zd+uuXV3BmeZeAWpQYFm3/7yBwKnMeEaM6RUz3MTHWRIaooZmVb8VJEE4TEakp6hHMVEBdns9KlzbJSBEwlpHtfOTP2dyFCs1CQOzWSM9Egtern4n9dLdXQRZJQnqSYczxdFKXO0cPIenAGVBGs2MQRhSc2tDh4hibA2bVVMCd7il5dJ+7TuuXXv9qzWuCrqKMMhHMEJeHAODbiBJrQAwyM8wyu8WU/Wi/VufcxHS1aROYA/sD5/AMvBlFQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HXkDD6ZQlSa7tmAq0X8Z3jdAw5M=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dBIvgqiQi6LLqxmUF+4Amlsl00g6dzISZiVJiP8WNC0Xc+iXu/BsnbRbaemDgcM493DsnTBhV2nW/rdLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tnV/fbSqQSkxYWTMhuiBRhlJOWppqRbiIJikNGOuH4Ovc7D0QqKvidniQkiNGQ04hipI3Ut6u+MHaezvxE0en9Zd+uuXV3BmeZeAWpQYFm3/7yBwKnMeEaM6RUz3MTHWRIaooZmVb8VJEE4TEakp6hHMVEBdns9KlzbJSBEwlpHtfOTP2dyFCs1CQOzWSM9Egtern4n9dLdXQRZJQnqSYczxdFKXO0cPIenAGVBGs2MQRhSc2tDh4hibA2bVVMCd7il5dJ+7TuuXXv9qzWuCrqKMMhHMEJeHAODbiBJrQAwyM8wyu8WU/Wi/VufcxHS1aROYA/sD5/AMvBlFQ=</latexit>

 A
<latexit sha1_base64="y2zlLB43eeVfxbOdMkZ5sD2gWME=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPVi8cK9gPaWDbbTbt0s4m7E6GE/gkvHhTx6t/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x80TZxqxhsslrFuB9RwKRRvoEDJ24nmNAokbwWjm6nfeuLaiFjd4zjhfkQHSoSCUbRSO+smRkwernrlilt1ZyDLxMtJBXLUe+Wvbj9macQVMkmN6Xhugn5GNQom+aTUTQ1PKBvRAe9YqmjEjZ/N7p2QE6v0SRhrWwrJTP09kdHImHEU2M6I4tAselPxP6+TYnjpZ0IlKXLF5ovCVBKMyfR50heaM5RjSyjTwt5K2JBqytBGVLIheIsvL5PmWdVzq97deaV2ncdRhCM4hlPw4AJqcAt1aAADCc/wCm/Oo/PivDsf89aCk88cwh84nz8qqZAJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="y2zlLB43eeVfxbOdMkZ5sD2gWME=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPVi8cK9gPaWDbbTbt0s4m7E6GE/gkvHhTx6t/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x80TZxqxhsslrFuB9RwKRRvoEDJ24nmNAokbwWjm6nfeuLaiFjd4zjhfkQHSoSCUbRSO+smRkwernrlilt1ZyDLxMtJBXLUe+Wvbj9macQVMkmN6Xhugn5GNQom+aTUTQ1PKBvRAe9YqmjEjZ/N7p2QE6v0SRhrWwrJTP09kdHImHEU2M6I4tAselPxP6+TYnjpZ0IlKXLF5ovCVBKMyfR50heaM5RjSyjTwt5K2JBqytBGVLIheIsvL5PmWdVzq97deaV2ncdRhCM4hlPw4AJqcAt1aAADCc/wCm/Oo/PivDsf89aCk88cwh84nz8qqZAJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="y2zlLB43eeVfxbOdMkZ5sD2gWME=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPVi8cK9gPaWDbbTbt0s4m7E6GE/gkvHhTx6t/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x80TZxqxhsslrFuB9RwKRRvoEDJ24nmNAokbwWjm6nfeuLaiFjd4zjhfkQHSoSCUbRSO+smRkwernrlilt1ZyDLxMtJBXLUe+Wvbj9macQVMkmN6Xhugn5GNQom+aTUTQ1PKBvRAe9YqmjEjZ/N7p2QE6v0SRhrWwrJTP09kdHImHEU2M6I4tAselPxP6+TYnjpZ0IlKXLF5ovCVBKMyfR50heaM5RjSyjTwt5K2JBqytBGVLIheIsvL5PmWdVzq97deaV2ncdRhCM4hlPw4AJqcAt1aAADCc/wCm/Oo/PivDsf89aCk88cwh84nz8qqZAJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="y2zlLB43eeVfxbOdMkZ5sD2gWME=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPVi8cK9gPaWDbbTbt0s4m7E6GE/gkvHhTx6t/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x80TZxqxhsslrFuB9RwKRRvoEDJ24nmNAokbwWjm6nfeuLaiFjd4zjhfkQHSoSCUbRSO+smRkwernrlilt1ZyDLxMtJBXLUe+Wvbj9macQVMkmN6Xhugn5GNQom+aTUTQ1PKBvRAe9YqmjEjZ/N7p2QE6v0SRhrWwrJTP09kdHImHEU2M6I4tAselPxP6+TYnjpZ0IlKXLF5ovCVBKMyfR50heaM5RjSyjTwt5K2JBqytBGVLIheIsvL5PmWdVzq97deaV2ncdRhCM4hlPw4AJqcAt1aAADCc/wCm/Oo/PivDsf89aCk88cwh84nz8qqZAJ</latexit>

 B
<latexit sha1_base64="kt9QG0Ed129GmFBRliDvVIEpyQE=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GOpF48V7Ae0sWy2k3bpZhN3N0IJ/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4Zua3n1BpHst7M0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUyXqJ5tOHer9ccavuHGSVeDmpQI5Gv/zVG8QsjVAaJqjWXc9NjJ9RZTgTOC31Uo0JZWM6xK6lkkao/Wx+75ScWWVAwljZkobM1d8TGY20nkSB7YyoGellbyb+53VTE177GZdJalCyxaIwFcTEZPY8GXCFzIiJJZQpbm8lbEQVZcZGVLIheMsvr5LWRdVzq97dZaVWz+Mowgmcwjl4cAU1uIUGNIGBgGd4hTfn0Xlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx8sLZAK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kt9QG0Ed129GmFBRliDvVIEpyQE=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GOpF48V7Ae0sWy2k3bpZhN3N0IJ/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4Zua3n1BpHst7M0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUyXqJ5tOHer9ccavuHGSVeDmpQI5Gv/zVG8QsjVAaJqjWXc9NjJ9RZTgTOC31Uo0JZWM6xK6lkkao/Wx+75ScWWVAwljZkobM1d8TGY20nkSB7YyoGellbyb+53VTE177GZdJalCyxaIwFcTEZPY8GXCFzIiJJZQpbm8lbEQVZcZGVLIheMsvr5LWRdVzq97dZaVWz+Mowgmcwjl4cAU1uIUGNIGBgGd4hTfn0Xlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx8sLZAK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kt9QG0Ed129GmFBRliDvVIEpyQE=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GOpF48V7Ae0sWy2k3bpZhN3N0IJ/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4Zua3n1BpHst7M0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUyXqJ5tOHer9ccavuHGSVeDmpQI5Gv/zVG8QsjVAaJqjWXc9NjJ9RZTgTOC31Uo0JZWM6xK6lkkao/Wx+75ScWWVAwljZkobM1d8TGY20nkSB7YyoGellbyb+53VTE177GZdJalCyxaIwFcTEZPY8GXCFzIiJJZQpbm8lbEQVZcZGVLIheMsvr5LWRdVzq97dZaVWz+Mowgmcwjl4cAU1uIUGNIGBgGd4hTfn0Xlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx8sLZAK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kt9QG0Ed129GmFBRliDvVIEpyQE=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GOpF48V7Ae0sWy2k3bpZhN3N0IJ/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4Zua3n1BpHst7M0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUyXqJ5tOHer9ccavuHGSVeDmpQI5Gv/zVG8QsjVAaJqjWXc9NjJ9RZTgTOC31Uo0JZWM6xK6lkkao/Wx+75ScWWVAwljZkobM1d8TGY20nkSB7YyoGellbyb+53VTE177GZdJalCyxaIwFcTEZPY8GXCFzIiJJZQpbm8lbEQVZcZGVLIheMsvr5LWRdVzq97dZaVWz+Mowgmcwjl4cAU1uIUGNIGBgGd4hTfn0Xlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx8sLZAK</latexit>

(a)

(b)

Tn
<latexit sha1_base64="vU+VBd1cVysfu2HUGWk3XLvfiNU=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48V+oVtKJvtpF262YTdjVBC/4UXD4p49d9489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJIJr47rfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0dZwqhi0Wi1h1A6pRcIktw43AbqKQRoHATjC5m/udJ1Sax7Jppgn6ER1JHnJGjZUesz6jgjRnAzkoV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9YcxSyOUhgmqdc9zE+NnVBnOBM5K/VRjQtmEjrBnqaQRaj9bXDwjF1YZkjBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjasZ61ZuL/3m91IQ3fsZlkhqUbLkoTAUxMZm/T4ZcITNiagllittbCRtTRZmxIZVsCN7qy+ukfVX13Kr3cF2p3+ZxFOEMzuESPKhBHe6hAS1gIOEZXuHN0c6L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4ARMGQow==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vU+VBd1cVysfu2HUGWk3XLvfiNU=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48V+oVtKJvtpF262YTdjVBC/4UXD4p49d9489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJIJr47rfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0dZwqhi0Wi1h1A6pRcIktw43AbqKQRoHATjC5m/udJ1Sax7Jppgn6ER1JHnJGjZUesz6jgjRnAzkoV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9YcxSyOUhgmqdc9zE+NnVBnOBM5K/VRjQtmEjrBnqaQRaj9bXDwjF1YZkjBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjasZ61ZuL/3m91IQ3fsZlkhqUbLkoTAUxMZm/T4ZcITNiagllittbCRtTRZmxIZVsCN7qy+ukfVX13Kr3cF2p3+ZxFOEMzuESPKhBHe6hAS1gIOEZXuHN0c6L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4ARMGQow==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vU+VBd1cVysfu2HUGWk3XLvfiNU=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48V+oVtKJvtpF262YTdjVBC/4UXD4p49d9489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJIJr47rfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0dZwqhi0Wi1h1A6pRcIktw43AbqKQRoHATjC5m/udJ1Sax7Jppgn6ER1JHnJGjZUesz6jgjRnAzkoV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9YcxSyOUhgmqdc9zE+NnVBnOBM5K/VRjQtmEjrBnqaQRaj9bXDwjF1YZkjBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjasZ61ZuL/3m91IQ3fsZlkhqUbLkoTAUxMZm/T4ZcITNiagllittbCRtTRZmxIZVsCN7qy+ukfVX13Kr3cF2p3+ZxFOEMzuESPKhBHe6hAS1gIOEZXuHN0c6L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4ARMGQow==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vU+VBd1cVysfu2HUGWk3XLvfiNU=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48V+oVtKJvtpF262YTdjVBC/4UXD4p49d9489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJIJr47rfTmFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH5+0dZwqhi0Wi1h1A6pRcIktw43AbqKQRoHATjC5m/udJ1Sax7Jppgn6ER1JHnJGjZUesz6jgjRnAzkoV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9YcxSyOUhgmqdc9zE+NnVBnOBM5K/VRjQtmEjrBnqaQRaj9bXDwjF1YZkjBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjasZ61ZuL/3m91IQ3fsZlkhqUbLkoTAUxMZm/T4ZcITNiagllittbCRtTRZmxIZVsCN7qy+ukfVX13Kr3cF2p3+ZxFOEMzuESPKhBHe6hAS1gIOEZXuHN0c6L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4ARMGQow==</latexit>

T �1
n<latexit sha1_base64="UztpGAsAoRZAP+Hjy9JHPnXdrV4=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEIXiyJCHosevFYoV/QxrDZbtqlm03Y3Qg15Jd48aCIV3+KN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QcKZ0o7zbZXW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2qfXDYUXEqCW2TmMeyF2BFORO0rZnmtJdIiqOA024wuZ353UcqFYtFS08T6kV4JFjICNZG8u1qNiCYo1bui4fs3M19u+bUnTnQKnELUoMCTd/+GgxjkkZUaMKxUn3XSbSXYakZ4TSvDFJFE0wmeET7hgocUeVl88NzdGqUIQpjaUpoNFd/T2Q4UmoaBaYzwnqslr2Z+J/XT3V47WVMJKmmgiwWhSlHOkazFNCQSUo0nxqCiWTmVkTGWGKiTVYVE4K7/PIq6VzUXafu3l/WGjdFHGU4hhM4AxeuoAF30IQ2EEjhGV7hzXqyXqx362PRWrKKmSP4A+vzByCxkro=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UztpGAsAoRZAP+Hjy9JHPnXdrV4=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEIXiyJCHosevFYoV/QxrDZbtqlm03Y3Qg15Jd48aCIV3+KN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QcKZ0o7zbZXW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2qfXDYUXEqCW2TmMeyF2BFORO0rZnmtJdIiqOA024wuZ353UcqFYtFS08T6kV4JFjICNZG8u1qNiCYo1bui4fs3M19u+bUnTnQKnELUoMCTd/+GgxjkkZUaMKxUn3XSbSXYakZ4TSvDFJFE0wmeET7hgocUeVl88NzdGqUIQpjaUpoNFd/T2Q4UmoaBaYzwnqslr2Z+J/XT3V47WVMJKmmgiwWhSlHOkazFNCQSUo0nxqCiWTmVkTGWGKiTVYVE4K7/PIq6VzUXafu3l/WGjdFHGU4hhM4AxeuoAF30IQ2EEjhGV7hzXqyXqx362PRWrKKmSP4A+vzByCxkro=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UztpGAsAoRZAP+Hjy9JHPnXdrV4=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEIXiyJCHosevFYoV/QxrDZbtqlm03Y3Qg15Jd48aCIV3+KN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QcKZ0o7zbZXW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2qfXDYUXEqCW2TmMeyF2BFORO0rZnmtJdIiqOA024wuZ353UcqFYtFS08T6kV4JFjICNZG8u1qNiCYo1bui4fs3M19u+bUnTnQKnELUoMCTd/+GgxjkkZUaMKxUn3XSbSXYakZ4TSvDFJFE0wmeET7hgocUeVl88NzdGqUIQpjaUpoNFd/T2Q4UmoaBaYzwnqslr2Z+J/XT3V47WVMJKmmgiwWhSlHOkazFNCQSUo0nxqCiWTmVkTGWGKiTVYVE4K7/PIq6VzUXafu3l/WGjdFHGU4hhM4AxeuoAF30IQ2EEjhGV7hzXqyXqx362PRWrKKmSP4A+vzByCxkro=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UztpGAsAoRZAP+Hjy9JHPnXdrV4=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEIXiyJCHosevFYoV/QxrDZbtqlm03Y3Qg15Jd48aCIV3+KN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QcKZ0o7zbZXW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2qfXDYUXEqCW2TmMeyF2BFORO0rZnmtJdIiqOA024wuZ353UcqFYtFS08T6kV4JFjICNZG8u1qNiCYo1bui4fs3M19u+bUnTnQKnELUoMCTd/+GgxjkkZUaMKxUn3XSbSXYakZ4TSvDFJFE0wmeET7hgocUeVl88NzdGqUIQpjaUpoNFd/T2Q4UmoaBaYzwnqslr2Z+J/XT3V47WVMJKmmgiwWhSlHOkazFNCQSUo0nxqCiWTmVkTGWGKiTVYVE4K7/PIq6VzUXafu3l/WGjdFHGU4hhM4AxeuoAF30IQ2EEjhGV7hzXqyXqx362PRWrKKmSP4A+vzByCxkro=</latexit>

T �1
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FIGURE 3.1: (a) Spacetime manifold associated with ZNn(α), Eq. (3.3.11), for n = 4. The operator
eiαFA twists the boundary condition of the cycles between two successive sheets, shown as the green
path with dashed lines. (b) Equivalent picture in terms of twist field where we define a multi-component
field on a single spacetime sheet.

can be written as a two-point correlator [316],

ZSn = 〈Tn(u)T −1
n (v)〉 , (3.3.4)

where u and v denote the real space coordinates of the two ends of the interval defining the subsystem A.
Let us now derive analogous relations for the moments of PT density matrix. Using the definition of the

PT in the coherent state basis [314]

(|ψA, ψB〉 〈ψ̄A, ψ̄B|)TA = |iψ̄A, ψB〉 〈iψA, ψ̄B| , (3.3.5)

we write the general expression for the moments of ρTA as

Z(ns)
Nn

= Tr[(ρTA)n] =
∫ n

∏
i=1

dψidψ̄i

n

∏
i=1

[ρ(ψ̄i, ψi)] e∑i,j ψ̄iA[T−1]ijψjA e∑i,j ψ̄iBTijψjB , (3.3.6)

where ψjs and ψ̄js refer to the field defined within the s = A, B interval of j-th replica. Here, we are dealing
with two intervals where the twist matrices are T and T−1 as shown in Fig. 3.1(a). Therefore, it can be
written as a four-point correlator (3.1(b))

Z(ns)
Nn

= 〈T −1
n (uA)Tn(vA)Tn(uB)T −1

n (vB)〉 . (3.3.7)

Note that the order of twist fields are reversed for the first interval.
From the coherent state representation, we can also write the moments of ρT̃A

Z(r)
Nn

= Tr[(ρT̃A)n] =
∫ n

∏
i=1

dψidψ̄i

n

∏
i=1

[ρ(ψ̄i, ψi)] e∑i,j ψ̄A
i T̃ijψ

A
j e∑i,j ψ̄B

i Tijψ
B
j . (3.3.8)
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The twist matrix for interval A is modified to be

T̃ =


0 · · · 0 −1

1
. . .

...
...

0 1 0 0
· · · 0 1 0

 , (3.3.9)

which can be viewed as a gauge transformed twist matrix T−1. Analogously, Eq. (3.3.8) can be written in
terms of a four-point correlator

Z(r)
Nn

= 〈T̃ −1
n (uA)T̃n(vA)Tn(uB)T −1

n (vB)〉 , (3.3.10)

where T̃n and T̃ −1
n are twist fields associated with T̃.

For fermions with a global U(1) gauge symmetry (i.e., particle-number conserving systems) there is a
freedom to twist boundary condition along the fundamental cycles (e.g. the dashed-line path in Fig. 3.1(a))
of the spacetime manifold by a U(1) phase (or holonomy). The boundary conditions are independent and
in principle can be different for different pairs of sheets. If we assume a replica symmetry (i.e. uniform
boundary conditions) ψi 7→ eiαψi, the expression for the PT moments in the operator formalism is given by

ZNn(α) = Tr[(ρTA eiαFA)n]. (3.3.11)

Let us mention that some related quantities such as Tr[(ρ eiαF)n] were previously introduced and dubbed
charged entanglement entropies [317]. They were further used to determine symmetry resolved entan-
glement entropies which is the contribution from the density matrix to the entanglement entropies when
projected onto a given particle-number sector [318, 319]: we will come back on this topic in Chapter 7.

From (3.3.11), we get a family of RN parametrized by α. However, for a generic fermionic system
(including superconductors), the U(1) symmetry is reduced to Z2 fermion-parity symmetry. Hence, the two
quantities of general interest would be

ZNn(α = π) = Z(r)
Nn

= Tr[(ρT̃A)n], (3.3.12)

ZNn(α = 0) = Z(ns)
Nn

= Tr[(ρTA)n]. (3.3.13)

We should reemphasize that either quantities are described by a partition function on the same spacetime
manifold (Fig. 3.1) as in the case of bosonic systems [94], while they differ in the boundary conditions
for fundamental cycles of the manifold. In other words, Z(ns)

Nn
and Z(r)

Nn
correspond to anti-periodic (i.e.,

Neveu-Schwarz in CFT language) and periodic (Ramond) boundary conditions, respectively. This can be
readily seen by comparing T−1 and T̃. These boundary conditions correspond to two replica-symmetric spin
structures for the spacetime manifold. This is different from bosonic PT of fermionic systems [298, 299],
where RN is given by sum over all possible spin structures. Essentially, the RNs associated with the two
types of fermionic PT are identical to two terms in the expansion of bosonic PT in Ref. [298].

In what follows, we compute the two RNs for two partitioning schemes:

• Two adjacent intervals which is obtained by fusing the fields in vA and uB. Hence, the RNs are
given in terms of three-point correlators

Z(ns)
Nn

= 〈T −1
n (uA)T 2

n (vA)T −1
n (vB)〉 , (3.3.14)

and

Z(r)
Nn

= 〈T̃ −1
n (uA)Q2

n(vA)T −1
n (vB)〉 , (3.3.15)
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where we introduce the fusion of unlike twist fields,

Q2
n ≡ TnT̃n. (3.3.16)

• Bipartite geometry where the two intervals together form the entire system which is in the ground
state. This time the RNs are obtained by further fusing the fields in uA and vB and the final expressions
are therefore given by the two-point correlators

Z(ns)
Nn

= 〈T −2
n (uA)T 2

n (vA)〉 , (3.3.17)

and

Z(r)
Nn

= 〈Q−2
n (uA)Q2

n(vA)〉 . (3.3.18)

3.4 The spectrum of partial transpose

As mentioned, the first step to compute the tail distribution of the eigenvalues of PT density matrix is to find
its moments. To this end, it is more convenient to work in a new basis where the twist matrices are diagonal
and decompose the partition function of multi-component field Ψ to n decoupled partition functions. For
REE, this leads to

ZSn =
(n−1)/2

∏
k=−(n−1)/2

Zk,n, where Zk,n = 〈Tk,n(u)T −1
k,n (v)〉 . (3.4.1)

The monodromy condition for the field around Tk,n and T −1
k,n are given by ψk 7→ e±i2πk/nψk. The calculation

of the above partition function can be further simplified in terms of correlators of vertex operators using the
bosonization technique in (1+1)d. For instance, in the case of REE, (3.4.1) can be evaluated by [316]

Zk,n = 〈Vk(u)V−k(v)〉 , (3.4.2)

where Vk(x) = e−i k
n φ(x) is the vertex operator and the expectation values is understood on the ground state

of the scalar-field theory Lφ = 1
8π ∂µφ∂µφ. The correlation function of the vertex operators is found by

〈Ve1(z1) · · ·VeN (zN)〉 ∝ ∏
i<j

∣∣zj − zi
∣∣2eiej (3.4.3)

where Ve(z) = eieφ(z) is the vertex operator and ∑j ej = 0. Hence, we can write for the partition function

ZSn ∝ |u− v|−2 ∑k
k2

n2 , (3.4.4)

leading to the familiar result (1.4.12) for the REE of 1d free fermions. In what follows, we apply the
bosonization technique to evaluate Z(ns)

Nn
and Z(r)

Nn
similar to what we did for the REE. The scaling behavior

of RNs in the lattice model is compared with the analytically predicted values of slopes (derived below) for
various exponents n = 1, · · · , 7 in Fig. 3.2, where the agreement is evident. We should note that the slope
does not depend on the chemical potential µ in the Hamiltonian (3.1.1).
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FIGURE 3.2: Comparison of numerical (dots) and analytical (solid lines) results for the scaling be-
havior of the moments of partial transpose (3.3.6) in the up row and (3.3.8) in the down row for two
subsystem geometries: (a) two adjacent intervals, and (b) bipartite geometry. In (a), intervals have
equal lengths `1 = `2 = ` and 20 ≤ ` ≤ 200 on an infinite chain. In (b), the total system size is
L = 400 and 20 ≤ ` ≤ 100. Different colors correspond to different moments n.

3.4.1 Spectrum of ρTA

In the case of RN (3.3.6), we can carry out a similar momentum decomposition as

Z(ns)
Nn

=
(n−1)/2

∏
k=−(n−1)/2

Z(ns)
k,n , (3.4.5)

where

Z(ns)
k,n = 〈T −1

k,n (uA)Tk,n(vA)Tk,n(uB)T −1
k,n (vB)〉 (3.4.6)

is the partition function in the presence of four twist fields. We then use (3.4.3) to compute the above
correlator for various subsystem geometries. We should note that the following results only include the
leading order term in the scaling limit, `1, `2 → ∞, where `1 and `2 are the length of A and B subsystems,
respectively.

Adjacent intervals

Here, we consider adjacent intervals (c.f. upper panel of Fig. 3.2(a)). The final result is given by

Z(ns)
k,n =

 `
−4 k2

n2
1 `

−4 k2

n2
2 (`1 + `2)

2 k2

n2 |k/n| < 1/3
f (`1, `2; |k/n|) · (`1 + `2)2| k

n |(| k
n |−1) |k/n| > 1/3

(3.4.7)

where f (x, y; q) = 1
2

[
x2(q−1)(−2q+1)y2q(−2q+1) + x ↔ y

]
. Notice that the exponents change discontinu-

ously as a function of k. This can be understood as a consequence of the 2π ambiguity of the U(1) phase
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that the Fermi field acquires as it goes around the twist fields. Essentially, we need to find the dominant term
with the lowest scaling dimension in the mode expansion (see Appendix 3.A for more details). Adding up
the terms in the Z(ns)

Nn
expansion, the final expression in the limit of two equal-length intervals `1 = `2 is

simplified into N (ns)
n = cn ln `+ · · · where

cn =


− 1

3

(
n− 3

2n

)
n = 6N,

− 1
3

(
n− 1

n

)
n = 6N + 1, 6N + 5,

− 1
3

(
n + 1

2n

)
n = 6N + 2, 6N + 4,

− 1
3

(
n + 3

n

)
n = 6N + 3,

(3.4.8)

where N is a non-negative integer. It is worth recalling that for the bosonic systems, the spectrum of PT
contains only positive and negative eigenvalues. As a result, we see even/odd effect for the moments. Here,
however, the moments Z(ns)

n have a cyclic behavior with a periodicity of six, which signals the possibility
for the eigenvalues to appear with a multiple of 2π/6 complex phase. As we will see below, this is indeed
the case in our numerical calculations. We should also note that the above result can be obtained from the
adjacent limit vA → uB of two disjoint intervals (3.4.6) as explained in Section 3.5.

We now discuss the spectrum of ρTA for two adjacent intervals. It is instructive to look at the many-body
eigenvalues as obtained in (3.2.29) from the single-body eigenvalues of the covariance matrix (3.2.28). From
the numerical observation that Im(νk) 6= 0, we may drop the ul factor in (3.2.29). Hence, the many-body
spectrum simplifies to

λσ,σ′ = ∏
σk=σ′k

ωRσk ∏
σk=−σ′k

ωIσ′k
, (3.4.9)

where

ωRσk =
1 + |νk|2 + 2σkRe[νk]

4
, (3.4.10a)

ωIσk =
1− |νk|2 + 2σkiIm[νk]

4
, (3.4.10b)

and σk = ± is a sign factor. We should note that the complex and negative real eigenvalues come from
product of ωIσk . This fact immediately implies that for every complex eigenvalue λj, λ∗j is also in the
spectrum, since ωI−σk = ω∗Iσk

. Moreover, the negative eigenvalues are at least two-fold degenerate.

In the case of free fermions, we numerically observe that ωI± → |ωI±|e±i 2π
6 as we go towards the

thermodynamic limit NA = NB → ∞. As a result, the many-body eigenvalues are divided into two groups:
first, real positive eigenvalues, and second, the complex or negative eigenvalues which take a regular form
λj ≈ |λj|e±i π

3 sj where sj = 1, 2, 3. Figure 3.3(a) shows the numerical spectrum of ρTA . To explicitly
demonstrate the quantization of the complex phase of eigenvalues, we plot a histogram of the complex
phase in Fig. 3.3(b) where sharp peaks at integer multiples of π/3 are evident. Due to this special structure
of the eigenvalues, the moments of ρTA can be written as

Z(ns)
Nn

= ∑
k
|λk|ne

iπnsk
3

= ∑
j

λn
0j + 2 cos

(πn
3

)
∑

j
|λ1j|n + 2 cos

(
2πn

3

)
∑

j
|λ2j|n + cos (nπ)∑

j
|λ3j|n, (3.4.11)

where {λαj}, α = 0, 1, 2, 3 denote the eigenvalues along ∠λ = απ/3 branches. Note that {λ0j}, {λ3j},
i.e., positive and negative real eigenvalues, are treated separately, while {λ1j} and {λ2j} represent the
eigenvalues for both ∠λ = ±π/3 and ∠λ = ±2π/3 branches. A consequence of Eq. (3.4.11) is that
there are four linearly independent combinations of the eigenvalues in Z(ns)

Nn
. This exactly matches the four
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FIGURE 3.3: Spectral properties of ρTA for two adjacent intervals with length ` on an infinite chain. (a)
Many-body eigenvalues are plotted over the complex plane. The solid gray lines are guides for the eyes
and a hint for the phase quantization. (b) Histogram of complex phases of eigenvalues which indicates
nearly quantized phases in units of π/3. (c) Tail distribution function of modulus of eigenvalues.
The solid line is the analytical result (3.4.12b). To compute the many-body spectrum, we truncate the
single-particle spectrum with the first 28 largest (in euclidean distance from ±1 on the complex plane)
eigenvalues.

possible scaling behaviors of Z(ns)
Nn

from our continuum field theory calculations (3.4.8).
As a first characterization of the negativity spectrum, we compute the distribution of modulus of eigen-

values. To this end, it is sufficient to consider Z(ns)
Nn

for multiples of n = 6N which is Z(ns)
Nn

= ∑k |λk|n.
Substituting (3.4.8) for b and a in (3.2.13) and (3.2.14), we get

P(|λ|) = δ(λM − |λ|) +
√

3
2

bθ(λM − |λ|)
|λ|ξ I1(

√
6ξ), (3.4.12a)

n(|λ|) = I0(
√

6ξ), (3.4.12b)

where

ξ =
√

b ln |λM/λ|, (3.4.13)

and λM is the largest eigenvalue given by

b = − ln λM = lim
n→∞

1
n

ln Tr(ρTA)n =
1
3

ln `. (3.4.14)

Figure 3.3(c) shows a good agreement between the analytical formula (3.4.12b) and the numerically ob-
tained spectra for various subsystem sizes. We should note that there is no fitting parameter in (3.4.12b) and
we only plug in λM from numerics.

We can further derive the distribution of eigenvalues along different branches in Fig. 3.3(a). The idea
is to analytically continue Z(ns)

Nn
with n = 6N + m to arbitrary n and solve the resulting four linearly

independent equations generated by (3.4.11) to obtain the moments ∑j |λsj |n for each s = 0, · · · , 3. This
calculation relies on the assumption that limn→∞

cn
n does not depend on m, which is indeed the case in

(3.4.8). Hence, we arrive at

Pα(λ) = δ(λM − λ)δα0 +
bθ(λM − |λ|)

6|λ|ξ
2

∑
β=1

[Mαβaβ I1(2aβξ)− M̃αβ ãβ J1(2ãβξ)], (3.4.15a)

nα(λ) =
1
6

[
2

∑
β=1

Mαβ I0(2aβξ) + M̃αβ J0(2ãβξ)

]
, (3.4.15b)
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FIGURE 3.4: Spectrum of eigenvalues of ρTA with a certain complex phase (c.f. Fig. 3.3(a)) for two
equal intervals on an infinite chain. Solid lines are the prediction in Eq. (3.4.15b). Dots are numerics,
with different colors corresponding to different subsystem sizes. We use the same numerical procedure
as in Fig. 3.3 to obtain few thousand largest (in modulus) many-body eigenvalues from a truncated set
of single particle eigenvalues.

where Pα(λ) and nα(λ), α = 0, · · · , 3 describe the distribution of eigenvalues along the ∠λ = απ/3
branch. Here, M and M̃ encapsulate the coefficients

(M|M̃) =


1 2 2 1
1 1 −1 −1
1 −1 −1 1
1 −2 2 −1

 , (3.4.16)

(a1, a2, ã1, ã2) = (
√

3
2 , 1, 1√

2
,
√

3), and ξ and b are defined in Eqs. (3.4.13) and (3.4.14), respectively.
Several comments regarding the phase-resolved distributions (3.4.15a) and (3.4.15b) are in order. The largest
eigenvalue λM > 0 is located on the real axis and hence only appears in P0(λ). The distribution of modulus
is found by (P0 + 2P1 + 2P2 + P3) which reproduces (3.4.12a). It is easy to check that the distribution is
normalized and consistent with the identity TrρTA = 1,∫

λP(λ)dλ =
∫

λ[P0(λ) + P1(λ)− P2(λ)− P3(λ)]dλ

=
∫ λM

0
λ[δ(λM − λ) +

a2

λξ2
I1(2ξ2)]dλ = 1. (3.4.17)

It is also possible to study the scaling of the maximum eigenvalue (in modulus) |λM| along each branch.
For the bosonic negativity, there are only two branches (positive and negative real axis) and it was found
that the scaling of the maxima is the same in the thermodynamic limit [57]. In our case, for a given branch
(labeled by α) the maximum |λα

M| (with |λ0
M| ≡ λM) can be extracted as

ln |λ(α)
M | = lim

n→∞

1
n

ln ∑
j
|λ(α)

j |n = −b (3.4.18)

where the result is independent of α. This again implies the same scaling along each branch, up to a
possible unknown constant due to non-universal coefficient that we are dropping in the above formulas (see
Eq. (3.2.12)).

We compare the analytical results with the numerical simulations for each branch in Fig. 3.4. As ex-
pected, the numerical spectra reach the continuum field theory calculations as we make the system larger.
We should point out that in contrast with the bosonic negativity spectrum and the entanglement spectrum
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FIGURE 3.5: Spectrum of modulus of eigenvalues of ρTA for bipartite geometry along the real
and imaginary axes. The total system size is L = 2` for each `. Solid lines are the prediction in
Eq. (3.4.24b). Dots are numerics, with different colors corresponding to different subsystem sizes. A
numerical procedure similar to that of Fig. 3.3 is used to obtain few thousand largest (in modulus)
many-body eigenvalues from a truncated set of single particle eigenvalues.

which are given solely in terms of Iα(x), the modified Bessel function of the first kind, here the fermionic
negativity spectrum contains the Bessel functions Jα(x) as well. Recall that unlike Iα(x) which is strictly
positive for x > 0, Jα(x) does oscillate between positive and negative values. Nevertheless, there is no issue
in Pα(λ) which has to be non-negative, as the linear combinations of Iα and Jα in (3.4.15b) are such that
they are strictly positive over their range of applicability within each branch.

Bipartite geometry

Here, we consider two intervals which make up the entire system as shown in the upper panel of Fig. 3.2(b).
In this case, the branch points are identified pairwise as uA = vB and vA = uB, where `1 = vA − uA. The
partition functions in momentum space are found to be

Z(ns)
k,n =

 `
−8 k2

n2
1 |k/n| < 1/4,

`
−2(2| k

n |−1)2

1 |k/n| > 1/4.
(3.4.19)

Similar to the adjacent intervals, the discontinuity in the k-dependence comes from the 2π ambiguity of the
U(1) monodromy (Appendix 3.A). As a result, we have N (ns)

n = cn ln(`1) + · · · where

cn =


− 1

6

(
n− 4

n

)
n = 4N,

− 1
6

(
n− 1

n

)
n = 2N + 1,

− 1
6

(
n + 8

n

)
n = 4N + 2.

(3.4.20)

A benchmark of these expressions against the scaling of RN in numerical simulations is shown in Fig. 3.5(c).
Because of the cyclic analyticity of the N (ns)

n modulo four, we expect to have the many-body eigenvalues
along the real and imaginary axes. In other words, the complex phase of eigenvalues are multiples of 2π/4.

We now derive the complex phase structure of many-body eigenvalues from the single particle spectrum.
In the current case, the density matrix is pure leading to the identity γ2 = I for the covariance matrix. This
property implies that the spectrum of the transformed covariance matrix (3.2.28) can be fully determined by
the covariance matrix associated to the subsystem A, i.e., γAA in Eq. (3.2.28). Hence, the single particle
eigenvalues are given by

νk = µk + i
√

1− µ2
k , (3.4.21)
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and its Hermitian conjugate for ν∗k , where µk’s (k = 0, · · · , NA) denote the eigenvalues of γAA [295].
Using (3.2.29), the many-body eigenvalues can be written as

λσ,σ′ = ∏
σk=σ′k

1 + σkµk

2 ∏
σk=−σ′k

σki
√

1− µ2
k

2
. (3.4.22)

This decomposition has two types of factors: real positive and pure imaginary. Therefore, the many-body
eigenvalues manifestly lie on the real and imaginary axes. Moreover, the many-body spectrum contains
pairs of pure imaginary eigenvalues ±iλj. The real negative eigenvalues are also two-fold degenerate since
they are obtained from the product of even number of pure imaginary factors. In contrast, the real positive
eigenvalues are not necessarily degenerate. As a result, the moments of ρTA take now the following form

Z(ns)
Nn

= ∑
j

λn
0j + 2 cos

(πn
2

)
∑

j
|λ1j|n + cos (nπ)∑

j
|λ2j|n, (3.4.23)

where {λαj}, α = 0, 1, 2 denote the eigenvalues along ∠λ = απ/2. This expression in turn implies that
there are three types of combinations of different branches for all n, which is again consistent with (3.4.20).
By analytically continuing the three cases, we derive the moment ∑j |λαj|n for each branch. The resulting
distributions are found to be

Pα(λ) = δ(λM − λ)δα0 +
bθ(λM − |λ|)

4|λ|ξ

[
2

∑
β=1

Mαβaβ I1(2aβξ)− M̃α ã J1(2ãξ)

]
, (3.4.24a)

nα(λ) =
1
4

[
2

∑
β=1

Mαβ I0(2aβξ) + M̃α J0(2ãξ)

]
, (3.4.24b)

where M and M̃ encode the coefficients

(M|M̃) =

 1 2 1
1 0 −1
1 −2 1

 , (3.4.25)

(a1, a2, ã) = (2, 1, 2
√

2) and ξ is defined in (3.4.13) with b = − ln λM = 1
6 ln `. As shown in Fig. 3.5, the

above formulas are in decent agreement with numerical results.
Also in this case the maximum (in modulus) |λα

M| along the different branches can be evaluated through
Eq. (3.4.18), giving (up to an unknown non-universal constant) ln |λα

M| = −b independent of α. Finally,
also for the bipartite geometry, a consistency check is obtained from TrρTA = 1, which simply follows from
a calculation analogous to Eq. (3.4.17).

3.4.2 Spectrum of ρT̃A

Again, the first step to find the moments is the momentum decomposition of (3.3.8), yielding

Z(r)
Nn

=
(n−1)/2

∏
k=−(n−1)/2

Z(r)
k,n, (3.4.26)

where the partition function

Z(r)
k,n = 〈T̃ −1

k,n (uA)T̃k,n(vA)Tk,n(uB)T −1
k,n (vB)〉 . (3.4.27)

is subject to modified monodromy conditions for the T̃k,n and T̃ −1
k,n , which are ψk 7→ e±i(2πk/n−π)ψk.
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<latexit sha1_base64="hte7wpxRvUAPbqvh/CjeTnXENe0=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBItQN2VGBF0W3bisYB/YDuVOJtOGZjJDkhFK6V+4caGIW//GnX9j2s5CWw8EDuecS+49QSq4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRSyeZoqxJE5GoToCaCS5Z03AjWCdVDONAsHYwup357SemNE/kgxmnzI9xIHnEKRorPcpqT9hwiOf9csWtuXOQVeLlpAI5Gv3yVy9MaBYzaahArbuemxp/gspwKti01Ms0S5GOcMC6lkqMmfYn842n5MwqIYkSZZ80ZK7+nphgrPU4DmwyRjPUy95M/M/rZia69idcpplhki4+ijJBTEJm55OQK0aNGFuCVHG7K6FDVEiNLalkS/CWT14lrYua59a8+8tK/SavowgncApV8OAK6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvjnZenHfnYxEtOPnMMfyB8/kD1QGQWg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hte7wpxRvUAPbqvh/CjeTnXENe0=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBItQN2VGBF0W3bisYB/YDuVOJtOGZjJDkhFK6V+4caGIW//GnX9j2s5CWw8EDuecS+49QSq4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRSyeZoqxJE5GoToCaCS5Z03AjWCdVDONAsHYwup357SemNE/kgxmnzI9xIHnEKRorPcpqT9hwiOf9csWtuXOQVeLlpAI5Gv3yVy9MaBYzaahArbuemxp/gspwKti01Ms0S5GOcMC6lkqMmfYn842n5MwqIYkSZZ80ZK7+nphgrPU4DmwyRjPUy95M/M/rZia69idcpplhki4+ijJBTEJm55OQK0aNGFuCVHG7K6FDVEiNLalkS/CWT14lrYua59a8+8tK/SavowgncApV8OAK6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvjnZenHfnYxEtOPnMMfyB8/kD1QGQWg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hte7wpxRvUAPbqvh/CjeTnXENe0=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBItQN2VGBF0W3bisYB/YDuVOJtOGZjJDkhFK6V+4caGIW//GnX9j2s5CWw8EDuecS+49QSq4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRSyeZoqxJE5GoToCaCS5Z03AjWCdVDONAsHYwup357SemNE/kgxmnzI9xIHnEKRorPcpqT9hwiOf9csWtuXOQVeLlpAI5Gv3yVy9MaBYzaahArbuemxp/gspwKti01Ms0S5GOcMC6lkqMmfYn842n5MwqIYkSZZ80ZK7+nphgrPU4DmwyRjPUy95M/M/rZia69idcpplhki4+ijJBTEJm55OQK0aNGFuCVHG7K6FDVEiNLalkS/CWT14lrYua59a8+8tK/SavowgncApV8OAK6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvjnZenHfnYxEtOPnMMfyB8/kD1QGQWg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OiyA7TK5xYzv4JpjVdRhAP5fN6A=">AAAB5nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxijRq9eBoMQL2HWix4FLx4jmAcmS5idnU2GzM4uM71CWPIXXjwo4id582+cPA6aWNBQVHXT3RVmSlqk9NsrbW3v7O6V9ysH1cOj49pJtWPT3HDR5qlKTS9kViipRRslKtHLjGBJqEQ3nNzN/e6zMFam+hGnmQgSNtIylpyhk550Y6Bcc8Quh7U6bdIFyCbxV6QOK7SGta9BlPI8ERq5Ytb2fZphUDCDkisxqwxyKzLGJ2wk+o5qlggbFIuLZ+TCKRGJU+NKI1movycKllg7TULXmTAc23VvLv7n9XOMb4JC6ixHoflyUZwrgimZv08iaQRHNXWEcSPdrYSPmWEcXUgVF4K//vIm6Vw1fdr0HyiU4QzOoQE+XMMt3EML2sBBwwu8wbtnvVfvYxlXyVvldgp/4H3+AJzvjv4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OiyA7TK5xYzv4JpjVdRhAP5fN6A=">AAAB5nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxijRq9eBoMQL2HWix4FLx4jmAcmS5idnU2GzM4uM71CWPIXXjwo4id582+cPA6aWNBQVHXT3RVmSlqk9NsrbW3v7O6V9ysH1cOj49pJtWPT3HDR5qlKTS9kViipRRslKtHLjGBJqEQ3nNzN/e6zMFam+hGnmQgSNtIylpyhk550Y6Bcc8Quh7U6bdIFyCbxV6QOK7SGta9BlPI8ERq5Ytb2fZphUDCDkisxqwxyKzLGJ2wk+o5qlggbFIuLZ+TCKRGJU+NKI1movycKllg7TULXmTAc23VvLv7n9XOMb4JC6ixHoflyUZwrgimZv08iaQRHNXWEcSPdrYSPmWEcXUgVF4K//vIm6Vw1fdr0HyiU4QzOoQE+XMMt3EML2sBBwwu8wbtnvVfvYxlXyVvldgp/4H3+AJzvjv4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wjmodySWhcpCauXlinLwCIklZO0=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBHqpiRudFl047KCfWAbymRy0w6dTMLMRCihf+HGhSJu/Rt3/o3TNgttPTBwOOdc5t4TpIJr47rfztr6xubWdmmnvLu3f3BYOTpu6yRTDFssEYnqBlSj4BJbhhuB3VQhjQOBnWB8O/M7T6g0T+SDmaTox3QoecQZNVZ6lLW+sOGQXgwqVbfuzkFWiVeQKhRoDipf/TBhWYzSMEG17nluavycKsOZwGm5n2lMKRvTIfYslTRG7efzjafk3CohiRJlnzRkrv6eyGms9SQObDKmZqSXvZn4n9fLTHTt51ymmUHJFh9FmSAmIbPzScgVMiMmllCmuN2VsBFVlBlbUtmW4C2fvEral3XPrXv3brVxU9RRglM4gxp4cAUNuIMmtICBhGd4hTdHOy/Ou/OxiK45xcwJ/IHz+QPTwZBW</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hte7wpxRvUAPbqvh/CjeTnXENe0=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBItQN2VGBF0W3bisYB/YDuVOJtOGZjJDkhFK6V+4caGIW//GnX9j2s5CWw8EDuecS+49QSq4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRSyeZoqxJE5GoToCaCS5Z03AjWCdVDONAsHYwup357SemNE/kgxmnzI9xIHnEKRorPcpqT9hwiOf9csWtuXOQVeLlpAI5Gv3yVy9MaBYzaahArbuemxp/gspwKti01Ms0S5GOcMC6lkqMmfYn842n5MwqIYkSZZ80ZK7+nphgrPU4DmwyRjPUy95M/M/rZia69idcpplhki4+ijJBTEJm55OQK0aNGFuCVHG7K6FDVEiNLalkS/CWT14lrYua59a8+8tK/SavowgncApV8OAK6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvjnZenHfnYxEtOPnMMfyB8/kD1QGQWg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hte7wpxRvUAPbqvh/CjeTnXENe0=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBItQN2VGBF0W3bisYB/YDuVOJtOGZjJDkhFK6V+4caGIW//GnX9j2s5CWw8EDuecS+49QSq4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRSyeZoqxJE5GoToCaCS5Z03AjWCdVDONAsHYwup357SemNE/kgxmnzI9xIHnEKRorPcpqT9hwiOf9csWtuXOQVeLlpAI5Gv3yVy9MaBYzaahArbuemxp/gspwKti01Ms0S5GOcMC6lkqMmfYn842n5MwqIYkSZZ80ZK7+nphgrPU4DmwyRjPUy95M/M/rZia69idcpplhki4+ijJBTEJm55OQK0aNGFuCVHG7K6FDVEiNLalkS/CWT14lrYua59a8+8tK/SavowgncApV8OAK6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvjnZenHfnYxEtOPnMMfyB8/kD1QGQWg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hte7wpxRvUAPbqvh/CjeTnXENe0=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBItQN2VGBF0W3bisYB/YDuVOJtOGZjJDkhFK6V+4caGIW//GnX9j2s5CWw8EDuecS+49QSq4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRSyeZoqxJE5GoToCaCS5Z03AjWCdVDONAsHYwup357SemNE/kgxmnzI9xIHnEKRorPcpqT9hwiOf9csWtuXOQVeLlpAI5Gv3yVy9MaBYzaahArbuemxp/gspwKti01Ms0S5GOcMC6lkqMmfYn842n5MwqIYkSZZ80ZK7+nphgrPU4DmwyRjPUy95M/M/rZia69idcpplhki4+ijJBTEJm55OQK0aNGFuCVHG7K6FDVEiNLalkS/CWT14lrYua59a8+8tK/SavowgncApV8OAK6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvjnZenHfnYxEtOPnMMfyB8/kD1QGQWg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hte7wpxRvUAPbqvh/CjeTnXENe0=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBItQN2VGBF0W3bisYB/YDuVOJtOGZjJDkhFK6V+4caGIW//GnX9j2s5CWw8EDuecS+49QSq4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRSyeZoqxJE5GoToCaCS5Z03AjWCdVDONAsHYwup357SemNE/kgxmnzI9xIHnEKRorPcpqT9hwiOf9csWtuXOQVeLlpAI5Gv3yVy9MaBYzaahArbuemxp/gspwKti01Ms0S5GOcMC6lkqMmfYn842n5MwqIYkSZZ80ZK7+nphgrPU4DmwyRjPUy95M/M/rZia69idcpplhki4+ijJBTEJm55OQK0aNGFuCVHG7K6FDVEiNLalkS/CWT14lrYua59a8+8tK/SavowgncApV8OAK6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvjnZenHfnYxEtOPnMMfyB8/kD1QGQWg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hte7wpxRvUAPbqvh/CjeTnXENe0=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBItQN2VGBF0W3bisYB/YDuVOJtOGZjJDkhFK6V+4caGIW//GnX9j2s5CWw8EDuecS+49QSq4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRSyeZoqxJE5GoToCaCS5Z03AjWCdVDONAsHYwup357SemNE/kgxmnzI9xIHnEKRorPcpqT9hwiOf9csWtuXOQVeLlpAI5Gv3yVy9MaBYzaahArbuemxp/gspwKti01Ms0S5GOcMC6lkqMmfYn842n5MwqIYkSZZ80ZK7+nphgrPU4DmwyRjPUy95M/M/rZia69idcpplhki4+ijJBTEJm55OQK0aNGFuCVHG7K6FDVEiNLalkS/CWT14lrYua59a8+8tK/SavowgncApV8OAK6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvjnZenHfnYxEtOPnMMfyB8/kD1QGQWg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hte7wpxRvUAPbqvh/CjeTnXENe0=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBItQN2VGBF0W3bisYB/YDuVOJtOGZjJDkhFK6V+4caGIW//GnX9j2s5CWw8EDuecS+49QSq4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRSyeZoqxJE5GoToCaCS5Z03AjWCdVDONAsHYwup357SemNE/kgxmnzI9xIHnEKRorPcpqT9hwiOf9csWtuXOQVeLlpAI5Gv3yVy9MaBYzaahArbuemxp/gspwKti01Ms0S5GOcMC6lkqMmfYn842n5MwqIYkSZZ80ZK7+nphgrPU4DmwyRjPUy95M/M/rZia69idcpplhki4+ijJBTEJm55OQK0aNGFuCVHG7K6FDVEiNLalkS/CWT14lrYua59a8+8tK/SavowgncApV8OAK6nAHDWgCBQnP8ApvjnZenHfnYxEtOPnMMfyB8/kD1QGQWg==</latexit>

(b ln |�M/�|)1/2
<latexit sha1_base64="CVVeGM87jwz+gUSy9u8ht6x30+o=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdenCwSLUTZsUQZdFN26ECvYBTQyTyaQdOpmEmYlQ0i7d+CtuXCji1k9w5984bbPQ1gMDh3Pu4c49fsKoVJb1bSwtr6yurRc2iptb2zu75t5+S8apwKSJYxaLjo8kYZSTpqKKkU4iCIp8Rtr+4Gritx+IkDTmd2qYEDdCPU5DipHSkmcelX2H8ZHDdCRA3k01Z6PT+8yu1saeWbIq1hRwkdg5KYEcDc/8coIYpxHhCjMkZde2EuVmSCiKGRkXnVSSBOEB6pGuphxFRLrZ9JAxPNFKAMNY6McVnKq/ExmKpBxGvp6MkOrLeW8i/ud1UxVeuBnlSaoIx7NFYcqgiuGkFRhQQbBiQ00QFlT/FeI+Eggr3V1Rl2DPn7xIWrWKbVXs27NS/TKvowAOwTEoAxucgzq4Bg3QBBg8gmfwCt6MJ+PFeDc+ZqNLRp45AH9gfP4AhiOY/w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CVVeGM87jwz+gUSy9u8ht6x30+o=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdenCwSLUTZsUQZdFN26ECvYBTQyTyaQdOpmEmYlQ0i7d+CtuXCji1k9w5984bbPQ1gMDh3Pu4c49fsKoVJb1bSwtr6yurRc2iptb2zu75t5+S8apwKSJYxaLjo8kYZSTpqKKkU4iCIp8Rtr+4Gritx+IkDTmd2qYEDdCPU5DipHSkmcelX2H8ZHDdCRA3k01Z6PT+8yu1saeWbIq1hRwkdg5KYEcDc/8coIYpxHhCjMkZde2EuVmSCiKGRkXnVSSBOEB6pGuphxFRLrZ9JAxPNFKAMNY6McVnKq/ExmKpBxGvp6MkOrLeW8i/ud1UxVeuBnlSaoIx7NFYcqgiuGkFRhQQbBiQ00QFlT/FeI+Eggr3V1Rl2DPn7xIWrWKbVXs27NS/TKvowAOwTEoAxucgzq4Bg3QBBg8gmfwCt6MJ+PFeDc+ZqNLRp45AH9gfP4AhiOY/w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CVVeGM87jwz+gUSy9u8ht6x30+o=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdenCwSLUTZsUQZdFN26ECvYBTQyTyaQdOpmEmYlQ0i7d+CtuXCji1k9w5984bbPQ1gMDh3Pu4c49fsKoVJb1bSwtr6yurRc2iptb2zu75t5+S8apwKSJYxaLjo8kYZSTpqKKkU4iCIp8Rtr+4Gritx+IkDTmd2qYEDdCPU5DipHSkmcelX2H8ZHDdCRA3k01Z6PT+8yu1saeWbIq1hRwkdg5KYEcDc/8coIYpxHhCjMkZde2EuVmSCiKGRkXnVSSBOEB6pGuphxFRLrZ9JAxPNFKAMNY6McVnKq/ExmKpBxGvp6MkOrLeW8i/ud1UxVeuBnlSaoIx7NFYcqgiuGkFRhQQbBiQ00QFlT/FeI+Eggr3V1Rl2DPn7xIWrWKbVXs27NS/TKvowAOwTEoAxucgzq4Bg3QBBg8gmfwCt6MJ+PFeDc+ZqNLRp45AH9gfP4AhiOY/w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CVVeGM87jwz+gUSy9u8ht6x30+o=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdenCwSLUTZsUQZdFN26ECvYBTQyTyaQdOpmEmYlQ0i7d+CtuXCji1k9w5984bbPQ1gMDh3Pu4c49fsKoVJb1bSwtr6yurRc2iptb2zu75t5+S8apwKSJYxaLjo8kYZSTpqKKkU4iCIp8Rtr+4Gritx+IkDTmd2qYEDdCPU5DipHSkmcelX2H8ZHDdCRA3k01Z6PT+8yu1saeWbIq1hRwkdg5KYEcDc/8coIYpxHhCjMkZde2EuVmSCiKGRkXnVSSBOEB6pGuphxFRLrZ9JAxPNFKAMNY6McVnKq/ExmKpBxGvp6MkOrLeW8i/ud1UxVeuBnlSaoIx7NFYcqgiuGkFRhQQbBiQ00QFlT/FeI+Eggr3V1Rl2DPn7xIWrWKbVXs27NS/TKvowAOwTEoAxucgzq4Bg3QBBg8gmfwCt6MJ+PFeDc+ZqNLRp45AH9gfP4AhiOY/w==</latexit>

� < 0
<latexit sha1_base64="nvvAxilXG4KKJe/gTEDjeoVkRHo=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxFHxbv2r9qnr0EiyCp5IVQQ8eil48VrC10i4lm822oUl2SbJCWforvHhQxKs/x5v/xrTdg7YOBIaZeeS9CVPBjcX42yutrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t71f2DtkkyTVmLJiLRnZAYJrhiLcutYJ1UMyJDwR7C0c3Uf3hi2vBE3dtxygJJBorHnBLrpMeecNGIXOF+tYbreAa0TPyC1KBAs1/96kUJzSRTlgpiTNfHqQ1yoi2ngk0qvcywlNARGbCuo4pIZoJ8tvAEnTglQnGi3VMWzdTfEzmRxoxl6JKS2KFZ9Kbif143s/FlkHOVZpYpOv8ozgSyCZpejyKuGbVi7AihmrtdER0STah1HVVcCf7iycukfVb3cd2/O681ros6ynAEx3AKPlxAA26hCS2gIOEZXuHN096L9+59zKMlr5g5hD/wPn8AMByP/Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nvvAxilXG4KKJe/gTEDjeoVkRHo=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxFHxbv2r9qnr0EiyCp5IVQQ8eil48VrC10i4lm822oUl2SbJCWforvHhQxKs/x5v/xrTdg7YOBIaZeeS9CVPBjcX42yutrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t71f2DtkkyTVmLJiLRnZAYJrhiLcutYJ1UMyJDwR7C0c3Uf3hi2vBE3dtxygJJBorHnBLrpMeecNGIXOF+tYbreAa0TPyC1KBAs1/96kUJzSRTlgpiTNfHqQ1yoi2ngk0qvcywlNARGbCuo4pIZoJ8tvAEnTglQnGi3VMWzdTfEzmRxoxl6JKS2KFZ9Kbif143s/FlkHOVZpYpOv8ozgSyCZpejyKuGbVi7AihmrtdER0STah1HVVcCf7iycukfVb3cd2/O681ros6ynAEx3AKPlxAA26hCS2gIOEZXuHN096L9+59zKMlr5g5hD/wPn8AMByP/Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nvvAxilXG4KKJe/gTEDjeoVkRHo=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxFHxbv2r9qnr0EiyCp5IVQQ8eil48VrC10i4lm822oUl2SbJCWforvHhQxKs/x5v/xrTdg7YOBIaZeeS9CVPBjcX42yutrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t71f2DtkkyTVmLJiLRnZAYJrhiLcutYJ1UMyJDwR7C0c3Uf3hi2vBE3dtxygJJBorHnBLrpMeecNGIXOF+tYbreAa0TPyC1KBAs1/96kUJzSRTlgpiTNfHqQ1yoi2ngk0qvcywlNARGbCuo4pIZoJ8tvAEnTglQnGi3VMWzdTfEzmRxoxl6JKS2KFZ9Kbif143s/FlkHOVZpYpOv8ozgSyCZpejyKuGbVi7AihmrtdER0STah1HVVcCf7iycukfVb3cd2/O681ros6ynAEx3AKPlxAA26hCS2gIOEZXuHN096L9+59zKMlr5g5hD/wPn8AMByP/Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nvvAxilXG4KKJe/gTEDjeoVkRHo=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxFHxbv2r9qnr0EiyCp5IVQQ8eil48VrC10i4lm822oUl2SbJCWforvHhQxKs/x5v/xrTdg7YOBIaZeeS9CVPBjcX42yutrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t71f2DtkkyTVmLJiLRnZAYJrhiLcutYJ1UMyJDwR7C0c3Uf3hi2vBE3dtxygJJBorHnBLrpMeecNGIXOF+tYbreAa0TPyC1KBAs1/96kUJzSRTlgpiTNfHqQ1yoi2ngk0qvcywlNARGbCuo4pIZoJ8tvAEnTglQnGi3VMWzdTfEzmRxoxl6JKS2KFZ9Kbif143s/FlkHOVZpYpOv8ozgSyCZpejyKuGbVi7AihmrtdER0STah1HVVcCf7iycukfVb3cd2/O681ros6ynAEx3AKPlxAA26hCS2gIOEZXuHN096L9+59zKMlr5g5hD/wPn8AMByP/Q==</latexit>

� > 0
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FIGURE 3.6: Tail distribution function for the spectrum of ρT̃A of two equal adjacent intervals on an
infinite chain. Solid lines are the analytical distributions from Eq. (3.4.34b). Dots are numerics, with
different colors corresponding to different subsystem sizes. We use the same numerical procedure as
in Fig. 3.3 to obtain few thousand largest (in modulus) many-body eigenvalues from a truncated set of
single particle eigenvalues.

Adjacent intervals

In this case, we find that

Z(r)
k,n ∝ `
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It is important to note that for k < 0, we modified the flux at u1 and v1 by inserting additional 2π and −2π
fluxes, respectively, where the scaling exponent takes its minimum value (c.f. Appendix 3.A). Summing up
Z(r)

k,n terms, we get

N (r)
n = c(1)n ln(`1) + c(2)n ln(`2) + c(3)n ln(`1 + `2) + · · · (3.4.29)

where
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)
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1
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)
, (3.4.30)

for odd n = no, and

c(1)ne = c(2)ne = −1
6

(
ne

2
− 2

ne

)
, c(3)ne = −1

6

(
ne

2
+

1
ne

)
, (3.4.31)

for even n = ne. As a consistency check, we show in Section 3.5 that the above formulae can be derived
from two disjoints intervals as the distance between the intervals is taken to be zero. Notice that the even n
case is identical to the general CFT results [94]. Also, from (3.2.10) we arrive at the familiar result for the
LN,

E =
1
4

ln
(

`1`2

`1 + `2

)
+ · · · (3.4.32)

For equal length intervals, we may write N (r)
n = cn ln `+ · · · where

cn =

 −
1
4

(
no +

1
no

)
n = no odd,

− 1
2

(
ne
2 − 1

ne

)
n = ne even.

(3.4.33)

As expected for Hermitian operator ρT̃A , here the momentsN (r)
n only depend on parity of n, i.e., whether
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n is odd or even. This means that the eigenvalues are real positive or negative. We can also see this from the
fact that the single particle spectrum is real. The many-body eigenvalues follow the form λσ = ∏σk=±(1+
σkνk)/2, where νk are single-particle eigenvalues of the covariance matrix (3.2.30). As discussed in the
previous Section, we carry out the same procedure to derive the distribution from analytic continuation of
moments (in this case there are only two branches). The final result reads

P(λ) = δ(λM − λ) +
bθ(λM − |λ|)

2|λ|ξ [−J1(2ξ)sgn(λ) +
√

2I1(2
√

2ξ)], (3.4.34a)

n(λ) =
1
2
[J0(2ξ)sgn(λ) + I0(2

√
2ξ)], (3.4.34b)

where ξ obeys the same form as Eq. (3.4.13) with a slight difference that b = − ln λM = 1
4 ln `. We present

a comparison of the above expression with numerical spectrum of free fermions on the lattice of different
lengths in Fig 3.6. There is a good agreement between analytical and numerical results.

We further find that, as it was the case for the bosonic negativity, the scaling of the minimum and
maximum eigenvalue is the same. Finally, we confirm that the distribution probability is properly normalized
such that

∫
λP(λ)dλ = Tr[ρ(−1)FA ] and it is consistent with E = 1

4 ln `, Eq. (3.2.10), which follows from

E = ln
∫

dλ |λ|P(λ) = ln

[
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∫ λM

0
dλ

b
√

2
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I1(2
√

2ξ)

]
=

1
4

ln `. (3.4.35)

Bipartite geometry

In this case, we start by computing the correlator

Z(r)
k,n = 〈Q−2

k,n(uA)Q2
k,n(vA)〉 ∝ `

−2(| 2k
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2 )
2

1 . (3.4.36)

Here again, we have to minimize the scaling exponent for k < 0 by inserting additional 2π fluxes (c.f. Ap-
pendix 3.A). The RN is then found to be N (r)

n = cn ln(`1) + · · · where
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 −
1
6

(
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2
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)
n = no odd,

− 1
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(
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2 − 2
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)
n = ne even.

(3.4.37)

From this, we derive the distribution of many-body eigenvalues to be

P(λ) = δ(λM − λ) +
bθ(λM − |λ|)

2|λ|ξ [−
√

2J1(2
√

2ξ)sgn(λ) + 2I1(4ξ)], (3.4.38a)

n(λ) =
1
2
[J0(2
√

2ξ)sgn(λ) + I0(4ξ)], (3.4.38b)

where ξ is given in (3.4.13) and b = − ln λM = 1
6 ln `.

We finish this part by a remark about the covariance matrix. Using the fact that γ2 = I for pure states,
the covariance matrix (3.2.30) can be further simplified into

γ̃ =

(
γAA − 2γ−1

AA −iγAB

iγBA γBB

)
. (3.4.39)

Similar to the adjacent intervals, we can calculate the many-body spectrum out of eigenvalues of the above
covariance matrix. We confirm that the numerical results and analytical expressions match. However, we
avoid showing the plots here as they look quite similar to Fig. 3.6.
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3.5 Rényi negativity for disjoint intervals

In this Section, we derive the RN associated with ρTA and ρT̃A for two disjoint intervals. The analysis to
derive the spectrum is the same as for adjacent intervals and therefore we do not include it. Instead it is
more interesting to show that upon taking the distance between the intervals to zero, we recover the results
for two adjacent intervals as discussed in the main text. Taking this limit is a bit tricky and was previously
overlooked in Ref. [299], where it was incorrectly deduced that Z(ns)

Nn
= 0 for two adjacent intervals.

Moments of ρTA

This geometry is characterized by vA − uA = `1, uB − vA = d, and vB − uB = `2 (c.f. Fig. 3.7(a)). The
leading order term of the momentum decomposed partition function in the case of disjoint intervals is given
by

Z(ns)
k,n = ck0

(
x

`1`2

)2k2/n2

+ · · · (3.5.1)

where

x =
(`1 + `2 + d)d
(`1 + d)(`2 + d)

. (3.5.2)

Consequently, the RN is found to be

N (ns)
n =

(
n2 − 1

6n

)
ln
(

x
`1`2

)
+ · · · (3.5.3)

We compare the above formula with the scaling behavior of the numerical results in Fig. 3.7(b), where we
find that they match.

As a consistency check, we show that the RN between adjacent intervals can be derived as a limiting
behavior of the disjoint intervals. However, we realize from (3.5.1) that limd→0 Z(ns)

k,n = 0 (as is done also
in Ref. [299]). A more careful treatment goes by considering higher order terms coming from different
representations in (3.A.10)

Z(ns)
k,n = ck0

(
x

`1`2

)2 k2

n2

+ ck1

(
x

`1`2

)2| k
n |(| k

n |−1)

[g(`1, `2; k/n) + g(`1 + d, `2 + d; k/n)] + · · · (3.5.4)

where g(x, y; q) = x−2 (x/y)2|q| + x ↔ y and cki are coefficients dependent on the microscopic details.
Next, we obtain the leading order term in the coincident limit d = ε, where ε � `1, `2. To this end, we
rewrite the above expansion (3.5.4) as

Z(ns)
k,n = ε2k2/n2

Z(0)
k,n + ε2|k/n|(|k/n|−1)Z(1)

k,n + · · · (3.5.5)

where the scaling dimensions are

[Z(0)
k,n ] ∼ L−6N2/n2

, (3.5.6a)

[Z(1)
k,n ] ∼ L−2(3k2/n2−3|k/n|+1). (3.5.6b)

As we see, for |k/n| > 1/3, the second term is dominant. This immediately implies that upon taking
(`i + d) ∼ `i, we recover the original result (3.4.7).
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FIGURE 3.7: Comparison of numerical (dots) and analytical (solid lines) results for the scaling behav-
ior of the moments of partial transpose (3.3.6) and (3.3.8) for two disjoint intervals (the geometry is
shown in panel (a)). Here, d = 40 and intervals have equal lengths `1 = `2 = ` where 20 ≤ ` ≤ 200
on an infinite chain. The analytical results are given by Eq. (3.5.1) in panel (b) and Eq. (3.5.7) in
panel(c). Different colors correspond to different moments n.

Moments of ρT̃A

Similarly, we find the k-th contribution to the n-th moment of ρT̃A to be

Z(r)
k,n = x2|k/n|(|k/n|−1/2) 1

`
2(|k/n|−1/2)2

1 `2k2/n2

2

+ · · · (3.5.7)

which gives rise to the following form for the RN,

N (r)
n = c(1)n ln(`1) + c(2)n ln(`2) + c(3)n ln(x) + · · · (3.5.8)

where
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ne
2 + 1

ne

)
n = ne even.

(3.5.11)

We compare the scaling behaviors of analytical expressions and numerical results in Fig. 3.7(c). As we see,
they are in good agreement.

It is easy to verify that taking the adjacent limit d = ε of two disjoint intervals in Eq. (3.5.8) leads to
Eq. (3.4.29).

3.6 Concluding remarks

In this Chapter we studied the distribution of the eigenvalues of PT density matrices, aka the negativity
spectrum, in free fermion chains. We presented analytical and numerical results for the negativity spectra
using both types of the fermionic partial transpose. In the case of ρT̃A , we find that the negativity spectra
share a lot of similarities with those found in the previous CFT work [57]. However, in the case of ρTA ,
we realize that the eigenvalues form a special pattern on the complex plane and fall on six branches with
a quantized phase of 2πn/6. The spectrum in the latter case is mirror-symmetric with respect to the real
axis, and there are four universal functions that describe the distributions along the six branches. The sixfold
distribution of eigenvalues is not specific to complex fermion chain (described by the Dirac Hamiltonian)
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with c = 1 and also appears in the critical Majorana chain with c = 1/2. We further confirmed that our
analytical expressions are applicable to the Majorana chain upon modifying the central charge c.

Given our free fermion results in one dimension, there are several avenues to pursue for future research.
A natural extension is to explore possible structures in the negativity spectrum of free fermions in higher
dimensions. It would also be interesting to understand the effect of disorder and spin-orbit coupling on this
distribution. In particular, the random singlet phase (RSP) introduced in Section 1.4.4 is characterized by
logarithmic entanglement [86, 95, 320, 321] that is a hallmark of (1 + 1)d critical theories. An interesting
question is how the negativity spectrum of critical RSP differs from the clean limit which was studied here
(this is work in progress [322]). Another direction could be studying strongly correlated fermion systems
and specially interacting systems which have a description in terms of projected free fermions such as the
Haldane-Shastry spin chain [323, 324]. Furthermore, it is worth investigating how thermal fluctuations
affect the negativity spectrum in finite-temperature states. Finally, the negativity spectrum may be useful in
studying the quench dynamics and shed light on thermalization.

3.A Twist fields, bosonization, etc.

The REEs of a RDM ρ are defined in Eq. (1.2.2). For non-interacting systems with conserved U(1) charge,
we can transform the trace formulas into a product of n decoupled partition functions: see Eq. (3.4.1) where
Zk,n is the partition function containing an interval with the twisting phase 2πk/n. We reformulate the
partition function in the presence of phase twisting intervals in terms of a theory subject to an external
gauge field which is a pure gauge everywhere (except at the points ui and vi where it is vortex-like). This is
obtained by a singular gauge transformation

ψk(x)→ ei
∫ x

x0
dx′µ Ak

µ(x′)
ψk (x) , (3.A.1)

where x0 is an arbitrary fixed point. Hence, for a subsystem made of p intervals, A =
⋃p

i=1[ui, vi], we can
absorb the boundary conditions across the intervals into an external gauge field and the resulting Lagrangian
density becomes

Lk = ψ̄kγµ
(

∂µ + i Ak
µ

)
ψk. (3.A.2)

where the U(1) flux is given by

εµν∂ν Ak
µ(x) = 2π

k
n

p

∑
i=1

[
δ(x− ui)− δ(x− vi)

]
. (3.A.3)

Note that there is an ambiguity in the flux strength, namely, 2πm (integer m) fluxes may be added to the right
hand side of the above expression, while the monodromy for the fermion fields does not change. To preserve
this symmetry (or redundancy), Zk must be written as a sum over all representations [195, 196, 201, 325].
The asymptotic behavior of each term in this expansion is a power law `−αm in thermodynamic limit (large
(sub-)system size). Here, we are interested in the leading order term which corresponds to the smallest
exponent αm.

As we will see, in the case of entanglement negativity we need to consider m 6= 0 for some values of
k. Let us first discuss this expansion for a generic case. Let Zn be a partition function on a multi-sheet
geometry (for either Rényi entropy or negativity). As mentioned, after diagonalizing the twist matrices, Zn
can be decomposed as Zn = ∏k Zk, where Zk is the partition function in the presence of 2p flux vortices at
the two ends of p intervals between u2i−1 and u2i, that is

Zk =
〈

ei
∫

Ak,µ jµ
k d2x
〉

, (3.A.4)
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in which

εµν∂ν Ak,µ(x) = 2π
2p

∑
i=1

νk,iδ(x− ui) , (3.A.5)

and 2πνk,i is vorticity of gauge flux determined by the eigenvalues of the twist matrix. The total vorticity
satisfies the neutrality condition ∑i νk,i = 0 for a given k. In order to obtain the asymptotic behavior, one
needs to take the sum over all the representations of Zk (i.e., flux vorticities mod 2π),

Zk = ∑
{mi}

Z(m)
k (3.A.6)

where {mi} is a set of integers and

Z(m)
k =

〈
ei
∫

A(m)
k,µ jµ

k d2x
〉

, (3.A.7)

is the partition function for the following fluxes,

εµν∂ν A(m),k
µ (x) = 2π

2p

∑
i=1

ν̃k,iδ(x− ui), (3.A.8)

with ν̃k,i = νk,i + mi being shifted flux vorticities. The neutrality condition requires ∑i mi = 0. Using the
bosonization technique [326], we obtain

Z(m)
k = C{mi}∏

i<j
|ui − uj|2ν̃k,i ν̃k,j , (3.A.9)

where C{mi} is a constant depending on cutoff and microscopic details. We make use of the neutrality
condition −2 ∑i<j ν̃k,iν̃k,j = ∑i ν̃2

k,i and rewrite

Zk ∼ ∑
{mi}

C{mi} `
2 ∑i<j ν̃k,i ν̃k,j = ∑

{mi}
C{mi} `

−∑i ν̃2
k,i (3.A.10)

where ` is a length scale. From this expansion, the leading order term in the limit ` → ∞ is clearly the
one(s) which minimizes the quantity ∑i ν̃2

k,i. This is identical to the condition derived from the generalized
Fisher-Hartwig conjecture [193,194]. A careful determination of the leading order term for REE by a similar
approach was previously discussed in Ref. [196, 325, 327].

We now carry out this process for Z(ns)
Nn

in Eq. (3.4.6) for two adjacent intervals. Here, we need to
minimize the quantity

fm1m2m3(ν) = (ν + m1)
2 + (ν + m3)

2 + (−2ν + m2)
2 (3.A.11)

for a given ν = k/n = −(n− 1)/2n, · · · , (n− 1)/2n by finding the integers (m1, m2, m3) constrained
by ∑i mi = 0. For instance, by comparing (0, 0, 0) with (−1, 1, 0), we find f000(ν) = 6ν2 and f−110(ν) =
6ν2 − 6ν + 2. So, we have f000(ν) > f−110(ν) for ν > 1

3 . Similarly, we find that f000(ν) > f1−10(ν) for
ν < − 1

3 . In summary, we resolve the flux ambiguity by adding the triplet (m1, m2, m3) as follows
(0, 0, 0) |ν| ≤ 1/3
(−1, 1, 0), (0, 1,−1) ν > 1/3
(1,−1, 0), (0,−1, 1) ν < −1/3.

(3.A.12)

This leads us to write Eq. (3.4.7). Finally, similar derivation can be carried out to arrive at Eqs. (3.4.19),
(3.4.28) and (3.4.36).
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Chapter 4

Relative entropy in CFT

The necessity to characterize the properties of extended subsystems rather than of the entire system should
be clear at this point. At the same time, the information that entanglement measures provide about a given
subsystem may not be enough for some applications. Specifically, it can be equally important to develop
tools enabling to distinguish between subsystems in different states, i.e. to distinguish RDMs. Here we
study the relative entanglement entropies of one interval between excited states of a (1 + 1)d CFT, between
excited states generated by primary fields of a free massless bosonic field. These predictions are tested
against exact numerical calculations in the XX spin-chain finding perfect agreement, thus providing the first
check of the recently proposed associated replica trick. This Chapter is based on Ref. [328].

4.1 Introduction

The relative entropy (ReE) attracted only recently the interests of the field theory community, but it is already
taking a central role given the number of papers devoted to it, see e.g. [116, 143, 144, 329–340]. One of its
advantages is that, contrarily to the EE which in a QFT framework suffers from the problem of ultraviolet
divergences [cf. (1.3.1)], the ReE is finite and therefore well defined also in field theory. Moreover, it is
related to the entanglement (or modular) Hamiltonian, or better to its variation between two quantum states.
Indeed, given two RDMs, ρ1 and ρ0, from the definition (1.2.6), it straightforwardly holds

S(ρ1||ρ0) = ∆〈H0〉 − ∆S , (4.1.1)

where ∆S ≡ S(ρ1)− S(ρ0) is the difference of von Neumann entropies S(ρ) ≡ −Trρ log ρ and ∆〈H0〉 is
the variation of the modular HamiltonianH0 (implicitly defined as ρ0 = e−H0 /Tre−H0) relative to ρ0, i.e.,

∆〈H0〉 = Tr[(ρ1 − ρ0)H0]. (4.1.2)

This relation between ReE and modular Hamiltonian is the starting point of the recent (alternative) proofs
of the Zamolodchikov’s c-theorem [105] in Ref. [329] and of the boundary g-theorem [82] in Ref. [116].

The ReE may give useful insights also in the study of condensed matter systems. For example sin-
gularities in other measures of distinguishability among quantum states (as it is the case for the quantum
fidelity [347, 348]) have already been proposed as a signature of a quantum phase transition. It has also
been considered in connection to the laws of black hole thermodynamics [330, 331] and the Bekenstein
bound [332], which can both be shown to follow from the properties of positivity and monotonicity of the
ReE. Its holographic version has been discussed as well [333, 334].

In a QFT, the ReE can be obtained by a variation of the replica trick for the EE which has been introduced
by Lashkari [143] and later refined by the same author [144]. The main idea is stated in the Introduction
(see Eq. (1.4.2)). The method is completely general and permits (at least in principle) the computation of
the ReE in a generic QFT. However, up to now, only a few direct calculations of ReE have been performed
in 1+1 dimensional CFT [143, 144, 335, 337] and only very recently some results for arbitrary dimensions
appeared [336].

In analogy to the REEs, we can define Rényi relative entropies (RReEs) as

Sn(ρ1‖ρ0) ≡
1

1− n
log

Tr(ρ1ρn−1
0 )

Tr(ρn
1)

. (4.1.3)
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While it is still unknown whether these quantities have a quantum information interpretation, they surely
have two interesting features: i) when ρ0 equals the identity Sn(ρ1‖ρ0) reduces to minus the Rényi entropy
of ρ1, i.e. Sn(ρ1‖ρ0 = I) = −Sn(ρ1), alike S(ρ1‖ρ0 = I) = −S(ρ1); (ii) its limit for n→ 1 is S(ρ1‖ρ0).
The main drawback of Sn(ρ1‖ρ0) is that, contrarily to S(ρ1‖ρ0), is not always a positive function (as we
shall see in the following). This is similar to standard Rényi entropies that satisfy strong subadditivity
[52, 53] only for n = 1.

Here, we report on a systematic study of the relative entanglement entropy and its Rényi counterpart
between excited states associated to primary operators in the free massless bosonic field theory in 1+1
dimensions, generalizing the analysis of previous works [143, 144, 335, 337] and providing the first explicit
checks of the CFT results in concrete lattice models.

The Chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2 we recall the CFT approach to the RReE presented
in the Introduction specialized to the case of two excited states associated with primary fields. In Section
4.3 we present explicit calculations of ReE in the massless bosonic theory and in particular for vertex and
derivative operator i∂φ. These CFT results are tested in Section 4.4 against exact numerical calculations in
the XX spin-chain, whose continuum limit is a free massless boson. Finally, we conclude in Section 4.5.

4.2 CFT approach to the relative entropy between excited states

We consider a one-dimensional system and a bipartition into two complementary regions A and Ā. Given
two generic states |ψ1〉, |ψ0〉 ∈ H, the RDMs of the subsystem A are denoted respectively by ρ1 =
TrĀ|ψ1〉〈ψ1| and ρ0 = TrĀ|ψ0〉〈ψ0|. The goal is to compute the ReE between two eigenstates of the
CFT |ψ1〉 and |ψ0〉 using the replica approach explained in Section 1.4.2.

We will be interested only in excited states of the CFT which are obtained by acting on the ground
state with a generic primary operator Υ (i.e. |Υ〉 ≡ Υ(−i∞)|0〉), whose corresponding density matrix
generalizes the one in Eq. (1.4.6) as

〈φ|ρΥ|φ′〉 = 〈φ|Υ〉〈Υ|φ′〉 =
1
Z

∫ ϕ(i∞)=φ′

ϕ(−i∞)=φ
Dϕ Υ(i∞)Υ†(−i∞)e−S(ϕ). (4.2.1)

Following the usual procedure, we end up in a n-sheeted Riemann surfaceRn but now with fields insertions
as in

Trρn
Υ(A) ∝ Zn(A)〈

n

∏
k=1

Υ(wk)Υ†
k(w

′
k)〉Rn , (4.2.2)

where the expectation value 〈· · · 〉Rn is on the Riemann surfaceRn, Zn(A) ≡ 〈I〉Rn (i.e. the n-th moment
of the RDM of the ground state) and wk = i∞, w′k = −i∞ are points where the operators are inserted in the
k-th copy. Taking properly into account the normalization, this is

Trρn
Υ(A) =

Zn(A)

Zn
1

〈∏n
k=1 Υ(wk)Υ†

k(w
′
k)〉Rn

〈Υ(w1)Υ†(w′1)〉nR1

. (4.2.3)

Finally, it is convenient to consider the universal ratio between the moment of the RDM in the excited
state Υ and the one of the ground state, i.e.

F(n)
Υ (A) ≡ Trρn

Υ
Trρn

I

=
〈∏n

k=1 Υ(wk)Υ†
k(w

′
k)〉Rn

〈Υ(w1)Υ†(w′1)〉nR1

, (4.2.4)

in which the factors coming from the partition functions cancel out.
In order to calculate the correlators appearing in (4.2.4) in the case of A being a single interval A =

{x ∈ (u, v)}, one considers the following sequence of conformal maps

w = x + it→ ζ =
sin[π(w− u)/L]
sin[π(w− v)/L]

→ z = ζ1/n, (4.2.5)
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where ζ(w) brings (u, v) → (−∞, 0) and z(ζ) is a uniformizing mapping which maps the n-sheeted
Riemann surface into the complex plane. According to these maps{

wk = i∞→ zk,n = ei π
n (x+2(k−1))

w′k = −i∞→ zk,n = ei π
n (−x+2(k−1)) k = 1, · · · , n, x =

v− u
L
≡ `

L
. (4.2.6)

We shall use the transformation properties of the primary fields under conformal maps

Υ(w, w̄) =

(
dz
dw

)h ( dz̄
dw̄

)h̄

Υ(z, z̄), (4.2.7)

being (h, h̄) the scaling dimensions of Υ. In our case this becomes [349]

Υ(wk, w̄k) =
( zk,n

n
Λ
)h( z̄k,n

n
Λ̄
)h̄

Υ(zk,n, z̄k,n), (4.2.8)

with
Λ =

4π

L
sin(πx)e−2π|w|/Leiπ(u+v)/L. (4.2.9)

Finally the complex plane can be mapped to a cylinder of circumference 2π by t = −i ln z which
implies

Υ(t, t̄) = eiπ(h−h̄)zh z̄h̄Υ(z, z̄). (4.2.10)

Combining all the above transformations, for our geometry of an interval A of length ` embedded in a finite
system of length L, we end up in [349]

F(n)
Υ (x) = n−2n(h+h̄) 〈∏

n
k=1 Υ(tk,n)Υ†(t′k,n)〉cyl

〈Υ(t1,1)Υ(t′1,1)〉ncyl
, (4.2.11)

where we recall x = `/L and

tk,n =
π

n
(x + 2(k− 1)), t′k,n =

π

n
(−x + 2(k− 1)), k = 1, . . . , n. (4.2.12)

The above result has been generalized in the literature to many other circumstances such as generic states
generated also by descendant fields [350, 351], boundary theories [352, 353], and systems with disorder
[354].

We now turn to the path integral representation of Tr (ρm
1 ρn

0), which is a simple generalization of Trρn

discussed above. In this case, in fact, instead of n copies of the RDM ρ0 only, one considers further m copies
of ρ1 and joins them cyclically as before. Considering two CFT excited states of the form (4.2.1) obtained
from the action of two primaries Υ0 and Υ1 , the final result is a path integral on a Riemann surface with
(m + n) sheets with the insertion of Υ1, Υ†

1 on m sheets and Υ0, Υ†
0 on the remaining n sheets, i.e. [144]

Tr (ρm
1 ρn

0) ∝ Zn(A)
〈 m

∏
k=1

Υ1(wk)Υ†
1(w

′
k)

n+m

∏
i=1+m

Υ0(wi)Υ†
0(wi)

〉
Rn

. (4.2.13)

Keeping track of the normalization we get

Tr (ρm
1 ρn

0) =
Zn(A)

Zm+n
1

〈∏m
k=1 Υ1(wk)Υ†

1(w
′
k)∏n+m

i=1+m Υ0(wi)Υ†
0(w

′
i)〉Rn

〈Υ1(w1)Υ†
1(w

′
1)〉mR1

〈Υ0(w1)Υ†
0(w

′
1)〉nR1

. (4.2.14)
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In particular, for the RReE between ρ1 and ρ0, we compute the universal ratio

G(n)(ρ1‖ρ0) ≡
Tr
(

ρ1ρn−1
0

)
Tr
(
ρn

1

) =
〈Υ1(w1)Υ†

1(w
′
1)∏n

i=2 Υ0(wi)Υ†
0(w

′
i)〉Rn〈Υ1(w1)Υ†

1(w
′
1)〉n−1
R1

〈∏n
i=1 Υ1(wi)Υ†

1(w
′
i)〉Rn〈Υ0(w1)Υ†

0(w
′
1)〉n−1
R1

.

(4.2.15)
Also in this case, to compute (4.2.15), we use the conformal maps w→ z→ t (4.2.5), which bring it to the
final form

G(n)(ρ1‖ρ0) = n2(n−1)((h1+h̄1)−(h0+h̄0))

〈Υ1(t1,n)Υ†
1(t
′
1,n)∏n

i=2 Υ0(ti,n)Υ†
0(t
′
i,n)〉cyl〈Υ1(ti,n)Υ†

1(t
′
i,n)〉n−1

cyl

〈∏n
i=1 Υ1(ti,n)Υ†

1(t
′
i,n)〉cyl〈Υ0(ti,n)Υ†

0(t
′
i,n)〉n−1

cyl

, (4.2.16)

being h1 and h0 the scaling dimensions of Υ1 and Υ0 respectively. Note that G(1)(ρ1‖ρ0) = 1 for any Υ0,1,
as it should.

As already mentioned, the ReE is not symmetric in ρ1 and ρ0. Therefore we are going to consider the
two (generically different) quantities S(ρ1‖ρ0) and S(ρ0‖ρ1), obtained via replica limit from G(n)(ρ1‖ρ0)
and G(n)(ρ0‖ρ1) respectively. Notice that the universal ratio G(n)(ρ1‖ρ0) gives the RReE (4.1.3) as

Sn(ρ1‖ρ0) =
1

1− n
log G(n)(ρ1‖ρ0) . (4.2.17)

4.3 Relative entropy in free bosonic theory

In this Section we are going to apply the formalism reviewed above to work out some new results for the
RReE between eigenstates of the massless free bosonic field theory, whose Euclidean action is

S [ϕ] = 1
8π

∫
dzdz̄ ∂z ϕ∂z̄ ϕ , (4.3.1)

which is a CFT with central charge c = 1. In the following we will denote with φ and φ̄ the chiral and
antichiaral component of the bosonic field, i.e. ϕ(z, z̄) = φ(z) + φ̄(z̄). We will only consider the case
of A being one interval of length ` embedded in a finite system of total length L with periodic boundary
conditions.

4.3.1 ReE between the ground state and the vertex operator: Vβ/GS

The first case we study is the ReE between the ground state and the excited state generated by a vertex
operator, which is a primary operator of the theory, defined as

Vα,ᾱ ≡: ei(αφ+ᾱφ̄) : . (4.3.2)

We will focus on its chiral component (i.e. ᾱ = 0), with conformal dimensions (h, h̄) = ( α2

2 , 0) and we will
denote by ρVα = TrĀ|Vα〉〈Vα| the associated RDM. This ReE has already been considered in Ref. [144],
but it is important to repeat the calculation here to set up the formalism and because we will need some
informations from this calculation in the following.

The 2n-point correlation function of vertex operators on the complex plane [83], after mapping to the
variable t (cf. (4.2.12)) reads (tki ≡ tk,n − ti,n)

〈∏
k

Vαk(tk)〉 = ∏
k>i

[2 sin(tki/2)]αkαi . (4.3.3)
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FIGURE 4.1: The CFT predictions for the Rényi relative entropies Sn(ρ1‖ρ0) as a function of x = `/N
for different values of n = 1, 2, 3, 4 in panels (a), (b), (c) and (d) respectively. In each panel (at fixed
n) we report the various states that we have considered, in order to compare the various results. Notice
the non-positivity and non-monotonicity of some Sn(ρ1‖ρ0) for n 6= 1.

Plugging this expression in (4.2.16), we derive the following results for the replicated relative entropies

G(n)(ρGS‖ρVα) =

n−(n−1)
(

sin(πx)
sin(πx/n)

)n−1 n−2

∏
m=1

(
sin2(πm/n)

sin(π(x + m)/n) sin(π(x−m)/n)

)n−1−m
α2

,

G(n)(ρVα‖ρGS) =

nn−1
(

sin(πx)
sin(πx/n)

)1−n n−1

∏
m=1

(
sin2(πm/n)

sin(π(x + m)/n) sin(π(x−m)/n)

)m−n
α2

,

which simplify to

G(n)(ρGS‖ρVα) = G(n)(ρVα‖ρGS) =

(
sin(πx)

n sin(πx/n)

)α2

. (4.3.4)

Thus, it turns out that, for these specific operators, the G(n) (and so the RReEs Sn) are symmetric under
exchange of the two reduced density matrices ρVα ↔ ρGS, which, as already mentioned, is not true in
general. Of course, by replica limit n→ 1, the same holds true also for the ReE which is

S(ρVα‖ρGS) = S(ρGS‖ρVα) = α2(1− πx cot(πx)). (4.3.5)

In Figure 4.1 we plot the Rényi relative entropies Sn(ρVα‖ρGS) as function of x for n = 1, 2, 3, 4. They are
all monotonous and positive function of x.

More generally, in [144] it has been shown that Eq. (4.3.5) holds also for the ReE between two excited
states of the form Vα|0〉 with different charges α, β, but with the replacement α→ α− β, i.e.,

S(ρVα‖ρVβ
) = S(ρVβ

‖ρVα) = (α− β)2(1− πx cot(πx)). (4.3.6)
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4.3.2 ReE between the ground state and the derivative operator: i∂φ/GS

Here we consider a more complicated case, namely the ReE of the excited state generated by i∂φ (which is a
primary operator of the theory with conformal dimensions (h, h̄) = (1, 0)) again with respect to the ground
state. We denote the RDM as ρi∂φ = TrĀ|i∂φ〉〈i∂φ|.

The 2n-point correlation function of i∂φ in the complex plane is [83]

〈
2n

∏
j=1

i∂φ(zj)〉C = Hf

[
1
z2

ij

]
i,j∈[1,2n]

, (4.3.7)

where we denote with zij ≡ zi − zj and we introduced the Hafnian (Hf) as

Hf[A] ≡ 1
2nn! ∑

p∈S2n

n

∏
i=1

Ap(2i−1),p(2i) , (4.3.8)

with the sum being over all cyclic permutations. This Hafnian can be expressed as a determinant using the
following standard linear algebra identity

Hf
[ 1

z2
ij

]
= det

[ 1
zij

]
. (4.3.9)

For the case of our interest, after mapping to the cylinder of length 2π in the variable t (cf. (4.2.12)),
we have

〈
2n

∏
j=1

i∂φ(tj,n)〉cyl =
1
4n det

[
1

sin(tij/2)

]
i,j∈[1,2n]

. (4.3.10)

Plugging this result into (4.2.16), we get

G(n)(ρGS‖ρi∂φ) =
(sin πx

n

)2(n−1)
det

[
1

sin(tij/2)

]
i,j∈[1,2(n−1)]

, (4.3.11)

G(n)(ρi∂φ‖ρGS) =
(sin πx

n

)2(1−n) (
sin

πx
n

)−2
(

det
[

1
sin(tij/2)

]
i,j∈[1,2n]

)−1

. (4.3.12)

While the above functions are sufficient to determine the RReE of integer order, the relative entropies
S(ρGS‖ρi∂φ) and S(ρi∂φ‖ρGS) are obtained from the analytic continuation of (4.3.11) and (4.3.12) and
taking the replica limit n → 1. Such analytic continuations are however very difficult since the integer n
appear as the dimension of a matrix. Fortunately, for the determinant in (4.3.12) the analytic continuation
has been already worked out [355] and it is given by

det
[

1
sin(tij/2)

]
i,j∈[1,2n]

= 4n Γ2 ( 1+n+n csc πx
2

)
Γ2
( 1−n+n csc πx

2

) . (4.3.13)

Thus the ReE can be straightforwardly computed obtaining

S(ρi∂φ‖ρGS) = 2
(

log(2 sin(πx)) + 1− πx cot(πx) + ψ0

(
csc(πx)

2

)
+ sin(πx)

)
, (4.3.14)

where ψ0(z) is the digamma function. The expansion of this ReE for small x agrees with the general result
in [335].

Finding instead the analytic continuation of (4.3.11) is much more complicated. The technical difficulty
stems from the matrix in (4.3.11) having dimension n− 1 instead of n, an apparently innocuous change that
alters completely the structure of the eigenvalues as it could be verified by a direct inspection for small n.
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We mention that, in case one would be interested in an approximate estimate of this ReE, it is sufficient to
employ a rational approximation for the analytic continuation as explained in Ref. [300].

In Figure 4.1 we plot the Rényi relative entropies Sn(ρGS‖ρi∂φ) and Sn(ρi∂φ‖ρGS) for n = 1, 2, 3, 4.
While Sn(ρGS‖ρi∂φ) for n = 2, 3, 4 is always positive and monotonous, this is not the case for Sn(ρi∂φ‖ρGS)
which takes negative values and it is non monotonous for n 6= 1 (for n = 1 is always positive, as it should).
Although Sn(ρGS‖ρi∂φ) is always positive and monotonous, its second derivative clearly changes sign as a
difference compared to Sn(ρGS‖ρVα).

4.3.3 ReE between the vertex and the derivative operators: i∂φ/Vβ

We finally consider the ReE between two different excited states, associated to i∂φ and Vβ respectively.
In this case the replicated function is given by Eq. (4.2.16). This requires the calculation of the 2n-point
correlation function

〈i∂φ(t1,n)i∂φ(t′1,n)
n−1

∏
j=2

Vβ(tj,n)V−β(t′j,n)〉cyl, (4.3.15)

entering in G(n)(ρi∂φ‖ρVβ
), cf. (4.2.16). Noticing that i∂φ(t) =

(
1
α

∂
∂t Vα(t)

)
|α=0, we can relate the desired

correlation function to the derivative of the 2n-point correlation function of vertex operators in the following
way

〈i∂φ(t1,n)i∂φ(t′1,n)
n

∏
j=2

Vβ(tj,n)V−β(t′j,n)〉 =

− 1
α2

∂

∂t1,n

∂

∂t′1,n
〈Vα(t1,n)V−α(t′1,n)

n

∏
j=2

Vβ(tj,n)V−β(t′j,n)〉
∣∣∣∣
α=0

. (4.3.16)

At this point we only have to deal with the 2n-point correlation function of vertex operators, which is given
in (4.3.3). By simple algebra, we can rewrite

〈i∂φ(t1,n)i∂φ(t′1,n)
n

∏
j=2

Vβ(tj,n)V−β(t′j,n)〉 =
C̃α,β(n, x)

4 sin2 (πx
n

) 〈n−1

∏
j=1

Vβ(tj,n)V−β(t′j,n)〉, (4.3.17)

where we defined

C̃α,β(n, x) ≡ −4 sin2 (πx
n

)
α2 ∂t1,n ∂t′1,n

Cα,β(n, x), (4.3.18)

and

Cα,β(n, x) ≡ 〈Vα(t1,n)V−α(t′1,n)〉×

×
n−1

∏
m=1
〈Vβ(tm,n)Vα(t1,n)〉〈V−β(t′m,n)V−α(t′1,n)〉〈Vβ(tm,n)V−α(t′1,n)〉〈V−β(t′m,n)Vα(t1,n)〉. (4.3.19)

The factor 4 sin2 πx
n has been introduced for later convenience. In C̃α,β(n, x) the derivatives give rise to

many different terms, but most of them vanish when considering the limit for α→ 0. The explicit calculation
is long but straightforward and the final result is

C̃α=0,β(n, x) = 1− β2 sin2
(πx

n

)(n−1

∑
k=1

cot
π

n
(x + k)

)(
n−1

∑
l=1

cot
π

n
(−x + l)

)
. (4.3.20)
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We now have all the needed correlations for the RReE Sn(ρi∂φ‖ρVβ
) (or its exponential G(n)(ρi∂φ‖ρVβ

)).
Plugging these correlations into (4.2.16), we have

G(n)(ρi∂φ‖ρVβ
) = n(β2−2)(1−n) C̃α=0,β(n, x)

4 sin2 (πx
n

)
×
〈∏n−1

k=1 Vβ(tk,n)V−β(t′k,n)〉cyl〈i∂φ(t1,1)i∂φ(t′1,1)〉n−1
cyl

〈∏n−1
k=0 i∂φ(tk,n)i∂φ(tk,n)〉cyl〈Vβ(t1,1)V−β(t1,1)〉n−1

cyl

. (4.3.21)

Finally, using the explicit expressions for all the correlation functions (which are known from previous
cases), we get

G(n)(ρi∂φ‖ρVβ
) =

C̃α=0,β(n, x)

(
sin(πx)

n sin
(

πx
n

))β2 (
sin(πx)

n

)2(1−n) 1
4n sin2 (πx

n

) Γ2 ( 1−n+n csc πx
2

)
Γ2
( 1+n+n csc πx

2

) . (4.3.22)

This can be rewritten in the suggestive form

G(n)(ρi∂φ‖ρVβ
) = C̃α=0,β(n, x)G(n)(ρi∂φ‖ρGS)G(n)(ρGS‖ρVβ

), (4.3.23)

which shows that G(n)(ρi∂φ‖ρVβ
) is the product of two G(n) of ρi∂φ or ρVβ

with respect to the ground state
times an “interaction term” given by C̃α=0,β(n, x).

Now in order to take the derivative with respect to n of (4.3.22) and take the replica limit for the ReE,
we would need the analytic continuation to n ∈ C of the (finite) sum ∑n−1

k=1 cot π
n (z+ k). This is easily done

by using an integral representation of the cotangent an inverting the sum with the integral. However, this is
not necessary because in the replica limit (1.4.2), these contributions are multiplied by a term vanishing for
n→ 1. Therefore it is straightforward to derive an analytic expression for the ReE, which ultimately reads

S(ρi∂φ‖ρVβ
) = (2 + β2)[1− πx cot(πx)] + 2 log(2 sin(πx)) + 2ψ0

(
csc(πx)

2

)
+ 2 sin(πx) =

= S(ρi∂φ‖ρGS) + S(ρGS‖ρVβ
), (4.3.24)

i.e. it is just the sum of the relative entropies of the two operators with respect to the ground state given that
the “interaction term” C̃α=0,β(n, x) vanishes in the replica limit.

The RReEs Sn(ρi∂φ‖ρVβ
) for n = 1, 2, 3, 4 are reported for β = 1, 3 in the four panels of Figure 4.1.

As it should, the ReE S1 is always positive and also monotonous. For n 6= 1 we have instead a more
complicated behavior. Indeed Sn(ρi∂φ‖ρVβ

) can be either positive or negative and the range of negativity
depends on the values of both n and β. It is easy to see numerically that for any integer n, it exists a critical
value βc(n) such that for β > βc(n), Sn(ρi∂φ‖ρVβ

) is always positive, but not always monotonous.
We mention that there are no conceptual difficulties for the calculation of G(n)(ρVβ

‖ρi∂φ) for finite
integer n. However, the computation requires to take 2(n− 1) derivatives and therefore it is rather involved,
especially if one desires a closed form valid for arbitrary n.

4.4 The XX spin-chain as a test of the CFT predictions

The goal of this Section is to check the validity of the formulas presented in the previous Section in a lattice
model, a fundamental test that has not yet been performed in the literature.
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FIGURE 4.2: The quantity G(n)(ρV1‖ρGS) as a function of x = `/N for different values of n (= 2, 3, 4
in panels (a), (b) and (c) respectively) plotted only for even values of `. Different symbols correspond to
different system sizes and the red curve is the CFT prediction. The insets show the difference between
the data in the XX model and the CFT prediction, against the leading scaling corrections N−2/n. Each
line corresponds to a given value of x. Panel (d): highlight on the oscillations found with the parity of
the block’s length for a single chain of total length N = 64. Symbols of different colors correspond to
different values of n and the red curves are the CFT predictions.

We consider the easiest model to study the entanglement properties, namely the XX spin-chain defined
by the hamiltonian

HXX = −1
4

N

∑
m=1

[
σx

mσx
m+1 + σ

y
mσ

y
m+1 − hσz

m
]

, (4.4.1)

where σ
x,y,z
m are the Pauli matrices acting on the m-th spin and we assume periodic boundary condition. By

a Jordan-Wigner transformation, the spin hamiltonian is mapped into

HXX = −1
2

N

∑
m=1

[
c†

mcm+1 + c†
m+1cm + 2h

(
c†

mcm −
1
2

)]
. (4.4.2)

The ground-state is a partially filled Fermi sea with Fermi-momentum kF = arccos |h| and the single-
particle dispersion relation εk = | cos k− h|, which can be linearized close to the two Fermi points k = ±kF,
ending up with the two chiral components of a massless Dirac fermion which describes the low energy
physics of the model. Via bosonization this is nothing but the massless boson considered in the previous
Section in CFT formalism.

The hamiltonian (4.4.2) is of the form (1.4.18), with c†
m and cm are creation and annihilation operators

at the site m, and the discussion of Section 1.4.3 applies. Each eigenstate of the hamiltonian is in correspon-
dence with a set of momenta K, with, e.g., the ground-state corresponding to K being the set of all momenta
with absolute value smaller than kF. Low-lying excited states are obtained by removing/adding some par-
ticles in momentum space close to the Fermi sea and are of the gaussian form (1.4.19). Moreover, in the
continuum limit, they can be put in one to one correspondence with the action of CFT primary operators
onto the vacuum. A detailed discussion on this correspondence between lattice and CFT excitations can be
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FIGURE 4.3: The quantity G(n)(ρi∂φ‖ρGS) as a function of x = `/N for different values of n. The
description of the Figure is the same as in Fig. 4.2.

found in Ref. [147]. Here we just mention the two states of our interest. Considering a vanishing external
field h = 0 which corresponds to a half-filled Fermi sea with kF = π/2 and focusing on chains of length
N multiples of 4, that at half-filling has nF = N/2 fermions, the CFT state generated by a vertex operator
Vβ=1|0〉 corresponds in the XX chain to a hole-type, whereas the primary operator (i∂φ) is associated to
the particle-hole excitation.

We use the free fermionic techniques of Section 1.4.3 to test the CFT predictions for the quantities
G(n)(ρ1‖ρ1), cf. (4.2.15), or equivalently the RReEs of integer order n ≥ 2. Consequently, they represent a
very robust test on the validity of all the derivation presented in the previous Section. In particular, through
Eq. (1.4.31), we numerically compute the ratio

Tr
(

ρ1ρn−1
0

)
Tr
(
ρn

1

) (4.4.3)

that in the limit N → ∞ with x = `/N kept constant should converge to the CFT predictions for
G(n)(ρ1‖ρ0) in Eq. (4.2.15). We consider the reduced density matrices ρ1,0 corresponding to all the states
for which we calculated the CFT predictions using the identification between lattice and CFT eigenstates.
The corresponding correlation matrices can be found in Ref. [328].

The numerical data for these G(n) between the chiral vertex operator V1 and the ground state are shown
in Figure 4.2 for different values of n and different system sizes. In the same figure we also report the CFT
prediction G(n)(ρV1‖ρGS) (which we recall equals G(n)(ρGS‖ρV1)). It is clear that the data converge to the
CFT predictions by increasing the system size, but with a slower convergence for higher value of n.

It is very interesting to study quantitatively the convergence of the data to the CFT prediction when
increasing N as shown in the insets of the Figure for various n. For the ground-state Rényi entropies Sn(`)
of free fermionic models, this convergence has been studied analytically in several works [196, 303, 308]
and it has been found to be of the form N−2/n. These corrections to the scaling found a CFT interpretation
in Ref. [307] where it was understood that they originate from the local insertion of a relevant operator at the
conical singularities defining the Riemann surface (alternatively can be thought as effects of the entangling
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FIGURE 4.4: The quantity G(n)(ρGS‖ρi∂φ) as a function of x = `/N for different values of n. The
description of the Figure is the same as in Fig. 4.2.

surface [155,156]). Generically, in an infinite system they scale as `−2∆/n where ∆ is the scaling dimension
of the operator at the conical singularity and ` being the subsystem size. In finite systems, at fixed x = `/N,
one can just replace ` by N. For the XX model one finds ∆ = 1 [196, 303, 307]. The same corrections of
the form N−2/n have also been found for excited states [349]. This is simply explained by the fact that the
conical singularities are independent from the state, as studied in more details in [356].

Also in our study of the relative entropies, or more precisely of the quantities G(n)(ρ1‖ρ0), the structure
of the Riemann surface is not altered by the presence of different fields generating the states. Thus one can
safely conjecture that the leading corrections to the scaling must be once again of the form N−2/n. For
G(n)(ρV1‖ρGS), this is confirmed to a great level of accuracy by the insets of Figure 4.2.

In the last panel of Figure 4.2 we also study the effect of the parity of the subsystem size `. In the ground
state (as well as in excited states), it is well known that the leading corrections to the scaling are not smooth
functions of x = `/L but they behave as [303]

Sn(`)− SCFT
n (`) ∝ N−2/N fn(`/N) cos(2kF`). (4.4.4)

This oscillating term reduces to (−1)` at half filling kF = π/2 (i.e. for zero magnetic field). Again similar
oscillations are expected also for G(n)(ρ1‖ρ0), as confirmed by the data in Figure 4.2 (d).

In Figures 4.3 and 4.4 we report the data for the replicated ReEs between the ground state and the
particle-hole excitation (corresponding in the continuum limit to the state generated by i∂φ). The overall
discussion is very similar to the one above for the state generated by Vβ with the data approaching the
CFT predictions G(n)(ρi∂φ‖ρGS) and G(n)(ρGS‖ρi∂φ) for large N as N−2/n (and also with pronounced
parity effects in panels (d)). As in CFT, these functions are not symmetric under the exchange of the states
in the ReE and in fact there is also a pronounced qualitative difference (already observed in CFT): while
G(n)(ρGS‖ρi∂φ) is a monotonous function of x (as G(n)(ρGS‖ρV1), G(n)(ρi∂φ‖ρGS) grows as x increases
from zero, has a maximum at a value depending on n and then decreases.

Finally in Figure 4.5 we report the data corresponding to G(n)(ρi∂φ‖ρV1). Once again the data ap-
proaches the CFT perditions as N−2/n and we find that this is not a monotonous function of x, in analogy
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FIGURE 4.5: The quantity G(n)(ρi∂φ‖ρV1) as a function of x = `/N for different values of n. The
description of the Figure is the same as in Fig. 4.2.

to G(n)(ρi∂φ‖ρGS).

4.5 Concluding remarks

In this Chapter we applied the replica method [144] to work out several explicit examples of ReE between
primary fields of the free bosonic CFT, as well as the RReE (4.1.3). The CFT results have been carefully
tested against exact lattice calculations for the XX spin-chain, finding perfect agreement, once corrections
to the scaling are properly taken into account. We must mention that we did not manage to work out the
analytic continuation in the replica index for all the states we considered. It is, indeed, well known that
finding the analytic continuation is not always an easy task and in some cases, it is useful to resort to some
approximations. For the ReE, a possible approximation is an expansion for small subsystem presented in
Ref. [335] which has also been extended to the case of disjoint intervals [337], but its regime of validity
is relatively small. A similar problem occurs also for the REEs of two disjoint intervals [248, 249]. In
that case, among the many proposed approximations, an ingenious conformal block expansion has been
considered [357, 358] which turned out to describe effectively numerical data although the expansion is not
systematic (more on this topic in Chapter 6). It would be interesting to investigate whether some similar
approach could be used also for the ReE.

Several generalizations could be worth investigating. For example, one can consider other CFTs (such
as Ising or other minimal models) as well as one can study different lattice models both free and interacting.
One could also deal with more general excitations, but when more complicated operators correspond to the
excited states, the explicit calculations become very involved. For standard REEs, the extension of this kind
of analysis to descendants operators is reported in Ref. [350] and in principle may be applied also to the
ReE. However, the calculation appears to be very cumbersome and difficult to extend to arbitrary values of
the replica index n.
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Chapter 5

Trace distance in QFT

Despite the relative entropy provides an interesting quantity to look at to gain insights about two different
quantum states, one of the main drawbacks is that it is not a proper distance (mathematically speaking).
Among all the possible metrics we can borrow from quantum information, here we focus on the trace
distance (TrD). In particular, we report on the replica approach to calculate the subsystem TrD for a generic
QFT that we recently put forward in Ref. [146]. Restricting to CFT in (1 + 1)d, then, explicit results for
the TrDs among the RDMs of several low lying states in 2d free massless boson and fermion theories are
provided and further compared with numerical calculations in XX and Ising spin chains. This Chapter is
based on the Letter [146] and the subsequent paper, Ref. [147].

5.1 Introduction

The problem of measuring the distance between density matrices has been intensively considered in quantum
information theory, where several different measures have been introduced, see e.g. [9,59] as reviews. Given
two normalized density matrices ρ and σ (i.e. with Trρ = Trσ = 1), an important family of distances is
given by (Schatten) n-distances Dn(ρ, σ), defined in the Introduction, Eq. (1.2.7). Actually, as long as we
are dealing with finite dimensional Hilbert spaces, all distances (including the Dn’s) are equivalent, in the
sense that they bound each other

cnm Dn(ρ, σ) ≤ Dm(ρ, σ) ≤ cmn Dn(ρ, σ), (5.1.1)

for some constants cnm. However this ceases to be the case for infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces, because
the constants cnm depend on the Hilbert space dimension. For this same reason, it is not obvious how to
compare distances between RDMs associated with subsystems of different sizes, which is one of the main
goals when dealing with the entanglement scaling behavior. Given this state of affairs, it is natural to wonder
whether one distance is special compared to the others and, in this respect, it is well known that the TrD

D(ρ, σ) =
1
2
‖ρ− σ‖1, (5.1.2)

(i.e. Eq. (1.2.7) for n = 1) has several properties that made it more effective than the others [9, 59, 360]. In
particular, an important feature of such metric is that it provides an upper bound for the difference between
the expectation values of observables in the two states ρ and σ, i.e.

|Tr(ρ− σ)O| ≤ ‖ρ− σ‖1‖O‖∞ = 2D(ρ, σ)‖O‖∞. (5.1.3)

It is clear that the bound (5.1.3) does not depend on the Hilbert space dimension, while it would not be the
case for Dn(ρ‖σ) with n 6= 1. This means that if ρ and σ are “close”, also the expectation values of an
arbitrary observable O (of finite norm) are “close”: we will provide important examples of how choosing
the “wrong distance” could lead to misleading results.

In an extended quantum system, especially in a QFT, it is extremely difficult to evaluate the TD (5.1.2),
as, for example, discussed in [360]. This is one of the reason why in the literature there has been an intensive
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investigation of the relative entropy S(ρ‖σ), which bounds the TrD according to the Pinsker’s inequality [59]

D(ρ, σ) ≤
√

1
2

S(ρ‖σ). (5.1.4)

In this Chapter, we review and apply the method to compute the TrD developed in Ref. [146], which
is based on the path integral representation of the RDMs and an ad hoc replica trick, as anticipated in
the Introduction, Eq. (1.4.5), and detailed in the following. The method can be applied to many different
situations, but here we focus on 1d systems described by a 2d CFT, with the subsystem consisting of an
interval of length ` embedded in a circle of length L. In such a setting, entanglement measures as the
REEs and EE have been considered. In particular, using the twist operators [17, 18, 148] and their operator
product expansion (OPE) [248, 357, 358, 361–365], a universal short interval expansion has been derived.
This expansion also generalizes to subsystem TrDs between the low-lying excited states in 2d CFT.

The remaining part of this Chapter is arranged as follows. In Section 5.2, after presenting in details the
replica trick for the TrD, we derive the universal formula of the leading order TrD of one interval in the
short interval expansion and exact results for a special class of states. In Section 5.3 we consider the 2d free
massless compact boson theory and calculate TrD and several n-distances. We test our analytic predictions
against exact numerical calculations for the XX spin chain. The same quantities for the 2d free massless
fermion theory are investigated in Section 5.4 and tested against exact numerical calculations in the critical
Ising spin chain. We conclude with discussions in Section 5.5.

5.2 Subsystem trace distance in QFT

The problem in the calculations of the TrD (5.1.2) resides in the presence of the absolute value of the
eigenvalues of ρA − σA. Because of this absolute value, the only way to directly get the desired quantity
would be by explicitly diagonalising ρA − σA, a problem that is made even more complicated by the fact
that the two RDMs generically do not commute. Absolute values of matrices can be anyhow tackled with
a replica trick, an idea first introduced, to the best of our knowledge, by Kurchan [366] and later applied to
many different situations [367–370], including to the entanglement negativity [94, 145]. This trick for the
TrD, and more generically for all the n-distance for arbitrary real n, works as follows. Given two (Hermitian)
density matrices ρ and σ, we have by definition

‖ρ− σ‖n
n = Tr|ρ− σ|n = ∑

i
|λi|n, (5.2.1)

with λi being the eigenvalues of (ρ− σ). Note that, for ne being an even integer, it holds

Tr|ρ− σ|ne = Tr(ρ− σ)ne . (5.2.2)

Therefore, if we compute Tr(ρ − σ)ne for generic even integer ne = 2, 4, · · · , we can then consider its
analytical continuation to any real number. In case we manage to work out such an analytic continuation,
the TrD is then simply obtained as

D(ρA, σA) =
1
2

lim
ne→1

Tr(ρA − σA)
ne . (5.2.3)

The calculation of Tr(ρA− σA)
n for general integer n is instead a relatively simple issue. Indeed, expanding

the power of the difference, one just has to compute a sum of the traces of products of ρA’s and σA’s,
Eq. (1.4.14). For example for n = 2 we have Tr(ρA − σA)

2 = Trρ2
A + Trσ2

A − 2Tr(ρAσA) and so on
for larger n (but keep in mind that ρA and σA do not commute). Incidentally, this simplicity is the main
reason why in the literature the (Schatten) 2-distance has been largely studied in many applications, instead
of the more physical trace norm. We stress that for odd n = no, Tr(ρA − σA)

no does not provide the
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no-distance (because of the absence of the absolute value). Also, the limit no → 1 gives the trivial result
Tr(ρA − σA) = 0 (in full analogy with what happens for the negativity [94, 145]).

Within QFT, the single objects within the sum (1.4.14) already appeared in the replica trick for the
ReE [143, 144], and, in some cases, they have been explicitly computed [143, 144, 328, 335, 336]: this is
done as explained in Section 1.4.2, Eq. (1.4.15) (see also Chapter (4)). Still, performing the whole sum and
obtaining its analytic continuation is not an easy task. We remind that the method is very general in the
sense it applies to generic situations for one-dimensional systems, even if in the following we just focus on
eigenstates of CFTs.

5.2.1 The trace distance between primary states in CFT

In this Section, we specialize to the case when the RDMs ρA and σA correspond to low lying eigenstates of
a 2d CFT; we focus on periodic systems of total length L and on a subsystem being an interval of length `.
Similarly to the discussion in Section 4.2, analytical results can be obtained by looking to a special class of
states in a 2d CFT. We study the distance between RDMs of orthogonal eigenstates associated to primary
operators; as we shall see, while the distance between the entire states is maximal, subsystems may be rather
close and they distance has different functional form depending on the considered states.

For a general primary operator X , let (hX , h̄X ) be its conformal weights and ∆X = hX + h̄X and sX =
hX − h̄X its scaling dimension and spin, respectively. We exploit Eq. (1.4.14) to compute Tr (ρX − ρY )

n

for two RDMs associated to two primary operators X and Y . For such states, as discussed in the previous
Chapter, Section 4.2, each term of the sum corresponds to a correlation function with insertions of the fields
X and Y on the Riemann surface [349, 371],

Tr
(
ρm
Yρn
X
)
=

Zn+m(A)

Zm+n
1

〈∏m
k=1 Y(wk)Y†(w′k)∏n+m

i=1+m X (wi)X †(w′i)〉Rn

〈Y(w1)Y†(w′1)〉mR1
〈X (w1)X †(w′1)〉nR1

. (5.2.4)

In the case of A being a single interval, in order to calculate the correlators appearing in (5.2.4), one
could either introduce twist fields or consider a conformal transformation mapping the Riemann surface to
the complex plane, where the correlators themselves can be explicitly evaluated. While the representation
in terms of twist field is a powerful tool to get the short-interval expansion, this second method allows in
some cases to get the full analytic result for an interval of arbitrary length.

We first consider this second approach, in which case case, the mapping to the complex plane can be
achieved, e.g., by

f (z) =
(

z− e2πi`/L

z− 1

)1/n

. (5.2.5)

The final result for the entire sum in Eq. (1.4.14) can be then written as a sum of such correlation functions
as follows

Tr(ρX − ρY )n = cn

( L
πε

sin
π`

L

)−4hn

×∑
S

{
(−)|S|i2(|S̄ |sX+|S|sY )

( 2
n

sin
π`

L

)2(|S̄ |∆X+|S|∆Y )

×
〈[

∏
j∈S̄

(
f hX
j,` f̄ h̄X

j,` f hX
j f̄ h̄X

j X ( f j,`, f̄ j,`)X †( f j, f̄ j)
)]

×
[
∏
j∈S

(
f hY
j,` f̄ h̄Y

j,` f hY
j f̄ h̄Y

j Y( f j,`, f̄ j,`)Y†( f j, f̄ j)
)]〉

C

}
. (5.2.6)

Here S̄ = S0/S , f j = e
2πij

n and f j,` = e
2πi
n (j+ `

L ). Eq. (5.2.6) relates the even (Schatten) n-distances between
the RDM of two primary states |X 〉 and |Y〉 to the 2n-point correlation function of the corresponding
primary fields on the complex plane. Such correlation functions may be calculated in some specific cases,
as we shall see, but in general it is not possible to work them out in a closed form as function of n in
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order to obtain the analytic continuation for the TrD. Anyway, even if too complicated to extract direct
information, from Eq. (5.2.6) we can already draw one very important conclusion. Indeed, in the limit
n→ 1 (independently of the parity of n) the dependence on the ultraviolet cutoff ε washes out. Importantly,
this means that the TrD is a universal, cutoff independent, scale invariant function of `/L (i.e., it does not
separately depend on ` and L). This is another very important property that puts the TrD on a special foot
compared to the other Schatten distances that instead are cutoff dependent and not scale invariant (but only
scale covariant since they have non zero dimension). For this reason, as for other quantities discussed above
(cfr. Eqs. (4.2.4), (4.2.15)), it is worth and useful to introduce a scale-invariant and cutoff-independent ratio
for the n-distance as

Dn(ρA, σA) =
1
2

Tr|ρA − σA|n
Trρn

0
, (5.2.7)

in which ρ0 is the RDM of the subsystem A in the CFT ground state. Within this normalisation by Trρn
0 , the

function Dn in Eq. (5.2.7) has the simpler expression in CFT. When there is no ambiguity, we will also call
Dn(ρ, σ) loosely as the n-distance, but the true n-distance is instead

Dn(ρA, σA) = [Dn(ρA, σA)Trρn
0 ]

1/n . (5.2.8)

The replica limit (5.2.3) now takes the form

D(ρA, σA) = lim
ne→1
Dne(ρA, σA). (5.2.9)

Eq. (5.2.8) also highlights one of the main reasons why the TrD is better than all other n-distances.
In CFT Dn(ρA, σA) is always a smooth function of `/L in the interval [0, 1] and so it is its replica limit
D(ρA, σA). Conversely, since Trρn

0 goes to zero as L→ ∞, irrespective of the value of `/L, the n-distance
always vanishes in the thermodynamic limit. Consequently, a study of n-distance may artificially signal the
closeness of two RDMs that actually are very different.

5.2.2 Short interval expansion

The OPE of twist operators [248, 357, 361, 362] can be used to write down and asymptotic expansion of
the multipoint correlation functions of the twist operators. For example, in terms of quasiprimary operators
and their derivatives in the n-fold theory CFTn (see Section 1.4.2), the OPE of twist operators takes the
form [362]

T (z, z̄)T̄ (0, 0) =
cnε2(hn+h̄n)

z2hn z̄2h̄n
∑
K

dK ∑
r,s≥0

ar
K

r!
ās

K
s!

zhK+r z̄h̄K+s∂r ∂̄sΦK(0, 0). (5.2.10)

The summation K is over all the orthogonal quasiprimary operators ΦK in CFTn, with conformal weights
(hK, h̄K), and they can be constructed from the orthogonal quasiprimary operators in the original one-fold
CFT. In Eq. (5.2.10) the following constants have been defined

ar
K ≡

Cr
hK+r−1

Cr
2hK+r−1

, ās
K ≡

Cs
h̄K+s−1

Cs
2h̄K+s−1

, with Cy
x =

Γ(x + 1)
Γ(y + 1)Γ(x− y + 1)

. (5.2.11)

The OPE coefficients, moreover, can be calculated as [248]

dK =
1

αK`hK+h̄K
lim
z→∞

z2hK z̄2h̄K〈ΦK(z, z̄)〉Rn , (5.2.12)

with αK being the normalisation of ΦK andRn being the n-fold Riemann surface for one interval A = [0, `]
on the complex plane. The expectation value onRn is estimated by mapping to the complex plane.

For a general translationally invariant state ρ, in the OPE of twist operators we only need to consider
CFTn quasiprimary operators that are direct products of the quasiprimary operators {X } of the original
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CFT [358, 364]
Φj1,j2,··· ,jk

K = X j1
1 · · · X

jk
k . (5.2.13)

From the OPE coefficient of X j1
1 · · · X

jk
k , which we denote by dj1···jk

X1···Xk
, one can define the coefficient [364]

bX1···Xk = ∑
0≤j1,··· ,jk≤n−1

dj1···jk
X1···Xk

, (5.2.14)

where the sum is constrained in order to avoid overcounting. For examples, for Xj1Xj2 one has 0 ≤ j1 <
j2 ≤ n− 1, and for Xj1Xj2Yj3 with X 6= Y one has 0 ≤ j1, j2, j3 ≤ n− 1 with constraints j1 < j2, j1 6= j3,
j2 6= j3. For the RDM ρA of such states, one finds the following expansion [358, 363–365]

Trρn
A = cn

( `
ε

)−4hn[
1 +

n

∑
k=1

∑
{X1,··· ,Xk}

`∆X1+···+∆Xk bX1···Xk〈X1〉ρ · · · 〈X1〉ρ
]
, (5.2.15)

with the summation being over all the sets of orthogonal nonidentity quasiprimary operators {X }. This
allows to derive the short interval behaviour of the Rényi and entanglement entropies.

We then get to the TrD. Although Eq. (5.2.6) is model dependent and generically complicated to be
worked out analytically, also in this case is indeed possible to use the OPE of twist fields to obtain a general
result in the limit `� L.

Let ρA, σA be the RDMs of two CFT eigenstates ρ, σ, not only primary and quasiprimary states, but
also descendents or even thermal states. The OPE of twist fields, Eq. (5.2.10), leads to

TrA(ρA − σA)
n = cn

( `
ε

)−4hn

∑
{X1,··· ,Xn}

`∆X1+···+∆Xn bX1···Xn

(
〈X1〉ρ − 〈X1〉σ

)
· · ·
(
〈Xn〉ρ − 〈Xn〉σ

)
.

(5.2.16)
For two different states ρ, σ, quasiprimary operators φ such that

〈φ〉ρ − 〈φ〉σ 6= 0, (5.2.17)

should exist. Among these, we select the operator φ with the smallest scaling dimension ∆φ = hφ + h̄φ,
and the spin is given by sφ = hφ − h̄φ, where (hφ, h̄φ) denote the corresponding conformal weights. We
choose φ to be Hermitian and so the normalisation factor is αφ > 0. Note that φ can only be bosonic, i.e.
sφ is an integer, otherwise 〈φ〉ρ = 〈φ〉σ = 0. When sφ is an even integer 〈φ〉ρ, 〈φ〉σ are real, and when sφ

is an odd integer 〈φ〉ρ, 〈φ〉σ are pure imaginary. Moreover, we only consider unitary CFTs, so that hφ > 0,
h̄φ > 0.

Here, for simplicity, we only consider the case when only one of such operators exists (non-degenerate
case). For a general even integer ne, we get

Tr(ρA − σA)
ne = cne

( `
ε

)−4hne [
`ne∆φ bφne

(
〈φ〉ρ − 〈φ〉σ

)ne + o(`ne∆φ)
]
, (5.2.18)

with φne denoting the direct product of ne φ’s. Note that bφne = d0···(ne−1)
φne . Then, we consider the analytical

continuation in ne and get Tr|ρA − σA|ne for a general real number. In particular, for ne → 1, this leads to
the desired universal leading order term of the TrD in short interval expansion

D(ρA, σA) =
xφ`∆φ

2

∣∣∣ 〈φ〉ρ − 〈φ〉σ√
αφ

∣∣∣+ o(`∆φ). (5.2.19)
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Here αφ is the normalisation of the field φ (in most of the cases αφ = 1), and the to-be-determined coefficient
xφ is given by the replica limit (ne = 2p, p = 1, 2, · · · )

xφ = lim
p→1/2

i2psφ α
p
φd0···(2p−1)

φ2p = lim
p→1/2

i2psφ

α
p
φ(2p)2p∆φ

〈 2p−1

∏
j=0

[
f hφ

j f̄ h̄φ

j φ( f j, f̄ j)
]〉

C
, f j = e

πij
p . (5.2.20)

Note that in (5.2.20), we did not keep track of the Schwarzian derivative part in the conformal transformation
of the quasiprimary operator φ because it just cancels out in the limit ne → 1 (i.e. p → 1/2), when using
(5.2.12) to calculate the OPE coefficient d0···(ne−1)

φne .
We stress that Eq. (5.2.19) only applies to the case with no degeneracy at scaling dimension ∆φ. We will

see that one can relax this condition while applying to the specific case of the free boson. We also mention
that, in a similar fashion, the universal leading order of the relative entropy in short interval expansion was
derived [335, 336, 365]

S(ρA‖σA) =

√
πΓ(∆φ + 1)`2∆φ

22(∆φ+1)Γ(∆φ +
3
2 )

(〈φ〉ρ − 〈φ〉σ)2

i2sφ αφ
+ o(`2∆φ). (5.2.21)

with φ a quasiprimary operator with the smallest scaling dimension among the ones that satisfing Eq. (5.2.17).
However, differently from the trace distance, this time in the degenerate case, we just need to sum all the
quasiprimary operators φ satisfying the constraint (5.2.17).

From Eq. (5.2.20) and for an integer p = 1, 2, · · · , the replica limit can be obtained using the function
F(p)

φ (`/L) defined in Eq. (4.2.4) and rewritten as

F(p)
φ

( `
L

)
=

i2psφ

α
p
φ

( 2
p

sin
π`

L

)2p∆φ
〈 p−1

∏
j=0

[
f hφ

j,` f̄ h̄φ

j,` f hφ

j f̄ h̄φ

j φ( f j,`, f̄ j,`)φ
†( f j, f̄ j)

]〉
C

,

where f j,` = e
2πi

p (j+ `
L ), f j = e

2πij
p . In fact, when φ is Hermitian we have φ† = φ and so

xφ =
F(1/2)

φ (1/2)

22∆φ
. (5.2.22)

Furthermore, if φ is a primary operator, F(p)
φ (`/L) is related to the p-th order Rényi entropy S(p)

A,φ(`) for
A = [0, `] in the state |φ〉

F(p)
φ (`/L) = e−(p−1)[S(p)

A,φ(`)−S(p)
A,0(`)]. (5.2.23)

In Refs. [349, 371], Eq. (5.2.23) has been explicitly evaluated for several operators and in some cases also
the analytic continuation is available [355]. Note that (5.2.23) only applies to the case that φ is a primary
operator, while (5.2.22) also applies to the case that φ is a quasiprimary operator.

Finally we mention that from the inequality (5.1.4) and from the universal leading order of the relative
entropy (5.2.21), one can get a universal upper bound to the coefficient xφ, solely depending on the scaling
dimension

xφ ≤ xmax(∆φ) =

√ √
πΓ(∆φ + 1)

22∆φ+1Γ(∆φ +
3
2 )

. (5.2.24)

We will check such bound for various examples in the boson and fermion theories.
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5.2.3 Exact general result for the 2-distance from the ground state

We mention that the second (Schatten) norm can be straightforwardly obtained between ground state ρ0 and
a primary state ρφ. Indeed, we have

D2(ρ0, ρφ) =
1
2

Tr(ρ0 − ρφ)2

Trρ2
0

=
1
2

(
1 +

Trρ2
φ

Trρ2
0
− 2Trρ0ρφ

Trρ2
0

)
, (5.2.25)

on which the second term is just the universal function F(2)
φ (`/L) in (5.2.22), while the last term is just a

two point function in a two-sheeted surface given by

Tr(ρφρ0)

Trρ2
0

=
( sin π`

L

2 sin π`
2L

)2∆φ

, (5.2.26)

where ∆φ is scaling dimension of φ. Hence, we finally have

D2(ρ0, ρφ) =
1 + F(2)

φ (`/L)

2
−
(

cos
π`

2L

)2∆φ

. (5.2.27)

If in (5.2.25) we replace ρ0 with a primary state, the only difference is that Trρφ1 ρφ2 is a four-point function
in the 2-sheeted Riemann surface. The latter can be easily calculated on a case by case basis, but it has not a
simple expression as (5.2.27). Notice that the property F(2)

φ (`/L) ≥ 1 [349] ensures that the rhs of (5.2.27)
is non negative, as it should.

5.3 Free massless compact boson

In this Section, we consider the 2d free massless compact boson theory (i.e. with the target space being
a circle of finite radius) defined on an infinite cylinder of circumference L, usually denoted as a Luttinger
liquid in condensed matter. The model has been introduced in Section 4.3 and further details can be found
in [83]. We recall that the boson field has diffeomorphic φ and anti-diffeomorphic part φ̄. The states in
which we are interested are those generated by the action of the following operators: the identity operator
I, with conformal weights (0, 0), and its descendent at the second level, the stress tensors T and T̄ with
conformal weights (2, 0), (0, 2); the currents J = i∂φ, J̄ = i∂̄φ̄ and J J̄ whose conformal weights are
given by (1, 0), (0, 1) and (1, 1), respectively; the vertex operators Vα,ᾱ = exp(iαφ + iᾱφ̄) with conformal
weights (α2/2, ᾱ2/2). While T and T̄ are quasiprimary operators, all the others are primary operators.
We denote the ground state as |0〉, and the low energy excited states are constructed by acting on it with a
primary operator, obtaining the following set of states: |Vα,ᾱ〉, |J〉, | J̄〉, |J J̄〉. We denote the RDMs of A in
these states, respectively, as ρα,ᾱ, ρJ , ρ J̄ , ρJ J̄ and ρ0 for the ground state. Note that ρ0,0 = ρ0.

5.3.1 Short interval results

In this subsection we report the explicit form of the short distance expansion for all the states we consider
for the free boson. The general form is always given by Eq. (5.2.19) with xφ in (5.2.20) or equivalently
(5.2.22). Here we identify the leading operator φ contributing to each distance and explicitly provide the
analytic continuation for xφ.

Vertex-Vertex distance: non-degenerate case. We first consider the distance between two states gener-
ated by the a vertex operators, namely |Vα,ᾱ〉 and |Vα′,ᾱ′〉. The leading operators entering in the OPE are the
primaries J and J̄ with expectation values

〈J〉α,ᾱ =
2πiα

L
, 〈 J̄〉α,ᾱ = −2πiᾱ

L
. (5.3.1)
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They are both operators with minimal dimension ∆J = ∆ J̄ = 1 and we use the normalisation αJ = 1. The
CFT formula (5.2.19) only applies to the case with no degeneracies in the sense of Eq. (5.2.17): this implies
for the vertex operator that either α = α′ or ᾱ = ᾱ′, else both J and J̄ would contribute. At this point,
for the non-degenerate case, the only missing factor is xJ (or x J̄). This can be read off Eqs. (5.2.22) and
(5.2.23). Indeed the REEs in the current state have been derived in the form of a determinant in [349, 371]
and analytically continued in [355]. The final result reads [355]

F(p)
J (`/L) = F(p)

J̄ (`/L) =
( 2

p
sin

π`

L

)2p Γ2( 1+p+p csc π`
L

2

)
Γ2
( 1−p+p csc π`

L
2

) . (5.3.2)

Using such result and plugging F(1/2)
J (1/2) in Eq. (5.2.22), we get

xJ = x J̄ =
1
π

. (5.3.3)

Notice that they satisfy the bound (5.2.24) with xmax(1) = 1/
√

6. Finally, putting all pieces together in Eq.
(5.2.19) we get the leading orders of the TrDs:

D(ρα,ᾱ, ρα′,ᾱ) =
|α− α′|`

L
+ o
( `

L

)
, D(ρα,ᾱ, ρα,ᾱ′) =

|ᾱ− ᾱ′|`
L

+ o
( `

L

)
. (5.3.4)

Vertex-Current distance: non-degenerate case. Then we consider the TrD between a vertex state |Vα,ᾱ〉
and one of the three current states |J〉, | J̄〉, |J J̄〉. The OPE is again dominated by the current operator, so to
apply Eq. (5.2.19) we need the expectation value of the current in the vertex state, as in Eq. (5.3.1), and also
the expectation values of J, J̄ in the current states |J〉, | J̄〉, |J J̄〉. They are simply given by

〈J〉J = 〈J〉 J̄ = 〈J〉J J̄ = 〈 J̄〉J = 〈 J̄〉 J̄ = 〈 J̄〉J J̄ = 0. (5.3.5)

In this case, to apply Eq. (5.2.19), the non degeneracy condition implies either α = 0 or ᾱ = 0, for which
we simply get (using also Eq. (5.3.3))

D(ρJ , ρα,0) = D(ρ J̄ , ρ0,α) =
|α|`

L
+ o
( `

L

)
, D(ρJ , ρ0,ᾱ) = D(ρ J̄ , ρᾱ,0) =

|ᾱ|`
L

+ o
( `

L

)
,

D(ρJ J̄ , ρα,0) = D(ρJ J̄ , ρ0,α) =
|α|`

L
+ o
( `

L

)
. (5.3.6)

When both α and ᾱ are non zero, we are in the degenerate case which will be considered in the following.
Instead, if α = ᾱ = 0 (i.e. for the distance between the current and the ground state), the leading term

vanishes and we have to go to the next operator in the OPE which is the stress energy tensor. This can
be obtained as follows. The expectation values of the stress tensors in a general primary state |X 〉 with
conformal weights (hX , h̄X ) are given by

〈T〉X =
π2c
6L2 −

4π2hX
L2 , 〈T̄〉X =

π2c
6L2 −

4π2h̄X
L2 . (5.3.7)

This result together with Eq. (5.2.19), with the minimal dimension quasiprimary being one of the stress
tensors, eventually leads to

D(ρ0, ρJ) = D(ρ0, ρ J̄) = xT
2
√

2π2`2

L2 + o
( `2

L2

)
, (5.3.8)
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In this case, obtaining an analytic result for the coefficient xT is much more complicated because T is not
primary and Eq. (5.2.23) does not apply. The general expression for xT may be written as

xT = lim
p→1/2

(2
c

)p〈 2p−1

∏
j=0

[ f 2
j T( f j)]

〉
C

, f j = e
πij
p . (5.3.9)

This result may seem, at first, quite surprising because in the mapping from the Riemann surface to the
complex plane anomalous terms are present since T is not primary. This is indeed the case for the OPE
coefficient for n 6= 1. However, since for n = 1 the transformation from the n-sheeted surface to the plane
is in SL(2, C), then the Schwarzian derivative vanishes, and so all the anomaly terms are at least of order
(n − 1) [372, 373]. Thus they cancel in the n → 1 limit, i.e. in the p → 1/2 limit. Anyhow, getting a
general closed form for Eq. (5.3.9) is rather difficult and hence, an approximate value for this unknown
coefficients xT will be extracted from the numerical results in the XX spin chain later on.

Finally let us notice that from the decoupling of the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic sectors we
simply have

Tr(ρJ − ρJ J̄)
n

Trρn
0

=
Trρn

J

Trρn
0

Tr(ρ0 − ρ J̄)
n

Trρn
0

. (5.3.10)

In the limit n→ 1, this decoupling leads to

D(ρJ , ρJ J̄) = D(ρ0, ρ J̄), (5.3.11)

and, using also Eq. (5.3.8), we get the OPE

D(ρ J̄ , ρJ J̄) = D(ρJ , ρJ J̄) = xT
2
√

2π2`2

L2 + o
( `2

L2

)
. (5.3.12)

Vertex-Vertex and Vertex-Current distances: degenerate case. In the 2d free massless boson theory,
we can actually generalize formula (5.2.19) to the degenerate case. Here we just report the results, for
technical details about the derivation see Ref. [147]. The TrD between two generic vertex operators reads

D(ρα,ᾱ, ρα′,ᾱ′) =
√
(α− α′)2 + (ᾱ− ᾱ′)2 `

L
+ o
( `

L

)
, (5.3.13)

generalising (5.3.4) to the degenerate cases. Similarly, the distance between the generic current and generic
vertex states is given as

D(ρJ , ρα,ᾱ) = D(ρ J̄ , ρᾱ,α) =
√

α2 + ᾱ2 `

L
+ o
( `

L

)
,

D(ρJ J̄ , ρα,ᾱ) =
√

α2 + ᾱ2 `

L
+ o
( `

L

)
, (5.3.14)

which are the generalisations of (5.3.6) to the degenerate cases.

Numerical results in the XX spin chain

In this subsection we test the results for the short length expansion of the TrD against exact numerical
calculations in the XX spin chain at half filling.

Before starting this discussion, we introduce the model in a more general form, meaning the XY model
with transverse field. This is defined by the Hamiltonian

H = −
L

∑
l=1

(1 + γ

4
σx

l σx
l+1 +

1− γ

4
σ

y
l σ

y
l+1 +

λ

2
σz

l

)
, (5.3.15)
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with σ
x,y,z
l denoting the Pauli matrices and L the total number of sites in the spin chain. One can impose

either periodic boundary conditions (PBC) as σ
x,y,z
L+1 = σ

x,y,z
1 , or anti-periodic boundary conditions (APBC)

as σ
x,y
L+1 = −σ

x,y
1 , σz

L+1 = σz
1 . When γ = 0 it defines the XX spin chain (which is the focus here), while

for γ = 1 the Ising spin chain which is critical for λ = 1 (that will be used for numerical checks in
Section 5.4). By Jordan-Wigner transformation [166], the Hamiltonian (5.3.15) is mapped to free fermions,
where different boundary conditions can be imposed as well. In particular APBC on the fermions correspond
to the Neveu-Schwarz (NS) sector in CFT, and PBC give rise instead to the Ramond (R) sector. At the end,
one has totally four sectors (the parity of L is also to be taken into account, see Ref. [147]). In Fourier
transform, for each sector one can write the Hamiltonian as

H = ∑
k

[
(λ− cos ϕk)

(
b†

k bk −
1
2

)
+

iγ
2
(b†

k b†
−k + bkb−k)

]
. (5.3.16)

where bk are fermionic operators and the states are selected according to the parity. Moreover, to diagonalise
(5.3.16), a further Bogoliubov transformation to new fermionic operators, {ck, c†

k}, is needed. Note that for
γ = 0, the Hamiltonian (5.3.16) is already diagonal and the Bogoliubov transformation is not needed.

In the NS (R) sector of the spin chain, one can define an empty state |∅, NS〉 (|∅, R〉) that is annihilated
by all the half integers (integers) modes ck. Other energy eigenstates are obtained by applying a set of the
modes c†

k that are excited above them. The identification of the low-lying energy eigenstates in the spin
chain with the corresponding ones in CFT can be found in Ref. [147].

We focus onto this model because it can be mapped in a free fermionic model, in which case again the
approach of Section 1.4.3 holds. The construction of the correlation matrix of the excited states is discussed
for example in Ref. [328]. Clearly this approach cannot be used for the TrD because this requires the
diagonalisation of the difference ρA − σA and, usually, the two RDMs do not commute. For this reason, we
rely on a brute-force approach that consists in explicitly constructing ρA and σA as 2` × 2` matrices as a
Gaussian matrix (see Ref. [147] for details). Since RDMs are exponentially large in ` we can only access
relatively small subsystem sizes (up to ` ∼ 7). Anyhow, compared to exact diagonalisation methods, we
can consider arbitrarily large systems sizes L.

We will also consider the (Schatten) n-distances. When n is even, this amounts just to consider products
of RDM that can be instad manipulated with standard correlation matrix techniques (cf. Eq. (1.4.31)).
Consequently, in this case we can very easily access subsystem of very large lengths. We stress that this
methods cannot be applied to the (Schatten) n-distances with n odd.

In the remaining of this Section we present our results for the TrDs among the RDMs of several low-
lying excited states and discuss their behaviour for ` � L, comparing with the universal CFT prediction
just obtained. Our results for several representative states are reported in Figure 5.1. The various numerical
data for the XX chain (symbols in the figure) perfectly match the leading order CFT results obtained above
(and full lines in the figure) for `� L. Such agreement is highlighted in the fourth panel where the data are
reported in log-log plots to make more evident the power law behaviour at small `. Notice that in some (few)
cases the first term in the short length expansion are equal, but the numerics surely rule out the possibility
that the entire scaling functions are the same. This for example happens for the distances D(ρJ J̄ , ρ1,0) and
D(ρJ , ρ1,0).

The numerical data reported in Figure 5.1 can be used to complement the analytic CFT results obtained
above. Indeed for a few distances we have not been able to perform the analytic continuation to calculate ex-
actly the amplitude xφ appearing in the short length expansion (5.2.19). In such cases, matching Eq. (5.2.19)
with the numerical results, we get approximately

D(ρ0, ρJ) = D(ρ0, ρ J̄) = D(ρJ , ρJ J̄) = D(ρ J̄ , ρJ J̄) ≈ 0.107
2
√

2π2`2

L2 + o
( `2

L2

)
,

D(ρ0, ρJ J̄) ≈ 0.166
2
√

2π2`2

L2 + o
( `2

L2

)
,

D(ρJ , ρ J̄) ≈ 0.141
2
√

2π2`2

L2 + o
( `2

L2

)
. (5.3.17)
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FIGURE 5.1: TD D(ρ, σ) between the RDMs in several low-lying states as a function of the ratio
between the subsystem ` and the system size L in the XX spin chain. The solid lines denote the leading
order CFT prediction in the limit of short interval, Eqs. (5.3.13), (5.3.14) and (5.3.17). The symbols
joined by dashed lines represent numerical data, obtained with the method in Section 1.4.3. Different
symbols correspond to different L and different colours correspond to different pairs of states.

Some of these results are also shown in Figure 5.1. Comparison with (5.3.8) leads to xT ≈ 0.107 (which
satisfies the bound (5.2.24) with xmax(2) = 1/

√
30 ≈ 0.183).

5.3.2 n-distances for arbitrary subsystem size and analytic continuation

In this subsection, we consider the calculation of the n-distances for arbitrary n and for arbitrary values of
the ratio `/L, specialising the general approach in Section 5.2.1 to a few primary operators in the 2d free
massless boson theory. In a specific case we have also been able to obtain the analytic continuation in n and
find the exact expression of the TrD for an interval of arbitrary length.

Distances between vertex states

We first consider the distances between two states generated by vertex operators for which we can obtain
many analytical results. Specialising Eq. (5.2.6) to vertex operators and using the explicit form of the
multipoint correlation functions of the vertices, we straightforwardly obtain the general form for the n-
distance with n even

Dn[∆α] ≡ Dn(ρα,ᾱ, ρα′,ᾱ′) =
1
2

n

∑
k=0

(−)k ∑
0≤j1<···<jk≤n−1

hn({j1, · · · , jk})∆α, (5.3.18)

where we defined ∆α ≡ (α− α′)2 + (ᾱ− ᾱ′)2, and the function hn({j1, · · · , jk}) of the set {j1, · · · , jk} as

hn(S) =
( sin π`

L

n sin π`
nL

)|S| j1<j2

∏
j1,j2∈S

sin2 π(j1−j2)
n

sin π(j1−j2+`/L)
n sin π(j1−j2−`/L)

n

. (5.3.19)
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FIGURE 5.2: Even n-distance Dn[∆α] for n = 2, 4 as a function of the ratio between the subsystem `
and the system size L in the free compact boson theory. The solid lines are the exact CFT predictions in
(5.3.20). The symbols are the numerical data for a system of size L = 1024 and arbitrary `. Different
colours correspond to different pairs of vertex states ρ and σ (several values of ∆α are considered).

We stress that for an odd integer, n = no, Eq. (5.3.18) does not provide the no-distance. Indeed, when
n = no is an odd integer, the RHS of Eq. (5.3.18) vanishes identically. For even integer n = ne, (5.3.18)
is the (Schatten) ne-distance Dne . Anyhow, the expression (5.3.18) as a sum of products of terms is not in
the right form to be manipulated for the analytic continuation, but it can be considerably simplified for the
smallest even integers, leading to the compact expressions

D2[∆α] = 1−
(

cos
π`

2L

)∆α
,

D4[∆α] = 1 +
(

cos2 π`

2L

)∆α
+ 2
(

cos2 π`

4L
cos

π`

2L

)∆α
, (5.3.20)

which can be shown to be consistent with the leading order results in short interval expansion. The numerical
checks, as obtained via the approach of Section 1.4.3, are reported in Fig. 5.2: the agreement is excellent,
although some oscillating subleading corrections to the scaling affect the data, but the presence of such
deviations is not unexpected since their presence is well known for entanglement related quantities [173,
196,303,307,308]. We checked carefully, by considering several values of L and performing extrapolations,
that indeed such pronounced oscillations go to zero in the thermodynamic limit.

The (Schatten) n-distance Dn[∆α] for general n (also odd or non-integer) is obtained from the analytic
continuation of Dne [∆α] from ne ∈ 2N to an arbitrary real number. To obtain this analytic continuation,
we need to rewrite (5.3.18) in such a way to remove the sum over the permutations. We managed to do this
only for the special case ∆α = 1. Indeed, for ∆α = 1, the scaling function (5.3.18) for an even integer ne
may be rewritten (after some work) as

Dne [1] = 2ne−1
ne/2

∏
j=1

[
sin

π(2j− 1)x
2ne

]2
, (5.3.21)

where x = `/L. This product formula is of the right form to obtain the analytic continuation. Indeed, using
the identity

log sin(πs) = log π −
∫ ∞

0
dt

e−t

t

[est + e(1−s)t − 2
1− e−t − 1

]
, (5.3.22)

we get the analytic continuation to arbitrary n

log 2Dn[1] = n log(2π)− 2
∫ ∞

0
dt

e−t

t

{ 1
1− e−t

[ (e tx
2 − 1)

[
e

tx
2n + e

(
1− (n−1)x

2n

)
t]

e
tx
n − 1

− n
]
− n

2

}
. (5.3.23)
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FIGURE 5.3: Odd n-distance Dn(ρ, σ) for n = 3 (blue) and n = 5 (yellow) as a function of the
ratio between the subsystem ` and the system size L in the free compact boson theory. The solid lines
are the analytic continuation (5.3.23) of the CFT prediction. The symbols (joined by dashed lines) are
numerical data, with different symbols corresponding to different L. The two panels show two different
pairs of vertex states ρ and σ, but both with ∆α = 1. Insets: Zoom in log-log scale of the region `� L.

In particular, for n = 1, Eq. (5.3.23) simplifies dramatically to

D[∆α = 1] =
`

L
. (5.3.24)

Such simple expression tells us that the TrD in this case is entirely determined by the leading OPE in Eq.
(5.3.4). Then all the contributions from operators different from J have OPEs with amplitudes that must
vanish in the limit ne → 1. It is rather natural to wonder whether there is a deeper and general explanation
of this fact and if there are other non trivial implications of this property (not only for TrDs, but also for
other quantities determined by the same OPE coefficients). Other OPE amplitudes in fact vanish in the limit
n → 1 [248] and this has important consequences, e.g., for the entanglement negativity [94, 145]. Finally
notice that the data for the TrD D[∆α = 1] in Fig. 5.1 are perfectly compatible with the simple linear
behaviour of Eq. (5.3.24).

The analytic continuation (5.3.23) provides also non-trivial predictions for the n-distance Dn[1], for
arbitrary n. We can test this prediction against the XX results which we obtained from the full RDMs
(see Ref. [147] for details). In Figure 5.3, we report the results we obtained for n = 3, 5. The spin
chain calculations and the analytic continuation (5.3.23) match rather well, in spite of the presence of the
oscillating correction to the scaling [173,196,303,307,308]. They can appear larger than those reported for
even n in Fig. 5.2, but this is only due to the smaller values of ` we can access from the diagonalisation of
the entire density matrix, compared to the correlation matrix technique used for even n.

When ∆α 6= 1, we are not able to simplify the general expression (5.3.18) to a form useful for the
analytic continuation without the sum over the permutation. We only obtained few specific formulas [147].

Distances involving current states

The replicated distances involving current states have a much more complicated structure compared to the
vertex states. For this reason, we briefly focus here on the distance D(ρJ , ρ1,0) because the numerical data in
Figure 5.1 strongly suggest that this distance is exactly equal to `/L, as the distance between vertex operator
with ∆α = 1.
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Using the correlation functions between current and vertex states, after long but straightforward algebra one
arrives to

Tr(ρJ − ρ1,0)
n

Trρn
0

= ∑
S⊆S0

∑
R⊆S̃

[
(−)|S̄ | (

1
n sin π`

L )2n−|S̄|

(sin π`
nL )
|S̄ |−|R̄|

( ∼
det

r1,r2∈R
1

sin π(r1−r2)
n

)

×
( s̄1<s̄2

∏
s̄1,s̄2∈S̄

sin2 π(s̄1−s̄2)
n

sin π(s̄1−s̄2+`/L)
n sin π(s̄1−s̄2−`/L)

n

)
×
(

∏
r̄∈R̄

∑
s̄∈S̄

1

sin π(r̄−s̄)
n sin π(r̄−s̄−`/L)

n

)]
. (5.3.25)

Note that the sum of the set S is over all the subsets of S0 = {0, 1, · · · , n− 1}, and the complement set
is S̄ = S0/S . The sum of R is over all the subsets of S̃ = S ∪ (S + `

L ), and the complement set is

R̄ = S̃/R. The determinant
∼

det is for the matrix whose diagonal entries are vanishing.
Unfortunately, further simplifications appear very difficult. Nonetheless, this general form is enough to

rule out that the Schatten n-distances Dn(ρJ , ρ1,0) and Dn(ρ0, ρ1,0) are equal: it is enough to calculate the
two distances for some even integer n. For example, for ne = 2 we have (x = `/L)

D2[J, V1,0] =
1
2

(
1− sin3

(πx
2

)
sin(πx)− 2 cos3

(πx
2

)
+

1
64

(cos(2πx) + 7)2
)

, (5.3.26)

which is different from (5.3.20) with ∆α = 1. However, the differences between these distances are rather
small and of higher order in x (e.g. D2[J, V1,0]−D2[V0,0, V1,0] = O(x6)). The same seems true for higher
n. Thus we are not able to distinguish whether D(ρJ , ρ1,0) is equal to `/L or just very close to it.

5.4 Free massless fermion

In this Section, we consider the 2d free massless fermion theory. It is a c = 1
2 CFT and the continuous

limit of the critical Ising spin chain (which is another special case of the XY spin chain with transverse field
defined in Eq. (5.3.15)). We will calculate various TrDs in the fermion theory and Ising spin chain. The
calculations in the 2d free massless fermion theory and Ising spin chain parallel those in the 2d free massless
boson theory and XX spin chain. Therefore, our discussion will be very brief.

In the 2d free massless fermion theory, besides the ground state |0〉, we consider the excited states
generated by the primary operators σ, µ with conformal weights ( 1

16 , 1
16 ), ψ and ψ̄ with conformal weights

( 1
2 , 0) and (0, 1

2 ), respectively, and ε whose conformal weights are instead given by ( 1
2 , 1

2 ). We work in units
such that all the primary operators are normalised to 1.

5.4.1 Short interval results

Here we first focus on the short interval expansion. Using the known scaling function for the Rényi entropies
in the state σ and µ F(p)

σ (`) = F(p)
µ (`) = 1 [349], and exploiting Eq. (5.2.22), we immediately get

xσ = xµ =
1

21/4 ≈ 0.841. (5.4.1)

For the ε state, we instead have [355]

F(p)
ε (`) =

( 2
p

sin
π`

L

)2p Γ2(
1+p+p csc π`

L
2 )

Γ2(
1−p+p csc π`

L
2 )

, (5.4.2)
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FIGURE 5.4: TrD D(ρ, σ) among the RDMs in different low-lying states as a function of the ratio
between the subsystem ` and the system size L in the free fermion theory. The solid lines denote the
leading order CFT prediction in the limit of short interval, Eqs. (5.4.7) and (5.4.8). The symbols joined
by dashed lines represent numerical data, with different symbols corresponding to different L. Different
colours correspond to different pairs of states with “gs” denoting the ground state.

which, using (5.2.22), leads to

xε =
1
π
≈ 0.318. (5.4.3)

As a consistency check, the bound (5.2.24) is satisfied with

xmax(1/8) =
π1/4

25/8

√
Γ(9/8)
Γ(13/8)

≈ 0.885, (5.4.4)

for xσ, xµ, and

xmax(1) =
1√
6
≈ 0.408 . . . , (5.4.5)

for xε.
Plugging the coefficient (5.4.3) and the expectation values

〈ε〉0 = 〈ε〉ψ = 〈ε〉ψ̄ = 〈ε〉ε = 0, 〈ε〉σ = −〈ε〉µ =
π

L
, (5.4.6)

into the general formula (5.2.19), we obtain the leading order behaviour of the following TrDs

D(ρ0, ρσ) = D(ρ0, ρµ) =
`

2L
+ o
( `

L

)
,

D(ρσ, ρψ) = D(ρσ, ρψ̄) = D(ρµ, ρψ) = D(ρµ, ρψ̄) =
`

2L
+ o
( `

L

)
,

D(ρσ, ρε) = D(ρµ, ρε) =
`

2L
+ o
( `

L

)
, (5.4.7)

and
D(ρσ, ρµ) =

`

L
+ o
( `

L

)
. (5.4.8)

Moreover, still from Eq. (5.2.19) and from the expectation values (5.4.6), (5.3.7), we also get

D(ρ0, ρψ) = D(ρ0, ρψ̄) = D(ρψ, ρε) = D(ρψ̄, ρε) = xT
2π2`2

L2 + o
( `2

L2

)
, (5.4.9)

with the unknown coefficients xT = xT̄.
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We checked several of the CFT results (5.4.7) and (5.4.8) against Ising spin chain numerics in Figure 5.4.
From numerical spin chain results, we also get approximately (see again Figure 5.4)

D(ρ0, ρψ) = D(ρ0, ρψ̄) = D(ρψ, ρε) = D(ρψ̄, ρε) ≈ 0.0916
2π2`2

L2 + o
( `2

L2

)
,

D(ρ0, ρε) ≈ 0.153
2π2`2

L2 + o
( `2

L2

)
, D(ρψ, ρψ̄) ≈ 0.115

2π2`2

L2 + o
( `2

L2

)
. (5.4.10)

Comparison with (5.4.9) leads to xT = xT̄ ≈ 0.0916, which satisfies the bound (5.2.24) with xmax(2) =
1/
√

30 = 0.183 . . . .

5.4.2 An exact result

The data in Figure 5.4 strongly suggest that the distance D(ρσ, ρµ) is exactly `/L, i.e. completely fixed by
the first term in the OPE expansion. It is natural to wonder whether we can show this. By replica trick, the
stating point is always Tr(ρσ − ρµ)n that for free massless fermion theory can be computed by bosonisation
(see e.g. [83, 326]). Using standard bosonisation rules (σ2 =

√
2 cos(ϕ/2) and µ2 =

√
2(sin ϕ/2)) and

then the known correlation functions of the vertex operators in the bosonic theory, after some long but easy
algebra we get

Tr(ρσ − ρµ)n

Trρn
0

=
( 1

4n
sin

π`

L

)n/4
∑
S⊆S0

{
(−)|S|

{
(−)|S|

∑i ri+∑j sj=0

∑
{ri=±1,sj=±1}

[(
∏
j∈S̃

sj

)

×
( i<i′

∏
i,i′∈ ˜̄S

∣∣∣ sin
π(i− i′)

n

∣∣∣riri′/2)( j<j′

∏
j,j′∈S̃

∣∣∣ sin
π(j− j′)

n

∣∣∣sjsj′/2)
×
(

∏
i∈ ˜̄S ,j∈S̃

∣∣∣ sin
π(i− j)

n

∣∣∣risj/2)]}1/2
}

. (5.4.11)

Note that the sum of the set S is over all the subsets of S0 = {0, 1, · · · , n− 1}, and the complement set is
S̄ = S0/S . We also have S̃ = S ∪ (S + `

L ),
˜̄S = S̄ ∪ (S̄ + `

L ).
Further simplifications of this formula appear very difficult. However it is straightforward to check

numerically even for a quite large even integer n that

Tr(ρσ − ρµ)ne

Trρne
0

= 2ne
ne/2

∏
j=1

[
sin

π(2j− 1)`/L
2ne

]2
. (5.4.12)

This is exactly the same as the quantity in free massless boson theory in Eq. (5.3.21). Then, using the result
for the analytic continuation in the previous Section, we get the exact TrD

D(ρσ, ρµ) =
`

L
, (5.4.13)

which in fact is exactly what the data in Fig. 5.4 were suggesting.

5.5 Concluding remarks

We developed a systematic approach based on a replica trick to calculate the subsystem TrD in one-
dimensional quantum systems and in particular 2d QFT. The method has been applied to the analytic com-
putation of TrDs between the RDMs of one interval embedded in various low-lying energy eigenstates of a
CFT, especially for free massless boson and fermion theories, where we were able to obtain a full analytic
result for the analytic continuation for arbitrary values of `/L only in one case for the free bosonic theory
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and another for the fermionic one. For all other pairs of states, instead, we have an analytic prediction only
for the first term in the expansion in `/L.

There is at least one aspect of our specific computations that can have important consequences also
for different applications. In fact, we have seen that there are pairs of RDMs of CFT eigenstates that
have finite TrDs (and so local operators are not guaranteed to have the same expectation value in the two
states), but their (Schatten) n-distances, instead, vanish in the thermodynamic limit for all n > 1. In CFT,
by means of scaling arguments, we are able to build from the n-norms some indicators that remain finite
in the thermodynamic limit (see e.g. Eq. (5.2.7)), but in a more general case (e.g. in the absence of
scale invariance) it is not clear whether this is possible. It is then natural to wonder whether some of the
conclusions based on the analysis of other distances (as e.g. in Refs. [360, 374]) could change if one uses a
more appropriate indicator such as the TrD.

There are several possible generalizations to the results presented in this Chapter. First of all one can
consider other states in CFT: open systems [352, 353], disjoint intervals [337], finite temperature, inhomo-
geneous systems [159, 375], etc. Secondly, one can consider subsystem TrDs in 2d massive theories [148].
Another interesting application is related to the study of lattice entanglement Hamiltonians and their relation
to the Bisognano-Wichmann ones [341, 342, 374, 376–381]. Besides, one can consider higher-dimensional
boson and fermion theories, trying to adapt the techniques of Refs. [382–385], at least in the small subsystem
limit.
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Chapter 6

Entanglement of disjoint intervals via the
Zamolodchikov’s recursion formula

The hardest step of all the replica tricks discussed in the previous Chapters is doubtless the analytic con-
tinuation from quantities defined only as functions of an integer parameter n to functions of a complex
variable. While in many cases the exact solution of this problem remains out of reach, different viable ways
to approximately tackle it exist. In this Chapter, based on Ref. [358], we reconsider the computation of the
EE of two disjoint intervals in a (1 + 1) dimensional CFT by conformal block expansion of the four-point
correlation function of twist fields, as first introduced in [357]. We show that accurate results may be ob-
tained by taking into account several terms in the OPE of twist fields and by iterating the Zamolodchikov
recursion formula for each conformal block. We perform a detailed analysis for the Ising CFT and the free
compactified boson. Each term in the conformal block expansion can be easily analytically continued and
so this approach provides a good approximation for the von Neumann entropy.

6.1 Introduction

Twist fields have been presented in the Introduction as special fields allowing to simplify the calculations of
partition functions on complicated geometries. They proved particularly useful in the context of (1 + 1)d
CFT, where they transform under conformal transformations as primary fields with scaling dimension ∆n ≡
∆Tn = ∆T̃n

= c/24(n− 1/n) [17, 18]. In fact, we have seen in Section 1.4.2 that in the case of a single
interval embedded in the infinite line, the determination of the ground state moments Trρn

A is equivalent to
a 2-point function of such fields, whose form is fixed by global conformal invariance, Eq. (1.4.10).

The calculations are however much more complicated in the case of more disjoint intervals, Eq. (1.4.13).
Indeed, global conformal invariance does not fix completely the twist fields correlation functions for N
intervals with N ≥ 2. For example, for N = 2 the required 4-point correlation function can be written as

Trρn
A = c2

n

(
(u2 − u1)(v2 − v1)

(v1 − u1)(v2 − u2)(v2 − u1)(v1 − u2)

) c
6 (n−1/n)

Fn(x), (6.1.1)

where Fn(x) is a model dependent universal function of the cross ratio

x ≡ (u1 − v1)(u2 − v2)

(u1 − u2)(v1 − v2)
. (6.1.2)

A large literature has been devoted to the analytical and numerical determination of the functions Fn(x)
[17, 158, 167–169, 173, 174, 198, 203, 204, 247–250, 298, 316, 318, 357, 361, 362, 372, 386–394], but exact
results are known only for few models. However, even in those few cases when Fn(x) is analytically
known for arbitrary integer n, the analytic continuation of the parameter n from integers to complex values,
needed to get the EE, is a very hard unsolved problem. This is due to the fact that the n dependence of the
function Fn(x) is extremely complicated (two examples will be reported in the following). Some results
are also known for disconnected regions in higher dimensions [382, 387, 395–398], also in holographic
settings [100, 101, 189, 190, 399–401].

A viable and practical way to overcome the difficulties in the analytic continuation has been proposed in
Refs. [300, 402] and consists of performing the continuation numerically by proper rational interpolations
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for several values of n. While this technique may provide rather accurate results in some instances [300],
it is definitively not satisfactory from a theoretical point of view and we would prefer to have an analytic
handle on the analytic continuation. To this aim, an alternative is to consider an expansion of the function
Fn(x) in which each term shows a manageable dependence on n, with a feasible analytic continuation. This
has been considered e.g. in [249], where a general expression for the expansion in powers of the parameter x
has been worked out. Unfortunately, this expansion generically converges slowly, so that it is very difficult,
if not impossible, to get a reliable approximation of the EE for all values of x ∈ [0, 1]. In [357] the authors
suggested that the expansion in powers of the elliptic variable q(x) (see below for a definition) provides an
accurate approximation of the EE already at the lowest order. The main idea was to use the fusion algebra of
twist fields (already introduced in [249]) and consider a conformal blocks’ expansion [83, 403], as usually
done to deal with 4-point functions. Each conformal block is obtained from the recursion formula originally
proposed by Al. B. Zamolodchikov [404], which is an expansion in q(x) and provides an extremely rapid
convergence for the conformal block itself. We must mention that other systematic expansions have also
been considered, but focusing on the semiclassical limit of conformal blocks (i.e. in the limit of large central
charge) and its relation to the holographic result [405–407]. Furthermore, the Zamolodchikov recursion
formula has been used in Ref. [408] to study the time evolution of the entanglement entropy starting from
locally excited states for large central charge.

Here we reconsider the technique introduced in [357] and we show how the results obtained there may
be improved by including more fusion channels, i.e., further conformal families in the OPE of twist fields,
and, when possible, by considering a better approximation of each conformal block through the iteration of
the Zamolodchikov recursion formula.

The Chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2, we start by recalling the main steps needed for
the expansion in conformal blocks of a generic 4-point function of a CFT, and we then generalize to the
case of twist fields. In Section 6.3 we introduce the Zamolodchikov recursion relation, stressing some of its
properties and discussing the approximations that we are going to use. In Section 6.4 we summarise some
known results about the 4-point twist-field correlations which we need as a reference to test the truncations
of conformal block expansion. In Section 6.5 and 6.6 we apply this technique to the computation of Trρn

A
for the Ising CFT and for the compactified boson respectively, and consider their analytic continuation. The
resulting predictions for the EE reasonably match available numerical results. In Section 6.7 we critically
discuss our findings and stress some unsolved issues deserving further investigation.

6.2 Conformal blocks expansion of twist fields correlation functions

Standard conformal blocks expansion: main steps for the derivation

In a generic CFT, global conformal invariance fully fixes the dependence on the positions of the operators in
the 2-point and 3-point functions, but the 4-point correlation is only fixed up to a function of the cross ratios

x ≡ z12z34

z13z24
, x̄ ≡ z̄12z̄34

z̄13z̄24
. (6.2.1)

with zij = zi − zj. In fact, making use of a Moebius transformation, which maps four generic points as
(z1, z2, z3, z4) → (∞, 1, x, 0), the correlation of four generic scaling (quasi-primary) fields

〈φ1(z1, z̄1)φ2(z2, z̄2)φ3(z3, z̄3)φ4(z4, z̄4)〉, (6.2.2)

can be related to the function

F̃ (x, x̄) ≡ lim
w,w̄→∞

w2∆1 w̄2∆̄1〈φ1(w, w̄)φ2(1, 1)φ3(x, x̄)φ4(0, 0)〉

= 〈∆1, ∆̄1|φ2(1, 1)φ3(x, x̄)|∆4, ∆̄4〉, (6.2.3)

which is not fixed by global conformal invariance, but depends on the dynamical input specifying the theory,
i.e. the structure constants Ck

ij or equivalently the OPE coefficients of primary fields. Furthermore, F̃ (x, x̄)
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can be written as a sum of conformal blocks as [83, 403]

F̃ (x, x̄) = ∑
p

Cp
12Cp

34F̃(x, c, ∆p, ∆)F̃(x̄, c, ∆̄p, ∆̄), (6.2.4)

where ∆ ≡ {∆1, ∆2, ∆3, ∆4}, the sum is over all the primary fields of the theory and F̃(x, c, ∆p, ∆) are the
conformal blocks.

The crucial ingredient to prove (6.2.4) is the fact that the fields form an algebra, i.e. for any pair of fields
we can write an operator product expansion

φ3(x, x̄)φ4(0, 0) = ∑
p

Cp
34

x∆p−∆3−∆4 x̄∆̄p−∆̄3−∆̄4
φp(0, 0), (6.2.5)

where {φk} is a basis of scaling fields. Moreover, since the scaling fields can be collected in conformal
families denoted as [φp] (i.e. the set formed by a primary field φp and all its descendants), Eq. (6.2.5) can
be rewritten as

φ3(x, x̄)φ4(0, 0) = ∑
p

Cp
34

x∆p−∆3−∆4 x̄∆̄p−∆̄3−∆̄4
[φp(0, 0)], (6.2.6)

where we used the proportionality between the OPE coefficients of a primary operator with its own descen-
dants. Plugging this OPE into Eq. (6.2.3), we get

F̃ (x, x̄) = ∑
p

Cp
34

x∆p−∆3−∆4 x̄∆̄p−∆̄3−∆̄4
〈∆1, ∆̄1|φ2(1, 1)[φp(0, 0)]|0〉. (6.2.7)

Exploiting the factorisation in holomorphic and antiholomorphic parts, the comparison of the above equation
with Eq. (6.2.4) determines the conformal block

F̃(x, c, ∆p, ∆) ≡ [Cp
12]
−1/2 〈∆1, ∆̄1|φ2(1, 1)[φk(0, 0)]|0〉|hol

x∆p−∆3−∆4
, (6.2.8)

and analogously for the antiholomorphic term.
In Eq. (6.2.4), the sum over p is a sum over conformal families showing that the only independent OPE

coefficients are the ones of the primary fields. In particular, the contribution of the descendants is encoded
in the conformal block F̃(x). If one knows all the proportionality constants relating the OPE coefficients of
primaries and their descendants, the conformal block can be computed explicitly, but their computation is
not generically feasible. As we shall show, it is instead convenient to exploit the property that the conformal
blocks only depends on few variables (∆p, ∆, c), which are the true dynamical inputs.

In the case we are interested in, the four fields have the same scaling dimension ∆i = ∆̄i = ∆ and
the points zi are real zi = z̄i (implying x = x̄). Hence, we get the simplified expression for the 4-point
correlation function

〈φ1(z1, z̄1)φ2(z2, z̄2)φ3(z3, z̄3)φ4(z4, z̄4)〉 =
∣∣∣∣ z13z24

z14z23z12z34

∣∣∣∣4∆

F (x), (6.2.9)

where, using the freedom we have on the definition of the function of the cross ratio, and according to the
convention used for the prefactor in [249] we define

F (x) ≡ [x(1− x)]4∆/3F̃ (x). (6.2.10)

With this notation, the conformal blocks expansion from (6.2.4) and (6.2.10) we get

F (x) = ∑
p

Cp
12Cp

34F(x, c, ∆p, ∆)F(x, c, ∆̄p, ∆̄). (6.2.11)
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Fusion algebra of twist fields and generalised conformal block expansion

We are interested in the EE of two disjoint intervals which is a 4-point correlation function of twist fields
(cf. Eq. (1.4.13)). Since under conformal transformations twist fields behave like primary fields, we expect
that the conformal block expansion could be applied to such a correlation function. The key ingredient is the
operator algebra of the twist fields which have an OPE with a generalised form derived in [249] and which
reads

Tn(z)T̃n(w) = ∑
{k j}

Ck j

n⊗
j=1

φk j

(
z + w

2

)
, (6.2.12)

where the sum is over the scaling fields {φk1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ φkn} of the n-copy Hilbert space Htot ≡ ⊗n
j=1Hj.

Eq. (6.2.12) tells that the monodromy of the product Tn(z)T̃n(w) does not affect the state for distance much
larger than |z− w| and therefore it is possible to expand Tn(z)T̃n(w) in a basis of the fields of the n-copy
theory (where we have n identical decoupled fields).

One could then classify the fields entering the OPE according to the global symmetries of the theory.
In fact, the theory we are dealing with, defined by n copies of the mother CFT, of central charge c, is
itself a CFT with central charge nc, being invariant under conformal transformations generated by the total
stress-energy tensor T = ∑n

i=1 Ti (the sum of the stress tensors of each replica); the associated Virasoro
generators are the modes of T, i.e., Ltot

k = ∑n
j=1 L(j)

k . Therefore, in the expansion in conformal blocks of
any 4-point correlation function for this CFT, each block will include the contribution of a primary operator
and its descendants with respect to this total Virasoro algebra. Thus, Eq. (6.2.12) can be recast in the form

Tn(z)T̃n(w) = ∑
α

Cα[Φα] + · · · , (6.2.13)

where Φα are primary fields with respect to the total Virasoro algebra, i.e., they are defined by the property

Ltot
m Φα = 0 ∀m > 0, (6.2.14)

and Cα are the associated OPE coefficients, that can be computed with a method introduced in [249] (i.e.
through the computation of n-point correlation function of the primaries on the n-sheeted Riemann surface,
see [249] for details), generalized in [362] to deal with general primaries of the theory. Note that the ‘blocks’
considered here are different from the ones in the previous Chapter, where an expansion in quasiprimaries
instead of primaries was considered (compare Eq. (6.2.13) with Eq. (5.2.10)).

Moreover, for a generic number of intervals it holds Zn ≡ 〈TnT̃n · · · TnT̃n〉, thus the correlation func-
tions of twist fields have the same symmetries of the partition function Zn. For the case of one interval,
Zn = 〈TnT̃n〉 is symmetric under cyclic permutations generated by the group Zn, hence only Zn-symmetric
combinations of fields can enter the OPE TnT̃n. In particular tensor products of primary fields of the single
copy algebras (plus cyclic permutations) belong to this class of fields. But they are not the only ones: more
primaries can be constructed from the linear combination of tensor products of primary and descendants
fields in different copies (in the following sections we will give explicit examples in concrete models).

Note also that, generally speaking, in this enlarged CFT there exist degenerate fields, i.e., fields with
the same scaling dimensions and this is not a condition under which Zamolodchikov formula (Section 6.3)
is derived. The obvious example would be to consider multiplets charged under permutation symmetry.
However, as a consequence of the symmetry considerations above, just a combination of them enter the
OPE (6.2.13) and therefore the conformal blocks expansion, thus excluding the presence of this kind of
degeneracies. Still, we cannot exclude the presence of other degeneracies at higher order. This possibility
surely deserves more investigation. However, for our analysis this is not an issue, since the leading fusion
channels we are going to consider do not show any degeneracy, so that the Zamolodchikov recursion formula
holds.

The fusion algebra of twist fields (6.2.13) allows us to derive (following the exact same steps of Sec.
6.2) an expansion in conformal blocks. Making use of global conformal invariance, we can factorise the
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4-point correlation function as (in the notations of [249])

〈Tn(u1)T̃n(v1)Tn(u2)T̃n(v2)〉 =
(

(u2 − u1)(v2 − v1)

(v1 − u1)(v2 − u2)(v2 − u1)(u2 − v1)

)4∆n

Fn(x). (6.2.15)

The function Fn(x) can thus be expanded as

Fn(x) = ∑
α

(
Cα
TnT̃n

)2
F(x, nc, ∆α, ∆n)F(x, nc, ∆̄α, ∆̄n), (6.2.16)

where ∆n ≡ {∆n, ∆n, ∆n, ∆n} and the structure constants Cα
TnT̃n

can be related to the coefficients of the
small x expansion given in [249]. The first terms have also been already computed (see [249, 361]).

6.3 Zamolodchikov recursion formula

The computation of conformal blocks is an old problem in CFT. To this aim, one of the most powerful
techniques is the Zamolodchikov recursion formula [404] which turns out to be very useful in our case,
because it provides an expansion where each term can be analytically continued to n = 1.

The Zamolodchikov formula is an expansion in the elliptic variable

q(x) = eiπτ(x), τ(x) = i
K(1− x)

K(x)
, (6.3.1)

where K(x) is the complete elliptic integral of first kind and x the usual four-point ratio (6.1.2). Clearly,
small q corresponds to small x, and the small x expansion can be recast in terms of small q expansion.
Anyhow, it turned out that the expansion in q(x) converges for finite x much faster than the direct x expan-
sion [357].

According to the Zamolodchikov formula (under the hypothesis of non-degenerate fields), the conformal
block F(x, c̃, ∆l , ∆) satisfies the following recursion relation

F(x, c̃, ∆l , ∆) = (16q)∆l− c̃−1
24 x

c̃−1
24 (1− x)

c̃−1
24 θ3(τ)

c̃−1
2 −4 ∑4

i=1 ∆i H(c̃, ∆l , ∆, q), (6.3.2)

H(c̃, ∆l , ∆, q) = 1 + ∑
m,n

(16q)mn Rmn(c̃, ∆)

∆l − ∆mn(c̃)
H(c̃, ∆mn + mn, ∆, q), (6.3.3)

where

• ∆mn(c̃) = c̃−1
24 + (β+m+β−n)2

4 ,

• β± = 1√
24

(
(1− c̃)1/2 ± (25− c̃)1/2),

• θ3 is the Jacobi elliptic function,

• Rmn(c̃, ∆) = − 1
2 ∏′ab

1
λab

∏p,q(λ1 + λ2 − λpq
2 )(−λ1 + λ2 − λpq

2 )(λ3 + λ4 − λpq
2 )(λ3 − λ4 − λpq

2 ),

• λpq = pβ+ − qβ−,

• ∆i =
c̃−1
24 + λ2

i ,

• the range of the indices run over

p = −m + 1, m + 3, · · · , m− 3, m− 1,
q = −n + 1,−n + 3, · · · , n− 3, n− 1,
a = −m + 1,−m + 2, · · · , m− 1, m,
b = −n + 1,−n + 2, · · · , n− 1, n,
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• ∏′ab means (a, b) 6= (0, 0), (m, n).

The function H can be given as an expansion in power of q(x)

H(c̃, ∆l , ∆) = 1 + ∑
k=1

hk(c̃, ∆l , ∆)(16q)k. (6.3.4)

The first orders can be explicitly written plugging (6.3.4) into (6.3.3). However, as shown in Ref. [358], for
correlation functions of fields with the same conformal dimensions (as in the case we are interested in) only
the even powers appear in Eq. (6.3.4), which therefore takes the form

H(c̃, ∆l , ∆) = 1 + ∑
k=1

h2k(c̃, ∆l , ∆)(16q)2k. (6.3.5)

Note that in Eq. (6.3.3) the dimensions of the fusion channels appear in the denominator of Zamolod-
chikov formula so that singularities could be present for ∆l = ∆mn(c̃). In particular, when c̃ = 1, the
denominator vanishes also for the identity channel (since ∆l = ∆11(c̃ = 1) = 0). Moreover, still in the
case c̃ = 1, all the factors Rmn with (m · n) ≥ 2 show null denominator and hence all hk≥2 do the same.
We encounter this problem in both the examples considered here: for the function F2(x) in the Ising model
(c̃ = nc = 1, if n = 2) and in the limit n → 1 for the compact boson (c̃ = nc = 1 for n = 1). However,
we will show that in these two cases the limit c̃→ 1 exists, so that there is no problematic issue.

Truncations of Zamolodchikov recursion formula

In the previous Section we discussed how the conformal block technique can be generalised in order to
compute the function Fn(x) for the 4-point correlation function of twist fields, as already pointed out
in [357]. Eq. (6.2.16) is in fact a rewriting of the entire correlation function in terms of conformal blocks
as building blocks. However, it is still unknown and probably impossible to resum the entire series, even
for the easiest models. In the practical world, we are just able to truncate this formula, but there are several
levels of truncations that can play a role, as we are going to discuss in the following.

The first one is a truncation of the conformal block expansion, Eq. (6.2.16). In a general model, the
sum over the fusion channels is actually a series. Moreover the expansion involves more and more channels
as the replica label n increases (as it should be clear from the structure of the generalised OPE of twist
fields, cf. Eq. (6.2.12)). Therefore, when interested to generic n, we must truncate this sum to the first
leading terms, depending on the accuracy we wish to reach (in the following we will see how to order the
contributions of the different channels from the most to the less relevant). In [357], for the Ising model, a
truncation to the first two leading channels was considered, and it provided a good approximation of F2 and
F3 only. In the following, we are going to keep more terms in this expansion discussing how the final result
for the EE at n = 1 (which requires the knowledge of Fn as a function of n) may be improved.

The second truncation is in the order in the recursion formula, i.e. in Eq. (6.3.3) we must fix a k̄ ∈ N

s.t.

H(∆l , ∆) ∼ 1 +
k̄

∑
k=1

h2k(16q(x))2k. (6.3.6)

Also in this case, the most important issue is to understand whether the first few terms in this series are
enough to get a good approximation. For example, for the Ising model, it turned out [357] that a good
approximation is obtained already at the zeroth-order H(∆l , ∆) ∼ 1. Here we will show that by keeping
more terms in (6.3.6) it is possible to practically get convergence of the function, so that this truncation is
minimally affecting the final result.

6.4 Some exact results for the EE of two disjoint intervals in CFT

In the following sections we will apply the Zamolodchikov recursion formula to entanglement entropies
of the critical Ising model (akaM3 minimal model) and of the massless compact boson, which are CFTs
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with central charge equal to 1/2 and 1 respectively. In this Section we report the known exact results for
the moments of the reduced density matrices for these two models since we will repeatedly compare our
truncated expressions with them.

For the free boson compactified on a circle of radius R, the scaling function Fn(x) for general integers
has been calculated in Ref. [248] (generalising the result at n = 2 in [247]) and it reads

Fn(x) =
Θ
(
0|ηΓ

)
Θ
(
0|Γ/η

)
[Θ
(
0|Γ
)
]2

, (6.4.1)

where η = 2R2, Γ is an (n− 1)× (n− 1) matrix with elements [248]

Γrs =
2i
n

n−1

∑
k = 1

sin
(

π
k
n

)
βk/n cos

[
2π

k
n
(r− s)

]
, (6.4.2)

βy =
2F1(y, 1− y; 1; 1− x)

2F1(y, 1− y; 1; x)
, (6.4.3)

and Θ is the Riemann-Siegel theta function

Θ(0|Γ) ≡ ∑
m∈Zn−1

exp
[

iπ mt · Γ ·m
]

. (6.4.4)

For the Ising model, the scaling function Fn(x) is [249]

Fn(x) =
1

2n−1Θ(0|Γ) ∑
ε,δ

∣∣∣∣∣Θ
[

ε

δ

]
(0|Γ)

∣∣∣∣∣ . (6.4.5)

Here Θ is the Riemann theta function with characteristic defined as

Θ
[

ε

δ

]
(z|Γ) ≡ ∑

m∈Zn−1

exp
[
iπ(m + ε)t · Γ · (m + ε) + 2πi (m + ε)t · (z + δ)

]
, (6.4.6)

where z ∈ Cn−1 and Γ is the same as in Eq. (6.4.2). ε, δ are vector with entries 0 and 1/2. The sum in
(ε, δ) in Eq. (6.4.5) is intended over all the 2n−1 vectors ε and δ with these entries. This result generalises
the one for n = 2 in [167].

Finally, the universal scaling function FvN(x) for the Von Neumman is usually defined as

FvN(x) ≡ SA1 + SA2 − SA1∪A2 −
c
3

ln(1− x) , (6.4.7)

where A1 and A2 are the two intervals we are focusing on. Notice that the combination of entropy in the
RHS is nothing but the mutual information which indeed is scale invariant.

6.5 Ising model

In this Section we apply the machinery of the conformal blocks expansion and the Zamolodchikov recursion
formula to the minimal modelM3, corresponding to the CFT describing the critical Ising model.

OPE of twist fields

For theM3 CFT, the mother theory contains only a finite number of primary fields with natural working
basis

I, σ, ε, (6.5.1)
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with I the identity, σ the spin operator, and ε the energy density operator with dimensions ∆I = 0, ∆σ =
1/16, and ∆ε = 1/2. However, since we now consider n decoupled copies of the theory, the associated
central charge is c̃ = nc ≥ 1 (if n ≥ 2), therefore, as argued in [409], the number of primaries fields is in
principle infinite (even if it may be reduced when taking into account the Zn symmetry due to the boundary
conditions connecting the different copies).

The OPE of TnT̃n takes the general form (6.2.13), which for the Ising case reduces to

TnT̃n = 1 + ([σiσj] + perm) + ([εiεj] + perm) + ([σiσjεk] + perm) + · · · (6.5.2)

where perm stands for all possible permutations of the indices from 1 to n. In this notation, the insertion of
an operator in the family of the identity is implicit each time a given sheet is not explicitly indicated (see
explicit examples below).

Since as we increase the number of sheets, there are more and more choices of operators, the families
that must be considered depend on n. For example, for the lowest values of n, we have

• n = 2:
I1I2, σ1σ2, ε1ε2. (6.5.3)

Terms with only a single copy of any fields (e.g. (σ1I2) , (ε1I2)) are not present, as already stressed
in [357]; also the term (σ1ε2) is not there by symmetry. In this case it has been shown [410] that these
families complete the OPE.

• n = 3:
I1I2I3, σ1σ2I3, ε1ε2I3, σ1σ2ε3, (L−1σ)1σ2I− σ1(L−1σ)2I, (6.5.4)

and permutations. Terms like σ1σ2σ3 and ε1ε2ε3 vanish (due to the vanishing structure constants
Cσ

σσ and Cε
εε [83]). Note that the last example in Eq. (6.5.4) is still a primary operator according

to definition (6.2.14) but is not in the form of a tensor product: in principle the associated OPE
coefficient could be computed using the generalised formula in [362] but the calculation is more
involved, therefore we do not include it in what follows. Other primaries of this type may in principle
occur. All the other terms in Eq. (6.5.4) will be included in our approximation.

In the following we are going to denote as
Ck,l(n), (6.5.5)

the coefficient of the generic term

(σ1 · · · σkεk+1 · · · εk+lIl+1 · · · In + perm), (6.5.6)

in the expansion in conformal blocks. It can be related to the coefficient sk,l(n) entering the small x expan-
sion [249] as ( x

4n2

)2(k∆σ+l∆ε)
sk,l(n). (6.5.7)

In particular, one can show that it holds

Ck,l(n)2 =

(
1

4n2

)2(k∆σ+l∆ε)

sk,l(n). (6.5.8)

Eq. (6.5.7) also provides a criterion to order the different fusion channels from the most to the less relevant
ones, by looking to the order at which they enter in the 4-point correlation function in the small x expansion.

Explicit results from recursion formula and comparison with the exact ones

In this Section we explicitly build the universal function Fn(x) for theM3 minimal model for various n
and at several different orders in the truncation of Zamolodchikov formula. We compare our results with
the exact function Fn(x) for increasing values of n. We also analytically obtain a truncation for the Von
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FIGURE 6.1: The best approximation we derived for Fn(x) (n = 2, 3, 6) and for the EE FvN(x) in
the Ising model, still at the 0-th order in the Zamolodchikov formula. The dots represent the exact
functions. The red line is the curve derived with the approximation in [357]. The green curve is our
approximation (the fusion channels included in the OPE of twist fields are listed with (k, l) denoting
the inclusion of the fusion channel [σ1 · · · σkε1 · · · εlIk+l+1 · · · In] and all its permutations). The cyan
curve is the expansion in power of x derived in [249].

Neumann entropy scaling function FvN(x) via replica trick and compare it with the very accurate results
from numerical simulation in [167].

0-th order in the Zamolodchikov recursion formula. We start by truncating the Zamolodchikov recur-
sion formula to the 0-th order (corresponding to H ∼ 1 in [357]) and we proceed by including more and
more terms in the OPE expansion of twist fields to reach a reasonable approximation of the function Fn(x),
for a given n. As already stressed, the number of terms expected from the OPE is increasing quickly with
n. Thus a good approximation requires more and more terms as n increases.

In Figure 6.1 (a), (b) and (c), we report the result for the zeroth order (green curves) for n = 2, 3, 6. We
compare this zeroth order truncation (including several channels in the OPE) with the known exact results,
with the truncation of [357] (which includes the first two channels only), and with the small x expansion
of [249]. It is evident that including more channels in the OPE considerably improves the approximation
which is extremely close to the exact result. In the figures we denoted by (k, l) the truncation with the
inclusion of the fusion channel [σ1 · · · σkε1 · · · εlIk+l+1 · · · In] (and all its permutations).

It is evident that for some values of x, our approximation gives a curve which is slightly larger than the
exact result. We will see that the curve will be moved downward by the inclusion of higher terms in the
recursion formula.

The von Neumann entropy can be obtained at a given order by analytic continuation. The first few terms
leads to the truncation for the scaling function

F(0-th)
vN (x) = θ

− 1
2

3 (q)
(

x(1− x)
16q

)− 1
24

×

×
[
−5

6
ln θ3(q) +

1
24

ln
(

x(1− x)
16q

)
+ s′2,0(1)(4q)

1
4 + s′4,0(1)(4q)

1
2 + · · ·

]
. (6.5.9)
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FIGURE 6.2: The best approximation we derived for Fn(x) (n = 2, 3, 6) and the von Neumann
entropy FvN(x) in the Ising model, by including further terms in the Zamolodchikov formula. The dots
represent the exact functions. The green curve is our approximation at the 0-th order. The orange curve
is the approximation at the 2-nd order. The fusion channels included in the OPE of twist fields are the
same as in Figure 6.1.

The coefficients s′k,l(1) are calculated as explained in Ref. [358] by analytic continuation. All the other
fusion channels give an additive contribution implicit in the dots above. Note that, even if a finite number
of terms in the Zamolodchikov expansion may exactly reproduce Fn(x) for finite n, the same is not true for
FvN(x), since an infinite number of terms contributes to the analytic continuation.

In panel (d) of Figure 6.1 we report the von Neumann entropy scaling function FvN(x) (6.5.9) and we
compare it with the results from numerical simulations in [167] (we only report data for x < 0.5, the other
half is better reproduced exploiting the symmetry x → 1− x). We notice that the agreement of the trunca-
tion with the numerical data is reasonable, but not as good as those at finite n. In fact, although we included
a number of terms reproducing well Fn(x) up to n = 6, the truncation for the EE deviate considerably from
the exact numerical data, but it is still a much better approximation than the one considered in [357].

M-th order in the Zamolodchikov recursion formula. We now discuss how the approximation im-
proves by taking into account more iterations in the Zamolodchikov recursion formula. It turns out that the
Zamolodchikov series converges extremely fast for the functions Fn(x): the truncation to the first 2 orders
in q(x) (namely H ∼ 1+ h2q(x)2) is practically indistinguishable from the function we obtain by summing
up numerically the whole series. The results of this improved truncation are shown in Figure 6.2 (a), (b)
and (c) for n = 2, 3, 6 respectively. In the Figure, the results are compared to those computed at the 0-th
order in the recursion formula and to the exact results. It is evident that the already very accurate truncation
at zeroth order is further improved by the iteration of the recursion formula for n = 2, 3. In particular for
n = 2 the approximated result is indistinguishable from the exact one: this fact does not come unexpected
because this is the only case where we know the OPE of twist fields to be complete (cf. Eq. (6.5.3)) and the
recursion formula has converged. For n = 6 instead the agreement is imperceptibly worse.
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We can also improve the truncation for the von Neumann entropy. The scaling function FvN(x), as
derived via replica trick, at the 2-nd order in the recursion formula takes the form

F(2-nd)
vN (x) = θ

− 1
2

3 (q)
(

x(1− x)
16q

)− 1
24

×

×
[(
−5

6
ln θ3(q) +

1
24

ln
(

x(1− x)
16q

))
(1 + 2h(0,0)

2 (1)(16q)2)+

+ 2h(0,0)
2

′(1) (16 q)2 + s′2,0(1)(4q)
1
4

(
1 + 2h(2,0)

2 (1) (16 q)2
)
+

+s′4,0(1)(4q)
1
2

(
1 + 2h(4,0)

2 (1) (16 q)2
)
+ · · ·

]
, (6.5.10)

where the coefficients h(k,l)
2 (n) are a shortcut for the coefficients of the expansion in Eq. (6.3.4)

h(k,l)
2 (n) ≡ h2(nc, ∆(k,l), ∆n), (6.5.11)

for a given conformal family (identified by (k, l), with ∆(k,l) its conformal dimension), which takes the
simple form

h(k,l)
2 (n) =

(−nc + (nc− 32∆n)2 + 2∆(k,l)(1 + nc− 32∆n)(5 + nc− 32∆n))

(512(nc + 2∆(k,l)(−5 + 8∆(k,l) + nc)))
(6.5.12)

This higher order truncation is shown in panel (d) of Figure 6.2: we notice that it does not provide an
improvement of the zeroth-order result of FvN(x) for large values of x.

6.6 Compact boson

In this Section we apply the Zamolodchikov recursion formula to the truncation of the entanglement en-
tropies in the CFT of a free massless boson compactified on a circle of radius R, which has central charge
c = 1.

OPE of twist fields

As for the Ising model, the starting point of our analysis is the OPE of twist fields which is always of the
form (6.2.13). The main difference with respect to the Ising model is that, while for the latter a basis of local
field in the single copy theory is given by a set of three fields only (I, σ, ε), for the compact boson we have
an infinite set already in the mother theory.

The most relevant fields we consider are the derivative operators ∂z ϕ(z) and ∂z̄ ϕ̄(z̄), whose confor-
mal weights are (1, 0) and (0, 1) respectively, and the vertex operators, uniquely identified by a pair of
integers (m, n), V(m,n) ≡ : exp(iαm,n ϕ(z) + iᾱm,n ϕ̄(z̄)) :. Here αm,n and ᾱm,n are the holomorphic and
antiholomorphic charges

αm,n =

(
m√
2η

+ n
√

η

2

)
, ᾱm,n =

(
m√
2η
− n

√
η

2

)
. (6.6.1)

where η = 2R2 is a function of the compactification radius R. They are associated to the vertex operators
of conformal dimensions hm,n = α2

m,n/2, h̄m,n = ᾱ2
n,m/2.

Of course for the replicated theory, the primary fields with respect to the total Virasoro algebra are
infinitely many. However, many of them do not appear in the fusion algebra of TnT̃n. For example, for
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primaries constructed as tensor product of vertex operators on each copy, the structure constants are propor-
tional to the correlator [249]

C{mj,nj} ∝ 〈∏
j

V(mj,nj)(e
2πij/n) 〉C, (6.6.2)

which due to the neutrality condition [83] vanishes unless ∑i αmi ,ni = ∑i ᾱni ,mi = 0.
In our analysis we will not consider the contribution to Fn(x) from the two point function of the deriva-

tive operators because of their complicated analytic structure. Indeed, since the derivative operator has non
zero conformal spin s = 1, as shown in [249], its contribution vanishes unless 4s/n ∈ Z. As a consequence,
also the analytic continuation at n = 1 is highly non-trivial.

The non-vanishing primary terms that we consider are of the form

(V(m,0) · · ·V(m,0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
k

V(−m,0) · · ·V(−m,0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
k

+ perm), (6.6.3)

with k ≤ n/2. At the leading order in the small x expansion of the conformal block, they contribute as
xkm2/2η , meaning that their contribution to the 4-point correlation function is of order xkm2/η . Similarly,
operators of the form

(V(0,n) · · ·V(0,n)︸ ︷︷ ︸
l

V(0,−n) · · ·V(0,−n)︸ ︷︷ ︸
l

+ perm), (6.6.4)

contribute in the 4-point correlation function as xln2η . Consequently, the most general non vanishing com-
bination of vertex operators in the small x expansion gives rise to terms of order

xk m2
η +ln2η . (6.6.5)

In the present case then, the relevance of the different contributions depend not only on the number of
copies n, but also on the parameter η and consequently it is less obvious how to order them. The leading
contribution either comes from the fusion channel

([V(1,0)V(−1,0)] + perm), (6.6.6)

if η < 1, or from
([V(0,1)V(0,−1)] + perm), (6.6.7)

if η > 1. Since there is a symmetry η → 1/η [83], we continue by discussing only η < 1, for which a
next-to-leading term is

([V(1,0)V(−1,0)V(1,0)V(−1,0)] + perm). (6.6.8)

For later convenience we define the coefficient of terms of the form

(V(p,0) · · ·V(p,0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
k

V(−p,0) · · ·V(−p,0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
k

V(0,q) · · ·V(0,q)︸ ︷︷ ︸
l

V(0,−q) · · ·V(0,−q)︸ ︷︷ ︸
l

+ perm), (6.6.9)

as
C(p,q)

k,l (n), (6.6.10)

which turns out to be related to the coefficients of the small x expansion s(p,q)
2k,2l (n) (introduced in analogy to

the ones for the Ising model, cfr. Eq. (6.5.7) and Eq. (6.5.8))

C(p,q)
k,l (n)2 =

(
1

4n2

) k
η +lη

s(p,q)
2k,2l (n). (6.6.11)

The inclusion of such a fusion channel is denoted in the figures by (p, q; k, l).
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FIGURE 6.3: The function F2(x) for different values of the compactification radius (η =
1/3, 1/2, 0.7) and the function F3(x) and F4(x) with η = 1/2 for a compactified boson. In
all cases the truncation in the Zamolodchikov formula is at the 0-th order. Two different approxi-
mations in the OPE are considered: the fusion channels included are (0, 0; 0, 0), (1, 0; 1, 0) for the
red curves and (0, 0; 0, 0), (1, 0; 1, 0), (1, 0; 2, 0), (0, 1; 0, 1), (2, 0; 1, 0), (0, 2; 0, 1) for the green curves
(with (p, q; k, l) denoting the inclusion of the term in Eq. (6.6.9)). The dots represent the exact func-
tions.

Explicit results from recursion formula and comparison with the exact ones

As for the critical Ising model, in this Section we explicitly build the universal function Fn(x) for various
n and at several different orders in the truncations of the Zamolodchikov formula. We compare our results
with the exact functionFn(x) for increasing values of n. We also analytically obtain a truncation for the Von
Neumann entropy scaling function FvN(x) via replica trick and compare it with the simulations in [203].

We first consider the truncation of the Zamolodchikov formula to the first trivial order (i.e. H ∼ 1
in [357]) and we include the contributions from the first leading conformal blocks. The results of this
truncation are shown in Figure 6.3. In the figure the three panels in the top show F2(x) for three values of
η while the two panels in the bottom display F3(x) and F4(x) at fixed η = 1/2. The included families
for each panel are listed in the caption of the figure. In all panels the truncated results are compared with
the exact results from [248]. It is evident that the approximation improves upon increasing the number
of the fusion channels in the OPE (red versus green curves). It is also to be notice that the quality of the
approximation of the function Fn depends on the value of the parameter η. Moreover, like for the Ising
model, as n increases a higher number of conformal blocks are required to well approximate Fn.

We also considered the 2-nd order approximation in the recursion formula. However, in this case, the
correction to the 0th-order is so small that the two curves are undistinguishable and therefore we do not
show it here.

Finally, also for the compact boson, we derived the von Neumann entropy via analytic continuation. For
η < 1, the best approximation we were able to derive is given by

F(0-th)
vN (x) = −5

3
log θ3(q) +

1
12

log
(

x(1− x)
16q

)
+ s(1,0)′

2,0 (1)(4q)η + s(1,0)′

4,0 (1)(4q)2η . (6.6.12)

We report this truncation as function of x for several values of η in Figure 6.4. In the Figure, the truncation
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FIGURE 6.4: The continuous lines represent the approximation of the Von Neumann entropy FvN(x)
for a compactified boson in Eq. (6.6.12). The dots are the numerics of the XXZ chain in the gapless
regime obtained via TTN techniques [203].

is compared with numerical simulations presented in Ref. [203]. These simulations have been obtained from
tree tensor networks (TTN) techniques [203] of the XXZ spin chain with hamiltonian

HXXZ(∆) = ∑
j
[σx

j σx
j+1 + σ

y
j σ

y
j+1 + ∆ σz

j σz
j+1]. (6.6.13)

The model is critical for ∆ ∈ [−1, 1] and its scaling limit is described by the compact boson with radius
η = 2R2 = Arcos(−∆)

π . Also in this case the agreement for the various η is satisfactory. Furthermore, the
sign of the difference clearly depends on η.

Surprisingly, for the Von Neumann entropy the introduction of further terms (both in the OPE of twist
fields and in the recursion relation) seems to worsen the agreement. The origin of this behaviour is un-
clear and its understanding deserves further investigation, in particular in relation to the convergence of the
Zamolodchikov series.

6.7 Concluding remarks

In this Chapter we reconsider the approach introduced in Ref. [357] for the calculation of the EE of two
disjoint intervals by means of conformal blocks expansion and Zamolodchikov’s recursion formula. We
showed that the inclusion of further fusion channels in the OPE of twist fields in most cases improves the
approximation for the scaling functions of the REEs Fn(x) and of the EE FvN(x). Moreover, in those cases
where the approximation is not good enough, we traced back the origin of the disagreement to the truncation
of the OPE, rather than to the convergence in the Zamolodchikov’s recursion formula for each block (which
at the second-order appears already very stable). Interestingly, in the only case where the complete form
of the OPE is known (i.e., n = 2 in the Ising model), our approximation perfectly reproduces the exact
result [167]. In this respect, a complete classification of the fusion channel appearing in the OPE of twist
fields, which is still missing in all the other cases, would be important.

As a future research direction, it would be interesting to investigate the possibility of using conformal
blocks expansion and Zamolodchikov’s recursion formula to obtain a feasible truncation of LN [55] (related,
in the framework of CFT, to the same 4-point correlation function of twist fields, with points ordered in a
different way [94, 145]). The latter is an entanglement measure in mixed states, that shows an essential sin-
gularity for small x [94,145,246]. Such singularity is not yet analytically understood and maybe conformal
blocks expansion could shed some light on it.
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Chapter 7

Symmetry resolved entanglement in free fermions

Recently, both from an experimental and a theoretical point of view, it has been understood the importance
to understand the “internal symmetry structure” of the entanglement. While in the context of QFT a method
to address this issue (again based on a replica trick) has been already considered, exact analytic results in
free models were first given very recently in Ref. [197], on which this Chapter is based. In particular, we
consider the symmetry resolved REEs in the 1d tight-binding model, equivalent to the spin-1/2 XX chain in
a magnetic field. We exploit the generalized Fisher-Hartwig conjecture to obtain the asymptotic behavior of
the REEs with a flux charge insertion at leading and subleading orders. We then use these results to extract
the symmetry resolved entanglement, determining exactly all the non-universal constants and logarithmic
corrections to the scaling that are not accessible to the field theory approach. Our results are also generalized
to a one-dimensional free fermi gas.

7.1 Introduction

The recent experiment [37] in the context of disordered systems showed that the knowledge of entanglement
content in a many-body system as a whole provides only partial information and it is instead also necessary
to understand the different sources contributing to it. In particular, looking at systems possessing an internal
global symmetry, entanglement turned out to have two different contributions, dubbed configurational and
number or fluctuation entanglement [37]. These two contributions account for the entanglement within
symmetry sectors and fluctuations thereof, respectively (see below for a precise definition).

At the same time, a new theoretical framework has been developed to address the problem of extract-
ing the symmetry resolved contributions for different entanglement measures [318, 319, 411, 412]. Indeed,
these contributions have been related to the moments of ρA where twisted boundary conditions are imposed
along the cuts of the Riemann surface: we will refer to them as charged moments. As we are going to see
more in detail, the twist can be implemented geometrically within field theory via threading an appropri-
ate Aharonov-Bohm flux through the multisheeted Riemann surface [319]. The relation between twisted
boundary conditions and flux insertion was actually previously explored, for example, in the context of free
field theories [192,316,413,414]. Moreover, similar quantities have also been introduced in the holographic
setting [317, 415] and in the study of entanglement in mixed states [310, 314, 411].

If on one hand the field theory approach is very powerful and versatile in providing the scaling limit of
both the charged and symmetry resolved entanglement entropies, on the other, it does not give access to non-
universal model-dependent pieces which are also very important to accurately characterize critical systems.
As we are going to see, for the special case of free fermions, we can go beyond the field theory results.
In particular, we can rely on the (generalized) Fisher-Hartwig conjecture [193–196] to compute systematic
expansions of these entropies which reproduce the field theory results and provide exact expressions for the
non-universal terms. In fact, this method, which has already been explored for the standard entanglement
and Rényi entropy [195, 196], can be simply generalized to the same quantities with a further flux insertion
and therefore to their symmetry resolved analogue.

The rest of this Chapter is organized as follows. In Section 7.2 we carefully define all the quantities we
will be dealing with and give an overview of the field theory results. Sections 7.3 and 7.4 are the core of this
Chapter where we derive results for free fermions on a lattice for the charged and the symmetry resolved
entanglement entropies, respectively. In Section 7.5 we show how all results derived for the lattice model
can be directly adapted to a free Fermi gas. We conclude in Section 7.6 with some remarks and discussions.
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7.2 Symmetry resolution and flux insertion

Let us consider a many body quantum system with an internal U(1) symmetry. Let ρ be the density matrix in
a given (pure) state and Q the operator generating such symmetry. If the system is in a given representation
of the charge Q, i.e., in an eigenstate of Q corresponding to a definite eigenvalue, then [ρ, Q] = 0.

We will be interested in a bipartition of the total system into two complementary spatial subsystems A
and B, with ρA = TrBρ being the reduced density matrix of the subsystem A. Usually the operator Q splits
in the sum Q = QA +QB, meaning that Q comes from local degrees of freedom within the two subsystems.
Consequently, by taking the trace over B of [ρ, Q] = 0, we find that [ρA, QA] = 0. This implies that ρA
acquires a block diagonal form, in which each block corresponds to a different charge sector with a definite
eigenvalue q of QA, i.e.,

ρA = ⊕qΠqρA = ⊕q [p(q)ρA(q)] , (7.2.1)

where Πq is the projector on eigenspace of fixed value of q in the spectrum of QA. In the last equality we
factorised p(q) = Tr(ΠqρA), the probability of finding q as the outcome of a measurement of QA. Note
that in this way the density matrices ρA(q) of different blocks are normalised as TrρA(q) = 1.

Our goal is to understand how the entanglement is distributed in the different charge sectors. Focusing
on the von Neumann EE as a prototypical example, Eq. (7.2.1) implies the following decomposition

S = ∑
q

p(q)S(q)−∑
q

p(q) ln p(q) ≡ Sc + S f , (7.2.2)

where we defined the symmetry resolved entanglement entropy as the one associated to ρA(q) in (7.2.1)

S(q) ≡ −Tr [ρA(q) ln ρA(q)] . (7.2.3)

The two different contributions in (7.2.2) are the configurational entanglement entropy, Sc ≡ ∑q p(q)S(q)
[37, 416], measuring the total entropy due to each charge sector (weighted with their probability) and the
fluctuation entanglement entropy S f = −∑q p(q) ln p(q) [37], which instead takes into account the entropy
due to the fluctuations of the value of the charge within the subsystem A.

Similarly, one defines also symmetry resolved Rényi entropies as

Sn(q) ≡
1

1− n
ln Tr [ρA(q)]

n . (7.2.4)

In general evaluating such symmetry resolved quantities is a highly non-trivial problem, mainly due to
the non local nature of the projector Πq. As mentioned in the introduction, recently, this problem has been
understood from a different perspective in [318, 319]. This new approach works as follows. Let us first
define the (unnormalised) quantity

Zn(q) ≡ Tr
(
Πqρn

A
)

, (7.2.5)

which is related to the entanglement and Rényi entropies in (7.2.3) and (7.2.4) (respectively) through

Sn(q) =
1

1− n
ln
[ Zn(q)
Z1(q)n

]
S(q) = −∂n

[ Zn(q)
Z1(q)n

]
n=1

. (7.2.6)

Also the probability p(q) is read off Zn as

p(q) = Z1(q). (7.2.7)

The key observation of Refs. [318, 319] is that (7.2.5) is given by the following Fourier transform

Zn(q) =
∫ π

−π

dα

2π
e−iqα Zn(α), Zn(α) ≡ Tr

(
ρn

AeiQAα
)

, (7.2.8)

where Zn(α) are the charged moments mentioned in the introduction. Note that Zn(0) = Trρn
A. Therefore,
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we can access the symmetry resolved entanglement entropy by studying Zn(α) (which, as explained below,
are much easier to compute) and after Fourier transforming.

Replica method and results from QFT

In Ref. [319] a geometric approach in the framework of the replica trick has been introduced and it is
applicable to generic (1+1)-dimensional QFT. The main idea is to insert an appropriate conjugate Aharonov-
Bohm flux through a multi-sheeted Riemann surface Rn, such that the total phase accumulated by the field
upon going through the entire surface is α. The result is that Zn(α) is the partition function on such modified
surface.

In QFT language, the insertion of the flux corresponds to a twisted boundary condition, which, as usually
done in this context, can be implemented by the action of a local operator, acting at the boundary of the
subsystem A. This operator is a modified twist field Tn,α whose action, in operator formalism, is defined
by [319]

Tn,α(x, τ)φi(x′, τ) =

{
φi+1(x′, τ)eiαδi,jTn,α(x, τ) (x < x′),
φi(x′, τ)Tn,α(x, τ) otherwise.

(7.2.9)

In this way one can further reformulate the problem in terms of a correlation function of twist fields [148].
In the simplest case of the subsystem consisting of a single interval A = [0, `]

Zn(α) = 〈Tn,α(`, 0)T̃n,α(0, 0)〉. (7.2.10)

where T̃ is the antitwist field. If we now specialise to (1+1) dimensional CFT, Tn,α and T̃n,α behave as
primary operators with conformal dimension given by [319]

hn,α = hn +
hα

n
, hn =

c
24

(
n− 1

n

)
, (7.2.11)

meaning that the phase shift is implemented by a composite twist field that can be written as Tn,α = Tn · Vα.
This immediately implies

Zn(α) = cn,α`
− c

6 (n− 1
n )−2 hα+h̄α

n , (7.2.12)

where c is the central charge of the CFT and cn,α the unknown non-universal normalisation of the composite
twist-field.

The focus of Ref. [319] was a free boson compactified on a circle of radius R, i.e., a Luttinger liquid
with Luttinger parameter K. In this case the operator Vα implementing the twisted boundary conditions is a
vertex operator with (holomorphic and antiholomorphic) scaling dimensions

hα = h̄α =
1
2

( α

2π

)2
K. (7.2.13)

From Eq. (7.2.12), the symmetry resolved moments are found by taking the Fourier transform as in
Eq. (7.2.8). At leading order for large `, this reads [319]

Zn(q) ' `−
c
6 (n− 1

n )
√

nπ

2K ln `
e

nπ2(q−〈QA〉)2
2K ln ` . (7.2.14)

Notice that we set a posteriori the average number of the charge in the subsystem 〈QA〉, since it is a non-
universal quantity, not encoded in the CFT. For a given microscopical model, its origin can be easily traced
back, e.g. as a phase shift in the bosonisation rule.

Through Eq. (7.2.6), this leads to the following result at leading order for the Rényi and the von Neumann
entropy

Sn(q) = Sn −
1
2

ln
(

2K
π

ln `

)
+ O(`0), S(q) = S− 1

2
ln
(

2K
π

ln `

)
+ O(`0). (7.2.15)
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This result has been dubbed equipartition of entanglement [318]: at leading order the entanglement is the
same in the different charge sectors, just the probability p(q) of being in a given sector varies.

7.3 Free fermions on a lattice: flux insertion and charged entropies

Eq. (7.2.15) provides the leading symmetry resolved entanglement entropies of all microscopical models
with a U(1) symmetry, that, at low energy, are described by a CFT. Indeed the results in Eq. (7.2.15) have
been tested numerically both for free fermions [318,319,417] and in interacting spin chains [302,318,418].
In this Section we are going to provide an analytic derivation for the special case of a chain of free fermions,
whose scaling limit is indeed described by a free compact boson with K = 1. Our analysis will also provide
the exact value of the non-universal constants, as well as the corrections to (7.2.15) for this specific model.

We consider the tight binding model in one dimension with hamiltonian

H = −
∞

∑
i=−∞

[
c†

i ci+1 + c†
i+1ci − 2h

(
c†

i ci −
1
2

)]
, (7.3.1)

where ci are free fermionic spinless degrees of freedom, satisfying the anticommutation relations {ci, c†
j } =

δij and h is the chemical potential. H is diagonal in momentum space and its ground state is a Fermi sea
with Fermi momentum kF = arccos |h|. As it is clear from (7.3.1), the particle number Q = ∑i c†

i ci is a
conserved U(1) charge of the model. It is also local and Q = QA + QB for any spatial bipartition of the
chain. By Jordan Wigner transformation, Eq. (7.3.1) is mapped to the XX spin chain in a magnetic field h
and the charge Q becomes the spin in the z direction.

In the following we will be interested in the bipartition where the subsystem A is given by ` contiguous
lattice sites. We have seen that for this model the techniques in Section 1.4.3 to compute entanglement
related quantities apply. It has been first noticed in Ref. [319] that the α-dependent moments Zn(α), defined
in (7.2.8), can be also easily written in terms of the eigenvalues (1+ νk)/2 (with k ∈ [1, `]) of the (reduced)
correlation matrix, that for the ground-state of an infinite chain has elements

(CA)i,j =
sin kF(i− j)

π(i− j)
, i, j ∈ A. (7.3.2)

With a simple modification of the formula for standard REEs (see Eqs. (1.4.22), (1.4.23)), in fact, one gets

Zn(α) =
`

∏
i=1

[(
1 + νi

2

)n

eiα +

(
1− νi

2

)n]
. (7.3.3)

The interpretation of this equation is straightforward: each particle carries a weight eiα while the holes carry
weight 1. Eq. (7.3.3) provides a very simple method for the numerical computation of Zn(α). Not only: as
we are going to discuss next, it is also the right starting point to get the asymptotic analytic expressions of
Zn(α).

Before embarking into the study of Zn(α) a quick recap of its properties and limits is necessary, also to
provide useful consistency checks for our calculations. First, for n = 1

Z1(α) ≡ trρAeiQAα =
`

∏
i=1

[(
1 + νi

2

)
eiα +

(
1− νi

2

)]
, (7.3.4)

is the moment-generating function of QA. This quantity has been already studied in the literature [171,
175, 218, 219, 419] also because of its relation with the entanglement entropy itself. The first moment is
just the average number of particle in A, i.e., 〈QA〉 = `kF/π. Hence Z1(α) = 1 + iα〈QA〉+ O(α2). At
half-filling Z1(α) further simplifies as a consequence of the fact that, by particle-hole symmetry, for each νi
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there is a νj such that (1− νi) = (1 + νj). Thus we have

Z1(α) = eiα`/2 ∏
i

[(
1 + νi

2

)
eiα/2 +

(
1− νi

2

)
e−iα/2

]
= eiα`/2g(α) , (7.3.5)

with g(α) real and even. For general filling instead the odd cumulants are non-vanishing (the odd derivatives
of ln Z1(α) are non zero) and Z1(α) has no particular parity or reality properties. Indeed, Eq. (7.3.5) remains
true for generic n

Zn(α) = eiα`/2 ∏
i

[(
1 + νi

2

)n

eiα/2 +

(
1− νi

2

)n

e−iα/2
]
= eiα`/2gn(α) , (7.3.6)

with gn(α) real and even. This symmetry of Zn(α) at half-filling represents a cross check of our numerical
and analytic calculations. Again, away from half-filling, ln Zn(α) has all non-zero derivatives.

We notice that by Fourier transforming (7.3.3) one easily gets

Zn(q) = ∑
Sq

∏
i∈Sq

(
1 + νi

2

)n

∏
j∈S̄q

(
1− νj

2

)n

, (7.3.7)

where the sum is over all subset Sq of S = 1, · · · , ` of cardinality q and S̄q denotes the complementary
subset. Unfortunately Eq. (7.3.7) is not a very convenient way to get Zn(q), since one has to sum over
`!/((`− q)!q!) terms and this is impossible already for moderate values of `. The most convenient way to
extract Zn(q) is by direct Fourier transform of Zn(α).

7.3.1 Charged entropies via the generalised Fisher-Hartwig conjecture

The method that we employ takes advantage of the Toeplitz nature of the correlation matrix (7.3.2) that can
be handled with the (generalised) Fisher-Hartwig conjecture providing the asymptotics of determinant of
Toeplitz matrices. This technique has been used already in the context of entanglement in free lattice models
to derive the leading term and the corrections to entanglement entropies [195, 196, 198, 199, 308, 359, 420–
422]. We are going to show that the same technology applies also to the α-dependent moments Zn(α) and
therefore, as a consequence of the discussion above, to their symmetry resolved equivalent Zn(q).

The starting point of our analysis is to rewrite the logarithm of Eq. (7.3.3)

ln Zn(α) =
`

∑
i=1

fn(νi, α), fn(x, α) = ln
[(

1 + x
2

)n

eiα +

(
1− x

2

)n]
, (7.3.8)

as a contour integral

ln Zn(α) =
1

2πi

∮
dλ fn(λ, α)

d ln D`(λ)

dλ
, (7.3.9)

where the contour of integration encircles the segment [−1, 1]. Here we defined the characteristic polyno-
mial of CA as the determinant

D` = det
[
(λ + 1)IA − 2CA

]
, (7.3.10)

where IA is the identity matrix restricted to A. In the basis that diagonalises CA, such determinant simply
becomes D` = ∏i(λ− νi) and therefore, by residue theorem, Eq. (7.3.9) is the same as (7.3.8).

In Refs. [195, 196] it has been exploited the fact that the matrix (λ + 1)IA − 2CA has a Toeplitz form.
Therefore the asymptotics for large ` of the determinant D` in (7.3.10) is obtained by means of the gener-
alised Fisher-Hartwig conjecture. The derivation can be found in Ref. [196], here we just report the final
result which is [196]

D`(λ) ' (λ + 1)`
(

λ + 1
λ− 1

)− kF`
π

∑
m∈Z

L−2(m+βλ)
2

k e−2ikFm` [G(m + 1 + βλ)G(1−m− βλ)]
2 , (7.3.11)
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where G(·) is the Barnes G-function, Lk = 2`| sin kF| and

βλ =
1

2πi
ln
[

λ + 1
λ− 1

]
, with

dβλ

dλ
=

1
πi

1
1− λ2 . (7.3.12)

For the moments Trρn
A, i.e., Zn(α = 0) in (7.3.8), the leading term in the sum for D` in Eq. (7.3.11) is

the one with m = 0, first evaluated in [195]. The next to leading contributions come from the terms with
m = ±1 (at the same order) as shown in [196]. The situation for α 6= 0 is slightly more complicated. For
−π < α < π the leading term is always the one with m = 0. Since Zn(α) is periodic in α with period
2π we will restrict ourselves to α ∈ [−π, π], having in mind that, if required, the function can be extended
outside of this interval by periodicity. Concerning the subleading contributions, the terms with m = ±1
have different power laws, but one of them is always dominating, as we shall see. Anyhow, for values of α
close to ±π, also next-to-next leading terms should be taken into account in order to get reasonable results
for moderately large values of `. In the following we first compute the leading term and then we move to
the calculations of the corrections.

Leading term (m = 0)

For α ∈ [−π, π], the leading behaviour of Eq. (7.3.9) is given by term with m = 0 in (7.3.11), i.e.,

D(0)
` (λ) ≡ (λ + 1)`

(
λ + 1
λ− 1

)− kF`
π

L−2β2
λ

k [G(1 + βλ)G(1− βλ)]
2 , (7.3.13)

so that the integral (7.3.9) is ln Zn(α) = ln Z(0)
n (α) + o(`0) with

ln Z(0)
n (α) =

1
2πi

∮
dλ fn(λ, α)

d ln D(0)
` (λ)

dλ
= a0`+ a1 ln Lk + a2, (7.3.14)

where

a0 =
1

2πi

∮
dλ fn(λ, α)

(
1− kF/π

1 + λ
− kF/π

1− λ

)
, (7.3.15)

a1 =
1

2πi

∮
dλ fn(λ, α)

d(−2β2
λ)

dλ
=

2
π2

∮
dλ fn(λ, α)

βλ

1− λ2 , (7.3.16)

a2 =
1

πi

∮
dλ fn(λ, α)

d ln[G(1 + βλ)G(1− βλ)]

dλ
, (7.3.17)

are respectively the linear, the logarithmic and the constant term (in `) coming from ln D(0)
` in Eq. (7.3.13).

These three integrals are explicitly calculated in Ref. [197] with final result

ln Z(0)
n (α) = iα

kF`

π
−
[

1
6

(
n− 1

n

)
+

2
n

( α

2π

)2
]

ln Lk + Υ(n, α), (7.3.18)

where

Υ(n, α) = ni
∫ ∞

−∞
dw[tanh(πw)− tanh(πnw + iα/2)] ln

Γ( 1
2 + iw)

Γ( 1
2 − iw)

, (7.3.19)

in analogy with the definition Υ(n) in [195], which is recovered when α = 0. We stress that Υ(n, α) is real
for α real, even if not apparent from the formula. For future reference it is useful to write Υ(n, α) as

Υ(n, α) = Υ(n) + γ2(n)α2 + ε(n, α), ε(n, α) = O(α4), (7.3.20)

Eq. (3.18) contains several pieces of information. The linear term is just the mean number of particles
in A, 〈QA〉 = kF`/π, as expected. Anyhow, this is the only term with an imaginary part up to order
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FIGURE 7.1: Υ(n, α) in Eq. (7.3.19) as a function of α for n = 1, 2, 3 (top to bottom in the left panel).
The exact forms (full lines) are compared with the quadratic approximation Υ(n) + γ2(n)α2 (dashed
lines) showing that, although very close, they are definitively different. To highlight this similarity we
plot in the right panel the difference ε(n, α), cf. Eq (7.3.20) which is tiny, but non zero.

O(1). We know that this is exactly true at half-filling (kF = π/2), cf. Eq. (7.3.6). For generic filling, it
is not true in general and we will observe in numerics tiny deviations at small ` in the imaginary part of
ln Zn(α). The term ∝ ln Lk provides the dimension of the modified twist field which comes out from the
field theory calculation: the result agrees with the one found by CFT methods in (7.2.12) when specialised
to a compact boson with K = 1. Indeed, this result, that was already checked numerically in [319], has
been also analytically calculated by means of Widom conjecture in [417]. The constant term in Eq. (7.3.18)
is probably the most interesting one, first because it is a result that was not known by other means (being
non-universal cannot be fixed by field theory), and second because it provides few physical consequences.
It is real and even in α, a property that was guaranteed only at half filling. It is independent from kF, as its
limit for α = 0 [195]. Finally, it is very close to a parabola, but all the even terms in the series expansion
are non zero, although ε(n, α), cf. Eq. (7.3.20), is very small. In Figure 7.1 we report Υ(n, α) as function
of α for some n and compare it with the quadratic approximation Υ(n) + γ2(n)α2. The closeness of the
two curves shows that the quadratic approximation will be enough for most of the applications, as we shall
explicitly show. The accuracy of the quadratic approximation is also evident from the plot of ε(n, α) in the
right panel of Figure 7.1. On passing, this precision of the quadratic approximation of Υ(n, α) explains, a
posteriori, the quality of the symmetry resolved spectrum obtained in Ref. [319] exploiting the method of
Stieltjes transform [142] which implicitly assumes this approximation.

In Figure 7.2 we report the numerical data for REEs with the insertion of a flux α for several values
of n and α and with fillings kF = π/2 (left) and kF = π/3 (right). The theoretical prediction for the
leading scaling in Eq. (7.3.18) is also reported for comparison. It is evident that the analytical result
correctly describes the asymptotic data, but large and oscillating corrections to the scaling are present. The
amplitude of these oscillations increase with n and with α. This peculiar n dependence was already known
at α = 0 [155, 196, 303, 307, 423]. In the following subsection we will explicitly consider these oscillations
and work out their analytical description.

Leading corrections (m = ±1)

The leading correction to the determinant D`(λ) comes from the terms with m = ±1 in (7.3.11) and is
given by [196]

D`(λ) ' D(0)
` (λ)[1 + Ψ`(λ)],

Ψ`(λ) = e−2ikF`L−2(1+2βλ)
k

Γ2(1 + βλ)

Γ2(−βλ)
+ e2ikF`L−2(1−2βλ)

k
Γ2(1− βλ)

Γ2(βλ)
. (7.3.21)
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FIGURE 7.2: Leading scaling behaviour of the charged Rényi entropies with the insertion of a flux α.
The numerical results (symbols) for several values of α and n are reported as function of ` for the filling
kF = π/2 (left) and kF = π/3 (right). The numerical data match well the Fisher-Hartwig prediction
(cf. Eq. (7.3.18)) although large oscillating corrections to the scaling are present.

We define the difference

dn(α) ≡ ln Zn(α)− ln Z(0)
n (α), (7.3.22)

that for large Lκ is

dn(α) '
1

2πi

∮
dλ fn(λ, α)

d ln [1 + Ψ`(λ)]

dλ
=

1
2πi

∮
dλ fn(λ, α)

dΨ`(λ)

dλ
+ · · · . (7.3.23)

Changing variable to λ = tanh(πw), in the final integral we only need the discontinuities across the branch
cut that for the two cases are[

L−2−4β
κ

Γ2(1 + β)

Γ2(−β)

]
β=−iw− 1

2

−
[

L−2−4β
κ

Γ2(1 + β)

Γ2(−β)

]
β=−iw+ 1

2

' L4iw
κ γ2(w),[

L−2+4β
κ

Γ2(1− β)

Γ2(β)

]
β=−iw− 1

2

−
[

L−2+4β
κ

Γ2(1− β)

Γ2(β)

]
β=−iw+ 1

2

' −L−4iw
κ γ2(−w),

where we have dropped terms of order O(L−4
k ) compared to the leading ones and we have defined

γ(w) =
Γ( 1

2 − iw)

Γ( 1
2 + iw)

. (7.3.24)

Integrating by parts, we finally get

dn(α) '
in
2

∫ ∞

−∞
dw (tanh(πw)− tanh(πnw + iα/2))

×
[
e−2ikF`L4iw

k γ2(w)− e2ikF`L−4iw
k γ2(−w)

]
. (7.3.25)

This integral can be evaluated on the complex plane by residue theorem. For the first piece of the integral
in square bracket, we should close the contour in the upper half plane, while for the second piece in the
lower half plane. In principle we should sum over all residues inside the integration contour, but if we are
interested in the limit of large Lk, we can limit ourself to consider the singularities closest to the real axis. For
the first integral this is at w = i/(2n)(1− α/π) while for the second one it is at w = −i/(2n)(1+ α/π).
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Summing up the two contributions we finally have

dn(α) = e−2ikF`L
− 2

n (1− α
π )

k

[
Γ
( 1

2 +
1

2n − α
2πn

)
Γ
( 1

2 − 1
2n + α

2πn

)]2

+ e2ikF`L
− 2

n (1+ α
π )

k

[
Γ
( 1

2 +
1

2n + α
2πn

)
Γ
( 1

2 − 1
2n − α

2πn

)]2

. (7.3.26)

Let us comment this result. First, it is obvious that the formula is valid only for −π < α < π, else one
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FIGURE 7.3: Behaviour of the leading corrections to the scaling. The difference d2(`) ≡ ln Z2(α)−
ln Z(0)

2 (α) is reported for α = 1 and kF = π/2 (left), kF = π/3 (middle), kF = π/4 (right) as a
function of `. The numerical data (symbols) perfectly match the calculated leading correction to the
scaling from generalised Fisher-Hartwig conjecture in Eq. (7.3.26) both for real and imaginary part.

of the power laws would blow up as a consequence of the fact that one of the terms for m = ±1 becomes
the leading ones. Then we see that this correction is real only for α = 0 and at half-filling (when it should
be real at all orders, cf. Eq. (7.3.6)). Away from half filling, there is generically a non-zero imaginary
part. The two contributions have a different power-law decays (for α 6= 0) and so only one of them is the
leading correction depending on the sign of α. However, for α close to zero, the two powers are too close in
magnitude and they should be both taken into account in order to have an accurate description of the data for
moderately large values of `. When α gets closer and closer to ±π, Eq. (7.3.26) becomes accurate only for
very large ` because the term with m = 0 is about of the same order of magnitude as the one with m = ±1
(depending on the sign of α). A better description of the asymptotic behaviour may be achieved using Eq.
(7.3.11) without expanding as in Eq. (7.3.21). Finally, let us notice that, while in the absence of flux (α = 0)
the oscillating corrections to the scaling vanish in the limit n → 1 [196], for α 6= 0 also the von Neumann
entropy presents leading oscillating corrections described by Eq. (7.3.26).

In Figures 7.3 and 7.4 we report the difference d2(α) as calculated numerically for kF = π/2, π/3, π/4
and for α = 1 and α = 2 as function of `. The numerical data are compared with the leading prediction in
Eq. (7.3.26) and the agreement is extremely good. We actually observe that this prediction works slightly
worst for α = 2 (cf. Fig. 7.4) than for α = 1 (cf. Fig. 7.3). We indeed checked that the match becomes
worst and worst when α moves close to π, when the leading term in the generalised Fisher-Hartwig changes.
In principle it is possible to systematically analyse further corrections to ln Zn(α) by taking into account
the known expansion of D`(λ) in powers of ` [196], but this is very cumbersome and far beyond the scope
of this paper.

7.4 Free fermions on a lattice: symmetry resolved entropies

In this Section we finally move to the symmetry resolved entropies and to their analysis.
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FIGURE 7.4: Behaviour of the leading corrections to the scaling. The difference d2(`) ≡ ln Z2(α)−
ln Z(0)

2 (α) is reported for α = 2 and kF = π/2 (left), kF = π/3 (middle), kF = π/4 (right) as a
function of `. The numerical data (symbols) perfectly match the calculated leading correction to the
scaling from generalised Fisher-Hartwig conjecture in Eq. (7.3.26) both for real and imaginary part.
We notice that here Eq. (7.3.26) works slightly worst compared to the case α = 1 in Fig. 7.3.

7.4.1 QA-resolved moments via Fourier trasform

The first step toward the symmetry resolved entropies is to calculate Zn(q), the Fourier transform of Zn(α)
as defined in Eq. (7.2.8). We will show that we may obtain a very accurate prediction by keeping only the
m = 0 term in (7.3.11), but with all non-universal pieces. Within this approximation the Fourier transform
Zn(q) is

Zn(q) '
∫ π

−π

dα

2π
e−iqαZ(0)

n (α) = L
− 1

6 (n− 1
n )

k

∫ π

−π

dα

2π
e−i

(
q− kF

π `
)

α−bnα2

eΥ(n,α), (7.4.1)

where we defined the “bare variance”
bn =

2
n

1
4π2 log Lk. (7.4.2)

We start by using Eq. (7.3.20) to rewrite Zn(q) as

Zn(q) ' eΥ(n)L
− 1

6 (n− 1
n )

k

∫ π

−π

dα

2π
e−i

(
q− kF

π `
)

α−(bn−γ2(n))α2

eε(n,α)

= Z(0)
n (0)

∫ π

−π

dα

2π
e−i

(
q− kF

π `
)

α−bR
n α2

gn(α), (7.4.3)

where Z(0)
n (0) = Z(0)

n (α = 0) = eΥ(n)L
− 1

6 (n− 1
n )

k , we defined the “renormalised variance”

bR
n ≡ bn − γ2(n) , (7.4.4)

and gn(α) ≡ eε(n,α). Up to this point, we only rewrote the starting expression (7.4.1). We now proceed by
treating the integral, for large subsystem size `, by means of the saddle point approximation. When ` � 1,
the large parameter in (7.4.3) is bn. Furthermore, we assume that gn(α) = 1, because we have shown in the
previous Section that the function ε(n, α)� 1, cf. Fig. 7.1. Within this approximation we finally get

Zn(q) ' Z(0)
n (0)

∫ ∞

−∞

dα

2π
e−i

(
q− kF

π `
)

α−bR
n α2

= Zn(0)e
− (q−q̄)2

4bR
n

√
1

4πbR
n
=

Zn(0)
√

nπ

2(ln Lk − 2π2nγ2(n))
e
− nπ2(q−q̄)2

2(ln Lk−2π2nγ2(n)) , (7.4.5)

where we defined q̄ ≡ 〈QA〉 = `kF/π.
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FIGURE 7.5: Symmetry resolved partition sums Zn(q). Top: Zn(q = `/2) at half filling as a function
of `. The numerical data for n = 1, 2, 3 (left to right) are compared with: i) the CFT prediction without
fixing the non universal constant (dot-dashed line); ii) the leading Fisher-Hartwig prediction at O(1),
i.e., Eq. (7.4.5) with γ2(n) = 0 (dotted line); iii) the complete Fisher-Hartwig result, Eq. (7.4.5) (full
line). Clearly only the latter accurately describes the data, although the qualitative behaviour is the
same for all curves. Bottom: Zn(q) at half filling for ` = 2000 as function of q. The numerical data
for n = 1, 2, 3 (left to right) are compared with: i) the CFT prediction without fixing the non universal
constant (dot-dashed line); ii) the complete Fisher-Hartwig result, Eq. (7.4.5) (full line).

Eq. (7.4.5) is one of the main results of this paper. Let us discuss its features. First, in the limit `→ ∞,
we recover the CFT result (7.2.14) for K = 1, but with the correct normalisation of Zn(0). Although this
normalisation was not previously known rigorously (at least to the best of our knowledge), it could have been
easily guessed from the results in the absence of flux (i.e., α = 0 of Ref. [195]). The mean of the gaussian
term is q̄ and it is not changed compared to the result (7.2.14). Consequently, the main new insight from
Eq. (7.4.5) is the prediction for the constant term to add to ln Lk (or equivalently, the multiplicative scale
for Lk as in [318]). Although this non-universal constant is a correction to the leading behaviour (expanding
for large Lk, it gives a term going like (ln Lk)

−1), it is very important: the (ln Lk)
−1 decay is so slow that

it must be taken into account even for very large Lk in order to quantitatively describe the data, as we shall
see.

Given the importance that the quantity γ2(n) has in this analysis, we report its analytic expression

γ2(n) =
ni
4

∫ ∞

−∞
dw[tanh3(πnw)− tanh(πnw)] ln

Γ( 1
2 + iw)

Γ( 1
2 − iw)

, (7.4.6)

as well as its explicit numerical value for some n: γ2(1) = −0.0799027, γ2(2) = −0.0462208 . . . ,
and γ2(3) = −0.0319926 . . . (in particular γ2(1) = −(1 + γE)/(2π2) with γE the Euler constant,
as anticipated in [318]). The importance of this constant in the description of the numerical data, was
understood already in [318], where the authors define gn = 2e−2π2nγ2(n) and provide the analytic results
for n = 1, as well as a numerical estimate for n = 2, i.e., g2 ∼ 12.39 which is very close to the exact value
that we have found g2 = 12.4022 . . . .

Let us briefly discuss the terms that have been neglected in the derivation of Eq. (7.4.5). The most
relevant one comes from having approximated gn(α) with 1. By expanding this function in powers of α,
it is immediate to realise that the series coefficient α2k (with k ≥ 2) provides a correction to the leading
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term of the order (ln Lk)
−k. Anyhow, these factors influence little the final result because the amplitude of

the various terms is very small. Another correction comes from the extremes of integration that we pushed
to ±∞ instead of ±π. Although their effect can be taken into account as done in Ref. [318], they provide
corrections which decay as e−π2bR

n /bR
n , i.e., algebraically in Lk, and so negligible at this level. Also the

corrections due to the terms with m 6= 0 in (7.3.11) decay as power laws in Lk and can be safely neglected
at this stage.

In Figure 7.5 we report the numerically calculated symmetry resolved partition sums Zn(q). We com-
pare the numerical data for n = 1, 2, 3 with the CFT prediction without fixing the non universal constant as
in Eq. (7.2.14). The qualitative agreement is reasonable, but quantitatively far. We also report the prediction
for Zn(q) at order O(`0): the curves moves closer to the numerical data, but the match is still not perfect.
Only when we use the complete Fisher-Hartwig prediction (7.4.5) (with the correct value of γ2(n)), the data
are perfectly reproduced. As anticipated, including the logarithmic corrections is fundamental to have an
accurate description of the data. Also the q-dependence of Zn(q) is perfectly captured by (7.4.5) as shown
in the lower panels of Figure 7.5.

7.4.2 Symmetry resolved Rényi and entanglement entropy

We now use Eq. (7.4.5) to calculate the symmetry resolved Rènyi and the Von Neumann entropies. Let us
start from the former. Eq. (7.2.6) implies

Sn(q) =
1

1− n
ln
[ Zn(q)
Z1(q)n

]
' 1

1− n
ln

Zn(0)
(Z1(0))n

e
− (q−q̄)2

4bR
n

e
− n(q−q̄)2

4bR
1

(4πbR
n )
−1/2

(4πbR
1 )
−n/2

. (7.4.7)

The first ratio in (7.4.7) just gives the total Rényi entropy of order n, with the right additive constant (and
indeed this is true at all orders). The other q-independent term is

1
1− n

ln
(4πbR

n )
−1/2

(4πbR
1 )
−n/2

= −1
2

ln
2
π
+

ln n
2(1− n)

+
1

1− n
ln

(ln Lk − 2π2γ2(1))n/2

(ln Lk − 2π2nγ2(n))1/2

= −1
2

ln
( 2

π
ln δnLk

)
+

ln n
2(1− n)

+ · · · . (7.4.8)

The constant δn has been introduced to resum partially the subleading corrections to the scaling and it is
given by

ln δn = −2π2n(γ2(n)− γ2(1))
1− n

. (7.4.9)

The last term is the ratio of the two Gaussian factors which is the only one depending on q. For this last
contribution we have

1
1− n

ln e
n(q−q̄)2

4bR
1
− (q−q̄)2

4bR
n = (q− q̄)2 π4 n

1− n
(γ2(1)− nγ2(n))

1
ln2 κnLk

+ . . . , (7.4.10)

where the constant
ln κn = −π2(γ2(1) + nγ2(n)), (7.4.11)

has been introduced, again, to resum partially the subleading corrections.
Putting together the three pieces we have

Sn(q) = Sn −
1
2

ln
(

2
π

ln δnLk

)
+

ln n
2(1− n)

+ (q− q̄)2 π4 n(γ2(1)− nγ2(n))
1− n

1
ln2 κnLk

+ · · · .

(7.4.12)
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FIGURE 7.6: Von Neumann (left) and second Rényi (right) symmetry resolved entanglement entropies.
The numerical data (symbols) for q = `/2, `/2+ 1, `/2+ 2 are compared with the theoretical predic-
tions Eqs. (7.4.12) and (7.4.13). The figures also highlight the importance of the logarithmic corrections
to the scaling which are fundamental in order to accurately describe the data for ` as large as 3000 and
even larger. Increasing the values of (q− q̄)2, the corrections to the scaling that we neglect become
more important.

This equation not only predicts the leading diverging behaviour for large ` which was already known from
CFT [318, 319] (cf. Eq. (7.2.15)), but also the non-universal additive constant, as well as the some sub-
leading corrections in ln Lk. The latter are not only important to correctly describe the data, but are also the
leading q-dependent contributions. So while the leading and finite terms satisfy the equipartition of entan-
glement [318], within our approach we are able to identify the leading term that breaks this equipartition.

Taking now the limit for n→ 1, we get the von Neumann entropy

S(q) = S− 1
2

ln
(

2
π

ln δ1Lk

)
− 1

2
+ (q− q̄)2 π4 (γ2(1) + γ′2(1))

ln2 κ1Lk
+ · · · , (7.4.13)

with ln δ1 = 2π2γ′2(1) and γ′2(1) = 0.0545724.
These Fisher-Hartwig calculations for the symmetry resolved entanglement are compared with the nu-

merical data in Figure 7.6. It is evident in these figures that the results for different q are not on top of
each other although we reported ` as large as 3000. Indeed their difference (that we know to go to zero
as (ln `)−2) can be easily misinterpreted as a different additive constant if one would proceed with a fit of
the numerical data. Only the exact knowledge of the asymptotic behaviour (7.4.12) and (7.4.13) allow us
to correctly understand the data. In the figure we also report Eqs. (7.4.12) and (7.4.13) truncated at o(1)
(just for q = q̄), showing that these leading curves are far from the data and that the distance between the
two barely reduces. We stress that not only the prefactor of the logarithmic corrections are important, but
also the precise values of the amplitudes (7.4.11) and (7.4.9), as it is easy to check. Finally we observe that
increasing (q− q̄) the corrections to the scaling that we neglected become more important.

We finish the Section commenting about the double log contribution in Eqs. (7.4.12) and (7.4.13). It
may seem rather awkward that all the symmetry resolved contributions have a double log correction, while
the total entanglement entropy does not. Indeed, when calculating the total entanglement this double log
cancels when summing to the fluctuation entanglement S f as in Eq. (7.2.2). Indeed, taking as a prototypical
example the von Neumann entropy and using that the probability is p(q) = Z1(q), we have

S f = −
∫

q
Z1(q) lnZ1(q) ' −

∫
dq

e
− (q−q̄)2

4bR
1√

4πbR
1

ln
e
− (q−q̄)2

4bR
1√

4πbR
1

=
1
2
(1 + ln 4πbR

1 ) =

=
1
2

(
1 + ln

( 2
π

ln Lk − γ2(1)
))

=
1
2
+

1
2

ln
( 2

π
ln Lk

)
+ O(L−1

k ) . (7.4.14)
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Note that both leading terms in S f in the above equation cancel exactly with the corresponding ones in the
symmetry resolved entanglement in Eq. (7.4.13). The same is true for all Rényi entropies of arbitrary order.

7.5 Charged and symmetry resolved entanglement for the Fermi gas

In this Section we derive the symmetry resolved entanglement entropy for a Fermi gas using the overlap
matrix approach introduced in Section 1.4.3.

The system we are going to study consists of a gas of N free spinless non-relativistic fermions with some
suitable boundary conditions in order to have a discrete energy spectrum. The many body wave functions
Ψ(x1, ..., xN) is the Vandermonde determinant Ψ(x1, ..., xN) = det[φm(xn)]/

√
N!, built with the occupied

single particle eigenstates with wave functions φm(x). The many body ground state is obtained by filling
the N levels with lowest energies. Given that there is no lattice, the particle number N provides also the
ultraviolet cutoff. In the case of a system with periodic boundary conditions in the interval [0, L], the
eigenfunctions are plane waves φk(x) = e2πikx/L/

√
L with integer wave-numbers k. When the subsystem

is also an interval, say A = [0, `], the overlap matrix [cf. Eq. (1.4.34)] is easily calculated and reads

Anm =
sin π(n−m)`/L

π(n−m)
, n, m = 1, · · · , N. (7.5.1)

A crucial observation made in [173] is that such matrix is identical to the lattice correlation matrix, Eq. (7.3.2),
upon identifying kF/π with `/L and N with `. As a consequence, this simple replacement allows to trans-
late all the results from the lattice to the continuous model. In particular all formulas derived for the tight
binding model are valid also for the gas, where now Lk is not anymore 2` sin kF, but

Lk = 2N sin π
`

L
. (7.5.2)

Thus, for the symmetry resolved entanglement we can straightforwardly make our predictions for the gas.
The REEs in the presence of a flux are

ln Zn(α) = iα
`N
L
−
[

1
6

(
n− 1

n

)
+

2
n

( α

2π

)2
]

ln
[
2N sin

(
π
`

L

)]
+ Υ(n, α)+

e−
2iπ`N

L

[
2N sin

(
π
`

L

)]− 2
n (1− α

π )
[

Γ
( 1

2 +
1

2n − α
2πn

)
Γ
( 1

2 − 1
2n + α

2πn

)]2

+

+ e
2iπ`N

L

[
2N sin

(
π
`

L

)]− 2
n (1+ α

π )
[

Γ
( 1

2 +
1

2n + α
2πn

)
Γ
( 1

2 − 1
2n − α

2πn

)]2

, (7.5.3)

where we only included the leading contributions at m = 0,±1 in the generalised Fisher-Hartwig conjec-
ture. We tested this result against exact numerical computations and, as for the lattice model, we found that
it provides a very accurate description as long as α is not close to ±π.

Similarly, for the symmetry resolved entropies the predictions for the gas are obtained simply by plug-
ging Eq. (7.5.2) into Eqs. (7.4.12) and (7.4.13) for Rényi and von Neumann entropy respectively (with
q̄ = `N

L ).

7.6 Concluding remarks

In this Chapter, we derived exact formulas for the asymptotic behavior of the symmetry resolved entangle-
ment entropies in free fermion systems. First, we obtained an exact expression for the charged entropies
given by Eqs. (7.3.18) (asymptotic behaviour up to order O(1)) and (7.3.26) (leading corrections to the
scaling). The leading logarithmic term in (7.3.18) perfectly matches the CFT prediction, but we also de-
termined the non-universal O(1) contribution. The o(1) corrections present interesting oscillatory behavior
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and a power-law decay with exponents that depend on the flux α. We then moved to the true symmetry
resolved entropies given by the Fourier transform of the charged ones. The partition sums are given by Eq.
(7.4.5), while Rényi and von Neumann entropy by Eqs. (7.4.12) and (7.4.13) respectively. These equations
agree in the limit of large ` with the CFT results, but we also determine a number of non-universal constants
as well as logarithmic corrections to the scaling which are fundamental for an accurate description of the
numerical data. Our analysis also provides the first term in the expansion for large ` which depends on
the symmetry sector, hence breaking the equipartition of entanglement [318]. We also related the double
logarithmic correction to the fluctuation entanglement.

While we have considered the specific case of free fermions, many features we find are in fact universal.
The CFT results [318, 319] (cf. Eq. (7.2.15)) shows how the leading term of the charged entropies get
renormalised by the Luttinger liquid parameter K. A first natural question is how the exponent of the
leading corrections to the scaling gets renormalized. It would be very interesting to adapt the field theoretical
approach of Refs. [155, 307] to understand how this new universal exponent (equal to 2/n(1± α/π) for
free fermions) can be obtained in CFT. For the symmetry resolved entanglement we showed the presence of
very large logarithmic corrections to the scaling. The natural question here is whether they are universal and
if they can be also understood within CFT. Furthermore, we find that many non-universal constants entering
in these corrections are related to each other (e.g. Eqs. (7.4.9) and (7.4.11)): it is interesting to understand
also the level of universality of these relations.

Finally, there are few possible generalizations of the present calculations that can be done following
the same logic as here; for example the case of an open system can be analyzed exploiting the generalized
Fisher-Hartwig results in [308], disjoint intervals using the approach in [199], and trapped gases can be
studied by random matrix techniques [184, 419] to recover results from curved CFT [159].
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Chapter 8

Entanglement and relative entropies in the trapped
free fermi gas

CFTs in curved backgrounds have been used to describe inhomogeneous 1d systems, such as quantum
gases in trapping potentials and non-equilibrium spin chains. This approach provided, in an elegant and
simple fashion, non-trivial analytic predictions for quantities, such as the entanglement entropy, that are not
accessible through other methods. Here, we generalize this approach to low-lying excited states, focusing
on the entanglement and relative entropies in an inhomogeneous free-fermionic system. Our most important
finding is that the universal scaling function characterizing these entanglement measurements is the same as
the one for homogeneous systems, but expressed in terms of a different variable, being a non-trivial function
of the subsystem length and system’s inhomogeneity that is easily written in terms of the curved metric.
This Chapter is based on Ref. [375].

8.1 Introduction

Universality is one of the most striking features of critical systems, clearly displayed in the ground state scal-
ing of entanglement entropies and not only: it has been indeed pointed out that also low-energy eigenstates
presents universal aspects [359, 371]. The REEs of these excitations, when corresponding to conformal pri-
mary fields, have been characterized in Refs. [349,371]. It has been shown that they are related to conformal
properties of the operator defining the targeted excitation by a universal function, previously introduced in
Eq. (4.2.4). Another important object capturing the universal features of low-lying excited states is the ReE,
which in a replica approach is obtained as the limit of the universal ratio already found in Eq. (4.2.15). See
Chapter 4 for further details.

Unfortunately, all these universal features seem to be completely lost, at least at first sight, in real
experiments where different kinds of inhomogeneities are always present. For example, recent important
advances in cold atoms have allowed to set up experiments to measure the many-body entanglement [34–37,
229,232,233,242,245]. However, these ultracold quantum gases are trapped by external (usually parabolic)
potentials breaking translational invariance and therefore, a fortiori, conformal invariance. Nevertheless, it
has been pointed out in Ref. [159] that, under certain assumptions, conformal invariance can be restored at
the price of working in a curved background: it is still possible to have an underlying CFT description but in
a spacetime that is not flat anymore. The key assumption for this approach is the local density approximation
(LDA), i.e. the system has to exhibit separation of scales: more precisely, there must exist a mesoscopic
scale ` at which the system is locally homogeneous (i.e. small compared to the scale at which inhomogeneity
becomes important, of order ρ|∂xρ|, with ρ the density of the system), but still contains a very large number
of particles (i.e. large compared to the inter-particle distance, of order of the inverse of the local average
density 〈ρ(x)〉−1), that is the mesoscopic scale ` must satisfy 〈ρ(x)〉−1 � `� ρ|∂xρ|, see Fig. 8.1.

This curved CFT approach has already been employed for many applications: the entanglement en-
tropies [159], the entanglement hamiltonian [424], and some correlation functions [159,425,426] have been
calculated for many different situations in inhomogeneous free-fermion models; the field theory description
of the rainbow model was also unveiled [427], spin chains with gradients were studied [428], and the pres-
ence of curved lightcones has been investigated [429]. All these applications refer to free models, but some
results for interacting systems are also available [430–433].
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FIGURE 8.1: Illustration of the local density approximation (LDA). L is the typical macroscopic length
of the system over which the density changes. The average local distance between particles is of the
order of 〈ρ(x)〉−1 (ρ(x) being the density). The mesoscopic scale `, where the approximation holds,
must satisfy L� `� 〈ρ〉−1.

Here we want to understand whether and in which form the universality features of the entanglement
in low-lying excited states persist in inhomogeneous settings, as a consequence of the restored conformal
invariance in curved spacetime. In particular, we are going to focus on the ratios defined by Eqs. (4.2.4) and
(4.2.15) and their analytic continuations. As an explicit example, we are going to employ the curved metric
approach for a free Fermi gas in a (harmonic) trapping potential. We will show that Eqs. (4.2.4) and (4.2.15)
still display very universal features. Interestingly and surprisingly, they turn out to be the same functions as
in the analogous homogeneous setting, but of a different variable, related to the subsystem size and to the
curved metric.

This Chapter is organized as follows. In Section 8.2 we briefly review the curved CFT approach to
the inhomogenous free Fermi gas and its bosonization. In Sections 8.3 and 8.4, after recalling how the
calculations of REEs and ReEEs work in the homogeneous case, we adapt them to the inhomogeneous
situation and derive the CFT predictions for different excited states. In Section 8.5 we benchmark our
analytic results against exact numerical computations for a Fermi gas with a finite number N of particles,
finding excellent agreement for large N. We finally conclude in Section 8.6.

8.2 Inhomogeneous systems, CFT in curved space, and bosonisation

Although our approach is very general and applies to many different inhomogeneous 1D free Fermi systems,
for concreteness we will focus through the entire manuscript on a Fermi gas trapped by an external potential.
According to Ref. [159], the long distance behaviour of this model is described by a massless Dirac fermion
in a curved spacetime whose metric encodes the inhomogeneity parameters. We recall below the main steps
to show this equivalence.

We start by considering the homogeneous free Fermi gas in 1D with hamiltonian

H =
∫ +∞

−∞
dx c†(x)

[
− h̄2

2m
∂2

x − µ

]
c(x), (8.2.1)

µ being the chemical potential. The ground-state propagator in imaginary time (τ = it) is

〈c†(x, τ)c(0, 0)〉 =
∫ kF

−kF

dk
2π

e−i[kx+ε(k) τ
h̄ ], (8.2.2)

where ε(k) = h̄2k2/2m − µ is the energy and kF =
1
h̄
√

2mµ is the Fermi momentum. Linearising
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the spectrum around the Fermi points ±kF, ε(k) = ± dε

dk

∣∣∣
k=kF

(k ∓ kF) = ±vF h̄(k ∓ kF), in the limit

x, vFτ � 1/kF, it becomes

〈c†(x, τ)c(0, 0)〉 ' i
2π

[
e−ikFx

x + ivFτ
− eikFx

x− ivFτ

]
. (8.2.3)

A crucial observation is that the two terms in (8.2.3) coincide with the two-point functions of the R/L-
components (ψ†

R,L(x, τ)) of a massless Dirac fermion in 2D euclidean spacetime, noting that

〈ψ†
R,L(x, τ)ψR,L(0, 0)〉 = 1

2
1

x± ivFτ
, 〈ψ†

R,L(x, τ)ψL,R(0, 0)〉 = 0. (8.2.4)

We now add to the hamiltonian in Eq. (8.2.1) an external potential V(x), that at first we consider
harmonic V(x) = mω2x2/2. In the TDL, the density profile of fermions follows the Wigner semicircle
law [434]

ρ(x) =
1

πh̄

√
2µm−m2ω2x2, (8.2.5)

which is different from zero only in the interval [−L, L] where L =
1
ω

√
2µ

m
. Hereafter we set h̄ =

m = ω = 1. The length L is related to the total number of particles as L =
√

2N (given that N =∫
dx ρ(x) = µ) and it sets the macroscopic scale of the system. For the LDA to hold, it should exist an

intermediate scale ` which is large compared to the microscopic scale but small compared to the scale on
which physical quantities vary macroscopically, here measured by L. For large N and away from the edges,
one has N−1/2 ∼ 〈ρ〉−1 � ` � L ∼ N1/2, and hence LDA applies. At this scale the system can be seen
locally as homogeneous, with a Fermi momentum kF(x) = πρ(x) and propagator of the same form as in
(8.2.3)

〈c†(x + δx, τ + δτ)c(x, τ)〉 ' i
2π

[
e−i(kF(x)δx+ivF(x)δτ)

δx + ivF(x)δτ
− ei(kF(x)δx−ivF(x)δτ)

δx− ivF(x)δτ

]
, (8.2.6)

where vF(x) = ε′(kF(x)). The only consistent Dirac theory defined on the entire domain (x, τ) ∈
[−L, L]×R and locally having the propagator (8.2.6) is a massless Dirac action in which the metric (be-
ing the only available free parameter) varies with position. Thus, we end up in a field theory in curved
spacetime, whose action in isothermal coordinates is

S =
1

2π

∫
dz dz

√
g[ψ†

R
←→
∂z ψR + ψ†

L
←→
∂z ψL], (8.2.7)

where g = −det(gµν), gµν is the metric tensor and the line element is d2s = e2σ dz dz, which is confor-
mally flat. Indeed, the propagator associated to the action (8.2.6) is

〈ψ†
R(z + δz)ψR(z)〉 =

1
eσδz

, (8.2.8)

and coincides with (8.2.6) upon choosing

z(x, τ) = arcsin
( x

L

)
+ iτ, (8.2.9)

which, as a complex coordinate, lives on the infinite strip
[
−π

2 , π
2

]
×R.

This formalism may simply be adapted to deal with an arbitrary potential V(x). In fact, even when we
do not generally know the exact solution of the single-particle problem, in the TDL, the relevant single-
particle states are the ones very high in the spectrum for which the semi-classical approximation becomes
exact. We emphasise that, in order to obtain non-trivial results, we need to scale the potential with the
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number N of particles, see [159] for details. For a generic potential, the local Fermi momentum is given by

kF(x) =
√

2(µ−V(x)), (8.2.10)

and the underlying metric is given by ds2 = dx2 + vF(x)2dτ2. Finally, Eq. (8.2.9) becomes

z(x, τ) =
∫ dx′

vF(x′)
+ iτ, eσ = vF(x), (8.2.11)

where, we recall that vF(x) = ε′(kF(x)). The coordinate z is defined on a strip [x1, x2]×R, where x1 and
x2 depend on V(x) and µ.

Bosonisation of the Dirac fermion

By standard bosonisation techniques [83, 326], the action of the free Dirac fermion is mapped into a free
bosonic CFT with the Euclidean action

S =
1

8π

∫
dτdx[(∂τφ)2 + (∂xφ)2], (8.2.12)

where we set the speed of the sound v = 1. The bosonic field is compact, and the target space is a ring, i.e.

φ(t, x + L) ≡ φ(t, x) + 2πRm. (8.2.13)

Here m is the winding number of the field configuration and R is the compactification radius, that in the
case of the Dirac theory is R = 1.

In order to clarify the operator correspondence, we should also introduce the chiral vertex operator (for
left and right movers) defined as

VR,L
α =: eiαφR,L(x) :, (8.2.14)

with conformal dimension given by hα = α2/2 (α ∈ R) and where φL,R(x) are the left and right compo-
nents of the bosonic field.

By comparing the two point correlation function of vertex operators with that of left and right moving
fermionic operators, the operator correspondence between these fields is

ψR(x) =
η√
2

VR
1 , ψL(x) =

η√
2

VL
1 , (8.2.15)

where the Klein factors η and η ensure the anticommutation relations between ψL(x) and ψR(x), being
anticommuting variables themselves. This identity states that the chiral vertex operators, Eq. (8.2.14),
correspond, in the fermionic language, to the annihilation/creation of a fermion.

The derivative operator i∂xφ = i∂xφR + i∂xφL can be written in fermionic language as

ψ†
R(x)ψR(x) = −1

2
: i∂xφR(x) : ψ†

L(x)ψL(x) = −1
2

: i∂xφL(x) : . (8.2.16)

The primary fields of the theory consists just of the vertex operator V1 and the derivative field i∂xφ [83].
In fermionic language, via bosonisation they correspond to the creation of a particle and to a particle-hole
excitation respectively.

We now discuss how the vanishing of the fermionic density at the edges of the interval [−L, L] (cf. Eq.
(8.2.5)) reflects on the boundary conditions (BCs) for the free compact boson (which also lies on the strip
of length 2L). Let us consider the fermion density operator ρ(x) =: c†(x)c(x) : and linearise it around the
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two Fermi points to get

ρ(x) ∼
[
: ψ†

R(x)ψR(x) : + : ψ†
L(x)ψL(x) : +

: ψ†
R(x)ψL(x) : e−2ikFx+ : ψ†

L(x)ψR(x) : e2ikFx
]

. (8.2.17)

Using that ψR(x) and ψL(x) vary very slowly on the system scale, we may drop the two terms involving
the rapidly oscillating factors e±2ikFx. Consequently, the vanishing of the fermion density ρ(x) implies

ψ†
R(x)ψR(x) = −ψ†

L(x)ψL(x). (8.2.18)

and, from Eq. (8.2.16), for the bosonic field

∂xφ(x) = ∂xφR(x) + ∂xφL(x) = 0. (8.2.19)

Then, in this boundary CFT, the operator content of theory is halved compared to the bulk (as for any CFT).

8.3 Entanglement and Rényi entropies of excited states of inhomogeneous
systems

In this Section we apply the formalism reviewed in Section 8.2 to study EE and REEs for a special class of
excited states in the presence of spatial inhomogeneities.

Homogeneous systems. The simplest class of excited states in a CFT are those generated by the action of
a primary field Υ, with scaling dimension ∆, on the CFT vacuum (cf. Section 4.2). A simple expression for
the associated moments in terms of correlators of Υ, given in Eq. (4.2.4), is reported here for completeness
and denoted as

FΥ,n(A) =
〈∏n−1

k=0 Υ(w−k )Υ
†(w+

k )〉Rn

〈Υ(w−0 )Υ†
1(w

+
0 )〉nR1

, (8.3.1)

where the notation is the same as in Chapter 4. Eq. (8.3.1) holds for systems with both periodic (PBC) and
open boundary conditions (OBC), but the worldsheet where the theory is defined, i.e., the Riemann surface
Rn is different in the two cases. For PBC the single sheet geometry R1 is the cylinder (topologically
equivalent to the complex plane), whereas for OBCR1 is an infinite strip [352].

For PBC, by conformal mappings, FΥ,n(A) turns out to be a function of x = `/L only [349,371], where
` is the length of the interval A and L the total length of the system. The excess of the n-th REE of the
excited state with respect to the ground state value is then given by

F̂Υ,n(A) =
1

1− n
log FΥ,n(A) = S(n)

Υ (A)− S(n)
GS (A). (8.3.2)

Since the FΥ,n(A) is function only of x for all excitations, F̂Υ,n(A) is always of order 1 in L, showing that
the universal logarithmic behaviour for the ground-state persists for all low-lying excited states in CFT.

For the case of OBC, which is of major interest here, we consider a systems of length 2L, i.e. the segment
[−L, L] and a subsystem A starting from the left edge A = [−L, `] (note that the length of A is L + `).
Under these circumstances there are only minor differences compared to the calculation in the periodic
case [352]. Again a series of conformal transformations maps can be used, but the resulting correlation
functions are usually more complicated to be worked out [352]; the only special case being the one of
interest for us, namely correlation functions of chiral operators in the compact boson with free boundary
conditions (8.2.19). In this case, by use of image charges, we end up exactly in the same correlation function
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as for the PBC case. The only difference is in the scaling variable x, which now is

x =
|x1 − x2|

2L
=

1
2
+

`

2L
. (8.3.3)

Inhomogeneous systems. We now apply the formalism of Section 8.2 to compute the entanglement en-
tropy of the bipartition A = [−L, `], Ā = [`, L]. The coordinates of the associated field theory are (z, z),
defined for a generic trapping potential by (8.2.11) (that for the harmonic case simplified to (8.2.9)). Making
use of such coordinates, the subsystem changes to A′ = [z1, z2], where z1 = z(−L) and z2 = z(`). In
particular, for the harmonic case

z1 = −π

2
, z2 = arcsin

( `
L

)
. (8.3.4)

In this coordinate system, the total length of the strip is L′ = π.
As in Eq. (8.3.1), the ratio of moments of RDM is then

Fc
Υ,n(A) =

〈∏n−1
k=0 Υ(z−k )Υ

†(z+k )〉Rn,curved

〈Υ(z−0 )Υ†
1(z

+
0 )〉nR1,curved

, (8.3.5)

where z±k = z(w±k ) = ±i∞,R1 is the strip S = [−π/2, π/2]×R andRn the Riemann surface obtained
by joining cyclically n copies ofR1. We used the superscript “c” (for “curved”) in order to avoid confusion
with the same quantity for a homogeneous system: the difference with (8.3.1) is that the correlation functions
are evaluated in a worldsheet where the metric is not flat (d2s = e2σ(z)dzdz̄). Note that considering the
universal ratio (4.2.4) presents also the advantage that we do not have to deal with the metric dependent
cutoff ε = ε(x), which, for non-uniform systems, depends on the position and is a non trivial function
of the scales entering in the problem. In the case of the free Fermi gas, there is just one of such scales
(kF(x)−1), thus fixing this dependence; in more complicated models, where different scales exist, finding
such function is still an open problem.

It is now convenient to re-express the correlation in the numerator of Eq. (8.3.5) through twist fields as

〈
n−1

∏
k=0

Υ(z−k , z−k )Υ
†(z+k , z+k )〉Rn,curved =

〈Tn(z2)Υ̃Υ̃†〉R1,curved

〈Tn(z2)〉R1,curved
, (8.3.6)

where Υ̃ = Υ⊗n corresponds to n replicas of the operator Υ and we relied on the very definition of twist
fields [18,148]. A similar approach was considered in [158] in a different context. Thanks to this rewriting,
Eq. (8.3.5) takes the form

Fc
Υ,n(A) =

〈Tn(z2)Υ̃Υ̃†〉R1,curved

〈Tn(z2)〉R1,curved〈ΥΥ†〉nR1,curved
. (8.3.7)

Since the inhomogeneity is encoded in the metric tensor, the idea is now to use a Weyl transformation to
trace the calculation back to the one in flat space, as done for the entanglement entropy in the ground state
in Ref. [159]. Under a Weyl transformation, which does not act on the coordinates, but on the metric tensor
only

gµν(z, z)→ e−2σ(z,z)gµν(z, z), (8.3.8)

a primary field φ∆(z, z) of conformal dimension ∆ transforms as

φ∆(z, z)→ e−σ(z,z)∆φ∆(z, z). (8.3.9)
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This transformation applies to all the fields in Eq. (8.3.7), therefore the prefactors due to the Weyl transfor-
mation cancel in the ratio, leading to

Fc
Υ,n(A) =

〈Tn(z2)Υ̃Υ̃†〉R1

〈Tn(z2)〉R1〈ΥΥ†〉nR1

, (8.3.10)

where now the correlators are again evaluated on a flat space. Moreover, since, as already mentioned, also
the position-dependent cutoff ε(x) simplifies, Eq. (8.3.10) coincide with Eq. (8.3.1) for a homogeneous
system with OBC for a system of size L′ = π and subsystem A′ = [z1, z2], i.e.,

Fc
Υ,n(A) = FΥ,n(A′). (8.3.11)

The only fundamental difference between the homogeneous and the inhomogeneous system is that,
while in the former case the function FΥ,n(A) in Eq. (8.3.1) is a function of the variable x = 1/2+ `/(2L),
in the latter Fc

Υ,n(A) is the same function but of the different variable

x′ =
z2 − z1

L′
=

arcsin(−1 + 2x)
π

+
1
2

. (8.3.12)

Thus we can make use of the results of Ref. [352, 371] for the function FΥ,n(x) for a homogenous strip
(Υ being a primary of the compact boson CFT) to write explicit formulas for the functions Fc

Υ,n in the
inhomogeneous case. For the harmonic trapping potential these read

Fc
Vα,n(x) = FVα,n(x′(x)) = 1, (8.3.13a)

Fc
i∂φ,n(x) = Fi∂φ,n(x′(x)) =


(

4
√

x(1− x)
n

)n Γ
(

1+n
2 + n

4
√

x(1−x)

)
Γ
(

1−n
2 + n

4
√

x(1−x)

)


2

. (8.3.13b)

By replica limit we get the EE in terms of the function (8.3.2)

F̂c
Vα,1(x) ≡ lim

n→1

1
1− n

log Fc
Vα,n(x) = 0, (8.3.14a)

F̂c
i∂φ,1(x) ≡ lim

n→1

1
1− n

log Fc
i∂φ,n(x) = 2 log |2 sin(πx′)|+ 2ψ

(
1

2 sin(πx′)

)
+ 2 sin(πx′)

=2 log(4
√

x(1− x)) + 2ψ

(
1

4
√

x(1− x)

)
+ 4
√

x(1− x), (8.3.14b)

where ψ(z) is the digamma function. The analytic continuation leading to the last equation has been derived
in [355, 435]. We stress that Eqs. (8.3.13) and (8.3.14) as function of x′ are valid for an arbitrary external
potential with x′(x) obtainable from (8.2.11). Only when using x′(x) in (8.3.12) we specialised to the
harmonic case.

8.4 Relative entanglement entropies between inhomogeneous states

Here we generalise the results of the previous Section for the REE to the computation of the ReE between
different pairs of low-lying excitations of the free Fermi gas, always using the bosonised CFT.
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Homogeneous systems. For the relative entropy between ρ1 and ρ0 (associated to the primaries Υ1 and
Υ0 respectively, again we can express the ratio in Eq. (4.2.15) in terms of correlation functions as [328]

Gn,A(ρ1||ρ0) =
〈Υ1(w−0 )Υ

†
1(w

+
0 )∏n−1

k=1 Υ0(w−k )Υ
†
0(w

+
k )〉Rn〈Υ1(w−0 )Υ

†
1(w

+
0 )〉n−1

R1

〈∏n−1
k=1 Υ1(w−k )Υ

†
1(w

+
k )〉Rn〈Υ0(w−0 )Υ

†
0(w

+
0 )〉n−1

R1

. (8.4.1)

For a periodic system, the final expression is obtained after mapping the Riemann surface to the complex
plane and finally to the cylinder. It is straightforward to show, that also Gn,A(ρ1‖ρ0), for chiral excitations
in a system with OBC has exactly the same expression.

Inhomogeneous systems. We now apply the formalism of Section 8.2 to compute the relative entropy of
different couples of density matrices associated to the bipartition A = [−L, `], Ā = [`, L]. By the same
reasoning of Section 8.3, the ratio we wish to compute is

Gc
n,A(ρ1||ρ0) =

〈Υ1(w−0 )Υ
†
1(w

+
0 )∏n−1

k=1 Υ0(w−k )Υ
†
0(w

+
k )〉Rn,curved〈Υ1(w−0 )Υ

†
1(w

+
0 )〉n−1

R1,curved

〈∏n−1
k=1 Υ1(w−k )Υ

†
1(w

+
k )〉Rn,curved〈Υ0(w−0 )Υ

†
0(w

+
0 )〉n−1

R1,curved

. (8.4.2)

where, also in this case, we use the superscript “c” just to avoid confusion with the same quantity for a
homogeneous system. The calculations proceed in complete analogy too, leading to

Gc
n,A(ρ1‖ρ0) = Gn,A′(ρ1‖ρ0). (8.4.3)

Once again, the only difference between homogenous and inhomogeneous systems is that the scaling vari-
able is not x but x′ as defined in (8.3.12).
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FIGURE 8.2: The CFT predictions for the Rényi relative entropies Sn,A(ρ1||ρ0), as a function of the
scaling variable x = 1/2 + `/(2L), for different values of n = 1, 2, 3, 4 in panels (a), (b), (c) and (d)
respectively. In each panel (at fixed n) we report the couples of states considered.
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Explicitly, we have [328]

Gc
n,A(ρVα‖ρGS) = Gc

n,A(ρGS‖ρVα) =

(
sin(πx′)

n sin(πx′/n)

)α2

, (8.4.4a)

Gc
n,A(ρi∂φ‖ρGS) =

(
sin πx′

n

)2(1−n)

4−n sin2
(

πx′

n

) Γ2
(

1−n+n csc(πx′)
2

)
Γ2
(

1+n+n csc(πx′)
2

) , (8.4.4b)

Gc
n,A(ρGS‖ρi∂φ) =

(
sin πx′

n

)2(n−1)

det
[

1
sin(tij(x′)/2)

]
i,j∈[1,2(n−1)]

, (8.4.4c)

Gc
n,A(ρi∂φ‖ρVβ

) = C̃β(n, x′)Gc
n,A(ρi∂φ‖ρGS)Gc

n,A(ρGS‖ρVβ
), (8.4.4d)

where

C̃β(n, x′) = 1− β2 sin2
(

πx′

n

)(n−1

∑
k=1

cot
π

n
(x′ + k)

)(
n−1

∑
l=1

cot
π

n
(−x′ + l)

)
, (8.4.5)

and, by replica trick,

SA(ρGS||ρVα) =SA(ρVα ||ρGS) = α2(1− cot(πx′)), (8.4.6a)

SA(ρi∂φ||ρGS) =2
(
log(2 sin(πx′)) + 1− πx cot(πx′) + ψ

(
csc(πx′)/2

)
+ sin(πx′)

)
, (8.4.6b)

SA(ρi∂φ||ρVβ
) =(2 + β2)[1− πx′ cot(πx′)] + 2 log(2(sin(πx′)))+

+ 2ψ
(
csc(πx′)/2

)
+ 2 sin(πx′). (8.4.6c)

All these expressions may be easily rewritten in terms of x, but the final results are not very illuminating and
we omit them. As stressed in Chapter 4 for the calculations in the homogeneous case, it is not yet possible
to derive the analytic continuation of (8.4.4c).

In Figure 8.2 we plot the Rényi relative entropy Sn,A(ρ1||ρ0) for different pairs of states. Note that, as
already observed [328], while the relative entropy SA(ρ1||ρ0) is always positive and monotonous, this is not
generally the case for n 6= 1. Moreover, we notice that Sn,A(ρ1‖ρ0) as a function of x goes to zero faster
than in the homogeneous case.

8.5 Numerical checks

We now compare the analytic formulas derived in the previous sections with the exact numerical data for
the low-lying excited states of a Fermi gas trapped by a harmonic potential. The REEs in these excited
states have been obtained by two different methods, i.e. by the overlap matrix technique (Section 1.4.3)
and by Gauss–Legendre discretisation of the continuous correlation matrix (see Ref. [375]). Of course,
they furnish identical results, providing a further test of the correctness of their implementation. For the
calculation of the ReEEs the overlap matrix approach is not easily usable and therefore we only employ the
Gauss–Legendre discretisation method for the correlation matrices and compute the trace of the product of
the associated RDMs though Eq. (1.4.31).

We consider only two types of excited states. One is a particle-hole excitation in which the particle in
the highest occupied single-particle level (i.e. the N-th one) is shifted up of one level (i.e. to the (N + 1)-th
one). In the CFT, this excitation corresponds to the state generated by the action of the primary operator
i∂φ. The other corresponds to add a particle to the Fermi sea: this is a very trivial operation because the
excited state is just the ground state in the canonical ensemble with one particle more. However, in the
grand-canonical ensemble it is an excited state that in curved CFT corresponds to the action of the vertex
operator with α = 1, i.e. V1 (which indeed, as already mentioned, acts as creation operator of a fermion).
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FIGURE 8.3: The universal scaling function for the Rényi entanglement entropy F̂c
V1,n(x) (cf.

Eq. (8.3.2)), for the excited state given by an addition of a particle, which in CFT correspond to the
vertex operator V1. Data are shown as function of x (cf. (8.3.3)) for different values of n (= 1, 2, 3
in panels (a), (b) and (c) respectively). Different colors correspond to different number of particles N.
The continuous curve is the CFT prediction (Fc

V1,n(x) = 1), Eq. (8.3.13a). The data have been obtained
with the method of the overlap matrix, Section 1.4.3.

8.5.1 Entanglement entropies in excited states

In Figures 8.3 and 8.4 we report the exact numerical data for the unversal scaling function F̂c
Υ,n(x) for the

Rényi entanglement entropies of a Fermi gas of N particles trapped by a harmonic potential. In Fig. 8.3 we
report the data for the excited state with one particle more (corresponding to the vertex operator, Υ = V1)
and in Fig. 8.4 we report the data for a particle-hole excitation (corresponding to Υ = i∂φ). In both cases,
we consider the bipartition A = [−∞, `] and Ā = [`, ∞] (in the TDL it is irrelevant whether A starts from
−L or any point to its left, so we just fix to −∞ which makes the numerical calculation easier). We plot
the scaling function versus x = 1/2 + `/2L (cf. (8.3.3)) which is the natural variable one would have been
using without knowing a priori the CFT solution in terms of x′, cf. Eq. (8.3.12).

Let us now discuss these figures. For the excited state corresponding to the vertex operator (cf. Fig-
ure 8.3), the CFT prediction is FV1,n(x′) = 1 as in Eq. (8.3.13a). It is evident that the data converge to the
CFT predictions increasing the system size, as they should. This is a rather trivial result since the excited
state is the ground state with one particle more; the analytic result for the ground-state entropies in the har-
monic potential, cf. Refs. [159, 419], shows that the difference between the results at N and at N + 1 is of
order o(1) for large N. However, in spite of this simplicity, we note the presence of oscillating deviations
from the CFT prediction which clearly decrease with system size and hence are subleading corrections to
the scaling. These corrections get larger for larger values of the Rényi index n. We are going to discuss and
characterise them below.

Data for the particle-hole excited state are reported in Figure 8.4, for different values of the Rényi index n
and number of particles N. We also show the highly non-trivial result for the CFT excited state generated by
the action of the derivative operator, cf. Eq. (8.3.13b). The data at finite N are close to the CFT predictions
for all n and the difference gets smaller as N increases. In particular for n = 1 (von Neumann entropy),
the data at finite N lie very close to the asymptotic prediction. The differences between numerical data and
asymptotic predictions have to be attributed to subleading corrections that, in analogy with the case of the
vertex operator, become larger as n increases.

Before addressing these corrections to the scaling, we wish to discuss qualitative and quantitative differ-
ences between the scaling functions in homogeneous and trapped systems. The data for n = 1 and n = 3
are reported once again in Fig. 8.5 together with the homogenous results for a system with open boundary
conditions. The qualitative shapes of the two sets of curves are very different. In the homogenous case, the
entropy excess starts off linearly at x = 0, while only quadratically in the trapped setting. Physically this
behaviour may be understood as a consequence of the fact that the single-particle states at the edge have a
lower density in the trapped case. Mathematically instead it just follows from the mapping (8.3.12) between
x and x′ which is quadratic close to x = 0. Furthermore, the linearity of the homogeneous scaling function
for small x is a very general feature and the linear slope is proportional to the scaling dimension of the
operator Υ [371]. Hence, we conclude that for a general excited state |Υ〉 in this inhomogeneous setting,
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FIGURE 8.4: The universal scaling function for the Rényi entanglement entropy F̂c
i∂φ,n(x), Eq. (8.3.2),

for the particle-hole excitation, corresponding in CFT to the action of the derivative operator. Data
are shown as function of x (cf. Eq. (8.3.3)) for different values on n (= 1, 2, 3, 4 in panels (a), (b),
(c) and (d) respectively). Different colours of the points correspond to different particle numbers N.
The continuous curve is the CFT prediction, Eq. (8.3.13b). The data have been obtained with the
Gauss–Legendre discretisation method [see Ref. [375]].

the function F̂c(x) will start off quadratically with an amplitude proportional to the dimension of the oper-
ator Υ. Another interesting observation is that while the two functions (homogenous and inhomogeneous
ones) are very different, they have exactly the same value at x = 1/2, i.e. in the center of the trap. Again,
mathematically this just follows from the trivial observation that the point x = 1/2 is a fixed point of the
map between x and x′ (cf. Eq. (8.3.12)) and hence this result is valid for an arbitrary state. At first, this may
seem surprising for the EE which depends on all the points to the left of the center (i.e. with x < 0) which
are sensitive to the trapping potential. However, if we think of the entropy as a local one-point function of a
twist field, the equivalence in the two geometries follows from the fact that at the center the gradient of the
density vanishes in both cases and the system looks like homogenous and uniform.

We finally discuss the corrections to the scaling which strongly affect the data in Figures 8.3 and 8.4.
Similar corrections have been found already for the ground state of the trapped gas [170, 419] and there is
no quantitative understanding of them yet. The main reason for this lack of comprehension is that there are
at least two different sources of corrections which are intertwined in the final result and disentangling them
appears very complicated. First, also homogeneous systems in the ground state present oscillating deviations
from the conformal asymptotic entanglement entropy which are called unusual corrections. These have been
characterised both in CFT [155, 307], and in microscopic models [173, 174, 196, 303, 308, 423]. They are
unusual in the sense that the exponent governing their decay depends on the order n of the Rényi entropy
and it is not related to the leading irrelevant operator, like for standard corrections to the scaling. Indeed, it
has been shown that these deviations decay as `−∆/n or `−2∆/n, for open and periodic systems respectively,
where ∆ is the scaling dimension of a relevant operator located at the conical singularities of the Riemann
surface Rn [155, 307]. Corrections with the same exponents have been found also for excited states of
homogenous systems [356] (as expected since the structure of conical singularities does not depend on the
state), but the amplitude depends in a very complicated and yet unknown manner on the state itself. These
unusual corrections share many similarities with the ones observed in Figures 8.3 and 8.4, in particular they
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FIGURE 8.5: Comparison between the universal scaling functions F̂i∂φ,n(x) (cf. Eq. (8.3.2)) for two
Fermi gases: (i) with hard-wall boundary conditions (i.e. with vanishing density at the edges ±L); (ii)
trapped by a harmonic potential. The continuous curves are the two asymptotic CFT predictions versus
x = 1/2 + `/(2L) (cf. (8.3.3)). The dots correspond to exact numerical data for gases with N = 120
particle.

are larger for larger n and very small at n = 1. However, in the trapped case, the period of the oscillations
depends on the position (not surprisingly since the density does) in a yet unclear fashion. A first naive guess
for these corrections deep in the bulk might be that they are the same as in the homogenous systems, but
with the density (i.e. kF(x)) replaced by the local one. If this would be true the data for F̂i∂φ,n(x) and
those for F̂c

i∂φ,n(x) should be very similar when the former is written as a function of x and the latter of x′,
because the mapping between the two makes the system homogenous. In Fig. 8.6, we explicitly perform
this comparison, showing that deep in the bulk, while the amplitude of the oscillations is comparable, their
periodicity has a different structure.

A second correction originates from the edges of the trapped system (at ±L) and is strictly related to its
inhomogeneities. Indeed, at finite N, near the edges, the fermion propagator deviates from thermodynamics
form (8.2.6): in the proper subleading scaling variable, it can be expressed in terms of the Airy kernel, see
e.g. [419, 436]. From the figures, in particular comparing with the results for the homogenous case in Figs.
8.5 and 8.6, it is evident that close to the edge at x = 0, there are larger deviations than in the bulk and these
are entirely due to the edge physics. These corrections right at the edge have been analytically worked out
in [419, 436], but it is not known how they get modified when entering the bulk.
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FIGURE 8.6: The same data as in Fig. 8.5, but using as scaling variable x for the homogeneous gas and
x′ (cf. Eq. (8.3.12)) for the inhomogeneous one. The smooth parts of the two curves collapse on top
of each other, as predicted by CFT. Conversely, the oscillations have very different features, in spite of
the comparable amplitudes.

8.5.2 Relative entropies

In this subsection, we come to the Rényi relative entropies. Exploiting the same techniques, we numerically
compute the ratio Gc

n,A(ρ1||ρ0) = Tr(ρ1ρn−1
0 )/Trρn

1 , for n = 2, 3 and with ρ0 and ρ1 corresponding to
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FIGURE 8.7: The ratio Gc
n,A(ρ1‖ρ0), Eq. (8.4.2), as a function of x for n = 2, 3, for different pairs

of states. The considered states may be read off from the label of the vertical axis. The symbols are
the exact numerical data at finite number of particles N. Different colours correspond to different N.
The continuous curves are the CFT predictions in Eq. (8.4.4). The data have been obtained with the
Gauss–Legendre discretisation method [see Ref. [375]]..

the possible pairs of states considered in the previous subsection, i.e. ground-state, particle-hole excitation,
addition of a particle. In the TDL the numerical data are expected to converge to the CFT predictions for
Gc

n,A(ρ1||ρ0) in Eq. (8.4.4). The numerical results are shown in Figure 8.7 for different number of particles
N and for all possible pairs of states.

It is evident from all data in Fig. 8.7 that increasing N the numerics converge toward the asymptotic
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CFT predictions. Actually, the overall agreement is exceptionally good given the presence of oscillating
corrections to the scaling (which, incidentally, appear to be larger than those in the homogeneous case,
see [328]). Exactly like for the REEs in the previous subsection, these corrections have at least a twofold
origin: i) the geometrical structure of the Riemann surface defining Gn,A(ρ1||ρ0) is the same as the one
for the Rényi entropies, in particular with the same conical singularities; hence the same kind of unusual
corrections are expected; (ii) close to the edge, there are subleading corrections to the two-point function
which affect both the density matrices ρ0 and ρ1 and hence the relative entropies. Unfortunately, as for the
REEs, it is not possible to disentangle these effects and have a quantitative descriptions of these oscillating
deviations from the asymptotic behaviour.

8.6 Concluding remarks

This Chapter is set within the context of the study of entanglement in inhomogeneous many-body quantum
systems and its relation with conformal field theory. The core of this new line of research lies in the fact
that the long-distance behavior of such systems may, under given assumptions, be described by CFT in a
curved spacetime whose metric encodes the inhomogeneity parameters. In particular, here we provided new
analytical predictions for the Rényi and relative entanglement entropies of low-energy excitations in the
inhomogeneous one-dimensional free Fermi gas, for an interval adjacent to the physical edge (i.e. where
the density of particles vanishes, ρ(x) = 0). Our main analytical results are given by equations (8.3.13),
(8.3.14) for the universal ratio Fc

Υ,n(A) and by equations (8.4.4), (8.4.6) for Gc
n(ρ1‖ρ0). These predictions

have been tested against exact numerical data, which are fully consistent with them, up to subleading terms
that are not captured by CFT.

Starting from these results, several directions would be worth investigating. First, we only considered
excitations associated with primary fields. It would be interesting to generalize our findings to a generic
excited state. For homogeneous systems, this generalization was considered in Refs. [351]. However,
as soon as descendent fields are involved, the calculations become much more cumbersome. It is also
quite natural to ask whether our formalism could be generalized to interacting problems, e.g., to some
inhomogeneous version of the XXZ spin chain or Lieb-Liniger gas, as e.g. in [428]. The main problem
is that for interacting systems the inhomogeneity affects two parameters: in addition to the metric, also
the Luttinger parameter K, related to the couplings of the microscopic Hamiltonian [326], varies in space.
Fixing these parameters is not an easy task, but, more importantly, this space-dependent parameter K turns
out to break conformal invariance [431], so that we have to deal with a more complicated theory.
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Chapter 9

Conformal field theory on top of the breathing
Tonks-Girardeau gas

The techniques employed in the previous Chapter, providing access to large scale correlation functions of
inhomogeneous critical 1d quantum systems, can be extended to dynamical situations. Here, in particular,
we focus on a breathing gas of 1d hardcore bosons in a time-dependent harmonic trap. This model is well
known to be exactly solvable, and can thus be used as a benchmark of our method. We give an extensive
discussion of the approach and its relation with classical and quantum hydrodynamics in one dimension,
and derive new formulas for correlation functions, not easily obtainable by other means. In particular, a
remarkable formula for the large scale asymptotics of the bosonic n-particle function is obtained. This
Chapter is based on Ref. [439].

9.1 Introduction

In the past two years, we have witnessed an important breakthrough in the physics of 1d quantum sys-
tems with the development of a “Generalized HydroDynamic” description [440, 441] of these systems (see
also Refs. [442–456] for further developments) which, contrary to previously existing hydrodynamic ap-
proaches, is able to reproduce experimental observations of out-of-equilibrium isolated integrable quantum
systems [457–459]. Although it applies to systems that are definitely made of quantum objects (cold atoms),
the hydrodynamic approach leads to a classical description of the system.

At the moment an important open problem is to understand how to extend the new “Generalized Hy-
droDynamic” approach to incorporate quantum effects, such as quantum correlations or interference effects.
In fact, it is known that hydrodynamics accurately predicts one-point functions but fails instead to predict
higher-point functions (more specifically, it simply predicts them to be zero). Here we are going to explain
how it can be extended to obtain more generic quantum correlation functions. The idea is to use the classi-
cal hydrodynamics solution as the background on which one can build an effective action for the quantum
fluctuations.

The problem we will treat is the one of a gas of hard-core bosons, also known as the Tonks-Girardeau
gas, in a time-dependent harmonic potential V(x, t). This model is well-known to be exactly solvable
[460–462], and our goal is to use it to illustrate our approach, which extends recent works [159, 327, 375,
424–433, 463–465].

Bosons in 1d with delta repulsion in an external potential V(x, t) are described by the following Hamil-
tonian

H(t) =
∫

dx

(
h̄2

2m
(∂xΨ†)(∂xΨ) + V(x, t)Ψ†Ψ + gΨ†2Ψ2

)
(9.1.1)

where Ψ†(x), Ψ(x) are operators that create/annihilate a boson at position x, which satisfy the canonical
commutation rule [Ψ(x), Ψ†(x′)] = δ(x− x′). Here we focus exclusively on the hard-core limit (or Tonks-
Girardeau limit), g→ +∞, and on a harmonic trapping potential with a time-dependent frequency,

V(x, t) =
1
2

m ω(t)2x2. (9.1.2)
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At t = 0, the system is in the ground state |ψ0〉 of H with an initial trap frequency ω0 and a chemical
potential µ. It is well-known that, in 1d, hard-core bosons can be mapped to free fermions. Using this, the
number of bosons N in the ground state is easily calculated: it is equal to (the integer part of) µ/(h̄ω0).
Importantly, this means that

h̄N = O(µ/ω0), (9.1.3)

so when we work in units where µ and ω0 are both of order 1, taking N very large is equivalent to taking h̄
very small. In that sense, for this problem, the thermodynamic limit is a semiclassical limit. To keep track
of quantumness in the problem, we do not set h̄ to one. Our goal is to learn how to calculate correlation
functions of local observables 〈

O1(x1, t1)O2(x2, t2) . . . Op(xp, tp)
〉

(9.1.4)

in the limit 1/N ∼ h̄→ 0. Throughout this Chapter, 〈.〉 is the expectation value in the initial state |ψ0〉.
A number of results on this particular problem are available in the literature. These include exact

finite-N results that exploit the mapping to fermions for correlation functions of some observables at
equal time t1 = t2 = · · · = tp [460] (see also Refs. [178, 179, 466–471]); however to our knowl-
edge, such results do not exist for correlations at different times. There are also results for observables
that are not straightforwardly expressed in terms of the underlying free fermions and that have been de-
rived in the thermodynamic/semiclassical limit above, for the static case. These include the one-particle
density matrix [472] or the entanglement entropy [419]. We will see below that the approach we take
here [159, 327, 424–433, 463–465] automatically reproduces the large-N asymptotics of these known re-
sults; moreover, it gives access to correlations at different times.

The rest of the Chapter is organized as follows. In Section 9.2 we present our approach, starting with the
Wigner function of the free fermion problem, the reduction to a classical hydrodynamic description, and the
reconstruction of quantum fluctuations and correlations on top of that classical description. In Section 9.3
we introduce a few notations and useful formulas that are specific to the problem of the time-dependent
harmonic oscillator; those formulas follow naturally from a “holographic” picture [473] which we briefly
review. In Section 9.4 we use that formalism to write the asymptotics of correlation functions of boson cre-
ation/annihilation operators, see formula (9.4.9). In particular, this yields a remarkably simple formula for
the n-particle correlation function at equal time

〈
Ψ†(x1, t) . . . Ψ†(xn, t)Ψ(x′1, t) . . . Ψ(x′n, t)

〉
, see formula

(9.4.10). In Section 9.5 we focus on the fermionic two-point function. We evaluate its asymptotics using
our approach —including low-energy contributions captured by the CFT, but also an important contribution
that lies beyond CFT, which we properly take into account— and compare to a numerical evaluation of that
two-point function at finite N. We find perfect agreement, thus validating the approach. We conclude in
Section 9.6.

9.2 Strategy: reconstruction of quantum fluctuations on top of a classical
hydrodynamic solution

In this Section we briefly sketch the most important ideas of the classical hydrodynamic description of the
gas, and of its quantization. Concrete examples of calculations of correlation functions are given in the
next sections. We stress that the reconstruction of quantum fluctuations on top of a classical hydrodynamic
solution is an old problem in theoretical physics, dating back to Landau [474], with contributions by many
authors motivated by different topics [475–477].

Generalized Hydrodynamics/Wigner function evolution

It is well known that hard core bosons in 1d are equivalent to free fermions. The mapping from bosons to
fermions is done by inserting a Jordan-Wigner string,

Ψ†
F(x) = eiπ

∫
y<x ρ(y)dy Ψ†(x), (9.2.1)
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where ρ(y) = Ψ†(y)Ψ(y) = Ψ†
F(y)ΨF(y) is the density operator, such that the fermion creation/annihilation

modes satisfy the canonical anti-commutation relations {ΨF(x), Ψ†
F(x′)} = δ(x − x′). In terms of the

fermions, the Hamiltonian (9.1.1) in the hard core limit is quadratic,

H(t) =
∫

dx

(
h̄2

2m
(∂xΨ†

F)(∂xΨF) + V(x, t)Ψ†
FΨF

)
. (9.2.2)

To go towards a hydrodynamic description, it is useful to introduce the Wigner function of these free
fermions,

n(x, k, t) =
∫

dy eiky
〈

Ψ†
F(x + y/2, t)ΨF(x− y/2, t)

〉
, (9.2.3)

which has the semiclassical interpretation of being the probability to find a fermion at position (x, k) in
phase space. The Wigner function satisfies the exact evolution equation

∂tn(x, k, t) +
h̄k
m

∂xn(x, k, t) =
1
h̄
(∂xV(x, t))∂kn(x, k, t). (9.2.4)

In our case this equation is exact because since we focus exclusively on harmonic potentials V(x, t). For
more general potentials, Eq. (9.2.4) would be the leading order term in an expansion in h̄ and in higher order
derivatives ∂

p
xV, p ≥ 2 [478]. Eq. (9.2.4), which holds for free fermions, is the simplest possible occurence

of the Generalized HydroDynamics equations (GHD) discovered in 2016 [440, 441].

k
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�t
<latexit sha1_base64="f8f/M9KMa1iQrEwrN6EJOH8k3K4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f8f/M9KMa1iQrEwrN6EJOH8k3K4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f8f/M9KMa1iQrEwrN6EJOH8k3K4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f8f/M9KMa1iQrEwrN6EJOH8k3K4=">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</latexit>

(a)
<latexit sha1_base64="ASv2jd3smWQGcywGIR82gt889Cw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ASv2jd3smWQGcywGIR82gt889Cw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ASv2jd3smWQGcywGIR82gt889Cw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ASv2jd3smWQGcywGIR82gt889Cw=">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</latexit>

(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="awaSVqNEVKsoLO9z8gG/mFexZxo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="awaSVqNEVKsoLO9z8gG/mFexZxo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="awaSVqNEVKsoLO9z8gG/mFexZxo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="awaSVqNEVKsoLO9z8gG/mFexZxo=">AAACxnicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkWom5KIoCspuOmyon1ALZJMp3VoXiQTRYrgD7jVTxP/QP/CO+MU1CI6IcmZc+85M/dePwlEJh3ntWDNzS8sLhWXSyura+sb5c2tdhbnKeMtFgdx2vW9jAci4i0pZMC7Scq90A94xx+fqnjnhqeZiKMLeZfwfuiNIjEUzJNEnVf9/atyxak5etmzwDWgArOacfkFlxggBkOOEBwRJOEAHjJ6enDhICGujwlxKSGh4xz3KJE2pyxOGR6xY/qOaNczbER75ZlpNaNTAnpTUtrYI01MeSlhdZqt47l2Vuxv3hPtqe52R3/feIXESlwT+5dumvlfnapFYohjXYOgmhLNqOqYccl1V9TN7S9VSXJIiFN4QPGUMNPKaZ9trcl07aq3no6/6UzFqj0zuTne1S1pwO7Pcc6C9kHNdWru2WGlfmJGXcQOdlGleR6hjgaaaJH3CI94wrPVsCIrt24/U62C0Wzj27IePgBCS4/I</latexit>

k
<latexit sha1_base64="F6XL3m7dFGpa7kRK2rDsSTUCzcE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="F6XL3m7dFGpa7kRK2rDsSTUCzcE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="F6XL3m7dFGpa7kRK2rDsSTUCzcE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="F6XL3m7dFGpa7kRK2rDsSTUCzcE=">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</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="MyiEmFnntf+qNJvnSMVFXu6341g=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MyiEmFnntf+qNJvnSMVFXu6341g=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MyiEmFnntf+qNJvnSMVFXu6341g=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MyiEmFnntf+qNJvnSMVFXu6341g=">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</latexit>

(x, kF�)
<latexit sha1_base64="Q+rRYTClX8+4F36Zjjhj/qq/DUI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Q+rRYTClX8+4F36Zjjhj/qq/DUI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Q+rRYTClX8+4F36Zjjhj/qq/DUI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Q+rRYTClX8+4F36Zjjhj/qq/DUI=">AAACznicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkWooCURQVdSEMRlBfuAWkoyndahaRKSSbGU4tYfcKufJf6B/oV3xhQqUnRCkjvnnnNm7r1u6IlYWtZ7xlhYXFpeya7m1tY3Nrfy2zu1OEgixqss8IKo4Tox94TPq1JIjzfCiDsD1+N1t3+p8vUhj2IR+LdyFPLWwOn5oiuYIwlqFh+OzH57fHU8OWznC3bJ0su0fgXTVAHpqgT5N9yhgwAMCQbg8CEp9uAgpqcJGxZCwloYExZRJHSeY4IcaRNicWI4hPbp26NdM0V92ivPWKsZneLRG5HSxAFpAuJFFKvTTJ1PtLNC53mPtae624j+buo1IFTintC/dFPmf3WqFokuznUNgmoKNaKqY6lLoruibm7OVCXJISRMxR3KRxQzrZz22dSaWNeueuvo/IdmKlTtWcpN8KluOTvg+UHtpGRbJfvmtFC+SEedxR72UaR5nqGMa1RQ1R1/xgtejYoxNCbG4zfVyKSaXfxYxtMXqVCSsA==</latexit>

(x, kF+)
<latexit sha1_base64="skxOQx367OfwjahlN5S9qdK22g8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="skxOQx367OfwjahlN5S9qdK22g8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="skxOQx367OfwjahlN5S9qdK22g8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="skxOQx367OfwjahlN5S9qdK22g8=">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</latexit>

�t
<latexit sha1_base64="f8f/M9KMa1iQrEwrN6EJOH8k3K4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f8f/M9KMa1iQrEwrN6EJOH8k3K4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f8f/M9KMa1iQrEwrN6EJOH8k3K4=">AAACy3icjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkVwVRIRdFl0oRuhgn1ALWWSTmswLyYToVaX/oBb/S/xD/QvvDNOQS2iE5KcOfecO3Pv9dIwyKTjvBasmdm5+YXiYmlpeWV1rby+0cySXPi84SdhItoey3gYxLwhAxnydio4i7yQt7zrYxVv3XCRBUl8IUcp70ZsGAeDwGeSqPblCYsi1pO9csWpOnrZ08A1oAKz6kn5BZfoI4GPHBE4YkjCIRgyejpw4SAlrosxcYJQoOMc9yiRNycVJwUj9pq+Q9p1DBvTXuXMtNunU0J6BTlt7JAnIZ0grE6zdTzXmRX7W+6xzqnuNqK/Z3JFxEpcEfuXb6L8r0/VIjHAoa4hoJpSzajqfJMl111RN7e/VCUpQ0qcwn2KC8K+dk76bGtPpmtXvWU6/qaVilV732hzvKtb0oDdn+OcBs29qutU3fP9Su3IjLqILWxjl+Z5gBpOUUdDz/ERT3i2zqzMurXuPqVWwXg28W1ZDx+r3pJd</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f8f/M9KMa1iQrEwrN6EJOH8k3K4=">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</latexit>

(x, kF,1)
<latexit sha1_base64="xaOCHiC1PuAFxFCgQSCHk+2HBFs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xaOCHiC1PuAFxFCgQSCHk+2HBFs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xaOCHiC1PuAFxFCgQSCHk+2HBFs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xaOCHiC1PuAFxFCgQSCHk+2HBFs=">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</latexit>

(x, kF,2)
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FIGURE 9.1: The curve Γt encircling the points (x, k) at which the Wigner function n(x, k, t) is equal
to one. Panel (a): the simple situation considered in this paper, where at any given position x there are
only two Fermi points on the contour Γ, labeled as kF±. Panel (b): the general situation with more than
two Fermi points.

Reduction to classical hydrodynamics

We focus on the evolution from the ground state, which is a so-called classical or zero-entropy state. This
class of states has been studied in several references [443, 479–481]. What is important is that in the ther-
modynamic/semiclassical limit 1/N ∼ h̄ → 0, the Wigner function n(x, k, t) of the ground state is just an
indicatrix function, parametrized by a certain curve Γt in phase space:

n(x, k, t) =

{
1 if (x, k) is inside the contour Γt

0 if (x, k) is outside Γt.
(9.2.5)

The evolution equation (9.2.4) for the Wigner function can be viewed as an evolution equation for the Fermi
contour Γt. One can parametrize Γt locally as (x, kF,j(x, t)) where kF,j(x, t), j = 1, 2, . . . are the Fermi
points at position x, where the Wigner function jumps from 0 to 1 (see Fig. 9.1). Eq. (9.2.4) is then an
evolution equation for the Fermi points which takes the form of a Burgers equation [327],

h̄∂tkF,j(x, t) +
h̄2kF,j(x, t)

m
∂xkF,j(x, t) = −∂xV(x, t). (9.2.6)
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Importantly, here we will always be dealing with situations in which the number of position dependent
Fermi points is at most two, as illustrated in Fig. 9.1(a). A situation like the one in Fig. 9.1(b) will never
occur. When there are at most two Fermi points kF,1(x, t) and kF,2(x, t) at each position x—we label them
as kF−(x, t) and kF+(x, t) in that case—, the gas in the small cell [x, x + dx] is locally in a macrostate
which is nothing but the ground state of the homogeneous gas up to a Galilean boost. This simple situation
is then captured by the standard Euler hydrodynamic equations for the gas. The latter are expressed in terms
of the local density and local velocity (defined as the particle current j divided by the density ρ),

ρ(x, t) =
∫ dk

2π
n(x, k, t) =

kF−(x, t)− kF+(x, t)
2π

, (9.2.7)

u(x, t) =
j(x, t)
ρ(x, t)

=
1

ρ(x, t)

∫ dk
2π

n(x, k, t)
h̄k
m

=
h̄
m

kF−(x, t) + kF+(x, t)
2

,

and are obtained straightforwardly from Eq. (9.2.6),{
∂tρ + ∂x(ρu) = 0

∂tu + u∂xu = − 1
mρ ∂xP− 1

m ∂xV.
(9.2.8)

The first equation is the continuity equation for ρ which expresses conservation of mass. The second equa-

tion is the Euler equation, with a pressure given by P(ρ) = π2 h̄2ρ3

3m , which is specific to hard core bosons in
1d at zero temperature.

We stress that the reduction to standard hydrodynamics is not specific to the free model we are consid-
ering: in fact, it has been shown [443] that for zero-entropy states GHD is equivalent to standard hydrody-
namics as long as the number of Fermi points is two (i.e. before the appearance of shocks in the solution of
the hydrodynamic equations (9.2.8)). In our case, this means that, for finite repulsion strength in the bosonic
model (9.1.1), we would still get a system of the form (9.2.8), but with the appropriate pressure, i.e. the
pressure of the Lieb-Liniger model at zero temperature.

Moreover in the initial state, u = 0, so the classical hydrodynamic equations (9.2.8) simplify to a
hydrostatic equation: 1

mρ ∂xP = − 1
m ∂xV. Using thermodynamic relations, this equation can be rewritten as

∂x[µ + V(x)] = 0. This is solved by tuning locally the chemical potential, µ→ µ(x) = µ−V(x), so it is
equivalent to the Local Density Approximation (LDA).

At this point, we have reached an entirely classical description of the gas in terms of standard hydro-
dynamic equations (9.2.8). In that description, the “quantumness” resides exclusively in the equation of
state—i.e. in the formula for the pressure—. In particular, at this level of description, the connected parts of
all correlation functions at equal time —but different positions xi 6= xj in Eq. (9.1.4)— vanish, because by
construction all the fluid cells are independent. There are no correlations at equal time in classical hydro-
dynamics. Our goal is to learn how to reintroduce quantumness in that description, in order to reconstruct
such quantum correlations.

Quantum fluctuations around the classical hydrodynamic solution

In order to re-quantize the problem, we start by writing an action for the density ρ(x, t) and the associated
current j(x, t) = ρ(x, t)u(x, t),

S =
∫

dxdt
[

m
j2

2ρ
− ε(ρ)− ρV

]
(9.2.9)

where ε(ρ) = π2 h̄2ρ3

6m is the ground state energy density, and where the two functions ρ(x, t) and j(x, t) are
constrained by the continuity equation ∂tρ + ∂x j = 0. Let us check that, with that additional constraint,
the action (9.2.9) is compatible with the Euler equation —the second equation in (9.2.8)—. One way to do
that is to represent fluctuations around a given classical configuration (ρ(x, t), j(x, t)) which satisfies the
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continuity equation by a height field h(x, t),

δρ(x, t) =
1

2π
∂xh(x, t), δj(x, t) = − 1

2π
∂th(x, t), (9.2.10)

such that (ρ + δρ, j + δj) also satisfies the continuity equation. Then it is easy to check that the Euler-
Lagrange equation for the height field h yields the Euler equation. Indeed, varying the action to the first
order in δρ, δj gives (substituting (9.2.10) and integrating by parts)

δS (1st order) =
∫

dxdt
[

m
jδj
ρ
−m

j2

2ρ2 δρ− δρ∂ρε− δρV
]

=
m
2π

∫
dxdt

[
∂t

(
j
ρ

)
+

1
m

∂x

(
j2

2ρ2

)
+ ∂x(∂ρε + V)

]
h.

The expression inside the bracket must vanish; using u = j/ρ and the thermodynamic relation ∂x(∂ρε) =
1
ρ ∂xP, this gives precisely the second equation in (9.2.8). So a classical configuration for the action (9.2.9)
is indeed a solution of the classical hydrodynamic equations (9.2.8), as required.

Around such a classical configuration, one can then expand to second order to get

S [h] ≡ δS (2nd order)

=
1

8π

∫
dxdt

[
m
πρ

(∂th)2 + 2
mj

πρ2 (∂xh)(∂th) + (
mj2

πρ3 −
1
π

∂2
ρε)(∂xh)2

]
. (9.2.11)

This gives an action for the quantum fluctuations around the classical hydrodynamic solution. Of course,
there are also higher order terms, but these higher order terms are RG irrelevant in two spacetime dimen-
sions, and we will omit them. Quantum fluctuations are thus captured by a quadratic action, a fact that is
very well known from Luttinger liquid theory [326, 482].

CFT in emergent curved spacetime

The next step is to rewrite the quadratic action (9.2.11) in a more friendly form,

S [h] = h̄
8π

∫
gab(∂ah)(∂bh)

√
−det g d2x, (9.2.12)

with coordinates x0 = t and x1 = x, and where gab are the components of the inverse of the 2× 2 matrix

g =

 mj2

πh̄ρ3 − 1
πh̄ ∂2

ρε − mj
πh̄ρ2

− mj
πh̄ρ2

m
πh̄ρ


that we want to interpret as a metric tensor. [Notice that, to arrive at Eq. (9.2.12), we use the explicit form

of the internal energy ε(ρ) = π2 h̄2ρ3

6m . This result is then specific to the hard core limit of 1d bosons, which
map to free fermions. In contrast, when dealing with truly interacting 1d liquids, one would end up with a
quadratic action of a slightly more general form than (9.2.12), with a position-dependent coupling constant,
see Refs. [431, 432] for full details.]
The action (9.2.12) is invariant under diffeomorphisms, and also under Weyl transformations of the metric
gab → e2σgab. The metric can thus be rescaled and be put in the form

g→ πh̄ρ

m
g =

(
u2 − v2

F −u
−u 1

)
,
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where vF(x, t) = πh̄
m ρ(x, t) is the Fermi velocity, so that

ds2 = gabdxadxb = −vF(x, t)2dt2 + (dx− u(x, t)dt)2. (9.2.13)

Written in this way, the emergent spacetime metric (9.2.13) —fixed by the classical hydrodynamic back-
ground ρ(x, t), u(x, t)— possesses a clear interpretation. The gas consists of local fluid cells, which locally
look like the ground state of the translation invariant Tonks-Girardeau gas, up to a Galilean boost. The
velocity of sound waves, or of gapless excitations around the ground state at density ρ, is the Fermi velocity
vF = πh̄

m ρ. In the ground state the metric that would encode the propagation of those excitations would be
ds2 = −v2

Fdt2 + dx2. But here the local macrostate of the gas is boosted, in order for the fluid to have a
local mean velocity u 6= 0. Thus, locally, the sound waves are also boosted by the hydrodynamic velocity
u, resulting in Eq. (9.2.13). Another way to say this is that such gapless excitations propagate along the null
geodesics of the metric (9.2.13), and those satisfy the simple equation d

dt x(t) = u(x(t), t)± vF(x(t), t),
where the ± sign corresponds to left or right moving trajectories.

What is important now is that we are in a CFT, so all local observables O(x, t) can be decomposed into
left (+) and right (−) moving components, of the form O+ ⊗O− or as linear combinations thereof. Each
chiral component just follows its own null geodesics, and, following these, every operator can be traced back
to its original position at time t = 0. In particular, focusing on observables of the form O = O+ ⊗O−,
correlation functions can be rewritten as〈

O1(x1, t1)O2(x1, t1) . . . Op(xp, tp)
〉

∝
〈
O1+(x0

+(x1, t1), 0)O1−(x0
−(x1, t1), 0) . . . Op+(x0

+(xp, tp), 0)Op−(x0
−(xp, tp), 0)

〉
, (9.2.14)

up to some Jacobian factors and where x0
±(xi, ti) is the position at initial time of the (right/left) null

geodesics passing through xi at time ti. Note that in flat space x0
±(xi, ti) would simply be xi∓ ti, while here

we have something more complicated because spacetime is curved. This is simplified by using isothermal
coordinates, see below. Importantly, the r.h.s. of Eq. (9.2.14) is a correlation function in the initial state, so
it is a correlation function at equilibrium.

Correlations in the initial state

Correlation functions in the initial state were studied in Refs. [159, 425, 429, 431], where the same trick of
incorporating most effects of the inhomogeneity into the metric of the CFT was used. To get correlation
functions at equilibrium in the ground state of the trapped gas, one works with a metric with Euclidean
signature, ds2 = dx2 + v2

F(x)dβ2, where β is now imaginary time, and vF(x) = πh̄
m ρ0(x) is the local Fermi

velocity in the ground state. Moreover, there always exist isothermal coordinates such that the metric takes
the form ds2 = e2σ0(dξ2 + dβ2). Then a Weyl transformation (gabe2σ0 → gab) brings the above metric back
to the flat one, ds2 = dξ2 + dβ2. Under that Weyl transformation, primary fields transform as O→ e−σ0∆O,
where ∆ is the conformal dimension of O. Therefore the (equilibrium) correlator in the r.h.s. of Eq. (9.2.14)
becomes (

p

∏
a=1

e∆pσ0

) 〈
O1(ξ1, 0)O2(ξ2, 0) . . . Op(ξp, 0)

〉
flat , (9.2.15)

where ∆p is the scaling dimension of Op and the correlation function is evaluated in the flat metric.

Isothermal coordinates

The procedure we just described is simplified by using isothermal coordinates directly for our emergent 2d
spacetime. In these coordinates the metric is of the form

d2s = e2σ(−dτ2 + dξ2), (9.2.16)
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with a conformal factor e2σ given by the Jacobian of the transformation (x, t) 7→ (ξ, τ). In particular, in
these coordinates, doing the backward evolution is trivial (Fig. 9.2). For the particular case studied here the
explicit coordinate system (ξ, τ) will be given in Sec. 9.3. Then Eq. (9.2.14) becomes〈

O1(x1, t1)O2(x1, t1) . . . Op(xp, tp)
〉

=

(
p

∏
a=1

e∆pσ(xp,tp)

) 〈
O1(ξ1, τ1)O2(ξ2, τ2) . . . Op(ξp, τp)

〉
flat (9.2.17)

and, in these coordinates, the dynamics is trivial〈
O1(ξ1, τ1)O2(ξ2, τ2) . . . Op(ξp, τp)

〉
flat

=
〈
O1+(ξ1 + τ1)O1−(ξ1 − τ1) . . . Op+(ξp + τp)Op−(ξp − τp)

〉
flat . (9.2.18)

Here each chiral component is just a function of one of the null coordinates ξ± = (ξ ± τ). Notice that,
contrary to Eq. (9.2.14), there is no multiplication by Jacobian factors in Eq. (9.2.18), because the Jacobians
of the transformation (ξ, τ) 7→ (ξ − τ, ξ + τ) are trivial.

Again, we stress that the correlator in the r.h.s. of (9.2.18) is an equilibrium one. Moreover, it is further
simplified by the fact that right and left moving components are related in a simple way at the edges of the
system, as we now explain.

x

t

ξ

τ

(x, t) 7→ (ξ, τ)

FIGURE 9.2: (Left) Spacetime trajectory of a gapless excitation on top of the breathing gas —drawn
for the particular case ω(t) = ω0 if t ≤ 0 and ω(t) = ω1 if t > 0 here—. (Right) In isothermal coor-
dinates (ξ, τ), the trajectory is simply given by ξ ± τ = const. Since we have a conformal boundary
condition at the left and right edges, the excitations are simply reflected at the boundaries. This allows
to easily trace back observables at position x at time t to their original position at t = 0.

Reflection against boundaries and “chiralization” of the CFT

At the edges of the cloud, when 1/N ∼ h̄ → 0, the density vanishes. In this Section we argue that,
in such limit, from the point of view of the CFT that describes low-energy fluctuations around the classical
solution, the edges of the cloud become particularly simple: they are simply encoded as a Dirichlet boundary
condition at the left and right edges xL(t) and xR(t),

h(xL(t), t) = h(xR(t), t) = 0. (9.2.19)

This follows directly from the definition of the height field (9.2.10): since the velocity of the right interface
is ẋR(t) = u(xR(t), t) = j(xR(t), t)/ρ(xR(t), t), one gets

1
2π

d
dt

h(xR(t), t) = 0.
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Thus h(xR(t), t) is a constant; the same conclusion holds for h(xL(t), t). To see that the two constants
for the left and right edges are equal, one uses the definition (9.2.10) and the fact that the total number
of particles N is a constant, so the fluctuations of the density δρ vanish when they are integrated over the
whole system, leading to h(xL(t), t) = h(xR(t), t) = const., and the value of the constant can be chosen
arbitrarily; we chose to fix it to zero. We then arrive at the boundary condition (9.2.19) as claimed.

Now, since this is a conformal boundary condition, the low-energy excitations are simply reflected
against the edge. Left moving operators and right moving ones are just the analytic continuations of one
another, as usual in boundary CFT [483]. This is easier to explain this in coordinates (ξ, τ). We will see
below that the coordinate system (ξ, τ) can be chosen such that the left and right boundary are at ξ = −π
and ξ = 0. Then it is convenient to think of the height field as being a sum of right- and left-moving
components h(ξ, τ) = ϕ−(ξ − τ) + ϕ+(ξ + τ), where both components are constrained by the boundary
condition (9.2.19). The constraint is implemented by imagining that one has a single right-moving chiral
boson ϕ(ξ − τ) on a circle of circumference 2π, ϕ(ξ − τ) = ϕ(ξ − τ + 2π), and that

h(ξ, τ) = ϕ(ξ − τ)− ϕ(−ξ − τ). (9.2.20)

Thus h automatically vanishes at ξ = −π and ξ = 0 (mod 2π).
This representation in terms of a single chiral boson is very useful because it allows to trace observables

at time t back to the ones at time 0 in a straightforward way. Indeed, right-moving components of observ-
ables O−(ξ − τ) will be expressible in terms of ϕ(ξ − τ) only, in some form which we write generically as
O−[ϕ(ξ − τ)]. Similarly, the left-moving component O+(ξ − τ) will be expressible as O+[ϕ(−ξ − τ)].
Then the correlation function (9.2.18) becomes a correlator that involves the chiral boson ϕ at different
points on the circle R/(2πZ), i.e.,〈

O1(ξ1, τ1)O2(ξ2, τ2) . . . Op(ξp, τp)
〉

=
〈
O1+[ϕ(−ξ1 − τ1)]O1−[ϕ(ξ1 − τ1)] . . . Op+[ϕ(ξp + τp)]Op−[ϕ(ξp − τp)]

〉
. (9.2.21)

The propagator of the chiral boson ϕ(ξ) with ξ ∈ R/2πZ in the r.h.s. of Eq. (9.2.21) is the one on an
infinitely long cylinder (adding the imaginary time direction) with Euclidean metric:

〈ϕ(ξ1)ϕ(ξ2)〉 = − log
[

2 sin
ξ1 − ξ2

2

]
. (9.2.22)

Then all correlation functions of the form (9.2.21) can be evaluated by using Wick’s theorem.

Summary

t = 0k
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<latexit sha1_base64="MyiEmFnntf+qNJvnSMVFXu6341g=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MyiEmFnntf+qNJvnSMVFXu6341g=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MyiEmFnntf+qNJvnSMVFXu6341g=">AAACxHicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr/quunQTLIKrkoigy6IgLluwD6hFknRaQ6dJmJmIpegPuNVvE/9A/8I74xTUIjohyZlz7zkz994w47FUnvdacObmFxaXissrq2vrG5ulre2mTHMRsUaU8lS0w0AyHiesoWLFWTsTLBiFnLXC4ZmOt26ZkHGaXKpxxrqjYJDE/TgKFFH1u+tS2at4ZrmzwLegDLtqaekFV+ghRYQcIzAkUIQ5Akh6OvDhISOuiwlxglBs4gz3WCFtTlmMMgJih/Qd0K5j2YT22lMadUSncHoFKV3skyalPEFYn+aaeG6cNfub98R46ruN6R9arxGxCjfE/qWbZv5Xp2tR6OPE1BBTTZlhdHWRdclNV/TN3S9VKXLIiNO4R3FBODLKaZ9do5Gmdt3bwMTfTKZm9T6yuTne9S1pwP7Pcc6C5mHF9yp+/ahcPbWjLmIXezigeR6jigvU0DDej3jCs3PucEc6+WeqU7CaHXxbzsMHaxyPfQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MyiEmFnntf+qNJvnSMVFXu6341g=">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</latexit>

t > 0
<latexit sha1_base64="GmgDqWClOGoDeSAjBtq+WelECiM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GmgDqWClOGoDeSAjBtq+WelECiM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GmgDqWClOGoDeSAjBtq+WelECiM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GmgDqWClOGoDeSAjBtq+WelECiM=">AAACxnicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkVwVRIRdFUKbrqsaB9QiyTTaR2aF5OJUorgD7jVTxP/QP/CO2MKahGdkOTMufecmXuvnwQiVY7zWrAWFpeWV4qrpbX1jc2t8vZOO40zyXiLxUEsu76X8kBEvKWECng3kdwL/YB3/PGZjnduuUxFHF2qScL7oTeKxFAwTxF1oWrOdbniVB2z7Hng5qCCfDXj8guuMEAMhgwhOCIowgE8pPT04MJBQlwfU+IkIWHiHPcokTajLE4ZHrFj+o5o18vZiPbaMzVqRqcE9EpS2jggTUx5krA+zTbxzDhr9jfvqfHUd5vQ38+9QmIVboj9SzfL/K9O16IwxKmpQVBNiWF0dSx3yUxX9M3tL1UpckiI03hAcUmYGeWsz7bRpKZ23VvPxN9Mpmb1nuW5Gd71LWnA7s9xzoP2UdV1qu75caVey0ddxB72cUjzPEEdDTTRIu8RHvGEZ6thRVZm3X2mWoVcs4tvy3r4ALJfj/c=</latexit>

evolve
<latexit sha1_base64="wj2lvSgCA+FOdr+EsO8SpdBlcAQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wj2lvSgCA+FOdr+EsO8SpdBlcAQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wj2lvSgCA+FOdr+EsO8SpdBlcAQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wj2lvSgCA+FOdr+EsO8SpdBlcAQ=">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</latexit>

backwards
<latexit sha1_base64="MSIc10i6BwN/OAwPDGtTyxF2HfQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MSIc10i6BwN/OAwPDGtTyxF2HfQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MSIc10i6BwN/OAwPDGtTyxF2HfQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MSIc10i6BwN/OAwPDGtTyxF2HfQ=">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</latexit>

x1
<latexit sha1_base64="/ebiYrrs45x1WxD7fK9VwGjJK70=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/ebiYrrs45x1WxD7fK9VwGjJK70=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/ebiYrrs45x1WxD7fK9VwGjJK70=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/ebiYrrs45x1WxD7fK9VwGjJK70=">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</latexit>

x2
<latexit sha1_base64="0ehnMR5+pn7WdKk+4k6RgcRHxls=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0ehnMR5+pn7WdKk+4k6RgcRHxls=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0ehnMR5+pn7WdKk+4k6RgcRHxls=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0ehnMR5+pn7WdKk+4k6RgcRHxls=">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</latexit>

2+
<latexit sha1_base64="lcT/UOcK5UM2H78p2aPA8vbLukI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lcT/UOcK5UM2H78p2aPA8vbLukI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lcT/UOcK5UM2H78p2aPA8vbLukI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lcT/UOcK5UM2H78p2aPA8vbLukI=">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</latexit>

2�
<latexit sha1_base64="ZwzTkPn6/IWiIYZVc2Cz6CfxNrc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZwzTkPn6/IWiIYZVc2Cz6CfxNrc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZwzTkPn6/IWiIYZVc2Cz6CfxNrc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZwzTkPn6/IWiIYZVc2Cz6CfxNrc=">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</latexit>

2+
<latexit sha1_base64="lcT/UOcK5UM2H78p2aPA8vbLukI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lcT/UOcK5UM2H78p2aPA8vbLukI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lcT/UOcK5UM2H78p2aPA8vbLukI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lcT/UOcK5UM2H78p2aPA8vbLukI=">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</latexit>

1�
<latexit sha1_base64="UWe/kjpjy6ZMv3JWIzy7ebtjdIA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UWe/kjpjy6ZMv3JWIzy7ebtjdIA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UWe/kjpjy6ZMv3JWIzy7ebtjdIA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UWe/kjpjy6ZMv3JWIzy7ebtjdIA=">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</latexit>

1+
<latexit sha1_base64="OI4EZFxiSDc6RCMb4SkGt4jxG5k=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OI4EZFxiSDc6RCMb4SkGt4jxG5k=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OI4EZFxiSDc6RCMb4SkGt4jxG5k=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OI4EZFxiSDc6RCMb4SkGt4jxG5k=">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</latexit>

2�
<latexit sha1_base64="ZwzTkPn6/IWiIYZVc2Cz6CfxNrc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZwzTkPn6/IWiIYZVc2Cz6CfxNrc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZwzTkPn6/IWiIYZVc2Cz6CfxNrc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZwzTkPn6/IWiIYZVc2Cz6CfxNrc=">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</latexit>

1�
<latexit sha1_base64="UWe/kjpjy6ZMv3JWIzy7ebtjdIA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UWe/kjpjy6ZMv3JWIzy7ebtjdIA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UWe/kjpjy6ZMv3JWIzy7ebtjdIA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UWe/kjpjy6ZMv3JWIzy7ebtjdIA=">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</latexit>

1+
<latexit sha1_base64="OI4EZFxiSDc6RCMb4SkGt4jxG5k=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OI4EZFxiSDc6RCMb4SkGt4jxG5k=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OI4EZFxiSDc6RCMb4SkGt4jxG5k=">AAACxXicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkUQhJKIoO4KLnRZxT6gFkmm0zo0LyaTQiniD7jVXxP/QP/CO2MKFSk6IcmZc885M3fGTwKRKsd5L1gLi0vLK8XV0tr6xuZWeXunmcaZZLzB4iCWbd9LeSAi3lBCBbydSO6FfsBb/vBC11sjLlMRR7dqnPBu6A0i0RfMU0TduEf35YpbdcywnV9gWqogH/W4/IY79BCDIUMIjgiKcAAPKT0duHCQENfFhDhJSJg6xyNK5M1IxUnhETuk74BmnZyNaK4zU+NmtEpArySnjQPyxKSThPVqtqlnJlmz87InJlPvbUx/P88KiVV4IPYv31T5X5/uRaGPM9ODoJ4Sw+juWJ6SmVPRO7dnulKUkBCncY/qkjAzzuk528aTmt712Xqm/mGUmtVzlmszfOpdzl7wfNA8rrpO1b0+qdTO86suYg/7OKT7PEUNV6ijQdl9POMFr9alFVrKGn1LrULu2cWPYT19AU40j2M=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OI4EZFxiSDc6RCMb4SkGt4jxG5k=">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</latexit>

�0
<latexit sha1_base64="d/OsuFmHfMBL1bJfj+tqiWXZ/JQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="d/OsuFmHfMBL1bJfj+tqiWXZ/JQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="d/OsuFmHfMBL1bJfj+tqiWXZ/JQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="d/OsuFmHfMBL1bJfj+tqiWXZ/JQ=">AAACy3icjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkVwVRIRdCUFF7oRKtgH1FIm6bQO5sVkItTq0h9wq/8l/oH+hXfGFNQiOiHJmXPPuTP3Xi8JRKoc57VgzczOzS8UF0tLyyura+X1jWYaZ9LnDT8OYtn2WMoDEfGGEirg7URyFnoBb3nXxzreuuEyFXF0oUYJ74ZsGImB8Jkiqn15wsKQ9ZxeueJUHbPsaeDmoIJ81ePyCy7RRwwfGUJwRFCEAzCk9HTgwkFCXBdj4iQhYeIc9yiRNyMVJwUj9pq+Q9p1cjaivc6ZGrdPpwT0SnLa2CFPTDpJWJ9mm3hmMmv2t9xjk1PfbUR/L88VEqtwRexfvonyvz5di8IAh6YGQTUlhtHV+XmWzHRF39z+UpWiDAlxGvcpLgn7xjnps208qald95aZ+JtRalbv/Vyb4V3fkgbs/hznNGjuVV2n6p7vV2pH+aiL2MI2dmmeB6jhFHU0zBwf8YRn68xKrVvr7lNqFXLPJr4t6+EDCSqSFQ==</latexit>
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FIGURE 9.3: Summary of our approach. To calculate the correlation function 〈O1(x1, t)O2(x2, t)〉
at time t, we start by writing it in terms of chiral operators 〈O1+O1−O2+O2−〉 that generate
low-energy excitations around the Fermi points (x1, kF−(x1, t)), (x1, kF+(x1, t)), (x2, kF−(x2, t)),
(x2, kF+(x2, t)). Then we trace the Fermi points back to their original positions in phase space. The
problem boils down to calculating a correlation function of observables along the initial Fermi contour
Γ0.
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In the end, we have reached the following simple framework to compute a correlation function of the
form (9.1.4). First of all, since we are in CFT, every operator Oi can be decomposed in chiral components
acting on low-energy fluctuations around the Fermi points (xi, kF±(xi, t)) for i = 1, · · · , p. Those Fermi
points are identified in phase space as the intersections of the vertical line passing through xj and the Fermi
contour Γt, see Figs. 9.1 and 9.3. Then we “play the movie backwards” in phase space, i.e. we trace the
Fermi points back to their original positions in phase space. Actually, the whole contour Γt can be traced
back to its initial configuration Γ0 and the problem boils down to calculating a correlation function of chiral
observables along the contour Γ0 at time t = 0.

The general procedure, however, can be simplified if one is able to find a set of isothermal coordinates
(ξ, τ) (Eq. (9.2.16)) and, in this case, the recipe to perform the calculation is as follows. For each (xj, tj)
one first needs to identify the corresponding (ξ j, τj). By performing the associated Weyl transformation,
we are left with the same correlator but in the usual CFT in flat spacetime (Eq. (9.2.17)). Then one simply
traces each chiral component of the observable sitting at (ξ j, τj) back to its initial position at time zero, i.e.,
(ξ j,±, 0), with ξ j,+ = ξ j− τj and ξ j,− = ξ j + τj for right and left movers respectively (Eq. (9.2.18)), ending
up with the problem of computing a correlation function of (chiral) observables at equilbrium. Because
of the simple Dirichlet boundary condition that we found at the edges of the system, left and right movers
are simply reflected against the boundaries, and correlation functions can be expressed in terms of a single
chiral bosonic field ϕ living on a circle of circumference 2π (Eq. (9.2.21)).

All those steps lead to a simple formula in the end,〈
O1(x1, t1)O2(x1, t1) . . . Op(xp, tp)

〉
=

(
p

∏
a=1

e∆pσ

) 〈
O1+[ϕ(−ξ1 − τ1)]O1−[ϕ(ξ1 − τ1)] . . . Op+[ϕ(ξp + τp)]Op−[ϕ(ξp − τp)]

〉
, (9.2.23)

where the r.h.s. is understood as a correlator in the ground state of a CFT in Euclidean spacetime and can
be evaluated using only the propagator of the bosonic field ϕ (Eq. (9.2.22)) and Wick’s theorem.

9.3 Time-dependent harmonic trap: useful formulas

In this Section we provide the explicit formulas that solve the classical hydrodynamic equations (9.2.8) for
the time-dependent harmonic trap, and give the corresponding isothermal coordinates (ξ, τ) that allow to
propagate correlation functions at arbitrary times back to the ones in the initial state, see Eq. (9.2.18). This
is greatly simplified by the existence of a “holographic” picture for the time-dependent harmonic poten-
tial [473], which we briefly describe.

A simple “holographic” model

Consider a classical rigid pendulum of length `(t) attached to the origin in the two-dimensional plane (x, y),
and rotating freely around it. The position of the endpoint of the pendulum is parametrized as{

x(t) = `(t) cos ξ(t)
y(t) = `(t) sin ξ(t),

(9.3.1)

where ξ(t) is defined modulo 2π. At time t = 0, the length of the pendulum is `0 and its angular velocity
is ω0. The length `(t) varies, so the energy of the pendulum is not conserved, but its angular momentum is.
This implies

dξ(t)
dt

=
ω0

b(t)2 , (9.3.2)

where b(t) = `(t)/`0. Now, we imagine that for some reason we are unaware of the two-dimensional
nature of the problem, and that we have access only to the projection of the motion along the x-direction.
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We observe the trajectory x(t), and what we see is precisely the motion of a point-like particle in a time-
dependent harmonic potential [473],

m
d2x
dt2 = −∂xV, where V(x, t) =

1
2

m
(

ω2
0

b(t)4 −
b̈(t)
b(t)

)
x2. (9.3.3)

[This follows straightforwardly from plugging x = ` cos ξ into Newton’s equation, using conservation of
angular momentum (9.3.2).] Thus, from now on, we assume that the function b(t) is related to the time-
dependent frequency of our trap (9.1.2) through the differential equation

b̈(t) + ω(t)2b(t) =
ω2

0
b(t)3 , (9.3.4)

known as the Ermakov equation [484, 485], with the initial condition b(0) = 1 and ḃ(0) = 0. [The latter
condition is imposed because in our problem we are assuming that we are initially at rest in a trap with
frequency ω0, so ḃ(t) = 0 for t < 0, and ḃ(t) must be continuous in order to be a solution of (9.3.4).]
From this higher-dimensional perspective, and assuming that the function b(t) has been calculated for the
given ω(t) defining our problem —see Ref. [485] for the solution to Eq. (9.3.4)—, it is straightforward to
calculate the trajectory of the classical point-like particle in the time-dependent trap: it is simply given by
x(t) = `0b(t) cos(ξ(0) + τ(t)) with

τ(t) ≡
∫ t

0

ω0 ds
b(s)2 . (9.3.5)

As we will see shortly, the trajectories (x(t), t) are nothing but the null geodesics of the metric (9.2.13), and
the coordinates (ξ, τ) are isothermal for that metric.

Formulas and parametrizations

This 2d picture of the 1d time-dependent harmonic oscillator leads to simple explicit formulas that are
useful in the context of the formalism of Sec. 9.2. We start by writing the 1/N ∼ h̄ → 0 limit of the
Wigner function in the form (9.2.5). In the initial state, it is obtained by saying that all points (x, k) in phase

space are occupied iff their total energy E(x, k) = h̄2k2

2m − µ +
mω2

0 x2

2 is negative. Thus, the curve Γt=0 that
encloses all these points is an ellipse. Then, at t > 0, since the motion of each semi-classical particle is
given by x(t) = b(t) cos(ξ(0) + τ(t)), its phase space position is (x(t), k(t)) = (x(t), m

h̄
dx(t)

dt ). Hence,
the curve Γt of Eq. (9.2.5) is the (rotated) ellipse

(x, k) ∈ Γt ⇔ b(t)2(h̄k−mxḃ(t)/b(t))2

2m
− µ +

mω2
0x2

2b(t)2 = 0. (9.3.6)

Classical hydrodynamic solution. Using Eqs. (9.2.7) one gets the following solution to the classical
hydrodynamic equations (9.2.8),

ρ(x, t) =
1

b(t)
× mω0

πh̄

√
2µ

mω2
0
− x2

b(t)2 , u(x, t) = x
d log b(t)

dt
. (9.3.7)

This explicit solution is well known in the literature and is usually referred to as a scaling solution [460–
462, 486] since the density profile at time t is a simple rescaling of the one at time zero.

Isothermal coordinates (ξ, τ). Next, we turn to the metric (9.2.13). By construction, the null geodesics
of that metric are the trajectories of low-energy excitations around the classical solution (9.3.7), or in other
words of points in phase space that lie along the Fermi contour Γt. Thus the geodesics read simply x(t) =
b(t) cos(ξ + τ), and we see, as anticipated by our notations, that the coordinate system (ξ, τ) is indeed
isothermal for the metric (9.2.13). To be more precise, for each x ∈ [−b(t)

√
2µ

mω2
0
, b(t)

√
2µ

mω2
0
] there are
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two possible ξ (mod 2π) such that x/(b(t)
√

2µ

mω2
0
) = cos ξ. We write these two solutions asξ(x, t) ≡ − arccos

(
x

b(t)/
√

2µ

mω2
0

)
∈ [−π, 0] (mod 2π),

2π − ξ(x, t) ∈ [0, π] (mod 2π).
(9.3.8)

Then as in Sec. 9.2, observables that are sensitive only to left moving excitations will involve the chiral
boson ϕ(ξ − τ) while the ones sensitive to right moving excitations will involve ϕ(2π − ξ − τ).

One can easily check that the metric (9.2.13) is given by ds2 = e2σ(x,t)(−dτ2 + dξ2) with

eσ(x,t) =

√
2µ

mω2
0

b(t)2 − x2. (9.3.9)

Phases. In the next sections we will be interested in correlation functions of observables which cre-
ate/annihilate particles, i.e. observables that possess a non-zero U(1) charge. Thus we will have to be
careful about phases. One phase that will appear is the WKB phase at the Fermi points kF−(x, t) and
kF+(x, t). It is defined such that its differential is

dφWKB∓(x, t) = kF∓(x, t)dx − 1
h̄

(
h̄2k2

F∓(x, t)
2m

+ V(x, t)

)
dt. (9.3.10)

This has the following interpetation: if one imagines that one creates a free fermion at position (x, k∓(x, t))

in phase space, then the single-particle wavefunction of that new fermion will behave as exp(−i 1
h̄ (

h̄2k2
F∓

2m +
V)δt + ikF∓δx) at small distance δx and small time δt; the latter phase then also multiplies the many-body
wavefunction. Integrating Eq. (9.3.10), one gets (with m = ω0 = µ = 1)

φWKB∓(x, t) =

−τ(t) +
ḃ(t)
b(t)

x2

2
±

 x
b(t)
√

2

√√√√1−
(

x
b(t)
√

2

)2

− arccos
x

b(t)
√

2


N, (9.3.11)

up to an unimportant additive constant independent of x and t.
Another phase that will show up is the combination of φWKB− and φWKB+, corresponding to a local

Galilean boost, such that ∂xφ(x, t) = m
h̄ u(x, t). This is satisfied by

φ(x, t) ≡ 1
2
[φWKB−(x, t) + φWKB+(x, t)] =

(
−τ(t) +

ḃ(t)
b(t)

x2

2

)
N. (9.3.12)

9.4 Boson correlation functions

We now apply the above formalism to calculate the 2n-point correlation function of boson creation/annihilation
operators,

gn((x1, t1), . . . , (xn, tn), (x′1, t′1), . . . , (x′n, t′n))

≡
〈

Ψ†(x1, t1) . . . Ψ†(xn, tn)Ψ(x′1, t′1) . . . Ψ(x′n, t′n)
〉

, (9.4.1)

always in the limit 1/N ∼ h̄ → 0. To the best of our knowledge, such results cannot be obtained by
any other method. From the numerical side, there exist efficient algorithms to compute the one-particle
density matrix g1((x, t), (x′, t′)) in the initial state (t = t′ = 0) based on the lattice version of this problem
[487, 488], which map to the continuum problem at low fillings [489]; the extension to the dynamical
situation (t, t′ 6= 0) after a generic evolution is non trivial. Analytically, on the other hand, we are aware
only of one result by Forrester et al. [472] (see also Gangardt [490] and the related work [370] for the
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extension to the anyonic case) which gives the one-particle density matrix g1(x, x′) in the initial state in
the same limit 1/N ∼ h̄ → 0. The formula we obtain below naturally coincides with the known results in
particular cases (see also Ref. [425], where this is explained in great detail). The methods of Refs. [472,490],
however, do not seem to be easily generalizable to arbitrary times or to higher point correlations. The fact
that the approach we take here leads to such results in a relatively simple way is a clear demonstration of its
power and efficiency. In this Section we set ω0 = µ = m = 1.

Identification of Ψ†, Ψ with CFT operators

In order to use the above formalism to calculate the correlation function (9.4.1), we need to be able to
express correlations of Ψ† and Ψ in the microscopic model —the inhomogeneous Tonks-Girardeau gas—
as correlators of properly identified operators in the CFT. This was done in detail in Ref. [425], but we
briefly recall the result. The guiding principle is that any local operator in the microscopic model can be
expanded as a sum of operators in the low-energy theory, and the latter sum can be organized in increasing
order of scaling dimension of the operators. The only restriction on terms in the sum is that they should
have the same symmetries as the microscopic model. For Ψ† and Ψ, the CFT operators appearing in the
expansion should carry a U(1) charge ±1, so the expansion should start as [425]

Ψ†(x, t) ∝ : e−
i
2 (ϕ−(x,t)−ϕ+(x,t)) : + less relevant operators

Ψ(x, t) ∝ : e
i
2 (ϕ−(x,t)−ϕ+(x,t)) : + less relevant operators, (9.4.2)

where ϕ− and ϕ+ are the right- and left-moving parts of the height field h = ϕ− + ϕ+. As we have seen
in Sec. 9.2, the latter can also be written in terms of a single chiral boson ϕ−(ξ − τ) = ϕ(ξ − τ) and
ϕ+(ξ + τ) = −ϕ(2π − ξ − τ).

Here we will keep only the leading order in Eq. (9.4.2), but in principle higher order could be taken
into account as well, giving rise to subleading corrections in the limit 1/N ∼ h̄ → 0 [431]. Importantly,
we need to fix the prefactor of that leading term in Eq. (9.4.2). Since Ψ† is homogeneous to a length to the
power −1/2, while the vertex operator : e−

i
2 (ϕ−−ϕ+) : has scaling dimension 1/4, we see by dimensional

analysis that the prefactor must scale as ρ(x, t)1/4, because the inverse density ρ−1 is the only local length
scale in the problem. Additionally, because the operators carry a U(1) charge, they must be multiplied by
the U(1) phase identified in Eq. (9.3.12). This gives

Ψ†(x, t) = C ρ(x, t)
1
4 e−iφ(x,t) : e−

i
2 (ϕ−(x,t)−ϕ+(x,t)) :

Ψ(x, t) = C∗ ρ(x, t)
1
4 eiφ(x,t) : e

i
2 (ϕ−(x,t)−ϕ+(x,t)) :, (9.4.3)

where C is a complex dimensionless constant which depends neither on position nor on time. Because of
the global U(1) invariance, the phase of C is arbitrary and does not affect the correlation function (9.4.1).
The amplitude |C| can be fixed from exact results for the homogeneous Tonks-Girardeau gas based on the
analysis of Toeplitz determinants [491–493, 493], see also the discussion in Ref. [425],

|C|2 =
G4(3/2)√

2π
' 0.521409, (9.4.4)

where G(.) is Barnes’ G-function.

9.4.1 The one-particle density matrix

Now that the boson creation/annihilation operators are identified with CFT operators, the 2n-point correla-
tion function is straightforwardly computed by following the strategy of Section 9.2. We shall start with the
simplest case n = 1 and work out all the details.
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FIGURE 9.4: Absolute value of the one-particle density matrix at equal times, |g1(x, 0; t)| (left) and
at different times, |g1((x, t), (0, 0))| (right), as a function of x and t. The parameters are chosen as
follows: ω0 = 1, ω1 = 0.5, N = 32.

Injecting the identification (9.4.3), we get

g1((x, t), (x′, t′)) =
〈

Ψ†(x, t)Ψ(x′, t′)
〉

= |C|2
(

e−i(φ(x,t)−φ(x′,t′))
) (

ρ(x, t)ρ(x′, t′)
) 1

4

×
〈

: e−
i
2 (ϕ−(x,t)−ϕ+(x,t)) : : e

i
2 (ϕ−(x′,t′)−ϕ+(x′,t′)) :

〉
. (9.4.5)

Next, as we have seen in Section 9.2 the correlator can be evaluated in the initial state by tracing back the
isothermal coordinates to t = 0. This is done by using formula (9.2.21) which gives

g1((x, t), (x′, t′)) = |C|2
(

e−i(φ(x,t)−φ(x′,t′))
)(ρ(x, t)ρ(x′, t′)

eσ(x,t)eσ(x′,t′)

) 1
4

×
〈

: e−
i
2 (ϕ(ξ−τ)+ϕ(2π−ξ−τ)) : : e

i
2 (ϕ(ξ ′−τ′)+ϕ(2π−ξ ′−τ′)) :

〉
, (9.4.6)

where we have traded the right- and left-moving parts of the height field for the single chiral boson ϕ(ξ)
as explained in Sec. 9.2. Then, the 2-point correlator is equivalent to a 4-point correlator that is easily
computed using Wick’s theorem and the propagator of the chiral boson (9.2.22). Using eσ(x,t)

ρ(x,t) = h̄πb(t)2 to
simplify the scaling factors and Eq. (9.3.12) for the phases φ(x, t) and φ(x′, t′), this gives

g1((x, t), (x′, t′)) =
|C|2√
2πh̄

e
−i
(

ḃ(t)
b(t)

(x2−x′2)
2 − (τ−τ′)

4

)
N√

b(t) b(t′)

× (sin ξ)
1
4(

sin (ξ−ξ ′)−(τ−τ′)
2

) 1
4
(

sin (ξ−ξ ′)+(τ−τ′)
2

) 1
4

× (sin ξ ′)
1
4(

sin (ξ+ξ ′)+(τ−τ′)
2

) 1
4
(

sin (ξ+ξ ′)−(τ−τ′)
2

) 1
4

, (9.4.7)

The latter can be explictly written in terms of the physical coordinates (x, t) and (x′, t′) by plugging the
expressions for the the isothermal coordinates (9.3.8) and the density (9.3.7) Remarkably, the result at equal
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time t = t′ takes a nice and compact form,

g1(x, x′; t) ≡ g1((x, t), (x′, t)) =
|C|2√
2πh̄

e
−i
(

ḃ(t)
b(t)

(x2−x′2)
2

)
N

b(t)
(sin ξ)

1
4 (sin ξ ′)

1
4(

sin (ξ−ξ ′)
2

) 1
2
(

sin (ξ+ξ ′)
2

) 1
2

where the correlator in the first line precisely coincides with the one derived in [425]. In the second line,
we see that the result obtained with our approach automatically satisfies the same scaling relation as the one
found by Minguzzi and Gangardt [460]. It is also clear that at t = 0 (using b(0) = 1) we recover the result
of Forrester et al. [472],

g1(x, x′; 0) = |C|2 ρ(x, 0)
1
4 ρ(x′, 0)

1
4

|x− x′| 12
. (9.4.8)

In Fig. 9.4, we plot g1((x, t), (x′, t′)) for the particular case of a sudden quench of the frequency:
ω(t) = ω0 for t ≤ 0 and ω(t) = ω1 6= ω0 for t > 0. We were not able to compare this result to a
numerical evaluation in finite size, because we are not aware of a method that would allow to calculate that
quantity at different times and for a large number of particles, even approximately. In contrast, the fact that
our approach gives directly a closed analytic formula for the asymptotic behavior of that correlation function
in the regime 1/N ∼ h̄→ 0 shows that it is quite powerful.

9.4.2 The general 2n-point function

The above derivation generalizes straightforwardly to the 2n-point case

gn((x1, t1), . . . , (xn, tn), (x′1, t′1), . . . , (x′n, t′n)) = |C|2n

(
n

∏
j=1

e−i(φ(xj,tj)−φ(x′j,t
′
j))

)(
n

∏
i=1

ρ(xi, ti)ρ(x′i , t′i)
eσ(xi ,ti)eσ(x′i ,t

′
i)

) 1
4

×
〈

n

∏
p=1

: e−
i
2 (ϕ−(ξp−τp)−ϕ+(ξp+τp)) :

n

∏
q=1

: e
i
2 (ϕ−(ξ ′q−τ′q)−ϕ+(ξ ′q+τ′q)) :

〉
flat

(9.4.9)

One can further use that eσ(x,t)

ρ(x,t) = h̄πb(t)2 to simplify the scaling factors, and Wick’s theorem and the
propagator of the chiral boson (9.2.22) to evaluate the correlator in the third line, thus obtaining a rather
complicated but fully explicit result (reported in Ref. [439]). We stress that it is obtained relatively easily
with our approach, as it boils down to simple calculations in a free boson CFT. As emphasized above, we
do not know any other method that would allow to go that far in the calculation of correlation function for
the trapped Tonks-Girardeau gas.

The result (9.4.9) can be put in a nicer form if one takes all the points at equal time, t1 = · · · = tn =
t′1 = · · · = t′n = t. Indeed, after some algebra one arrives at the more compact formula

gn(x1, . . . , xn, x′1, . . . , x′n; t) =

(
|C|2√

b(t)

)n

e−i ∑j(φ(xj,t)−φ(x′j,t)) ∏
i

ρ(xi, t)
1
4 ∏

j
ρ(x′j, t)

1
4

×
∏p1<p2

∣∣∣ xp1−xp2
b(t)

∣∣∣ 1
2

∏q1<q2

∣∣∣∣ x′q1
−x′q2

b(t)

∣∣∣∣ 1
2

∏p,q

∣∣∣ xp−x′q
b(t)

∣∣∣ 1
2

, (9.4.10)
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which simplifies even further in the initial state with b(0) = 1,

gn(x1, . . . , xn, x′1, . . . , x′n; 0) = |C|2n ∏
i

ρ(xi, 0)
1
4 ∏

j
ρ(x′j, 0)

1
4

×
∏p1<p2

∣∣xp1 − xp2

∣∣ 1
2 ∏q1<q2

∣∣∣x′q1
− x′q2

∣∣∣ 1
2

∏p,q

∣∣∣xp − x′q
∣∣∣ 1

2
. (9.4.11)

To the best of our knowledge, this formula is new and it generalizes the formula for n = 1 of Forrester et
al. [472]. Also, one clearly sees that, in general, the 2n-point function at equal time (9.4.10) satisfies the
same scaling relation as the one found by Minguzzi and Gangardt in the n = 1 case [460].

9.5 The fermion propagator: large-N asymptotics and numerical check

To further illustrate the strategy outlined in Section 9.2, we now compute the large-N asymptotics of the
fermion propagator at different times,

c(x, t, x′, t′) ≡ 〈Ψ†
F(x, t)ΨF(x′, t′)〉, (9.5.1)

where Ψ†
F, ΨF is the fermion creation/annihilation operator related to the bosonic one by Eq. (9.2.1). The

final result for this propagator is given by formula (9.5.12) below. There are two contributions. The leading
one is due to fermion excitations lying deep inside the Fermi sea, and is therefore beyond the approach
sketched in Section 9.2, strictly speaking. Nevertheless, we are able to obtain that term by elementary
means. Then, the next leading contribution is due to low energy excitations and is the one in which we are
truly interested, as it is the one which we can get from our approach. In this Section we set µ = m = 1.

9.5.1 Lessons from the infinite homogeneous case

We start from the homogeneous, translation-invariant case, where the two contributions are also present. In
that case the fermion propagator for an infinite system is

c(x, t, 0, 0) =
∫ kF

−kF

dk
2π

e−ikx+ih̄t k2
2 , (9.5.2)

where kF is the Fermi momentum (in terms of the notations of Section 9.3, we have kF− = kF and kF+ =
−kF). Of course, the integral could be evaluated exactly in terms of some error function. But instead, we are
interested in evaluating its large x and t behavior by the stationary phase approximation. The approximation
is valid in the limit of large t and fixed ratio x/t, and it holds everywhere except along the lightcone
x/t = ±vF, where vF = h̄kF. There are two regimes to be considered: outside and inside the lightcone.

Outside the lightcone (|x| > vFt). The integrand in Eq. (9.5.2) does not have a stationary point in the
interval [−kF, kF], therefore the main contribution to the integral in the stationary phase approximation
comes from the regions around the two Fermi points k ∼ ±kF,

c(x, t, 0, 0) '
∫ kF

−∞

dk
2π

e−ikFx+ih̄t
k2

F
2 −i(k−kF)(x−vFt) +

∫ ∞

−kF

dk
2π

eikFx+ih̄t
k2

F
2 +i(k−kF)(x+vFt)

=
i

2π

 e−ikFx+ih̄t
k2

F
2

(x− vFt)
− eikFx+ih̄t

k2
F
2

(x + vFt)

 . (9.5.3)

Inside the lightcone (|x| < vFt). There the phase of the integral (9.5.2) has a stationary point inside the
region of integration (the point h̄k = x/t). Therefore the main contribution comes from this stationary point,
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k
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t = 0(a) k

x

t 6= 0(b)

FIGURE 9.5: Wigner probability distribution for the homogeneous Fermi gas on an infinite line. Panel
(a): we remove a particle at time t = 0 (white slice). Panel (b) The slice corresponding to the removed
particle evolves. At time t we want to create a particle in x (yellow slice). The probability of doing it it
proportional to the area shared by these two slides (red area).

whereas the contributions from the endpoints of the interval [−kF, kF] give the next to leading correction.
Explicitly, we have

c(x, t, 0, 0) '
∫ ∞

−∞

dk
2π

e−i x2
2h̄t+ih̄t (k−x/t)2

2 ei π
4

(
1

2πh̄t

)1/2

e−i x2
2h̄t +

i
2π

 e−ikFx+ih̄t
k2

F
2

(x− vFt)
− eikFx+ih̄t

k2
F
2

(x + vFt)

 .

The leading term is thus associated with an excitation deep inside the Fermi sea, corresponding to a point in-
side the interval [−kF, kF]. The other two terms, however, clearly originate from the low-energy excitations
around the Fermi points that are described by CFT.

We thus want to think of the fermion creation/annihilation operator as being a sum of three terms: an
operator d†/d exciting a state deep inside the Fermi sea, plus the right (−) and left (+) components of
a Dirac field, or equivalently in terms of the chiral bosons ϕ− and ϕ+, as vertex operators : e−iϕ− : and
: eiϕ+ :,

Ψ†
F(x, t) = d†(x, t) +

ei π
4√

2π
e−ikFx+i

k2
F
2 t : e−iϕ−(x−kFt) : − e−i π

4√
2π

eikFx+i
k2

F
2 t : eiϕ+(x+kFt) :

(9.5.4)

ΨF(x, t) = d(x, t) +
ei π

4√
2π

eikFx−i
k2

F
2 t : eiϕ−(x−kFt) : +

e−i π
4√

2π
e−ikFx−i

k2
F
2 t : e−iϕ+(x+kFt) :,

then the CFT terms in Eqs. (9.5.3)-(9.5.4) correspond to the two-point functions in the free boson CFT on
the infinite line,〈

: e−iϕ−(x−kFt) :: eiϕ−(0) :
〉
=

1
x− kFt

,
〈

: eiϕ+(x+kFt) :: e−iϕ+(0) :
〉
=

1
−x− kFt

. (9.5.5)

The mixed terms involving ϕ− and ϕ+ are zero on the infinite line, because there are no boundaries (there
must be a boundary in order for left moving excitations to be reflected as right moving ones, thus inducing
correlations between left and right sectors of the CFT). The term coming from the deeper excitation has
propagator 〈

d†(x, t)d(0, 0)
〉
=

{
ei π

4
( 1

2πh̄t

)1/2 e−i x2
2h̄t inside the lightcone

0 outside the lightcone
, (9.5.6)

which has the following interpretation. The amplitude can be understood by looking at the Wigner function,
which in this case is simply n(x, k) = 1 if |k| < kF and 0 otherwise. d(0, 0) destroys a particle at x = 0
and t = 0, corresponding in this language to removing a thin slice around x = 0, while d†(x, t) creates a
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new one at position x and time t. This is possible only inside the small area corresponding to the removed
slice evolved up to time t (see the red area in Figure 9.5). From the picture, one sees that such a probability

decreases as 1/t and thus the corresponding amplitude goes as 1/
√

t. The phase e−i x2
2h̄t is nothing but the

semiclassical phase accumulated along the classical trajectory of the particle, namely

e−
i
h̄

∫ t
0 ds[ 1

2 ẋ2(s)−V(x(s))], (9.5.7)

here with x(s) = s x/t and V(x) = 0.

9.5.2 Fermion propagator in the time-dependent harmonic trap

Now let us come back to the breathing gas in the time-dependent harmonic trap. To the best of our knowl-
edge, exact results exist in the literature only for equal-time correlators [178, 179, 460, 466]. Our method,
instead, allows to obtain asymptotic results also at different times. Like in the uniform case, we write the
creation/annihilation operators in the microscopic model as a sum of three field, the first one acting deep
inside the Fermi sea, and the other two being fields that excite low-energy excitations close to the Fermi
points,

Ψ†
F(x, t) = d†(x, t) +

ei π
4√

2π
e−iφWKB−(x,t) : e−iϕ−(ξ−τ) : − e−i π

4√
2π

e−iφWKB+(x,t) : eiϕ+(ξ+τ) :

(9.5.8)

ΨF(x, t) = d(x, t) +
ei π

4√
2π

eiφWKB−(x,t) : eiϕ−(ξ−τ) : +
e−i π

4√
2π

eiφWKB+(x,t) : e−iϕ+(ξ+τ) : .

The phases of the different terms are chosen in order to locally match the ones in the homogeneous case for
small |x− x′| and |t− t′|, see Eq. (9.5.4). The coordinate ξ(x, t) is given by Eq. (9.3.8).

CFT contribution

We focus first on the contributions due to the vertex operators in (9.5.8), which is the one that is given by
the approach outlined in Section 9.2. After evaluating the two-point functions of the vertex operators, we
arrive at

1
2π

e−
1
2 σ(x,t)− 1

2 σ(x′,t′)

[
e−i[φWKB+(x,t)−φWKB+(x′,t′)]

2i sin (ξ−ξ ′)+(τ−τ′)
2

− e−i[φWKB−(x,t)−φWKB−(x′,t′)]

2i sin (ξ−ξ ′)−(τ+τ′)
2

+
e−i[φWKB+(x,t)−φWKB−(x′,t′)]

2 sin (ξ+ξ ′)+(τ−τ′)
2

+
e−i[φWKB−(x,t)−φWKB+(x′,t′)]

2 sin (ξ+ξ ′)−(τ+τ′)
2

]
(9.5.9)

The conformal factor eσ(x,t) is defined in Eq. (9.3.9).

Contribution from deep inside the Fermi sea

Like in the homogeneous case, there is a contribution coming from excitations deep inside the Fermi sea;
we have learned that it consists of an amplitude which has a simple geometric interpretation, and of the
semiclassical phase (9.5.7). We focus first on the amplitude.

The amplitude. It is proportional to the square root of the red area A(t) shown in Figure 9.6. By virtue
of the scaling approach, as time passes the evolution of the system can be viewed as a simple rescaling
plus a rotation of phase space, encoded in the linear transformation sending a point (x(0), k(0)) to a point
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<latexit sha1_base64="jMLG+9AiMMhabmOjrdKokDXe3xM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBT0WvHisaD+gDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJ28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0LxFgqUvJtoTqNA8k4wuZ37nSeujYjVI04T7kd0pEQoGEUrPVTZ5aBccWvuAmSdeDmpQI7moPzVH8YsjbhCJqkxPc9N0M+oRsEkn5X6qeEJZRM64j1LFY248bPFqTNyYZUhCWNtSyFZqL8nMhoZM40C2xlRHJtVby7+5/VSDG/8TKgkRa7YclGYSoIxmf9NhkJzhnJqCWVa2FsJG1NNGdp0SjYEb/XlddK+qnluzbuvVxr1PI4inME5VMGDa2jAHTShBQxG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwCHf40+</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jMLG+9AiMMhabmOjrdKokDXe3xM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBT0WvHisaD+gDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJ28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0LxFgqUvJtoTqNA8k4wuZ37nSeujYjVI04T7kd0pEQoGEUrPVTZ5aBccWvuAmSdeDmpQI7moPzVH8YsjbhCJqkxPc9N0M+oRsEkn5X6qeEJZRM64j1LFY248bPFqTNyYZUhCWNtSyFZqL8nMhoZM40C2xlRHJtVby7+5/VSDG/8TKgkRa7YclGYSoIxmf9NhkJzhnJqCWVa2FsJG1NNGdp0SjYEb/XlddK+qnluzbuvVxr1PI4inME5VMGDa2jAHTShBQxG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwCHf40+</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jMLG+9AiMMhabmOjrdKokDXe3xM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBT0WvHisaD+gDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJ28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0LxFgqUvJtoTqNA8k4wuZ37nSeujYjVI04T7kd0pEQoGEUrPVTZ5aBccWvuAmSdeDmpQI7moPzVH8YsjbhCJqkxPc9N0M+oRsEkn5X6qeEJZRM64j1LFY248bPFqTNyYZUhCWNtSyFZqL8nMhoZM40C2xlRHJtVby7+5/VSDG/8TKgkRa7YclGYSoIxmf9NhkJzhnJqCWVa2FsJG1NNGdp0SjYEb/XlddK+qnluzbuvVxr1PI4inME5VMGDa2jAHTShBQxG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwCHf40+</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jMLG+9AiMMhabmOjrdKokDXe3xM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBT0WvHisaD+gDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJ28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0LxFgqUvJtoTqNA8k4wuZ37nSeujYjVI04T7kd0pEQoGEUrPVTZ5aBccWvuAmSdeDmpQI7moPzVH8YsjbhCJqkxPc9N0M+oRsEkn5X6qeEJZRM64j1LFY248bPFqTNyYZUhCWNtSyFZqL8nMhoZM40C2xlRHJtVby7+5/VSDG/8TKgkRa7YclGYSoIxmf9NhkJzhnJqCWVa2FsJG1NNGdp0SjYEb/XlddK+qnluzbuvVxr1PI4inME5VMGDa2jAHTShBQxG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwCHf40+</latexit>

x̃
p

!0
<latexit sha1_base64="/X6OPzRaqnjtiP/VyhE3AMkEk14=">AAACAnicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4zbqCfx0hgET2FGAnoMePEYwSyQCUNPTyVp0rPYXSOGIXjxV7x4UMSrX+HNv7GzHDTxQcHjvSqq6gWpFBod59sqrKyurW8UN0tb2zu7e/b+QVMnmeLQ4IlMVDtgGqSIoYECJbRTBSwKJLSC4dXEb92D0iKJb3GUQjdi/Vj0BGdoJN8+8lDIEPKHMfX0ncLcSyLoM98Z+3bZqThT0GXizkmZzFH37S8vTHgWQYxcMq07rpNiN2cKBZcwLnmZhpTxIetDx9CYRaC7+fSFMT01Skh7iTIVI52qvydyFmk9igLTGTEc6EVvIv7ndTLsXXZzEacZQsxni3qZpJjQSR40FAo4ypEhjCthbqV8wBTjaFIrmRDcxZeXSfO84joV96ZarlXncRTJMTkhZ8QlF6RGrkmdNAgnj+SZvJI368l6sd6tj1lrwZrPHJI/sD5/ANiHl6c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/X6OPzRaqnjtiP/VyhE3AMkEk14=">AAACAnicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4zbqCfx0hgET2FGAnoMePEYwSyQCUNPTyVp0rPYXSOGIXjxV7x4UMSrX+HNv7GzHDTxQcHjvSqq6gWpFBod59sqrKyurW8UN0tb2zu7e/b+QVMnmeLQ4IlMVDtgGqSIoYECJbRTBSwKJLSC4dXEb92D0iKJb3GUQjdi/Vj0BGdoJN8+8lDIEPKHMfX0ncLcSyLoM98Z+3bZqThT0GXizkmZzFH37S8vTHgWQYxcMq07rpNiN2cKBZcwLnmZhpTxIetDx9CYRaC7+fSFMT01Skh7iTIVI52qvydyFmk9igLTGTEc6EVvIv7ndTLsXXZzEacZQsxni3qZpJjQSR40FAo4ypEhjCthbqV8wBTjaFIrmRDcxZeXSfO84joV96ZarlXncRTJMTkhZ8QlF6RGrkmdNAgnj+SZvJI368l6sd6tj1lrwZrPHJI/sD5/ANiHl6c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/X6OPzRaqnjtiP/VyhE3AMkEk14=">AAACAnicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4zbqCfx0hgET2FGAnoMePEYwSyQCUNPTyVp0rPYXSOGIXjxV7x4UMSrX+HNv7GzHDTxQcHjvSqq6gWpFBod59sqrKyurW8UN0tb2zu7e/b+QVMnmeLQ4IlMVDtgGqSIoYECJbRTBSwKJLSC4dXEb92D0iKJb3GUQjdi/Vj0BGdoJN8+8lDIEPKHMfX0ncLcSyLoM98Z+3bZqThT0GXizkmZzFH37S8vTHgWQYxcMq07rpNiN2cKBZcwLnmZhpTxIetDx9CYRaC7+fSFMT01Skh7iTIVI52qvydyFmk9igLTGTEc6EVvIv7ndTLsXXZzEacZQsxni3qZpJjQSR40FAo4ypEhjCthbqV8wBTjaFIrmRDcxZeXSfO84joV96ZarlXncRTJMTkhZ8QlF6RGrkmdNAgnj+SZvJI368l6sd6tj1lrwZrPHJI/sD5/ANiHl6c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/X6OPzRaqnjtiP/VyhE3AMkEk14=">AAACAnicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4zbqCfx0hgET2FGAnoMePEYwSyQCUNPTyVp0rPYXSOGIXjxV7x4UMSrX+HNv7GzHDTxQcHjvSqq6gWpFBod59sqrKyurW8UN0tb2zu7e/b+QVMnmeLQ4IlMVDtgGqSIoYECJbRTBSwKJLSC4dXEb92D0iKJb3GUQjdi/Vj0BGdoJN8+8lDIEPKHMfX0ncLcSyLoM98Z+3bZqThT0GXizkmZzFH37S8vTHgWQYxcMq07rpNiN2cKBZcwLnmZhpTxIetDx9CYRaC7+fSFMT01Skh7iTIVI52qvydyFmk9igLTGTEc6EVvIv7ndTLsXXZzEacZQsxni3qZpJjQSR40FAo4ypEhjCthbqV8wBTjaFIrmRDcxZeXSfO84joV96ZarlXncRTJMTkhZ8QlF6RGrkmdNAgnj+SZvJI368l6sd6tj1lrwZrPHJI/sD5/ANiHl6c=</latexit>

k̃/
p

!0
<latexit sha1_base64="pH3CQherPfOICk6hxm7zRwKZY9M=">AAACBHicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+nVqmWQyCVbyTgJYBG8sI5gNyIextJsmSvQ9354RwXGHjX7GxUMTWH2Hnv3GTXKGJDwYe780wM8+PpdDoON9WYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bP7APj1o6ShSHJo9kpDo+0yBFCE0UKKETK2CBL6HtT65nfvsBlBZReIfTGHoBG4ViKDhDI/XtsodCDiCdZPScevpeYepFAYxY38n6dsWpOnPQVeLmpEJyNPr2lzeIeBJAiFwyrbuuE2MvZQoFl5CVvERDzPiEjaBraMgC0L10/kRGT40yoMNImQqRztXfEykLtJ4GvukMGI71sjcT//O6CQ6veqkI4wQh5ItFw0RSjOgsEToQCjjKqSGMK2FupXzMFONociuZENzll1dJ66LqOlX3tlap1/I4iqRMTsgZccklqZMb0iBNwskjeSav5M16sl6sd+tj0Vqw8plj8gfW5w+S25f9</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pH3CQherPfOICk6hxm7zRwKZY9M=">AAACBHicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+nVqmWQyCVbyTgJYBG8sI5gNyIextJsmSvQ9354RwXGHjX7GxUMTWH2Hnv3GTXKGJDwYe780wM8+PpdDoON9WYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bP7APj1o6ShSHJo9kpDo+0yBFCE0UKKETK2CBL6HtT65nfvsBlBZReIfTGHoBG4ViKDhDI/XtsodCDiCdZPScevpeYepFAYxY38n6dsWpOnPQVeLmpEJyNPr2lzeIeBJAiFwyrbuuE2MvZQoFl5CVvERDzPiEjaBraMgC0L10/kRGT40yoMNImQqRztXfEykLtJ4GvukMGI71sjcT//O6CQ6veqkI4wQh5ItFw0RSjOgsEToQCjjKqSGMK2FupXzMFONociuZENzll1dJ66LqOlX3tlap1/I4iqRMTsgZccklqZMb0iBNwskjeSav5M16sl6sd+tj0Vqw8plj8gfW5w+S25f9</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pH3CQherPfOICk6hxm7zRwKZY9M=">AAACBHicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+nVqmWQyCVbyTgJYBG8sI5gNyIextJsmSvQ9354RwXGHjX7GxUMTWH2Hnv3GTXKGJDwYe780wM8+PpdDoON9WYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bP7APj1o6ShSHJo9kpDo+0yBFCE0UKKETK2CBL6HtT65nfvsBlBZReIfTGHoBG4ViKDhDI/XtsodCDiCdZPScevpeYepFAYxY38n6dsWpOnPQVeLmpEJyNPr2lzeIeBJAiFwyrbuuE2MvZQoFl5CVvERDzPiEjaBraMgC0L10/kRGT40yoMNImQqRztXfEykLtJ4GvukMGI71sjcT//O6CQ6veqkI4wQh5ItFw0RSjOgsEToQCjjKqSGMK2FupXzMFONociuZENzll1dJ66LqOlX3tlap1/I4iqRMTsgZccklqZMb0iBNwskjeSav5M16sl6sd+tj0Vqw8plj8gfW5w+S25f9</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pH3CQherPfOICk6hxm7zRwKZY9M=">AAACBHicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+nVqmWQyCVbyTgJYBG8sI5gNyIextJsmSvQ9354RwXGHjX7GxUMTWH2Hnv3GTXKGJDwYe780wM8+PpdDoON9WYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bP7APj1o6ShSHJo9kpDo+0yBFCE0UKKETK2CBL6HtT65nfvsBlBZReIfTGHoBG4ViKDhDI/XtsodCDiCdZPScevpeYepFAYxY38n6dsWpOnPQVeLmpEJyNPr2lzeIeBJAiFwyrbuuE2MvZQoFl5CVvERDzPiEjaBraMgC0L10/kRGT40yoMNImQqRztXfEykLtJ4GvukMGI71sjcT//O6CQ6veqkI4wQh5ItFw0RSjOgsEToQCjjKqSGMK2FupXzMFONociuZENzll1dJ66LqOlX3tlap1/I4iqRMTsgZccklqZMb0iBNwskjeSav5M16sl6sd+tj0Vqw8plj8gfW5w+S25f9</latexit>

t 6= 0

⌧(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="zhRJZTZjrssIRsFSQriWhhdWKRg=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBT0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLN5u4OxFK6J/w4kERr/4db/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJ28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0LxFgqUvJtoTqNA8k4wuZ37nSeujYjVA04T7kd0pEQoGEUrdftIU1LFy0G54tbcBcg68XJSgRzNQfmrP4xZGnGFTFJjep6boJ9RjYJJPiv1U8MTyiZ0xHuWKhpx42eLe2fkwipDEsbalkKyUH9PZDQyZhoFtjOiODar3lz8z+ulGN74mVBJilyx5aIwlQRjMn+eDIXmDOXUEsq0sLcSNqaaMrQRlWwI3urL66R9VfPcmndfrzTqeRxFOINzqIIH19CAO2hCCxhIeIZXeHMenRfn3flYthacfOYU/sD5/AETmY9H</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zhRJZTZjrssIRsFSQriWhhdWKRg=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBT0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLN5u4OxFK6J/w4kERr/4db/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJ28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0LxFgqUvJtoTqNA8k4wuZ37nSeujYjVA04T7kd0pEQoGEUrdftIU1LFy0G54tbcBcg68XJSgRzNQfmrP4xZGnGFTFJjep6boJ9RjYJJPiv1U8MTyiZ0xHuWKhpx42eLe2fkwipDEsbalkKyUH9PZDQyZhoFtjOiODar3lz8z+ulGN74mVBJilyx5aIwlQRjMn+eDIXmDOXUEsq0sLcSNqaaMrQRlWwI3urL66R9VfPcmndfrzTqeRxFOINzqIIH19CAO2hCCxhIeIZXeHMenRfn3flYthacfOYU/sD5/AETmY9H</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zhRJZTZjrssIRsFSQriWhhdWKRg=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBT0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLN5u4OxFK6J/w4kERr/4db/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJ28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0LxFgqUvJtoTqNA8k4wuZ37nSeujYjVA04T7kd0pEQoGEUrdftIU1LFy0G54tbcBcg68XJSgRzNQfmrP4xZGnGFTFJjep6boJ9RjYJJPiv1U8MTyiZ0xHuWKhpx42eLe2fkwipDEsbalkKyUH9PZDQyZhoFtjOiODar3lz8z+ulGN74mVBJilyx5aIwlQRjMn+eDIXmDOXUEsq0sLcSNqaaMrQRlWwI3urL66R9VfPcmndfrzTqeRxFOINzqIIH19CAO2hCCxhIeIZXeHMenRfn3flYthacfOYU/sD5/AETmY9H</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zhRJZTZjrssIRsFSQriWhhdWKRg=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBT0WvHisYD+gDWWz3bRLN5u4OxFK6J/w4kERr/4db/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJ28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0LxFgqUvJtoTqNA8k4wuZ37nSeujYjVA04T7kd0pEQoGEUrdftIU1LFy0G54tbcBcg68XJSgRzNQfmrP4xZGnGFTFJjep6boJ9RjYJJPiv1U8MTyiZ0xHuWKhpx42eLe2fkwipDEsbalkKyUH9PZDQyZhoFtjOiODar3lz8z+ulGN74mVBJilyx5aIwlQRjMn+eDIXmDOXUEsq0sLcSNqaaMrQRlWwI3urL66R9VfPcmndfrzTqeRxFOINzqIIH19CAO2hCCxhIeIZXeHMenRfn3flYthacfOYU/sD5/AETmY9H</latexit>

x
p

!0
<latexit sha1_base64="77OI+evhmi7odzrWoSapf1sIkvo=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVJduBovgqiRS0GXBjcsK9gFNCJPppB06jzgzUUvsp7hxoYhbv8Sdf+O0zUJbD1w4nHMv994Tp4xq43nfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wq4cdLTOFSRtLJlUvRpowKkjbUMNIL1UE8ZiRbjy+mvnde6I0leLWTFIScjQUNKEYGStFbvURBvpOmTyQnAxR5E0jt+bVvTngKvELUgMFWpH7FQwkzjgRBjOkdd/3UhPmSBmKGZlWgkyTFOExGpK+pQJxosN8fvoUnlplABOpbAkD5+rviRxxrSc8tp0cmZFe9mbif14/M8llmFORZoYIvFiUZAwaCWc5wAFVBBs2sQRhRe2tEI+QQtjYtCo2BH/55VXSOa/7Xt2/adSajSKOMjgGJ+AM+OACNME1aIE2wOABPINX8OY8OS/Ou/OxaC05xcwR+APn8wdDGpPx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="77OI+evhmi7odzrWoSapf1sIkvo=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVJduBovgqiRS0GXBjcsK9gFNCJPppB06jzgzUUvsp7hxoYhbv8Sdf+O0zUJbD1w4nHMv994Tp4xq43nfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wq4cdLTOFSRtLJlUvRpowKkjbUMNIL1UE8ZiRbjy+mvnde6I0leLWTFIScjQUNKEYGStFbvURBvpOmTyQnAxR5E0jt+bVvTngKvELUgMFWpH7FQwkzjgRBjOkdd/3UhPmSBmKGZlWgkyTFOExGpK+pQJxosN8fvoUnlplABOpbAkD5+rviRxxrSc8tp0cmZFe9mbif14/M8llmFORZoYIvFiUZAwaCWc5wAFVBBs2sQRhRe2tEI+QQtjYtCo2BH/55VXSOa/7Xt2/adSajSKOMjgGJ+AM+OACNME1aIE2wOABPINX8OY8OS/Ou/OxaC05xcwR+APn8wdDGpPx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="77OI+evhmi7odzrWoSapf1sIkvo=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVJduBovgqiRS0GXBjcsK9gFNCJPppB06jzgzUUvsp7hxoYhbv8Sdf+O0zUJbD1w4nHMv994Tp4xq43nfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wq4cdLTOFSRtLJlUvRpowKkjbUMNIL1UE8ZiRbjy+mvnde6I0leLWTFIScjQUNKEYGStFbvURBvpOmTyQnAxR5E0jt+bVvTngKvELUgMFWpH7FQwkzjgRBjOkdd/3UhPmSBmKGZlWgkyTFOExGpK+pQJxosN8fvoUnlplABOpbAkD5+rviRxxrSc8tp0cmZFe9mbif14/M8llmFORZoYIvFiUZAwaCWc5wAFVBBs2sQRhRe2tEI+QQtjYtCo2BH/55VXSOa/7Xt2/adSajSKOMjgGJ+AM+OACNME1aIE2wOABPINX8OY8OS/Ou/OxaC05xcwR+APn8wdDGpPx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="77OI+evhmi7odzrWoSapf1sIkvo=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVJduBovgqiRS0GXBjcsK9gFNCJPppB06jzgzUUvsp7hxoYhbv8Sdf+O0zUJbD1w4nHMv994Tp4xq43nfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wq4cdLTOFSRtLJlUvRpowKkjbUMNIL1UE8ZiRbjy+mvnde6I0leLWTFIScjQUNKEYGStFbvURBvpOmTyQnAxR5E0jt+bVvTngKvELUgMFWpH7FQwkzjgRBjOkdd/3UhPmSBmKGZlWgkyTFOExGpK+pQJxosN8fvoUnlplABOpbAkD5+rviRxxrSc8tp0cmZFe9mbif14/M8llmFORZoYIvFiUZAwaCWc5wAFVBBs2sQRhRe2tEI+QQtjYtCo2BH/55VXSOa/7Xt2/adSajSKOMjgGJ+AM+OACNME1aIE2wOABPINX8OY8OS/Ou/OxaC05xcwR+APn8wdDGpPx</latexit>

x
p

!0
<latexit sha1_base64="77OI+evhmi7odzrWoSapf1sIkvo=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVJduBovgqiRS0GXBjcsK9gFNCJPppB06jzgzUUvsp7hxoYhbv8Sdf+O0zUJbD1w4nHMv994Tp4xq43nfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wq4cdLTOFSRtLJlUvRpowKkjbUMNIL1UE8ZiRbjy+mvnde6I0leLWTFIScjQUNKEYGStFbvURBvpOmTyQnAxR5E0jt+bVvTngKvELUgMFWpH7FQwkzjgRBjOkdd/3UhPmSBmKGZlWgkyTFOExGpK+pQJxosN8fvoUnlplABOpbAkD5+rviRxxrSc8tp0cmZFe9mbif14/M8llmFORZoYIvFiUZAwaCWc5wAFVBBs2sQRhRe2tEI+QQtjYtCo2BH/55VXSOa/7Xt2/adSajSKOMjgGJ+AM+OACNME1aIE2wOABPINX8OY8OS/Ou/OxaC05xcwR+APn8wdDGpPx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="77OI+evhmi7odzrWoSapf1sIkvo=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVJduBovgqiRS0GXBjcsK9gFNCJPppB06jzgzUUvsp7hxoYhbv8Sdf+O0zUJbD1w4nHMv994Tp4xq43nfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wq4cdLTOFSRtLJlUvRpowKkjbUMNIL1UE8ZiRbjy+mvnde6I0leLWTFIScjQUNKEYGStFbvURBvpOmTyQnAxR5E0jt+bVvTngKvELUgMFWpH7FQwkzjgRBjOkdd/3UhPmSBmKGZlWgkyTFOExGpK+pQJxosN8fvoUnlplABOpbAkD5+rviRxxrSc8tp0cmZFe9mbif14/M8llmFORZoYIvFiUZAwaCWc5wAFVBBs2sQRhRe2tEI+QQtjYtCo2BH/55VXSOa/7Xt2/adSajSKOMjgGJ+AM+OACNME1aIE2wOABPINX8OY8OS/Ou/OxaC05xcwR+APn8wdDGpPx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="77OI+evhmi7odzrWoSapf1sIkvo=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVJduBovgqiRS0GXBjcsK9gFNCJPppB06jzgzUUvsp7hxoYhbv8Sdf+O0zUJbD1w4nHMv994Tp4xq43nfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wq4cdLTOFSRtLJlUvRpowKkjbUMNIL1UE8ZiRbjy+mvnde6I0leLWTFIScjQUNKEYGStFbvURBvpOmTyQnAxR5E0jt+bVvTngKvELUgMFWpH7FQwkzjgRBjOkdd/3UhPmSBmKGZlWgkyTFOExGpK+pQJxosN8fvoUnlplABOpbAkD5+rviRxxrSc8tp0cmZFe9mbif14/M8llmFORZoYIvFiUZAwaCWc5wAFVBBs2sQRhRe2tEI+QQtjYtCo2BH/55VXSOa/7Xt2/adSajSKOMjgGJ+AM+OACNME1aIE2wOABPINX8OY8OS/Ou/OxaC05xcwR+APn8wdDGpPx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="77OI+evhmi7odzrWoSapf1sIkvo=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVJduBovgqiRS0GXBjcsK9gFNCJPppB06jzgzUUvsp7hxoYhbv8Sdf+O0zUJbD1w4nHMv994Tp4xq43nfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wq4cdLTOFSRtLJlUvRpowKkjbUMNIL1UE8ZiRbjy+mvnde6I0leLWTFIScjQUNKEYGStFbvURBvpOmTyQnAxR5E0jt+bVvTngKvELUgMFWpH7FQwkzjgRBjOkdd/3UhPmSBmKGZlWgkyTFOExGpK+pQJxosN8fvoUnlplABOpbAkD5+rviRxxrSc8tp0cmZFe9mbif14/M8llmFORZoYIvFiUZAwaCWc5wAFVBBs2sQRhRe2tEI+QQtjYtCo2BH/55VXSOa/7Xt2/adSajSKOMjgGJ+AM+OACNME1aIE2wOABPINX8OY8OS/Ou/OxaC05xcwR+APn8wdDGpPx</latexit>
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FIGURE 9.6: Wigner probability distribution in the harmonic trap after a generic harmonic protocol.
Panel (a): The probability of having a particle at position x = 0 at t 6= 0 is proportional to the area
of the yellow strip. Panel (b): Using the scaling approach, such strip gets a rescaled in the coordinates
x̃ = x/b(t) and k̃ = (kb(t) + xḃ(t)). Note that in these variables the Wigner function is just a circle.
Panel (c): In the original variables, the tilded coordinates just rotates, giving the rotated yellow strip. If
at initial time we remove a particle at a given position x 6= 0, the probability of creating a new one at
x = 0 at time t is proportional to the red area.

(x(t), k(t)) (see Sec. 9.3),(
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with

M(t) =

(
b(t) 0
ḃ(t) 1

b(t)

)(
cos τ(t) sin τ(t)
− sin τ(t) cos τ(t)

)
.

Then finding the area in red in Fig. 9.6 is an elementary geometric problem: for a white strip of initial width
δx the result is det M(t)

[M(t)]12
ω0δx2. Notice that when we go from t′ to t we need to do that for M(t)M(t′)−1

instead of M(t), so the area we are interested in is proportional to

A(t, t′) =
ω0 det[M(t)M(t′)−1]

[M(t)M(t′)−1]12
=

ω0

b(t)b(t′) sin [τ(t)− τ(t′)]
. (9.5.10)

The phase. Like in the homogeneous case, the phase of
〈
d†(x, t)d(x′, t′)

〉
is given by the minimum of

the Lagrangian of a single classical particle, see Eq. (9.5.7). The classical trajectory of the particle is (see
Section 9.3) of the form x(s) = `0b(s) cos(ξ0 + τ(s)) with `0 and ξ0 chosen such that x(t) = x and
x(t′) = x′. This gives

x(s) = b(s)
x

b(t) sin(τ(s)− τ(t′))− x′
b(t′) sin(τ(s)− τ(t))

sin(τ(t)− τ(t′))
.

After some algebra and putting phase and amplitude together, we arrive at the conclusion that the con-
tribution from excitations deep inside the Fermi sea takes the form

〈
d†(x, t)d(x′, t′)

〉
= e

iπ
4

(
1

2πh̄
ω0

b(t)b(t′) sin[τ(t)− τ(t′)]

) 1
2

× exp
[
− i

2h̄

(
ω0

tan(τ(t)− τ(t′))

(
x2

b(t)2 +
x′2

b(t′)2

)
+

x2ḃ(t)
b(t)

− x′2ḃ(t′)
b(t′)

− 2ω0

sin(τ(t)− τ(t′))
x

b(t)
x′

b(t′)

)]
. (9.5.11)
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Final result for c(x, t, x′, t′) and comparison with numerics

We thus arrive at the following result for the asymptotics of the propagator, which is the sum of Eqs. (9.5.11)
and (9.5.9). The asymptotics should be valid both inside and outside the lightcone (but not exactly along the
lightcone, like in the infinite homogeneous case)

c(x, t, x′, t′) = I(ξ, ξ ′, τ − τ′) e
iπ
4

(
A(t, t′)

2π

) 1
2

exp
[
−i
∫ t′

t

(
1
2
(∂sx(s))2 −V(x(s))

)
ds
]

+
1

2π
e−

1
2 σ(x,t)− 1

2 σ(x′,t′)

[
e−i[φWKB+(x,t)−φWKB+(x′,t′)]

2i sin (ξ−ξ ′)+(τ−τ′)
2

− e−i[φWKB−(x,t)−φWKB−(x′,t′)]

2i sin (ξ−ξ ′)−(τ+τ′)
2

+
e−i[φWKB+(x,t)−φWKB−(x′,t′)]

2 sin (ξ+ξ ′)+(τ−τ′)
2

+
e−i[φWKB−(x,t)−φWKB+(x′,t′)]

2 sin (ξ+ξ ′)−(τ+τ′)
2

]
. (9.5.12)

Here I(ξ, ξ ′, τ) is the function which is one inside the lighcone and zero outside the lightcone, which is
simple in the (ξ, τ) coordinates (see Figure 9.7): for τ ∈ [0, 2π] it can be written in terms of the Heaviside
function Θ(.) as

I(ξ, ξ ′, τ) = Θ(τ − |ξ − ξ ′|)Θ(|π − τ| − |π + ξ + ξ ′|)Θ(2π − τ − |ξ − ξ ′|) (9.5.13)

and then it is extended to other values of τ by periodicity: I(ξ, ξ ′, τ ± 2π) = I(ξ, ξ ′, τ).
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FIGURE 9.7: Left: Inside (yellow) and outside (white) lightcone regimes in the original (x, t) coordi-
nates. The continuous red line represents the lightcone. Right: Same in the (ξ, τ) coordinates. The
grid shows the boundary of the system.

Next, we compare those formulas to numerical evaluation of the propagator at finite N (see the Ap-
pendix), and to do this we specialize to the case of a sudden quench of the frequency: ω(t) = ω0 if t < 0
and ω1 if t > 0. The comparison between the asymptotic formula (9.5.12) and the exact propagator at
finite N, Eq. (9.A.3), is shown in Figure 9.8. The agreement is perfect both inside and outside the lightcone.
However, one clearly sees a small region along the lightcone where our approach is not expected to give the
correct result. Note also that at the edges of the system, some corrections are expected to occur [419, 494].

9.6 Concluding remarks

In this Chapter, we have made one step forward in the calculation of correlation function of inhomogeneous
one-dimensional critical systems by considering a truly dynamical situation: a breathing gas of hard core
bosons at zero temperature. In particular, we have found new formulas for the 1/N ∼ h̄ → 0 asymptotics
of 2n-point functions of boson creation/annihilation operators, and also for fermionic observables for which
we provided numerical checks.
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FIGURE 9.8: Fermionic propagator, c(x, t, x′, 0), Eq.(9.5.1), as a function of x and t, for fixed values
of x′. In the density plots the absolute value is shown. Upper row: x′ = 0. Lower row: x′ = 5.
Left: Exact function from scaling approach, Eq. (9.A.3). Right: Our prediction, Eq. (9.5.12). The one
dimensional plots below show the real and the imaginary part of c(x, t, x′, 0) as a function of x, with
x′ = 5 and fixed t = 5. The black dots are the exact function from scaling approach, Eq. (9.A.3). The
red line is our prediction, Eq. (9.5.12). The dashed vertical lines are the positions of the lightcone. The
parameters are chosen as follows: ω0 = 1, ω1 = 0.5, N = 32.
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These results could be extended in several directions. First, it would be interesting to study a case with
multiple Fermi points, as shown in Fig. 9.1(b). This could give rise to interesting interference effects (as
discussed for instance in Ref. [481]) or interesting behavior of the entanglement entropy —because the
entanglement entropy should be sensitive to the number of Fermi points—. This is work in progress [495].
Another very interesting direction would be to study the problem of the breathing Lieb-Liniger gas at finite
repulsion strength g, extending the techniques of Ref. [431] for the static case to a dynamical situation. It
is likely that such a study would be mostly numerical, since already the classical hydrodynamic equations
(9.2.8) would not be analytically solvable in that case. Nevertheless, it should be possible to express large
scale correlation functions in terms of the Green’s function of a certain generalized Laplacian (as in Ref.
[431]), which would then lead to an interesting efficient numerical method for the calculation of correlation
functions in that case.

The most exciting direction would perhaps be to use the new formula (9.4.10) found in this paper to
investigate correlations of the momentum distribution of particles in the gas. Correlations of the momentum
distributions are in principle measurable, for instance by time-of-flight. This has been done in the weakly
interacting regime of the gas [496,497], but, to our knowledge, not yet in the strongly interacting regime for
which formula (9.4.10) would apply.

Finally, it would also be interesting to consider possible extension of our method to higher dimension,
where even fewer results exist (see, for example, [498]).

9.A Fermion propagator from the scaling approach

In Sec. 9.5, the numerical checks were performed using the exact fermion propagator obtained from the
scaling approach (see, e.g., [460]). Here, we simply summarize the main steps that lead to this exact result.
Then, we will show that the equal-time asymptotics corresponds to the CFT contribution we computed with
our approach. Below h̄ = ω0 = m = 1.

Exact propagator. Since we are dealing with a harmonic trap, the single particle wavefunctions at t = 0
are

ψn(x, 0) =

√
(1/π)1/2

2nn!
Hn(x)e−

x2
2 , (9.A.1)

where Hn is the Hermite polynomial of order n. These are the eigenstates of the single-particle hamilto-
nian at t = 0 with energies εn = n + 1

2 . The scaling approach gives the time-evolved wavefunctions in
terms of the scaling factor b(t) which solves the Ermakov equation (9.3.4) and the function τ(t) defined in
Eq. (9.3.5),

ψn(x, t) =
1√
b(t)

ψn

(
x

b(t)
, 0
)

ei x2
2

ḃ(t)
b(t)−iεnτ(t). (9.A.2)

Then the propagator at different times is the many-body ground state with N particles is

〈
Ψ†

F(x, t)ΨF(x′, t′)
〉
=

N−1

∑
n=0

ψ∗n (x, t)ψn
(
x′, t′

)
. (9.A.3)

This remarkably simple result follows from an elementary calculation (see Ref. [439]).

Equal-time asymptotics. At equal time t′ = t, it is possible to evaluate the asymptotics of the propagator
directly. In that case, the sum in (9.A.3) can be computed using the Christoffel-Darboux formula

N−1

∑
n=0

Hn(x)Hn(x′)
2nn!

=
HN−1(x′)HN(x)− HN−1(x)HN(x′)

2N (N − 1)! (x− x′)
.
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If we let N → ∞, we can inject the following asymptotics for the Hermite polynomials

e−
x2
2 HN(x) ∼ 2

2N+1
4
√

N!

(πN)
1
4

1√
sin(α)

sin
(

2N + 1
4

(sin(2α)− 2α) +
3π

4

)
,

where x =
√

2N + 1 cos(α), with ε ≤ α ≤ π − ε and ε → 0 when N → ∞. Prior to the complete
formulation of our approach, we observed that the result could be put in the nice form

〈
Ψ†

F(x, t)ΨF(x′, t)
〉

=
1

2π

e−i[φ(x,t)−φ(x′,t)]

b(t)

[(
2N − x2

b(t)2

)(
2N − x′2

b(t)2

)]− 1
4

×
sin (φ?(x, t)− φ?(x′, t))

sin
(

ξ(x,t)−ξ(x′,t)
2

) +
cos (φ?(x, t) + φ?(x′, t))

sin
(

ξ(x,t)+ξ(x′,t)
2

)
 (9.A.4)

where
φ?(x, t) ≡ 1

2
[φWKB−(x, t)− φWKB+(x, t)] ,

and ξ(x, t), φWKB∓(x, t) and φ(x, t) are defined in Eqs. (9.3.8,9.3.11,9.3.12). What is remarkable here
is that the resulting formula (9.A.4) corresponds exactly to the sum of the four terms given by the CFT
contribution of Section 9.5.2.
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Chapter 10

Logarithmic negativity in the random singlet phase

The last part of this thesis is devoted to the study of the interplay between disorder and entanglement. In this
Chapter, based on Ref. [95], we investigate the LN in strongly-disordered spin chains in the random-singlet
phase. We show that for two arbitrary intervals the disorder-averaged LN and the mutual information are
proportional to the number of singlets shared between the two intervals. Using the strong-disorder renor-
malization group (SDRG), the negativity of two adjacent intervals can be proved to grow logarithmically
with the intervals’ length. In particular, the scaling behavior is the same as in conformal field theory, but
with a different prefactor. For two disjoint intervals, the negativity is given by a universal simple function of
the cross-ratio, reflecting scale invariance. As a function of the distance of the two intervals, the negativity
decays algebraically in contrast with the exponential behavior in clean models.

10.1 Introduction

The role of disorder in the entanglement scaling is an interesting question, which is widely studied in recent
times and is nowadays a fruitful research area [68, 499]. For instance, in Ref. [86] it has been shown that,
for disordered spin chains exhibiting the RSP, the scaling of the disorder-averaged EE is logarithmic with
the subsystem size like in a CFT. This has been tested numerically in the random XX chain [320] (which
is exactly solvable for each realization of the disorder), and in the random XXX chain [128] using DMRG.
Furthermore, the moments of the RDM Trρα

A have been also studied [321], as well as the spectrum [500],
and the entanglement in low-lying excited states [501]. Other disordered spin models [502–514] have been
also considered, obtaining similar results for the scaling of the EE. The EE in aperiodic spin chains has been
investigated in Refs. [515, 516]. The non-equilibrium features of the entanglement in these random spin
chains are also under intensive investigation [22, 23, 128, 517–521].

Here we investigate the disorder averaged LN in RSPs in the framework of the SDRG [85]. We focus
on the spin-1/2 Heisenberg (XXX) chain with random antiferromagnetic couplings, and on the random
XX chain. We consider both adjacent and disjoint intervals, A1 and A2, within a tripartition of a system as
B2 ∪ A1 ∪ B1 ∪ A2 ∪ B2 [as illustrated in Fig. 1.3 (a)]. We demonstrate that in a RSP the LN of two intervals
is always proportional to the number of singlets shared between them. Surprisingly, due to the simple
structure of the RSP, this is also the case for the mutual information, which is given as IA1:A2 = 2EA1 :A2 .
More quantitatively, the scaling for two adjacent and disjoint intervals was anticipated in Section 1.4.4,
Eq. (1.4.49), and is further discussed in the following. In both cases, it is found to be similar to the known
CFT scaling [94, 145], with nonetheless a more intricate dependence on the cross-ratio x = `1`2

(`1+r)(`2+r)
(here `1, `2 and r are the lengths of the two subsystems and their distance respectively).

The rest of this Chapter is organized as follows. In Sec. 10.2 we provide the analytic expressions for
the LN and the moments of the PT RDM in RSPs. The scaling of the LN is discussed in Sec. 10.3 for both
adjacent and disjoint intervals. These results are verified in Sec. 10.4 using a numerical implementation
of the SDRG method. In Sec. 10.5, we present DMRG results for the LN of two adjacent intervals in the
random XX chain. Finally, we conclude in Sec. 10.6.
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10.2 Logarithmic negativity in a single realization of the RSP

The model and the setting are the same as in Section 1.4.4. We just recall the hamiltonian of the random
antiferromagnetic spin- 1

2 XXZ chain, that for open boundary conditions (OBC) is given by

H =
L−1

∑
i=1

Ji(Sx
i Sx

i+1 + Sy
i Sy

i+1 + ∆Sz
i Sz

i+1), (10.2.1)

where Sx,y,z
i are the spin components acting on site i, L is the length of the chain, ∆ the anisotropy param-

eter, and {Ji}L−1
i=1 are uncorrelated positive random variables, drawn from a distribution P(J). For periodic

boundary conditions (PBC) one has an extra term in (10.2.1) connecting site L with site 1. We will consider
specifically the cases ∆ = 1 and 0, corresponding to the XXX and the XX random chains, respectively.
For generic {Ji}L−1

i=1 , the latter can be treated analytically for each realization of the disorder, exploiting the
mapping to free fermions [see Ref. [95]]. Here, we restrict ourselves to the family of distributions

Pδ(J) ≡ δ−1 J−1+1/δ, (10.2.2)

with J ∈ [0, 1], and 0 ≤ δ < ∞ a parameter tuning the disorder strength. For δ → 0 one recovers the
clean, i.e., without disorder, XXZ chain, whereas δ → ∞ corresponds to the infinite-randomness fixed
point (IRFP). The latter describes the low-energy physics of (10.2.1), irrespective of the chosen distribution
P(J). For δ = 1, Pδ(J) becomes the flat distribution (box distribution) in the interval [0, 1].

For a generic realization of the disorder, assuming that the chain is in a RSP, the LN between two
subsystems of the chain can be calculated analytically. Let us consider a partition of the chain as in Fig. 1.3
with A ≡ A1 ∪ A2 the two intervals of interest and B ≡ B1 ∪ B2 their complement. Given any two blocks
X, Y in the chain, we denote as nX:Y the number of singlets shared between them.

Before considering the entire RSP, it is instructive to write the density matrix and its partial transpose
for an isolated singlet. The density matrix ρ2S of two spins forming a singlet is

ρ2S =
1
2


0 0 0 0
0 1 −1 0
0 −1 1 0
0 0 0 0

 , (10.2.3)

in the basis |↑↑〉, |↑↓〉, |↓↑〉, and |↓↓〉. The RDM ρS for one of the spins is

ρS =
1
2

(
1 0
0 1

)
. (10.2.4)

In order to calculate the LN, we need the partial transpose ρT2
2S that is

ρT2
2S =

1
2


0 0 0 −1
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
−1 0 0 0

 , (10.2.5)

with eigenvalues {−1/2, 1/2, 1/2, 1/2}.
The density matrix ρRSP for a chain in a random singlet phase is the tensor product of the density

matrices of its constituent singlets. Thus, for the partition in Fig. 1.3, one can write

ρRSP =
nA:A⊗
i=1

ρ2S

nB:B⊗
i=1

ρ2S

nA:B⊗
i=1

ρ2S. (10.2.6)
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The RDM ρA is obtained from (10.2.6) as

ρA =
nA:A⊗
i=1

ρ2S

nA:B⊗
i=1

ρS, (10.2.7)

and its partial transpose

ρT2
A =

nA:A⊗
i=1

ρT2
2S

nA:B⊗
i=1

ρT2
S . (10.2.8)

To compute EA1:A2 one can exploit the additivity of the LN on tensor products, leading to

EA1 :A2 = nA1:A2 ln Tr
∣∣ρT2

2S(A1 ∪ A2)
∣∣+ ∑

i=1,2

[
nAi :Ai ln Tr

∣∣ρT2
2S(Ai)

∣∣+ nAi :B ln Tr
∣∣ρT2

S (Ai)
∣∣]. (10.2.9)

Interestingly, the terms in the square brackets vanish because for any Ai, ρT2
2S(Ai) = ρ2S(Ai) and ρT2

S (Ai) =
ρS(Ai). As a consequence, EA1:A2 depends only on the number of singlets nA1:A2 shared between A1 and
A2. Physically, this could have been expected because the LN is a measure of the mutual entanglement
between A1 and A2. In conclusion, we have

EA1 :A2 = nA1 :A2 ln Tr
∣∣ρT2

2S(A1 ∪ A2)
∣∣, (10.2.10)

and using the explicit form of ρT2
2S (10.2.5)

EA1:A2 = nA1:A2 ln 2. (10.2.11)

For a bipartition, i.e., for A2 ≡ Ā1, with Ā1 the complement of A1, Eq. (10.2.11) is equal to the EE of A1
(see Ref. [86]). This is just a consequence of the fact that in the RSP the Rényi entropies Sα with varying
α are all equal [321], while in the generic case the LN for a bipartition is always equal to S1/2 [55, 145].
This is different from the clean bipartite system (which is conformal invariant) in which the Rényi entropies
depend non trivially on the index α in a well-known fashion [17, 18].

Finally, it is interesting to compare (10.2.11) with the mutual information between two intervals IA1 :A2 =
SA1 + SA2 − SA1∪A2 which can be readily obtained using SX = nX:X̄ ln 2. A straightforward calculation
yields

IA1:A2 = (nA1:Ā1
+ nA2 :Ā2

− nA1∪A2 :B) ln 2 = 2nA1 :A2 ln 2. (10.2.12)

Interestingly, (10.2.12) coincides, apart from a factor 2, with EA1 :A2 in (10.2.11).

10.2.1 The moments of the partially transposed reduced density matrix

It is instructive to consider the moments MT2
α of the PT density matrix

MT2
α ≡ Tr

(
ρT2

A

)α, (10.2.13)

The LN can be obtained from (10.2.13) via the analytic continuation α → 1 restricted to the even α, as it
is routinely done in CFT calculations [94,145]. Although MT2

α are not entanglement measures, they encode
universal information about critical systems and, as discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, are the crucial objects
entering the calculations of the negativity spectrum [57].

The computation of the moments starts by rewriting (10.2.7) as

ρA =
{

∏
k

nAk :Ak⊗
i=1

ρ2S

} nA1:A2⊗
i=1

ρ2S

{
∏

k

nAk :B⊗
i=1

ρS

}
. (10.2.14)
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Using that the partial transposition acts trivially on the terms in the curly brackets, one obtains

ρT2
A =

{
∏

k

nAk :Ak⊗
i=1

ρ2S

} nA1:A2⊗
i=1

ρT2
2S

{
∏

k

nAk :B⊗
i=1

ρS

}
. (10.2.15)

The only two non-zero eigenvalues of ρT2
A are

λ± = ±2−nA:B−nA1:A2 . (10.2.16)

The corresponding degeneracies d± are

d− = (2nA1:A2 − 1)2nA1:A2−1, (10.2.17)

d+ = 2nA:B+2nA1:A2 − d−. (10.2.18)

The moments MT2
α can be readily written down as

MT2
α = 2(nA:B+nA1:A2 )(1−α)

{
2nA1:A2 α even
1 α odd.

(10.2.19)

In Eq. (10.2.19) it is evident that for generic α, MT2
α cannot be measures of the entanglement between A1

and A2, since they depend on the number of singlets shared with B. By analytically continuing Eq. (10.2.19)
from the even sequence we recover the negativity (10.2.11), i.e., denoting with ne the even integers, we have

E = lim
ne→1

ln MT2
ne

, (10.2.20)

while the replica limit of the odd sequence gives the normalization TrρT2
A = 1.

10.3 Scaling of the disorder-averaged negativity in the RSP

In this Section, we derive the scaling properties of the LN between two intervals A1 and A2 in the random-
singlet phase. From the previous Section, it is obvious that the only needed ingredient is the scaling of the
average number of singlets 〈nA1 :A2〉 shared between A1 and A2 [cf. (10.2.11)]. Here, 〈· · · 〉 denotes the
disorder average. Remarkably, 〈nA1:A2〉 can be obtained from the result for a single interval [86]. Given an
interval X of length `X embedded in the infinite line, the average number of shared singlets 〈nX:X̄〉 scales
for large `X as [86]

〈nX:X̄〉 =
1
3

ln `X + k, (10.3.1)

where k is a non-universal constant.
In order to derive 〈nA1 :A2〉, let us consider a generic multipartition of the chain into 2k blocks as

∪Y∈Ω0Y, with Ω0 = {A1, B1, · · · Ak, Bk} [the case with k = 2 is in Fig. 1.3 (a)]. It is convenient to
define the set Ω of all possible compact subintervals of the chain. For instance, for Ω0 = {A1, B1, A2, B2}
one has Ω = {A1, B1, A2, B2, A1 ∪ B1, B1 ∪ A2}. For each X ∈ Ω, one can decompose the number of sin-
glets nX:X̄ as the sum of all the singlets emerging from an arbitrary block Y ∈ X and ending in an arbitrary
block Z ∈ X̄, i.e., in formula

nX:X̄ = ∑
Y,Z∈Ω0

n(X∩Y):(X̄∩Z). (10.3.2)

After taking the disorder average, (10.3.2) gives

1
3

ln `X + k = ∑
Y,Z∈Ω0

〈n(X∩Y):(X̄∩Z)〉, (10.3.3)
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where we used that (10.3.1) is valid for any X ∈ Ω. One can obtain 〈nX:Y〉 for any pair X, Y ∈ Ω0 by
solving the linear system of equations in (10.3.3) generated by considering all X ∈ Ω, as we are going to
show in the following for two adjacent and disjoint intervals.

10.3.1 Two adjacent intervals

For two adjacent intervals we have Ω0 = Ω = {A1, A2, B2}, and so the system of equations (10.3.3)
becomes 

〈nA1 :A2〉+ 〈nA1:B2〉 = 1
3 ln(`1) + k,

〈nA2 :A1〉+ 〈nA2:B2〉 = 1
3 ln(`2) + k,

〈nB2 :A1〉+ 〈nB2:A2〉 = 1
3 ln(`1 + `2) + k.

(10.3.4)

This can be solved for 〈nA1 :A2〉 and, consequently [from (10.2.11)], one recovers the scaling of the LN in
(1.4.49)

EA1 :A2 =
ln 2

6
ln
( `1`2

`1 + `2

)
+ k̃, (10.3.5)

with k̃ = ln(k/2) a non universal constant.

10.3.2 Two disjoint intervals

Let us consider the case of two disjoint intervals [see Fig. 1.3 (a)] of lengths `1, `2, and at distance r, for
which Ω = {A1, A2, B1, B2, A1 ∪ B1, B1 ∪ A2}. From (10.3.3) one obtains a linear system of six equations
to be solved for 〈nA1:A2〉. In particular, from (10.3.6), the LN can be rewritten as

EA1:A2 =
1
6

ln
(r + `1)(r + `2)

r(`1 + `2 + r)
ln 2. (10.3.6)

which turns out to be a function of the cross-ratio x only [cf. Eq. (1.4.49)]. Interestingly, (10.3.6) does not
depend on the non universal additive constant k indicating that the LN between two disjoint intervals is a
universal scale invariant quantity, as in the clean case.

An intriguing consequence of (10.3.6) is that the entanglement between two disjoint intervals decays as
∝ r−2, i.e., with a power law of their mutual distance, in stark contrast with the CFT case where this decays
is exponential [94]. The result for adjacent intervals is recovered from (10.3.6) by taking r of the order of
the lattice spacing (fixed to 1 in all above formulas) and then considering `1,2 much larger than that.

10.4 Numerical SDRG

In this Section, we present numerical evidence confirming the analytical results for the average number of
singlets between two arbitrary intervals (adjacent and disjoint) and consequently for the LN and mutual
information between them. In order to do so, we numerical implement the SDRG for finite-size spin chains
which works according to the following steps: (a) for a given disorder realization, we apply the Dasgupta-
Ma rule (1.4.41), i.e., we pair the spins interacting with the strongest bond to form a SU(2) singlet; (b)
the two spins are then decimated, and the remaining couplings renormalized according to (1.4.40); (c) this
SDRG step is iterated until all the spins are paired in singlets. At every RG step we monitor the distribution
of the renormalized couplings, as well as the spin configurations. In this Section, we only consider a flat
probability distribution of the coupling J between 0 and 1, presenting results only for the Heisenberg spin
chain. However, we should mention that we performed the same analysis for the XX chain, which is
expected to be in the same universality class of the XXX chain, finding perfect agreement with the analytic
SDRG predictions.
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FIGURE 10.1: Numerical SDRG: flow of the couplings probability distribution P(β(m)) as a function
of the SDRG step m. Different histograms correspond to different m. Results are for the Heisenberg
spin chain with L = 106 sites. The width of P(β(m)

i ) increases upon increasing m. Inset: P(β(m)) for
m = 99× 104, compared with the infinite-randomness fixed point (IRFP) result P∗(β) = e−β/Γ/Γ,
(dashed-dotted line) with Γ(m) given in (1.4.42).

SDRG flow of the renormalized couplings

As a preliminary check of the numerical SDRG, we study the flow of the couplings Ji in (10.2.1) as a function
of the SDRG step m. The results are reported in Fig. 10.1, where we plot the probability distribution P(β(m)

i ),
with β(m)

i ≡ ln(J(m)

M /J(m)

i ) [cf. (1.4.42)], and J(m)

M the maximum coupling at step m. The data are for a finite
chain with L = 106. The initial values of the couplings are drawn from the box distribution [0, 1].

Fig. 10.1 demonstrates the broadening of the couplings distribution upon increasing the SDRG step m,
confirming that the SDRG procedure is asymptotically exact at large scale [188]. The convergence to the
universal IRFP distribution P∗(β) (1.4.44) is verified in the inset of Fig. 10.1.

Single-interval entanglement entropy

Another important check of the validity of the numerical SDRG is provided by the scaling of the single
block EE. We consider the random XXX chain with both open and periodic boundary conditions. For
OBC we expect different scalings depending on whether the block A is in the bulk of the chain or whether
it touches the boundary. The EE, here denoted as SA, is obtained by determining the number of singlets
between A and its complement for each realization of the disorder and then by multiplying the average by
ln 2, Eq. (1.4.46). We report the variance of the distribution as an estimate of statistical error.

Numerical SDRG results for SA are shown in Figs. 10.2 (a)–(d). In all panels, the data are for chains
of length L = 1000 and 2000. The disorder average is over 73 000 disorder realizations. We start by
considering in Fig. 10.2 (a) the block A in a periodic chain. For ` . L/2, SA increases logarithmically as
function of the interval length ` (note the logarithmic scale on the x axis). Instead, for ` & L/2 finite-size
effects are visible. The dashed-dotted line in the figure is a fit to the expected SDRG result [86]

SA =
ln 2

3
ln `+ K, (10.4.1)

with K the only fitting parameter. For ` . L/2 the data are in perfect agreement with (10.4.1).
As discussed in Ref. [321], finite-size effects can be taken into account by replacing in (10.4.5) the

interval length ` with the modified chord length Lc as

`→ Lc ≡
L
π

Y
(π`

L

)
. (10.4.2)
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FIGURE 10.2: The single interval EE for the disordered Heisenberg spin chain. The data correspond
to the average over 73 000 disorder realizations. Notice that (here and in the following figures) we
report also the statistical errors, although the error bars are smaller than the symbol sizes. Different
symbols correspond to different chain sizes L and dashed dotted lines are one-parameter fit to the
analytic prediction from the SDRG. (a) A single interval in a periodic chain: SA plotted versus the
interval length `. (b) Same data as in (a) plotted against the modified chord length (10.4.2). (c) A single
interval starting from the boundary of a chain with OBC versus the modified chord length (10.4.2). (d)
A single interval in the bulk of an open chain.

Here, Y(x) is a symmetric function under x → π − x, which ensures S(`) = S(L− `). It has been found
that for a single block in a periodic chain, Y(x) is well approximated by [321]

Y(x) = sin(x)
(

1 +
4
3

k1 sin2(x)
)

, (10.4.3)

with k1 ∼ 0.115. Using (10.4.2) in (10.4.1) one obtains

SA =
ln 2

3
ln(Lc) + K. (10.4.4)

Figure 10.2 (b) reports the data for SA versus Lc. The dashed-dotted line in Fig. 10.2 (b) is a fit to (10.4.4),
and it is in perfect agreement with the SDRG data for all values of ` confirming the correctness of (10.4.4).

In Fig. 10.2 (c) we consider an open chain with the block A starting from the boundary. For a semi-
infinite system, the EE is expected to be [86]

SA =
ln 2

6
ln(`) + K′, (10.4.5)

where the prefactor of the logarithm takes into account that subsystem A shares only one edge with its
complement. This formula indeed describes accurately the data for ` . L/2. The finite-size and boundary
effects can be taken into account again by replacing ` by a modified chord length (10.4.2). We find that
the same function Y(x) in Eq. (10.4.3) describes very accurately the data for OBC as shown in Fig. 10.2
(c). This is a non trivial result since there is no conformal invariance to guarantee the equality of the two
finite-size scaling functions (i.e., open and periodic) as in the clean case.
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FIGURE 10.3: Shifted LN E s
A1 :A2

(10.4.6) between two adjacent intervals of equal-length ` in the
random Heisenberg chain. E s

A1 :A2
is plotted against `/L. The symbols correspond to the average

over 73 000 disorder realizations. Different symbols correspond to different system sizes. (a): For a
periodic chain the data are perfectly described by (10.4.7) with only one fitting parameter. (b): For an
open chain, we can only use the prediction for the infinite chain which describes well the data as long
as `� L.

Finally, in Fig. 10.2 (d) we consider a block of length ` in the center of an open chain. For ` . L/2 we
expect that the block A does not feel significantly the presence of the boundary and (10.4.1) should describe
accurately the data, as evident from the figure. It is instead not obvious how to modify the prediction to
take into account finite-size and boundary effects: we only mention that replacing ` with the modified chord
length (10.4.3) does not work. This does not come unexpected since also in clean systems the results are
more complicated [174].

Logarithmic negativity: Two adjacent intervals

Using the numerical SDRG method, we now study the scaling behavior of EA1 :A2 between two adjacent
intervals A1 and A2 in the random Heisenberg chain. Specifically, we provide robust numerical evidence
for (10.3.5). The negativity is just obtained from the statistics of the singlets between A1 and A2 and
multiplying the resulting average by ln 2.

In Fig. 10.3, we report the SDRG data for two adjacent intervals of the same length `. Figure 10.3 (a)
shows the SDRG results for a periodic chain, while Fig. 10.3 (b) is for two intervals in the middle of an open
chain. We plot the shifted negativity

E s
A1 :A2

= EA1 :A2 −
ln 2

6
ln L, (10.4.6)

as a function of `/L so that data for different chain lengths are expected to collapse on a single scaling curve.
This clearly happens for both open and periodic chains. In both cases, EA1:A2 increases logarithmically for
` . L/4, when finite-size effects kick in. Actually, for PBC one can take into account all the finite-size
effects by replacing all lengths with modified chord lengths, obtaining

E s
A1:A2

' ln 2
6

ln
Y2

c (π`/L)
Yc(2π`/L)

+ k. (10.4.7)

The SDRG are perfectly described by this prediction as clear from Fig. 10.3 (a) where the dashed line is a
one-parameter fit to (10.4.7).

Conversely, for the OBC chain in Fig. 10.3 (b) there is not a simple modification of the result for
infinite chain to take into account the boundary effects, as it was the case also for clean systems [256].
For this reason, in the figure we only report the one-parameter fit to the SDRG prediction for the infinite
chain (10.3.5) valid for `� L.
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FIGURE 10.4: LN EA1 :A2 between two disjoint intervals of equal length ` in the random Heisenberg
spin chain plotted against the cross ratio x. The data are averaged over 73 000 disorder realizations.
Different symbols correspond to different system sizes. (a): For a periodic chain, the crossr atio x is
given by (10.4.8) and the dashed line is the analytic SDRG prediction (10.4.9). (b): For an open chain,
we consider the infinite-volume definition of the cross ratio (8.3.3) and the dashed-dotted line is the
SDRG prediction (10.4.9) to which the data tend for large chains.

Logarithmic negativity: Two disjoint intervals

We finally move to the most interesting case of the LN between two disjoint intervals of equal length ` at
distance r. As usual in this Section, we compute the negativity from the statistics of the singlets between the
two intervals. Our results are reported in Fig. 10.4 for both periodic and open chains.

In the case of a periodic chain, we plot EA1:A2 as a function of the cross ratio x (8.3.3) in which we have
substituted all lengths by the corresponding modified chord lengths, i.e.,

x =
Y2

c (π`/L)
Y2

c [π(`+ r)/L]
, (10.4.8)

in order to take into account finite-size effects. The SDRG asymptotic prediction for the negativity is given
by Eq. (10.3.6). which reads as

EA1 :A2 = −
ln 2

6
ln(1− x). (10.4.9)

In Fig. 10.4 (a), the data correspond to a fixed choice of r, and ` is running up to (L − r)/2. It is clear
from the figure that the prediction (10.4.9) describes incredibly well the numerical data, without any fitting
parameter. Notice that x close to 0 corresponds to far away intervals and the decay of the negativity is
algebraic, in contrast with the exponential behavior of clean systems [94, 145]. Oppositely, the limit x → 1
corresponds to very close intervals and the logarithmic divergence is needed to reproduce the adjacent
intervals results.

For the case of an open chain, we limit ourselves to consider two intervals centered around the middle
of the chain, i.e., A1 = [−`− r/2,−r/2] and A2 = [r/2, `+ r/2]. We generate the data by fixing a value
of r and letting ` run up to the boundary. In this case, we do not have a prediction which takes into account
finite-size effects, so we expect Eq. (10.4.9) to describe correctly the data for `, r � L, i.e., when the effects
of the boundary can be neglected. For this reason, in Fig. 10.4 (b) we report the negativity as function of the
cross-ratio x given by the infinite volume formula x = [`/(`+ r)]2. It is evident from the figure that this
prediction describes correctly the data for x far from 1, as it should. With increasing L, the effects of the
boundaries becomes less and less relevant and the data get closer to the infinite-volume result, as expected.

10.5 Negativity in the random XX chain: DMRG results

Here, we discuss the LN of two adjacent intervals in the random XX chain. To this purpose we perform
DMRG simulations, focusing on the disorder distribution Pδ(J) = δ−1 J−1+1/δ, with δ = 1/4, 1, 3/2.
Increasing values of δ correspond to increasing disorder strength. Our data for EA1∪A2 correspond typically
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FIGURE 10.5: EE in the random XX spin chain. Panel (a): The von Neumann entropy SA for a single
interval at the center of an open chain plotted versus the interval length `. The empty symbols denote
DMRG results for chains with L = 16, 24 and disorder strength δ = 3/2. The data are averaged over
∼ 103 disorder realizations. The full symbols are exact results obtained using free-fermion techniques.
Panel (b): Same geometry as in (a). The symbols are DMRG data for L = 16, 24, 28, 32 and 1/4 ≤
δ ≤ 3/2. Here δ = 0 and δ → ∞ correspond to the clean case and the IRFP, respectively. The
dash-dotted line is the CFT prediction for δ = 0. The dotted line is the SDRG prediction in the TDL.

to an average over∼103 disorder realizations. Although exact results for the negativity are not yet available,
many entanglement-related quantities, such as the EE, can be calculated for the random XX chain, via a
mapping to free fermions [cf. Ref. [95] and Section 1.4.3]. Importantly, this provides a reliable way to
check the accuracy of DMRG results.

Convergence of DMRG

For each disorder realization, a crucial aspect is the convergence of the DMRG method. This depends
both on the chain sizes L and on the disorder strength δ. Specifically, we numerically observed that the
convergence of DMRG becomes rapidly poor upon increasing L or δ. This is physically expected because
the disorder gives rise to a “rough” energy landscape, which makes likely for DMRG to get trapped in a local
minimum. This affects severely the convergence because typical DMRG update schemes are local [30]. This
is also related to the exponential small gap [188] ln ∆E ∼ −L1/2 of the RSP.

To check the correctness of the DMRG results, for each disorder realization we compared the data for
the half-chain von Neumann entropy with the exact one. We used as a DMRG convergence criterion the
matching of the two results within a precision of 10−3. We also defined the DMRG convergence rate Rc
as the fraction of converged DMRG simulations. Only converged disorder configurations were included in
the disorder averages. The fact that Rc < 1 results in a systematic error in the DMRG data. For instance,
we observed that for L = 63 at δ = 1 one has Rc ≈ 0.9. Finally, to provide reliable error bars for our
DMRG results, we always checked that the systematic error was negligible compared with the statistical
error arising from the disorder average, providing the latter as our final error estimate.

Figure 10.5 (a) shows the comparison between the DMRG data for SA (empty symbols in the figure) and
the exact results (full symbols) obtained using free-fermion methods. Data are for δ = 3/2, which is the
most difficult value of δ to simulate, and L = 16, 24. The error bars are the statistical errors resulting from
the disorder average. In all cases, the DMRG results are in agreement with the free-fermion result, within
error bars. This suggests that, at least for the von Neumann entropy, the systematic error due to Rc < 1 is
negligible compared to the statistical one.

DMRG results

Figure 10.5 (b) reports the von Neumann entropy SA for the interval A at the center of the open chain. The
symbols are DMRG data for different δ and L. The dashed-dotted line is the CFT result in the clean case
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FIGURE 10.6: LN in the random XX spin chain. Panel (a): S(1/2)
A for a single interval at the center

of an open chain plotted versus the interval length `. The data (circles) are obtained by means of
free-fermionic techniques which allow us to reach large systems sizes (L = 200). Note the crossover
from the scaling of the clean model at short lengths (dotted line) to the SDRG one at large distances
(dash-dotted line). Panel (b): EA1 :A2 for two adjacent intervals of equal length ` (in the center of
an open chain) plotted as a function of `. The symbols denote DMRG results for chains with L =
16, 24, 28, 32, 63 and disorder strength 1/4 ≤ δ ≤ 3/2. The data are averaged over ∼ 103 disorder
realizations. The dash-dotted and dotted lines are the CFT prediction for δ = 0, and the SDRG result,
respectively.

SA ' 1/3 ln `+ c′, whereas the dotted line is the SDRG result

SA '
ln 2

3
ln `+ const. (10.5.1)

We recall that the IRFP is expected to describe the numerical data for any disorder strength, but for asymp-
totically large ` and L. For finite interval and system lengths, we expect a complicated crossover between
the clean and SDRG results, which is more severe for small disorder. In fact, from Fig. 10.5 (b) it is clear
that for the smallest disorder strength (δ = 1/4), the data are closer to the clean prediction than to the SDRG
one. This does not come unexpected since the crossover between the two fixed points should be regulated
by a δ-dependent crossover length ξδ. One should expect that ξδ → ∞ for δ→ 0. At any δ, the IRFP results
should be valid only for `, L� ξδ. However, the data for δ = 1 and δ = 3/2 are almost indistinguishable,
signaling that they should be both in the SDRG regime. Indeed, although oscillating corrections are present
(as it is well known [321]), the data are in rough agreement with the SDRG prediction (10.5.1) (dotted line).
A more quantitative analysis of the EE, with a proper robust determination of the prefactor to the logarithmic
growth, requires the study of much longer chains as done by means of free fermionic methods [320, 321].
Unfortunately, simulating with DMRG chains of length of the order of hundreds sites and with sufficient
statistics is beyond our current capability.

Although the data for the EE are asymptotically in rough agreement with the prediction of the SDRG
already for L = 32 and δ ∼ 1, this does not imply that the same is true for the LN, because the crossover
between the CFT (clean) and the IRFP fixed points in principle depends on the measured quantity. In order
to understand the scaling of the LN, it is worth to consider the Rényi entropy

S(1/2)
A ≡ 2Trρ1/2

A , (10.5.2)

for a single interval A of length ` at the center of an open chain. Indeed, the LN for pure states (e.g.,
for two adjacent intervals with `1 + `2 = L) coincides with S(1/2)

A . Consequently, one could expect the
scaling of the negativity to resemble that of S(1/2)

A , rather than that of the von Neumann entropy SA. In
Fig. 10.6 (a), we report exact numerical data for S(1/2)

A at δ = 1 obtained by means of free-fermionic
techniques, which allow us to reach large systems sizes (L = 200). Interestingly, the data do not show
strong parity effects (i.e., oscillations with the parity of the block size), in contrast with SA [the same is
true for the LN in Fig. 10.6 (b)]. Considering these large system sizes we can clearly see the crossover
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from the scaling of the clean model at short lengths (S(1/2)
A ∼ 1/2 ln `) to the SDRG one at large distances

[S(1/2)
A ∼ (ln 2)/3 ln `]. The crossover starts around ` ∼ 15 and it is fully established around ` ∼ 30,

implying that L ≈ 120 = 4 × 30 would be needed to fully confirm our results. This, however, is not
possible with our current DMRG implementation.

Let us, however, consider EA1 :A2 between the two adjacent intervals. The DMRG data are reported in
Fig. 10.6 (b) for chain sizes up to L = 63 and for several disorder strengths. The dashed-dotted line is
the CFT prediction for the clean model EA1 :A2 ' 1/4 ln(`) + c′, while the dotted line is the SDRG result
EA1:A2 ' (ln 2)/6 ln(`) + const (cf. (10.3.5)). For δ = 1/4, EA1∪A2 grows with a slope similar to the
clean case. This does not come unexpected since also the results for the EE in Fig. 10.5 (b) for δ = 1/4
are affected by a strong crossover. Increasing the strength of the disorder, we observe that for the available
subsystems’ sizes the slopes of the LN appears to reduce, but, as a difference with the EE, there is no
saturation with δ and also for δ = 3/2 there are still strong crossover effects. This is in complete analogy
with what observed for S(1/2)

A in Fig. 10.6 (a), where the crossover for δ = 1 starts taking place around
` = 15. Indeed, for δ = 1, the last points for L = 63 with ` = 15 seem to move in the right direction (we
cannot access chains of this length for δ = 3/2 because of the poor convergence of DMRG for this large
disorder). However, these are only very encouraging signals for the correctness of our prediction: we can
only conclude that for the system sizes and δ accessible to DRMG simulations, EA1 :A2 exhibits deviations
from the SDRG prediction (10.3.5), which are likely explained as crossover effects. Much larger chain sizes
(of the order of L ∼ 120/130 which are not accessible with our current DMRG implementation), would be
needed for the asymptotic IRFP behavior to set in.

10.6 Concluding remarks

In this Chapter we studied the scaling behavior of the LN of disordered spin chains in the random-singlet
phase. Our main results have been already summarized at the beginning, and for this reason here we only
mention some new research directions. First, in the random XX chain it should be possible by generalizing
the results for clean systems [295–297] to treat the moments of the PT density matrix exactly. By comparing
with the analytic results of Sec. 10.2.1, this would allow providing a more robust check of some of our
findings (as mentioned, this is work in progress [322]). Another intriguing direction would be to investigate
to what extent the relation between the LN and the mutual information remains valid in more complicated
disordered phases. In this respect, one possibility would be to focus on the spin-1 random Heisenberg
chain [503]. Different physical behavior should also appear in the spin-1/2 Heisenberg chain in which,
aside from antiferromagnetic couplings, ferromagnetic ones are allowed. Finally, it would be interesting
to investigate the scaling of the LN in excited states of disordered spin models, also in connection with
many-body localization.
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Chapter 11

Unusual area law violation in inhomogeneous
disordered models

A striking feature of local gapped quantum many-body systems is that the ground-state EE of a subsystem
scales with the area of its boundary rather than with its volume. This is the essence of the famous area law
for the entanglement [cf. Eq. (1.3.1)]. Even if an actual proof exists only in 1d, there is a strong common
belief that ground states of “physically reasonable local hamiltonians” fulfill the area law, and that violations
are at most logarithmic. Here we provide an example of unusual area law violation in the ground state of a
spin chain with random and inhomogeneous couplings. By employing the SDRG framework, we show that
the EE exhibits a power-law growth with the subsystem size, with an exponent 1/2 that can be related to the
survival probability of certain random walks. We also investigate the role of interactions by considering the
random inhomogeneous XXZ spin chain. Within the SDRG framework and in the strong inhomogeneous
limit, we show that the above area-law violation takes place only at the free-fermion point of the phase
diagram. This point divides two extended regions, which exhibit volume-law and area-law entanglement,
respectively. This last Chapter is based on Ref. [91].

11.1 Introduction

Recently, devising local models that exhibit more dramatic area-law violations became an important research
theme, the motivation being twofold. On the one hand, highly-entangled ground states are potentially useful
for quantum computation technologies. On the other hand, from a condensed matter perspective, area-law
violations could be witnesses of exotic features of quantum matter. As a matter of fact, examples of ground
states non-trivially violating the area law start to be discovered (see, for instance, [88–90,522–528]). These
comprise inhomogeneous systems [87], translation invariant models with large spin [522], free-fermion
hamiltonians [527] with a fractal Fermi surface, nonlocal QFTs [526], and supersymmetric models [525].
An interesting class of frustration-free, local, translational invariant models that exhibit area-law violations
has been constructed by Movassagh and Shor in Ref. [88]. Their ground-state EE is ∝ `1/2, thus exhibiting
a polynomial violation of the area law. Importantly, the exponent of the entanglement growth originates
from universal properties of the random walk. This is due to the fact that the ground state of the model is
written in terms of a special class of combinatorial objects, called Motzkin paths [529]. A similar result can
be obtained [89, 528] using the Fredkin gates [530]. An interesting generalization of Ref. [88] obtained by
deforming a colored version of the Motzkin paths has been presented in Ref. [90]. The ground-state phase
diagram of the model exhibits two phases with area-law and volume-law entanglement, respectively.

In this Chapter, we show that unusual area-law violations can be obtained in a 1d inhomogeneous local
system in the presence of disorder. Specifically, here we investigate the random inhomogeneous XX chain.
In the clean limit, i.e., in the absence of disorder, our model reduces to the rainbow chain of Ref. [87],
whose ground state, in the limit of strong inhomogeneity, is the rainbow state. In the rainbow state, long-
range singlets are formed between spins across the chain center. An immediate striking consequence is that
the half-chain EE is proportional to the subsystem volume (volume law). Here we show that upon including
disorder the structure of the ground state changes dramatically. Indeed, in contrast with the clean case, the
entropy exhibits an unusual square root growth, which represents a polynomial violation of the area law. We
provide numerical evidence for this behavior by using the SDRG method [85]. We numerically verify that
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FIGURE 11.1: Setup used in this Chapter. (top) Definition of the random inhomogeneous XX chain.
The chain couplings are denoted as Jn = e−|n|hKn, with n half integer numbers, h a real inhomogeneity
parameter, and Kn independent random variables distributed with (11.2.3). We focus on the EE of a
subregion A of length ` (shaded area in the Figure). Subsystem A starts from the chain center.

the unusual area law violation happens both in the strong inhomogeneous limit, as well as for weak inhomo-
geneity. Specifically, we numerically observe the square-root scaling for considerably weak inhomogeneity,
although we do not have any proof that it persists for an arbitrarily small one. We provide robust numerical
evidence of the unusual area-law violation in a microscopic model by calculating the EE of the random
inhomogeneous XX chain, which is obtained by using the free-fermion solution of the model. Furthermore,
we establish a mapping between the SDRG flow of the renormalized couplings and an alternating random
walk. Interestingly, in the strong inhomogeneous limit the exponents of the entanglement scaling, and sev-
eral ground-state features, can be quantitatively understood from certain survival probabilities of the random
walk. Finally, we investigate the role of interactions by considering the random inhomogeneous spin-1/2
XXZ chain. Within the SDRG framework, we show that the unusual area-law violation does not survive in
the presence of interactions. Interestingly, this marks the transition between two extended regions, where
the EE exhibits area-law and volume-law scaling, respectively. This scenario is somewhat similar to the one
presented in Ref. [90], although the models are substantially different.

The remaining is organized as follows. In Section 11.2 we introduce the random inhomogeneous XX
chain, highlighting some of its peculiar properties. In Section 11.3 we present numerical SDRG results
for the EE in the XX chain, providing a first understanding of the unusual area-law violation. Such vi-
olation is confirmed in the real model in Section 11.4, by exploiting the exact solvability of the random
inhomogeneous XX chain. In Section 11.5 we address the strongly inhomogeneous limit of the model, by
exploiting a mapping between the SDRG flow and the random walk. Section 11.6 is devoted to discussing
the entanglement scaling in the XXZ chain. We conclude in Section 11.7.

11.2 The random inhomogeneous XX chain (randbow chain)

We consider a chain with 2L sites, described by the following inhomogeneous random hopping hamiltonian
(see Figure 11.1)

H = −1
2

L−1

∑
m=−L+1

Jm c†
m− 1

2
cm+ 1

2
+ h.c., with m = 0,±1,±2, · · · ,±(L− 1) (11.2.1)

where cm± 1
2

(c†
m± 1

2
) denotes the annihilation (creation) operator of a spinless fermion at sites m± 1

2 , and

Jm > 0 is the inhomogeneous random hopping parameter between the sites m− 1
2 and m + 1

2 . In (11.2.1),
the coupling J0 is associated to the link

(
− 1

2 , 1
2

)
located at the center of the chain. The hopping parameters

Jm are defined as

Jm ≡ Km ×
{

e−h/2, m = 0 ,
e−h|m|, |m| > 0 ,

(11.2.2)

where h > 0 is a real parameter that measures the strength of the inhomogeneity. If Km = O(1) are
nonzero, for h > 0 the coupling strength decreases exponentially with the distance from the chain center.
In (11.2.2), we choose Km to be independent (from site to site) random variables distributed in the interval
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(a) h ≪ 1, Random Singlet Phase (b) h ∼ 1, Randbow Phase (c) h → ∞, Rainbow Phase

FIGURE 11.2: Summary of the phase diagram of the model, using open boundaries. Arcs in the Figure
correspond to spins forming SU(2) singlet bonds. Notice that for any h 6= 0 the coupling strength
Ji decreases exponentially away from the center of the chain. (a) For h � 1 the model becomes the
XX chain with random antiferromagnetic couplings. The ground state of the model is the RSP, where
bonds of arbitrary length are present, but no symmetry with respect to the chain center is observed.
RSPs exhibit logarithmic entanglement growth. (b) For intermediate values of h we observe some long
distance bonds along with a proliferation of short ones, connecting neighboring sites (bubbles). The
bond diagram presents left-right symmetry, and the entanglement is characterized by a subextensive
(square root) entanglement growth. (c) For h → ∞ the model approaches the standard rainbow chain,
with all bonds symmetric with respect to the chain center and exhibiting volume-law entanglement.

[0, 1] according to
P(K) = δ−1K−1+ 1

δ , (11.2.3)

with δ > 0 parametrizing the noise strength, as in the previous Chapter.
After a Jordan-Wigner transformation, the random hopping model in (11.2.1) is mapped onto the spin-

1/2 inhomogeneous XX chain defined by

H =
1
2

L−1

∑
m=−L+1

Jm S+
m− 1

2
S−

m+ 1
2
+ h.c., with m = 0,±1,±2, · · · ,±(L− 1) . (11.2.4)

with S±m being spin-1/2 raising and lowering operators. In the following we investigate the ground-state
EE of a subregion A that starts from the chain center. The precise bipartition that we consider is pictorially
illustrated in Figure 11.1.

Clearly, the properties of the model (11.2.4) depend on two parameters, h and δ, giving rise to a two-
dimensional ground-state phase diagram. The clean homogeneous XX chain is recovered for δ → 0 and
h = 0. Its ground state is critical, and it is described by a CFT with central charge c = 1 which exhibits a
logarithmic area-law violation of the EE [18]. Here, we focus on the entanglement properties of (11.2.4) at
δ > 0. In the limit h → 0 and for any finite δ (cf. (11.2.2)), Eq. (11.2.4) defines the random antiferromag-
netic XX chain. The ground state of the model has been extensively studied using SDRG [85,188,531], and
it is described by the RSP, depicted in Figure 11.2 (a). See also Chapter 10, where the entanglement scaling
(logarithmic in this case as well) is discussed extensively. For δ = 0 and h > 0, the ground state of (11.2.4)
is in the rainbow phase [87]. The structure of the ground state of (11.2.4) is illustrated in Figure 11.2 (c).
The system exhibits a proliferation of long bonds connecting distant spins symmetrically across the chain
center. In the language of fermions the rainbow state reads

|RAINBOW〉 =
L−1/2

∏
n=1/2

(
c†
−n + (−1)n−1/2c†

+n

)
|0〉. (11.2.5)

In the spin representation, the state (11.2.5) corresponds to a product of singlets between the sites (−n,+n)
of the chain. An important feature of the rainbow state (11.2.5) is that the EE of a subsystem starting from
the chain center grows linearly with its size ` (corresponding to a volume law) as [87,427,501,514,532,533]

lim
h→∞

S(h, `) = ` ln 2, (11.2.6)
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where subleading O(1) terms have been neglected. Eq. (11.2.6) reflects that the entanglement is propor-
tional to the number of singlets shared between A and its complement Ā, i.e., connecting a site in A and the
other in Ā. Remarkably, the volume-law scaling (11.2.6) survives in the weak inhomogeneity limit h → 0.
One can take the continuum limit of (11.2.1), by sending the lattice spacing a → 0 and by considering
h → 0 and L → ∞ with h/a and aL fixed, to show that the half-chain EE is still linear with L, but with a
different coefficient as [427]

S(h, L) ' 1
6

ln
(

ehL − 1
h

)
→ hL

6
. (11.2.7)

The last expression in (11.2.7) is obtained in the limit hL � 1, making use the techniques of curved CFT
in Part II of this thesis.

We finally turn to the region of the phase diagram with finite nonzero δ and 0 < h < ∞. In this regime
the ground state of (11.2.4) is in a dramatically different phase. This is illustrated in Figure 11.2 (b). Its
structure is easily understood in the limit h� 1. Similar to the rainbow phase, long bonds connecting spins
on symmetric sites with respect to the center of the chain are present. However, now they are rare and do
not form an extended phase. Precisely, the probability of forming a sequence of rainbow links (“rainbow”
regions) decreases exponentially with its size, i.e., with the number of consecutive sites involved. On the
other hand, the ground state of (11.2.4) exhibits a proliferation of short-range singlets between spins on
nearest-neighbor sites. These form extended “bubble” regions (see Figure 11.2 (b)) of length `b, whose
probability exhibits a power law decay as ∝ `−3/2

b . This has striking consequences for the scaling of the EE.
First, only rainbow bonds can contribute to the entanglement between A and the rest, because short singlets
connect mostly sites within A and Ā, separately. On the other hand, the typical length scale over which the
system is entangled is determined by the scaling of the regions with short-range singlets. Specifically, our
main result is that for 0 < h < ∞ and finite δ the EE exhibits a square-root scaling behavior as

S = C · `1/2 + k′′, (11.2.8)

where C and k′′ are non-universal constants. Notice that Eq. (11.2.8) represents a dramatic violation of the
area-law.

11.2.1 Path invariance of the SDRG for the XX chain: A useful lemma

Away from the limits h = δ = 0, the hamiltonian (11.2.4) can be studied using the SDRG technique, as
reviewed in Section 1.4.4. Following the discussion there, it is useful to rewrite the SDRG procedure by
introducing the logarithmic couplings, in this Chapter denoted as Tm

Tm ≡ − ln Jm. (11.2.9)

Notice that Tm takes into account both the random part of the coupling Km (cf. (11.2.2)), as well as the in-
homogeneity due to the presence of h, giving a non-random position-dependent shift in Tm. In the variables
Tm the SDRG renormalization step becomes additive.

We choose Km (see (11.2.2)) distributed according to (11.2.3). Writing this quantity as Km = ξδ
m, one

can easily verify that ξm is a random variable uniformly distributed in the interval [0, 1]. This allows one to
rewrite the couplings Tm as

Tm =


h
( 1

2 − δ
h ln ξ0

)
, m = 0 ,

h
(
|m| − δ

h ln ξm
)
, |m| > 0 .

(11.2.10)

An important consequence of (11.2.10) is that apart from the overall factor h, the couplings Tm are functions
of the ratio δ/h only. Hence, the RSP, also known as valence bond state (VBS), obtained at the end of the
SDRG, as well as the EE, only depends on δ/h.

Since in the following we mostly focus on the random XX chain, here we wish to discuss a crucial sim-
plification that occurs when one applies the SDRG method to this model. We show that for the random XX
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chain (cf. (11.2.4)) the renormalized coupling between two sites separated by an odd number of consecutive
bonds is independent of the decimation pattern, and it has a simple form that we provide. To the best of
our knowledge this interesting property has not been noticed before in the literature. Here we just report the
result, that can be proven by induction. The proof can instead be found in Ref. [91]. The general expression
for the renormalized coupling for a block [i− 1

2 , i + n + 1
2 ] with n + 1 bonds is given by

T[i− 1
2 ,i+n+ 1

2 ]
=

n

∑
j=0

(−1)j Ti+j, (11.2.11)

where n is the number of spins decimated, that must be an even number.
A few comments are in order to show the relevance of our result. First, Eq. (11.2.11) provides an exact

mapping between the SDRG flow of the couplings Ti and an alternating random walk. This mapping holds
true for any distribution of the initial couplings Ji. However, Eq. (11.2.11) does not contain any spatial
information about the SDRG flow. This means that from (11.2.11) it is not straightforward to reconstruct
the information about the place where the SDRG processes has occurred. This fact represents an obstacle
to derive from Eq. (11.2.11) the scaling of correlation functions or of the EE. Still, we anticipate that this
limitation can be overcome for the random inhomogeneous XX chain in the large h limit (strongly inhomo-
geneous limit). This happens because the presence of the inhomogeneity provides a simple relation between
the SDRG step n and the distance from the chain center. More precisely, sites far away from the chain center
are usually renormalized at later stages along the SDRG procedure.

Another important consequence of Eq. (11.2.11) is that, given a region containing n spins, Eq. (11.2.11)
allows one to derive the distribution of the renormalized couplings after decimating all the spins. Using
the random walk framework, one obtains that this is the distribution of the final position of the walker after
n steps. It is straightforward to derive this distribution in the limit n → ∞. Clearly, the sum of the even
and odd sequences in Eq. (11.2.11) can be treated separately. Both are the sum of independent identically
distributed exponential variables, that follow the gamma distribution. By using that for large n the gamma
distribution is well approximated by a normal distribution, one has that the sum of the even and odd terms in
Eq. (11.2.11) are distributed with (πn)−1/2 exp[(x− n/2)2/n]. The renormalized coupling after n SDRG
steps is obtained as the difference between the sum of the odd and even sequences in Eq. (11.2.11). This is
again a normal distribution with zero mean and variance n, i.e.,

P
(

T = T[i− 1
2 ,i+n+ 1

2 ]

)
=

1√
2πn

e−T2/(2n). (11.2.12)

11.3 Area-law violation in the random inhomogeneous XX chain

Von Neumann entropy: numerical SDRG results

From the SDRG scheme, the entropy is obtained as S = nA:Ā ln 2 [cf. Eq. (1.4.46)] . The disorder average
〈S〉 is then proportional to the average number of singlets 〈nA:Ā〉 shared between A and its complement Ā.
We now discuss the resulting scaling behavior of the ground-state EE in the random inhomogeneous XX
chain.

In Figure 11.3 (left) we present numerical data for the EE S of a subsystem A placed at the center
of the chain (see Figure 11.1). The results are obtained by implementing the SDRG method discussed
in Section (1.4.4). The entropy S is plotted versus the subsystem size ` of A. The different symbols
in the Figure correspond to different values of the inhomogeneity h. The disorder strength parameter δ
(cf. (11.2.2)) is fixed to δ = 1. For h → ∞ the model reduces to the rainbow chain, and the volume law
S ∝ ` is expected. Oppositely, for h→ 0 the homogeneous random XX chain is recovered with logarithmic
entanglement scaling. Surprisingly, for all the intermediate values of 0.5 < h < 10, the entropy exhibits a
power-law increase with ` (notice the logarithmic scale in both axes). A preliminary analysis suggests the
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FIGURE 11.3: Unusual scaling of the EE in the randbow phase. Left: EE as a function of the subsystem
length `. The subsystem starts from the center of the chain (see Figure 11.1). The data are SDRG results
for the random inhomogeneous XX chain. The different symbols are for different values of h and fixed
value of δ = 1. The dashed-dotted lines are fits to a + b`1/2, with a, b fitting parameters. Right: EE as
a function of the chain length L. The data are SDRG results for the random inhomogeneous XX chain.
The different symbols are for different values of δ and h = 1. The data are averaged over 104 disorder
realizations. Logarithmic scale is used on both axes.

behavior S ∝ `1/2. To perform a more careful finite-size analysis we fit the SDRG results to

S = a + b`1/2, (11.3.1)

where a and b are fitting parameters. The results of the fits are reported in Figure 11.3 (left) as dashed-
dotted lines. Clearly, for small values of ` the data exhibit deviations from (11.3.1). This behavior has to
be attributed to finite-size corrections, due to the small `. Similar corrections are present for clean models,
as well as for the random XX chain [320]. However, already for ` & 10 the data are in perfect agreement
with (11.3.1) for all values of h considered.

Alternatively, in Figure 11.3 (right) we plot the half-chain entropy as a function of the chain length L.
The data are now for a wide range of 0 ≤ δ ≤ 64. The data are for h = 1. For δ = 0 the volume law
behavior is visible, whereas the data for δ = 64 are suggestive of the logarithmic behavior that is expected
in the RSP. For all other values of δ the square root scaling is visible, confirming the results of Figure 11.3
(left).

It is interesting to investigate the combined effect of disorder and inhomogeneity on the scaling of S.
This is discussed in Figure 11.4, by considering different values of δ and h. The Figure plots S as a function
of ` for several values of h and δ (different symbols). All the data for different δ and h but with the same
value of h/δ collapse on the same curve. This confirms that S is a function of h/δ only. The Figure
shows SDRG results for h/δ = 7 (empty symbols), h/δ = 4 (filled symbols), and h/δ = 0.5 (hatched
symbols). This scaling behavior, however, is valid only within the SDRG method. We anticipate that for the
random inhomogeneous XX chain the entanglement entropy can be calculated exactly (see Section 11.4)
using free-fermion techniques, and it is a function of h/δ only for large h. For all values of h, δ considered
in Figure 11.4 the EE exhibits the square-root scaling (11.3.1). The dashed-dotted lines in the Figures are
fits to (11.3.1), and they are in good agreement with the SDRG results. We should also remark that for
h/δ = 0.5 the square root scaling of the EE is visible only for larger ` & 100, due to larger finite-size
effects, as it is also clear also from Figure 11.3 (left).

Understanding the area-law violation: Bubble vs rainbow regions

The square-root entanglement scaling discussed above can be qualitatively derived from the distribution of
the rainbow and bubble regions of the states. To this end we shall define `r as the number of consecutive
concentric bonds that constitute a given rainbow region. For example, in the pure rainbow state we have
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FIGURE 11.4: EE S plotted as a function of the subsystem size `: SDRG results for the randbow XX
chain. The symbols correspond to several values of δ and h. The data collapse shows that the EE is a
function of the ratio h/δ.

`r = L bonds connecting the left and right halves of the chain. On the other hand, we define `b as the number
of points that are connected by consecutive dimer bonds that constitute a bubble region (see Figure 11.2).

To compute the probability distribution of `r and `b we apply the SDRG method to decimate all the
spins for a set of disorder realizations.

The distribution of the rainbow bonds Pr(`r) is obtained by constructing the histograms of the values
of `r of the different rainbow regions. An average over different disorder realizations is performed. The
resulting histograms for `r are shown in Figure 11.5 (left). The data are for the random inhomogeneous XX
chain in the strongly inhomogeneous limit for h � 1. We use a logarithmic scale on the y-axis. The data
show a clear exponential decay with `r. The exponential decay is smaller for greater values of h. This is an
expected result because in the limit h→ ∞ the rainbow regions will start to proliferate.

A similar analysis can be performed for the distribution Pb(`b) of the extension `b of the bubble regions.
The results are reported in Figure 11.5 (right). Interestingly, on the scale of the Figure the two histograms
are not distinguishable, signalling that Pb does not depend significantly on h, at least for large h. In stark
contrast with the rainbow regions, Pb exhibits a power-law decay with `b. A careful analysis suggests the
behavior

Pb(`b) ∝ `−3/2
b . (11.3.2)

The dash-dotted line in Figure 11.5 (right) is a fit to the behavior (11.3.2), and it perfectly describes the
numerical data.

The results of Figure 11.5 allow one to understand qualitatively the square-root behavior of the EE (11.2.8).
First of all, since Pr is an exponential function, the average number of rainbow bonds 〈`r〉 is a constant in-
dependent on L,

〈`r〉 =
∫ ∞

1
dx xPr(x) , (11.3.3)

where we have replaced the upper limit of the integral, namely L (total number of bonds) by ∞, without
changing essentially the final result. On the other hand, given a subsystem A of length `, the average number
of points of the bubble regions contained in A is given by

〈`b〉 =
∫ `

2
dx xPb(x) ∝ `1/2. (11.3.4)

The short-range singlets forming the bubble phase do not contribute to the entanglement between A and
the rest, because they mostly entangle spins within A. The entanglement between A and the rest is due
to long range links forming the rainbow phase. However, the scaling of the entropy is determined by the
distribution of `b, which determines the typical spatial separation between the different rainbow regions. A
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FIGURE 11.5: Left: Exponential decaying distribution of the rainbow bonds. The probability Pr(`r) of
the number of bonds `r, of the rainbows. The Figure shows normalized histograms for the distribution
of `r. Notice the logarithmic scale on the y-axis. The dashed-dotted lines are exponential fits. Right:
Power law distribution of the size of the bubble regions. The Figure shows the probability Pb(`b) of the
extension of the bubble regions. Notice the logarithmic scale on both axes. The data are renormalized
histograms for the length of the bubble phase in the random inhomogeneous XX chain. The dashed-
dotted line is a fit to∼ x−3/2. In both panels the data are SDRG results for the random inhomogeneous
XX chain. Each point is obtained by averaging over ∼ 1000 disorder realizations. The histograms
correspond to the values h = 7, 10 and δ = 1.

crude estimate of the entanglement entropy is obtained as follows. On average, there are 〈`r〉 rainbow links
every 〈`b〉 sites. Hence a region A with ` sites can be divided roughly into `/〈`b〉 bubbles separated by
〈`r〉 rainbow bonds. The EE can then be approximated as

S ∝
`

〈`b〉
× 〈`r〉 ln 2 ∝ `1/2〈`r〉 ln 2, (11.3.5)

i.e., the square-root scaling in Eq. (11.2.8). Crucially, in (11.3.5) we have assumed that the average bubble
size 〈`b〉 and average number of rainbow bonds 〈`r〉 do not depend on the position in the chain. This
might be surprising at first look because the system is not homogeneous. However, as it will be clear in the
following sections, due to the form of the coupling renormalization rule and the type of inhomogeneity, the
condition that leads to the bubble formation does not depend on the precise SDRG step, and, consequently,
on the position in the chain. Notice that this holds only for the XX model, and it breaks down for the
interacting XXZ chain.

11.4 Numerical benchmarks using the exact solution of the XX chain

In this Section we provide exact results for the EE of the random inhomogeneous XX chain (11.2.4). The
key observation is that for any disorder distribution, the XX chain is exactly solvable after mapping it to free
fermions [full details are given in Ref. [95]].

Numerical results for the EE S are reported in Figure 11.6 versus the subsystem size `. The Figure shows
results for a chain with 2L = 100 sites and several values of h and δ (different symbols in the Figure). We
should mention that due to the exponential decay of the couplings Ji, the calculation of the eigenvalues of the
correlation matrix [cf. Section 1.4.3] requires to use arbitrary precision routines. The results in Figure 11.6
were obtained requiring precision up to 10−80. To highlight the power-law behavior of S, in the Figure
we use a logarithmic scale on both axes. Clearly, for all values of h and δ, the data exhibit the behavior
S ∝ `1/2. The dashed-dotted lines in the Figure are fits to (11.3.1). For small values of h the asymptotic
scaling of S is already visible for ` & 3, whereas upon increasing h the asymptotic scaling sets in at larger
values of `, as expected. We should also mention that the finite-size effects due to L are negligible. This
is expected because the subsystem is placed at the center of the chain. One should observe that all the data
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FIGURE 11.6: EE S in the random inhomogeneous XX chain: Exact results. The Figure shows S
obtained using free-fermion techniques plotted versus the size ` of the subsystem. Note the logarithmic
scale on both axes. The symbols are the data for a chain with 2L = 100 sites and several values of h and
δ. Each point is obtained by averaging S over 500 different disorder realizations. The dashed-dotted
line is a fit to the expected behavior S = a + b`1/2, with a, b fitting parameters. Notice that S is not a
function of the ratio h/δ only.

shown in the Figure correspond to the same value of h/δ = 3. Surprisingly, no data collapse is observed,
suggesting that the entropy is not a function of the ratio h/δ only. This is in contrast with the SDRG data
(see Figure 11.4), for which the scaling with h/δ holds.

11.5 A toy model for the strongly inhomogeneous limit

In this Section we discuss the strongly inhomogeneous limit of the random XX chain (cf. (11.2.4)), which
is obtained for h → ∞ in (11.2.2). In this limit, several analytical results can be obtained, for instance
the scaling of the survival probabilities for the rainbow and the bubble regions presented in Figure 11.5.
For h � 1, the ground state of (11.2.4) has the structure presented in Figure 11.2 (b). This consists of
long links forming a “rainbow” phase connecting distant spins across the chain center, and of short links
connecting spins on neighboring sites, forming a “bubble” phase. Importantly, for large h all the link
configurations are symmetric with respect to the center of the chain. This is due to the fact that for large h,
more bonds at the center of the chain are stronger and therefore get decimated first. This implies that SDRG
decimations happen symmetrically with respect to the chain center. To further enforce this symmetry in
the following we will restrict ourselves to symmetric couplings, i.e., Kn = K−n (cf. (11.2.2)). A crucial
consequence of the large h limit is that the net effect of the SDRG procedure, at any step, is to renormalize
the central coupling J0 (see (11.2.1)). Moreover, the VBS state obtained at the end of the renormalization
is constructed using only two types of diagrams that we term “rainbow diagrams” and “bubble diagrams”.
A typical singlet configuration is depicted in Figure 11.7 (a). The building blocks, i.e., rainbow and bubble
diagrams, are better discussed in Figure 11.7 (b) and Figure 11.7 (c), respectively. In both (b) and (c) the
coupling J(n+1)

0 , connecting sites n + 1 and −n− 1, is the renormalized coupling obtained after decimating
the first 2n spins around the chain center (in this Section the position of the spins are labelled by integers:
±1,±2, . . . ,±L). In the following we derive exact analytic expressions for J(n+1)

0 . Also, by using (11.2.11)
we establish a relation between the survival probability of the rainbow and bubble diagrams with certain
survival probabilities of an alternating random walk.

11.5.1 Rainbow diagrams: Random walk & survival probability

Here we discuss the renormalized coupling obtained from the rainbow configuration illustrated in Fig-
ure 11.7 (b). First, the initial coupling J(n+1)

0 can result from both rainbow and bubble configurations. We
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FIGURE 11.7: (a) Typical singlet configuration in the ground state of the random inhomogeneous
chain in the limit h � 1. The continuous lines denote long-range singlets (“rainbow” configurations),
whereas the dashed ones are short-range singlets connecting spins on nearest-neighbor sites and form-
ing the “bubble” phase. Notice that only symmetric link configurations with respect to the center of the
chain (marked by the vertical line) are allowed. (b) A rainbow diagram formed by long links connecting
distant spins across the chain center. The renormalized central link J(n+1)

0 results from link configura-
tions as in (a). The length of the diagram is denoted as k. (c) Bubble diagram of length k formed by
short singlets joining spins on nearest-neighbor sites. Notice in both (b) and (c) the symmetry with
respect to the chain center. In the limit h → ∞ typical bond configurations as in (a) are obtained by
combining rainbow and bubble diagrams ((b) and (c)).

now consider the effect of a rainbow diagram of k links. This is obtained by decimating k + 1 spin pairs
around the chain center. Using the SDRG rule, the renormalized coupling J(n+k+1)

0 that connects the spins at
sites n + k + 1 and −n− k− 1 is given as

J(n+k+1)
0 = [J(n+1)

0 ](−1)k
[ k−1

∏
α=0

(
Jn+α+1 J−(n+α+1)

)(−1)α](−1)k−1

. (11.5.1)

As in Eq. (11.2.11), it is useful to take the logarithm of (11.5.1) obtaining

− ln J(n+k+1)
0 = (−1)k−1

[
− X(n+1)

0 +
k−1

∑
α=0

(−1)α(Xn+α+1 + X−n−α−1)
]
+ (n + k + 1/2)h. (11.5.2)

Here we defined Xj ≡ − ln Kj. In (11.5.2), the term (n + k + 1/2)h is the contribution of the inhomo-
geneity (cf. (11.2.2)). Importantly, in (11.5.2), X(n+1)

0 is obtained from − ln J(n+1)
0 by considering only the

contributions of Kj (cf. (11.2.2)), i.e., it does not take into account the contribution of h, which is included in
the last term in (11.5.2). Crucially, here we are using that the h-dependent term in (11.5.2) does not depend
on the renormalization pattern leading to J(n+1)

0 . This is a simple consequence of (11.2.11). Specifically, we
observe that the h-dependent term in − ln J(n)0 is (n− 1/2)h, from which the last term in (11.5.2) follows.
This is easy to prove by induction. The proof is a simpler version of that for (11.2.11). One first assumes
that after decimating all the spins between sites n and −n the h-dependent contribution to the coupling is
given by (n + 1/2)h. Then one considers the two possible SDRG processes, which consist in adding a
rainbow link between the spins at (n + 1) and −(n + 1), or two short links connecting spins (n + 1) and
(n + 2) and the spins −(n + 1) and −(n + 2), respectively. It is trivial to verify that in both cases the
formula holds.

It is important to observe in (11.5.2) the overall alternating term (−1)k−1 and the alternating term
(−1)α. We anticipate that the former is crucial to determine the survival probability of the rainbow diagrams.
Here we are interested in the probability that the rainbow diagram survives k successive SDRG decimation
steps. Crucially, while this survival probability could depend on the history of SDRG process, for the XX
chain this is not the case, as we are going to show. Given a rainbow diagram of length k, we start by
calculating the probability for the diagram to survive for an extra SDRG step. In terms of the couplings Ji
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(a) rainbow (b) bubble

FIGURE 11.8: Random walk interpretation of the rainbow and bubble diagrams (see Figure 11.7 (b)
and (c), respectively). (a) The probability for a rainbow diagram to survive k SDRG steps is mapped to
the probability for an alternating random walk to be confined in the strip between [−h/4, h/4] for k
consecutive steps. (b) The probability for a bubble phase to survive k SDRG steps is the probability for
the random walk to stay above the line h/4 for k consecutive steps. In both (a) and (b) the initial point
of the walker x is related to the renormalized central bond J0 in Figure 11.7 (b) and (c).

(cf. (11.2.2)), the survival condition is
J(n+k+1)
0 > Jn+k+1, (11.5.3)

which ensures that an extra rainbow link is created by decimating the spins at positions −n − k − 1 and
n + k + 1. Equivalently, in terms of the logarithmic variables Xk (cf. (11.5.2)) Eq. (11.5.3) reads

(−1)k−1
[

X +
k−1

∑
α=0

(−1)αXn+α+1

]
<

h
4
+

1
2

Xn+k+1, (11.5.4)

where we used that Xα = X−α and we defined X = −X(n+1)
0 /2 as the starting point of the random walk.

The survival probability condition (11.5.4) does not depend on n and k. The linear term in n + k in (11.5.2)
cancels out with the h dependent term in Jn+k+1. We anticipate that this is not the case in presence of
interactions, i.e., for the XXZ chain, and it will have striking consequences for the scaling of the EE (see
Section 11.6). To further simplify the condition (11.5.4), in the following we shall neglect the term Xn+k+1.
For large enough h this should be allowed because Xn+k+1 is exponentially distributed in [0, ∞]. The
condition in Eq. (11.5.4) has a simple interpretation in terms of random walks. Due to the factor (−1)k−1

the rainbow survival probability is the probability of a walker to stay below h/4 if (k − 1) is even and
above −h/4 if (k− 1) is odd, remaining confined in the alternating strip [−h/4, h/4]. This is illustrated
pictorially in Figure 11.8 (a). Interestingly, the probability that the walker survives within the strip for n
steps decays exponentially with n. The details of the calculation, based on standard techniques of random
walks (see, for instance, Refs. [534, 535]), can be found in Ref. [91].

11.5.2 Bubble diagrams: Random walk & survival probability

We now discuss the survival probability for the bubble diagram. The typical bubble diagram is shown in
Figure 11.7 (c), and it consists of a sequence of short-range singlets between nearest neighbor spins. Here
we restrict ourselves to the situation in which the bubble diagrams appear in pairs (i.e., symmetrically)
around the chain center, which is a consequence of the choice Jm = J−m. Similar to the rainbow diagrams,
the net effect of bubble diagrams is to renormalize the central coupling J(n+1)

0 . After a repeated application
of the SDRG rule, the renormalized coupling J(n+1+2k)

0 for the diagram in Figure 11.7 (c) is given as

J(n+1+2k)
0 = J(n+1)

0

2k−1

∏
α=0

[
Jn+α+1 J−n−α−1

](−1)α+1

. (11.5.5)
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FIGURE 11.9: Scaling of the EE in an interacting inhomogeneous model. The Figure shows the EE
S as a function of the subsystem size `. The curves are SDRG results for the randbow XXZ chain for
different values of h and ∆. In contrast with the XX chain, S exhibits a saturating behavior for ∆ > 0,
whereas the volume-law behavior S ∝ ` is observed for ∆ < 0. In particular, the dashed-dotted line is
the SDRG result for ∆ = −0.5 and h = 2.

It is convenient to use logarithmic variables to obtain

− ln J(n+1+2k)
0 = X(n+1)

0 +
2k−1

∑
α=0

(−1)α−1(Xn+α+1 + X−n−α−1) + (n + 2k + 1/2)h. (11.5.6)

Again, the flow of the renormalized coupling in (11.5.6) can be interpreted as a random walk with starting
point X(n+1)

0 . In contrast to the rainbow, there is no overall oscillating term (−1)k−1, and the walker can only
make an even number of steps, because bubbles are produced in pairs. The last term in (11.5.6) encodes
the inhomogeneity contribution to the renormalized coupling, and it is independent on the renormalization
pattern, as for the rainbow diagram. The condition for the bubble diagram to survive two SDRG steps is

J(n+1+2k)
0 < Jn+1+2k. (11.5.7)

In the logarithmic variables one finds

X +
2k−1

∑
α=0

(−1)α−1Xn+α+1 >
h
4
+

1
2

Xn+2k+1. (11.5.8)

where now the starting point of the random walk is defined as X = X(n+1)
0 /2. Similar to the rainbow, in

the following we neglect the term Xn+2k+1 in (11.5.8), because it does not affect the qualitative behavior
of the results. In the random walk language, the condition (11.5.8) defines the probability that the walker
stays above the line h/4, as depicted in Figure 11.8 (b). Importantly, the survival condition does not depend
on the SDRG step, due to the cancellation of the linear term in n in (11.5.7). Now, the probability that the
walker satisfies (11.5.8) for n steps decays as n−3/2, in contrast with the rainbow survival probability, which
decays exponentially. This is a standard calculation in the random walk literature. Details are again given
in Ref. [91].

11.6 Entanglement entropy in the interacting case

Having established that in the random inhomogeneous XX chain the entanglement entropy exhibits an un-
usual area-law violation, it is natural to investigate whether this scenario survives in the presence of inter-
actions. In this Section we show that the square-root scaling of the entropy (11.2.8) is very fragile, and it
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does not survive if the model is interacting. To be specific, here we consider the inhomogeneous random
Heisenberg XXZ chain. This is defined by the hamiltonian

H =
L−1

∑
i=1

Ji

{1
2

[
S+

i S−i+1 + S−i S+
i+1

]
+ ∆Sz

i Sz
i+1

}
. (11.6.1)

Here ∆ is an anisotropy parameter. and Ji are the same as in (11.2.2). For simplicity, we choose Ji = J−i.
The SDRG method for the Heisenberg chain is similar to that for the XX chain. The only difference is a
factor 1 + ∆ in the coupling renormalization [85]. Precisely, the SDRG rule for the renormalized coupling
J′ in the XXZ chain now reads [504]

J′ =
JL JR

(1 + ∆)JM
, (11.6.2)

where, as usual, JM is the largest coupling. In the random homogeneous XXZ chain (i.e., for h = 0) the
factor (1 + ∆) in (11.6.2) is irrelevant in the scaling limit of large systems. For instance, the SDRG fixed
point describing the ground state is the same for both the XX and the XXX chain (∆ = 1). This implies that
universal properties are the same for both models. The EE exhibits logarithmic growth and the prefactor of
the logarithm does not depend on ∆.

The goal of this Section is to show that in the presence of inhomogeneous couplings the factor (1 + ∆)
in (11.6.2) dramatically changes this picture, at least within the framework of the SDRG method. The results
are discussed in Figure 11.9. The Figure shows SDRG data for the EE S of a subsystem at the center of the
chain plotted as a function of the subsystem size `. The continuous lines in the figure correspond to several
values of the inhomogeneity parameter h and ∆ = 1. Surprisingly, for all values of h, S saturates in the limit
`→ ∞. For h = 8 there is a large intermediate region where the square-root scaling behavior (11.2.8) holds.
This signals the presence of an h dependent crossover length scale ξh separating the square-root behavior
from the saturating behavior at ` → ∞. This behavior changes dramatically for ∆ < 0. For instance, the
dashed line in Figure 11.9 denotes the SDRG data for h = 2 and ∆ = −1/2. Clearly, the EE exhibits the
volume-law scaling S ∝ `. We numerically observed that this volume-law scaling happens generically for
∆ < 0.

11.6.1 Random walk interpretation

We now discuss the origin of the behavior observed in Figure 11.9. Here we focus on the limit h � 1,
where one can exploit the mapping between the SDRG flow and the alternating random walk. First, in the
large h limit, similar to the non-interacting case, higher-energy degrees of freedom are nearer to the chain
center, and are decimated first. This implies that the effect of the SDRG procedure is to renormalize the
central coupling, similar to the XX chain. It is also natural to expect that for large h the most likely SDRG
patterns are the rainbow and bubble patterns discussed in Figure 11.7 (b) and (c).

To proceed, we first discuss the renormalization of J0 due to a rainbow diagram of length k (see Fig-
ure 11.7 (b)). A straightforward calculation gives

J(n+k+1)
0 = (1 + ∆)−k mod 2(J(n+1)

0 )(−1)k
[ k−1

∏
α=0

(
Jn+α+1 J−(n+α+1)

)(−1)α](−1)k−1

. (11.6.3)

Notice that the renormalized coupling J(n+k+1)
0 depends on the parity of k. The condition for the rainbow

diagram to survive one SDRG step is still given by Eq. (11.5.3), and in the logarithmic variables Xi we have

(−1)k−1
[

X +
k−1

∑
α=0

(−1)α−1Xn+α+1

]
. h

4
− ln(1 + ∆)

2
(k mod 2). (11.6.4)

The condition (11.6.4) is the same as for the XX chain apart from the parity dependent term ln(1 + ∆)/2.
However, this extra term is not expected to change the qualitative behavior of the survival probability.
Specifically, in the framework of the random walk (compare with Figure 11.8 (a)), one has that the walker
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is now constrained to stay below h/4− log(1 + ∆)/2 if k is odd, and above −h/4 if k is even, i.e., in a
strip that is not symmetric around zero (compare with Figure 11.8). It is natural to expect that the decay of
the survival probability for the walker will remain exponential.

In stark contrast, the factor (1 + ∆) in (11.6.2) has striking consequences for the survival probability of
the bubble diagrams (see Figure 11.7 (c)). The renormalized coupling J0 due to a bubble diagram of length
2k reads

J(n+1+2k)
0 = (1 + ∆)−2k J(n+1)

0

2k−1

∏
α=0

[
Jn+α+1 J−n−α−1

](−1)α+1

. (11.6.5)

Using Eq. (11.6.5), the condition Eq. (11.5.7) for the survival of the bubble phase can be rewritten as

X +
2k−1

∑
α=0

(−1)α−1Xn+α+1 &
h
4
− k ln(1 + ∆). (11.6.6)

In contrast with the non-interacting case, the condition (11.6.6) depends on the step k of the walker. This
means that for ∆ > 0 the survival condition (11.6.6) for the walker to be above the line h/4− k ln(1 + ∆)
is always satisfied for large k. Physically, this suggests that the bubble phase becomes more and more stable
as its size increases. However, the short-range singlets in the bubble phase do not contribute to the EE,
which explains the saturating behavior observed in Figure 11.9. On the other hand, for ∆ < 0 one has that
for large k the condition (11.6.6) is never verified. This implies that the bubble phase is suppressed and the
ground state of the model is in the rainbow phase, with volume-law entanglement.

11.7 Concluding remarks

In this Chapter, we have provided evidence of an unusual violation of the area law in a random inhomo-
geneous 1d model. Specifically, we showed that in a random inhomogeneous XX chain the ground-state
entanglement entropy grows with the square root of the subsystem length. We derived this result by map-
ping the SDRG renormalization flow to an alternating random walk. The exponent 1/2 of the entanglement
growth can be understood via the mapping to an alternating random walk. We also investigated the effect
of interactions, considering the random inhomogeneous XXZ chain. The unusual area law violation is very
fragile, and it does not survive when interactions are present.

It is worth mentioning some research directions for future investigation. First, it would be interesting
to further study the structure of the renormalization group flow in the light of the result (11.2.11). For
instance, it natural to wonder whether (11.2.11) might be the starting point for an alternative derivation of
the Refael and Moore result [86] for the entanglement entropy in the random XX chain. Another question
concerns the fate of the unusual area-law violation in the limit of weak inhomogeneity. In the clean case,
i.e., without disorder, using the approach of Ref. [159] it has been shown that the model can be mapped to a
CFT in curved spacetime [424,427], but what happens to this scenario in the presence of randomness is still
unknown.

Going beyond the behavior of the XX spin-chain, it would be very useful to thoroughly investigate the
phase diagram of the random inhomogeneous XXZ chain. For instance, while for strong inhomogeneity
we observed that the EE has a volume-law scaling for ∆ < 0, the regime of weak inhomogeneity remains
unexplored. The most relevant question would be to understand whether the volume-law behavior holds true
at any value of the inhomogeneity. Another natural question is whether the mapping between the SDRG flow
and the random walk allows one to obtain different exotic area-law violations, such as a power-law growth
of the entanglement with an exponent α 6= 1/2. A possibility would be to explore the effects of spatially-
correlated disorder, that in the homogenous case are known to dramatically affect the critical behavior [85].
Moreover, the nature of the transition between the volume-law and the area-law entanglement in the random
inhomogeneous XXZ chain has still to be clarified.

Finally, an independent, but very timely research direction would be to understand how the anomalous
scaling of the ground-state entanglement can affect the out-of-equilibrium behavior of the random inhomo-
geneous XX chain after a (local or global) quantum quench, in particular for the entanglement evolution.
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